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Abstract

Cyber-attacks cost businesses millions of dollars every year, a key component of which is the cost of

business disruption from system downtime. As cyber-attacks cannot all be prevented, there is a need

to consider the cyber resilience of systems, i.e. the ability to withstand cyber-attacks and recover from

them.

Previous works discussing system cyber resilience typically either offer generic high-level guidance

on best practices, provide limited attack modelling, or apply to systems with special characteristics.

There is a lack of an approach to system cyber resilience evaluation that is generally applicable yet

provides a detailed consideration for the system-level impacts of cyber-attacks and defences.

We propose a methodology for evaluating the effectiveness of actions intended to improve resilience

to cyber-attacks, considering their impacts on system output performance, and monetary costs. It is

intended for analysing attacks that can disrupt the system function, and involves modelling attack pro-

gression, system output production, response to attacks, and costs from cyber-attacks and defensive

actions.

Studies of three use cases demonstrate the implementation and usefulness of our methodology. First,

in our redundancy planning study, we considered the effect of redundancy additions on mitigating

the impacts of cyber-attacks on system output performance. We found that redundancy with diver-

sity can be effective in increasing resilience, although the reduction in attack-related costs must be

balanced against added maintenance costs. Second, our work on attack countermeasure selection

shows that by considering system output impacts across the duration of an attack, one can find more

cost-effective attack responses than without such considerations. Third, we propose an approach to

mission viability analysis for multi-UAV deployments facing cyber-attacks, which can aid resource

planning and determining if the mission can conclude successfully despite an attack. We provide

different implementations of our model components, based on use case requirements.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cyber-attacks cost businesses millions of dollars every year, and one of the key components of costs

from cyber-attacks is the cost of business disruption from system downtime. It accounted for a loss

of $4 million per year on average for large international companies, or 31% of the total cost related

to cybercrime, according to [BLDC19]. Not all cyber-attacks can be prevented, and therefore there

is a need to consider the cyber resilience of systems, i.e. the ability of a system to withstand cyber-

attacks and recover from them. Resilience relates to how the system responds to an event, from its

start through to when recovery is achieved. Thus, approaches to improve cyber resilience can target

different aspects, such as increasing robustness to attack impacts or improving recovery speed, with

various system design aspects, capability improvements or reactive responses.

Previous works discussing the resilience of systems to cyber attacks typically either offer generic high-

level guidance on best practices for organisations [CAC+10, BG11, MMPP19, CBL+20, CAH21,

CBL+21], consider attack impacts in a limited way [SSL17, CYS+18, SLS19, HSKG20], or apply to

very specific types of systems with special characteristics (e.g. power networks [YWZ17, YWR18],

smart grids [LYGH21, BJY+21] and microgrids [WRS20], where attacks can be mitigated with con-

trol theoretic solutions that do not generalise to other settings). There is a lack of an approach to

evaluate the cyber resilience of a system that is more generally applicable yet provides a detailed

consideration for the system-level impacts of cyber attacks and defences, including effects due to

component inter-dependencies and cascading effects.

1
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A related problem is determining the effectiveness of investments in capabilities intended to improve

cyber resilience, highlighted by the UK Government’s finding that UK businesses believe that “com-

mercial incentives to invest in cyber security are not clear” [Off21, p.23]. An indication of the impor-

tance of this is provided by Accenture 2020 State of Cyber Resilience [BLDC20], which finds that

businesses among the best cyber resilience performers were four times better at both finding breaches

and stopping attacks than average-performing firms, three times better at fixing breaches quickly, and

two times better at reducing breach impact. These leaders were found to focus their cyber security

spending differently, and target different metrics of cyber resilience success than other firms: they are

focusing more on speed of detection, response and recovery, while other firms were more concerned

on whether they were nominally achieving various resilience-related indicators and outcomes. Such

differences in approach combined with findings that some investments in security are failing while

costs of security technologies are increasing [BLDC20] lead us to conclude that modelling that can

find the drivers of success would benefit companies, enabling them to replace investment decision

making based on rules of thumb and tick-box exercises.

Cyber resilience approaches need to help determine the effectiveness of investments in order to in-

crease cyber resilience and minimise long-term costs. For example, Linkov et al. [LK19] criticised

risk-assessment approaches for being too targeted to known threats, whereas resilience investments

could help mitigate the impact of all attacks including unknown ones. The modelling must strike

a balance between generality and system-specific detail – abstract enough to be reasonably gener-

ally applicable, but capturing enough system detail to provide meaningful impact analysis that can

evaluate the effects of resilience improvements. For example, abstracting the model to the level

where we only consider the extent of investment rather than how it is targeted [GL02, RMEB19]

can leave business leaders in a situation where money is spent in an untargeted way without the

expected results in terms of security or resilience. A similar weakness exists in works proposing

high-level methods (frameworks, standards, key performance indicators (KPIs) and maturity models

[CAC+10, MMPP19, CBL+20, CBL+21, CAH21]) to guide companies to improve their cyber re-

silience. While such approaches are useful in providing suggestions on generally usable policies to

increase resilience, the works have not provided a way to evaluate the impacts of the resilience poli-

cies proposed, or the cost of the investments involved. This is key if the problem of cyber resilience
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is to be taken seriously: if the financial implications due to lack of preparation to attacks are not

laid bare, decisions might be based on vague notions of effectiveness, or only made to meet minimum

standards or regulations. Consequently, a resilience evaluation approach requires an appropriate level

of abstraction, to aid with evaluating the impact of resilience improving actions and techniques, and

thus help companies make better decisions on investing into cyber resilience and cyber security.

Further, to evaluate the effectiveness of improvements into resilience, one has to consider the overall

picture of the impact of attacks onto the business, as system interdependencies cause effects to spill

over from the directly compromised components to other parts of the system. For this, estimating the

cost of impacts in monetary units is beneficial, as monetary valuation provides a generic measure that

can be applied across different contexts. It enables expressing the impact and cost of any attack to

any part of a system, provided that direct and indirect effects are taken into account. Also, monetary

values can be compared across time in a straightforward way, even across longer periods of time

using time discounting. This is important for cyber resilience analysis, as comparisons must be made

across time to evaluate the benefits of resilience improvements, especially if attacks are expected

to be infrequent. Additionally, a methodology that expresses the impact of an attack in monetary

terms can help better integrate cyber security into business decision making, as the effect of security

investment can be quantified with relation to the output and revenue of the organisation. This could

benefit regulators as well as companies, and is a timely issue, as the National Cyber Strategy 2022 of

the UK Government identified a need for using regulation and incentives to encourage “embedding

cyber security as a core part of good business” [Off21, p.65].

In this thesis we propose to address these gaps in the literature by providing a methodology for

evaluating the cyber resilience of a system based on the performance of the system in producing

its output, which uses a cost evaluation that allows relating the impact of an attack to the costs of

actions that are intended to improve system cyber resilience. Our approach has two key aims: a) to

provide cyber resilience evaluations at a sufficiently detailed level to consider system-level impacts

(and costs) from attacks, while being applicable to various systems where attacks can affect output

performance; b) to enable relating the costs from cyber attacks directly to the financial performance

of the company (via the output performance), thus offering a way to assess, in monetary terms, the

benefits from defence actions and investments into cyber security and resilience capabilities.
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1.1 Motivation and Objectives

The motivation for the specific approach we take is twofold: 1. cyber resilience is an increasingly

important area of study, with research gaps to be found in the provision of modelling that directly

focuses on evaluating the system-level attack impacts but is also reasonably generally applicable; 2.

expressing the impacts of attacks in terms of monetary costs could provide a useful way for busi-

nesses to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of investments intended to improve cyber security and cyber

resilience of the business. We now relate these to the objective of the thesis, and address them in turn.

The objective of this thesis is to propose an approach for evaluating and reasoning about the cyber-

resilience of networked systems, in which attack impacts are reported in monetary terms over the

duration of the attack event. Specifically, we propose a methodology for evaluating attack impacts

across the whole duration of an event from the initial impact until recovery is achieved, in comparison

to a reference level that is expected if attacks do not occur, and provide related approaches to reasoning

about resilience decisions. We focus on systems where availability is key, i.e. where an attack can

cause expensive business disruption by rendering parts of the system unavailable. The intent is to

provide modelling that highlights the key generic aspects of attack response, at a level of abstraction

that is general enough to be applicable to many contexts but specific enough to enable businesses to

make useful decisions on capability investments and responses to attacks.

We propose evaluating the business impacts from component unavailability via modelling its effect

on the production of system output. We use ‘production’ as a generic term to refer to the process

by which a system output is produced, whether the specific instance was, for example, the provision

of services, fulfilling a mission, or a physical production line. Accordingly, the components of this

production could be the various services that together constitute a web application, different tasks

required to be fulfilled to complete a mission such as a fire survey, or different sub-processes required

for a production line.

We approach the quantification of cyber attack impacts from the perspective of the production effects

incurred during and after the attack, and relate these to financial costs. The idea is to quantify the

direct and production-impact costs related to the attack, which in general include the costs of prepara-
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tion (investment into security capabilities, and redundant capacity), the losses due to disruption (loss

of systems availability or performance), and the costs of defensive actions such as attack contain-

ment, patching and recovery. While the production-impact assessment component of our methodol-

ogy could alone aid the design of cyber resilient systems, as it enables investigating the impacts of

actions (and lack of them) onto the production performance of the system, the most benefit is gained

when the impact assessment is combined with cost modelling, to obtain cost impacts.

We believe that by emphasising the financial impact of security decisions, our framework could lead to

improvements in the cyber-resilience of systems, and to more effective security investment decisions.

The benefits of our proposed approach are threefold: a) An organisation can bring decisions over

cyber security into the heart of business decisions, as the costs and impacts on system performance

are considered. b) Cyber security teams can better establish the costs and benefits of measures, allo-

cate their budgets more effectively and better convince management of appropriate levels of security

spending. c) Modelling of this kind can guide regulation on requirements for cyber security invest-

ments in businesses, as it could help undercover systemic impacts arising from insufficient incentives

to invest in cyber security.

In order to form our methodology to address these objectives, we have had to address several research

issues, the key ones of which are:

• Providing an attack impact assessment model that is generic and combines several components

(attack progression modelling, incl. defence modelling; system ”production” modelling; per-

formance modelling; cost modelling).

• Evaluating which types of modelling components suit the proposed methodology and its aims,

and providing implementations of different approaches.

• Evaluating the costs of attacks and defensive actions in a way that takes into account cascading

effects in interdependent systems.

• Providing a modelling approach to attacks which aim to disrupt multiple instances of compo-

nents, thus requiring multiple privilege copies, instead of targeting one goal node, as commonly

assumed by attack graph analysis approaches. Implementing an approach to evaluate the im-
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pacts of the various outcomes of such attacks.

• Addressing the problem of relating the cost estimates during an attack to costs during future

time periods, where attacks may or may not occur.

Scope: We focus on the performance of producing system output, and attacks that can impact this

performance. This focus helps narrow our scope both in terms of the security attribute of interest,

and the category of attacks we consider in terms of their consequences. From the perspective of the

traditional security attributes, the focus on output production means we are interested in availability,

and leave integrity and confidentiality outside of our scope.

On costs of attacks, Accenture [BLDC19] categorises cybercrime related costs based on consequences

of attacks: business disruption (from downtime), information loss, revenue loss and equipment dam-

ages. Information losses account for the largest share (45%) of all cybercrime related losses among

the firms in their survey, followed by business disruption (31%), revenue loss (20%), and equipment

damage (4%). Our focus on output production comes under the category of business disruption, while

the costs relating to the other categories would need to be captured with additional modelling. For

revenue loss, we propose a simple model of losses from customer attrition due to reputational dam-

age, discussed with relation to redundancy planning in Section 8. Information losses in the sense

of stolen data, such as data breaches and espionage, do not typically have systemic effects on the

production process, but their costs arise from the value of the information (or the penalty due to its

loss). We do not model these for two reasons: 1. they do not relate to output performance, but occur

as breaches to certain systems, and 2. the costs cannot be mitigated using resilience methods like

redundancy and recovery, but only by traditional cyber security approaches focused on preventing at-

tacks. Together, these two points mean that attacks aiming to steal information can be analysed using

the existing approaches to cyber risk analysis and system hardening. However, attacks that delete or

encrypt information, such as ransomware attacks, lead to business disruption, the impact of which

can be captured with our modelling. While equipment damage could be straightforward to add to our

model where the consequence of a certain attack step (exploit) was component damage, it may be

hard to determine in advance if damage is an expected outcome of an exploit, and thus if it should

be included in analyses made in preparation for defence against attacks. As equipment damage is a
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minor cost category relative to the others, we chose to leave a detailed study of it outside of our scope.

Note that this refers to the direct cost of the damage itself. In contrast, any business disruption caused

by equipment damage, e.g. due to a longer recovery time, could be modelled using our approach.

In our choice of actions and resilience-improving techniques to model, we selected among ones that

relate to the performance of production, and are fairly generally applicable to various systems. The

MITRE Corporation’s cyber resiliency engineering framework [BG11, BG13] lists various architec-

tural design techniques to improve cyber resilience. The 13 techniques range from segmentation and

isolation to randomness and moving target defence (MTD) techniques in the proactive side, and also

include reactive techniques with different types of dynamic reconfiguration, reconstitution and com-

position, in addition to deception. Given the number and variety of these, in building our methodology

we have focused on providing general ways to model resilience techniques that relate to the perfor-

mance of production. In particular, among the architectural techniques discussed by [BG11, BG13],

we demonstrate how redundancy and diversity can be modelled within our methodology, and how our

methodology can then be applied to redundancy planning (Chapter 8) and mission viability analysis

(Chapter 10). In addition to these techniques, we consider defence responses in terms of countermea-

sure selection in Chapter 9.

1.2 Contributions

The key contributions of this thesis are:

Proposing a modelling methodology for evaluating the cyber resilience of systems based on their

output performance during attacks, which can be used to estimate the cost-benefits of actions in-

tended for improving resilience to attacks. As part of this, we explain the modelling requirements for

conducting production-impact assessment over time to enable resilience analysis, and for enabling

analysis of cost-effectiveness of actions in a way that considers effects during attack events and when

attacks do not occur, and in future periods. For the latter point, we propose ways in which future

periods can be accounted for: a comparison approach evaluating benefits of actions in possible future

states of an attack; and a metric (time until loss, TUL) that relates during-attack benefits of an action
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to its costs accruing over time whether attacks occur or not.

Providing implementations of the methodology for use in three different types of analysis: redun-

dancy planning, reactive countermeasure selection, and mission viability analysis. Further, we show

different approaches to implementing some of the key modelling components, and provide discussion

on when the alternatives are applicable. In addition, we provide process descriptions and algorithms

for conducting the analysis involved in these use cases, for example, how a countermeasure is chosen

when an alert is received, using an algorithm employing our methodology for impact assessment.

Introducing case studies of specific use-case applications of the methodology: application to deter-

mining a cost-effective allocation of redundancy (with and without diversity) to the components of

a system; application to the problem of attack countermeasure selection, where we choose defensive

actions based on their expected impacts on the costs arising from an attack event; application of parts

of the methodology on evaluating the viability of a multi-UAV mission if an attack occurs.

The analysis conducted in the use cases further leads to a number of important results; we now sum-

marise the studies provided, and the main results from them: A key use-case for the methodology is

planning for capabilities that can improve resilience to cyber-attacks, and in Chapter 8 we provide an

instance of such analysis from the perspective of redundancy planning. Here, the attack impacts are

evaluated using a queueing network model, and the attack progression modelling is done with a focus

on specific scenarios, and how redundancy affects the attack progression and possible outcomes of the

attacks. We evaluate our approach using a case study, and find that the optimal diversified redundancy

allocation can yield a substantial reduction in costs (including attack impacts and maintenance costs)

relative to cases without diversity and without redundancy. Importantly, our method enables quan-

tifying the benefits, and comparing different alternatives. This also shows the importance of attack

modelling when planning component redundancy, as while random events or failures can be mitigated

with limited redundancy without diverse implementations, cyber attacks can replicate exploits easily

on the redundant components if no diversity is provided.

Our countermeasure selection application in Chapter 9 demonstrates the usefulness of our method-

ology in reactive defence in terms of countermeasure selection. We show, via simulated attacks in

a case study and in randomly generated synthetic graphs, that a countermeasure selection strategy
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that prioritises balancing costs over a longer term leads, on average, to more cost-effective choices

of actions than alternative strategies.

Chapter 10 looks into using the methodology to determine the viability of a mission when attacks

occur, with a flavour of redundancy planning. We focus on multi-UAV missions, and show how our

methodology can be used to determine the viability of a mission in the face of an attack affecting

the availability of components, for example, determining the number of vehicles required for a mis-

sion with a given coverage requirement, how many redundant vehicles should be available to act as

replacements in case of attack, and how different parameters affect the coverage reachable within

a mission if an attack occurs. Results from the case study highlight the importance of the speed of

containment and appropriate recovery capacity, and provides a way to quantify their impacts and

relative importance.

1.3 Publications

Parts of the work presented here have been included in the following papers:

• Jukka Soikkeli, Luis Muñoz-González, and Emil Lupu. Efficient Attack Countermeasure Se-

lection Accounting for Recovery and Action Costs. In Proceedings of the 14th International

Conference on Availability, Reliability and Security (ARES ’19), ACM, 2019 [SML19]

• Jukka Soikkeli, Cora Perner, and Emil Lupu. Analyzing the Viability of UAV Missions Fac-

ing Cyber Attacks. In 2021 IEEE European Symposium on Security and Privacy Workshops

(EuroS&PW), pages 103–112. IEEE, 2021. [SPL21]

• Jukka Soikkeli, Giuliano Casale, Luis Muñoz-González, and Emil Lupu. Redundancy Planning

for Cost Efficient Resilience to Cyber Attacks. In press, to appear in IEEE Transactions on

Dependable and Secure Computing. [SCML22]
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1.4 Thesis outline

The thesis is structured as follows: Background information and related literature are presented in

Chapter 2. After this, the middle part of the thesis introduces our methodology, and how it is con-

structed. Chapter 3 provides an overview of the methodology, and how we have applied it in our works

to different use cases, while the chapters that follow it go into the details of the different key mod-

elling components: Attack progression modelling is discussed in Chapter 4, production modelling

in Chapter 5, how these two combine in assessment of production impacts is the topic of Chapter 6,

and cost modelling is introduced in Chapter 7. After explaining the methodology components, we

present the studies in which we applied the methodology to different use cases. Chapter 8 contains

our redundancy planning work, Chapter 9 introduces how the methodology can be applied to reactive

countermeasure selection, and Chapter 10 discusses mission viability analysis. Finally, Chapter 11

concludes with a discussion of the thesis achievements and directions for future work.



Chapter 2

Background and related literature

In a general sense, resilience is the ability of a system (e.g. an organism, a network, a country)

to withstand and recover from adverse events such as natural disasters, epidemics, system faults or

cyber-attacks. The concept of cyber resilience focuses on the cyber dimension of systems, and is

defined by [LK19] as “the ability of the system to prepare, absorb, recover and adapt to adverse

effects, especially those associated with cyber-attacks.”

From the point of view of cyber security, concerns over the resilience of a system reflect the realisa-

tion that not all attacks and events can be fully avoided. For example, there exist previously unknown

vulnerabilities (zero-day vulnerabilities) and exploits, but also unexpected component failures, acci-

dents and natural disasters which can affect the functionality and security of a system. These make

a system’s ability to maintain and/or recover functionality the key feature when a breach (or a more

generic failure) happens. Furthermore, sometimes recovery/dealing with the consequences can be

cheaper or otherwise more sensible than attack prevention, for example, if prevention would involve

taking measures that significantly reduce the usability of a system.

There is an extensive literature on methods to counter cyber security events (cyber-attacks), reviewed

in [NPMK17]. Typically, the methods in this area focus on selecting between known approaches to

known events, in effect assuming that the full set of possible attacks is known in advance. As noted

by [NPMK17], the countermeasure provision solutions either neglect unknown (zero-day) exploits, or

do not provide concrete solutions for dealing with them. As stated, these methods focus on the choice

11
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of countermeasures for cyber attack defence, and as such mainly involve the stages before and during

an attack: modelling the system, and the potential attacks and countermeasures; identifying the attack

and making a countermeasure choice. What is left out is the consideration for the long term – how do

the actions by attackers and defenders impact the system during and after the event has passed, and

how to improve the system to reduce the overall impact that occurs over time. This longer term view

is a key aspect separating the aims of cyber resilience from those of traditional cyber security.

The research literature specific to cyber resilience, i.e. resilience to cyber attacks, is still relatively

new: while there are plenty of descriptions of research programs and challenges [LK19, LKL21,

KGTL21], and various frameworks and maturity models listing generic managerial actions to take to

prepare organisations for resilience [CAC+10, BG11, CBL+20, CAH21], few works have proposed

practical approaches that involve quantifying the impact of cyber attacks on a system’s functionality.

The examples of frameworks with quantification tend to apply to very specific systems with non-

generalisable features (e.g. power grids [YWZ17, YWR18, LYGH21, BJY+21, WRS20]), or leave

room for improvement in attack impact assessment [HSK19, HSKG20]. Hence our focus on building

a methodology with attack impact assessment at its core.

Before moving into a fuller review of the most relevant areas of research for this thesis, we first set

the scene by briefly describing research into resilience in general, and then provide an outline of our

approach to impact analysis for cyber resilience.

2.0.1 Resilience in general

In the previous decade, two surveys covering the literature on resilience in the wider context were

published, by [BDB11] and more recently by [HBRM16]. According to [HBRM16], the key fields

where the topic of resilience is researched include environmental sciences and ecology, different

subfields of engineering, psychology and psychiatry, and social sciences. Given this variety, the

definitions of resilience applied differ somewhat, with some focusing only on the ability to endure a

disruptive event at a good level of functionality, an aspect which we shall refer to as robustness. Even

among the ones considering recovery a key feature, there are differences: some insist on recovery to
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the original level of performance, while others accept a more adaptive recovery. We term “adaptation”

to mean ways in which a system can adjust during an event and after it, for example, continuing system

functions despite a lower level of performance, or preparing for new events by improving capabilities

(e.g. adding redundancy and diversity to components). We take the view that both recovery and

adaptation are key aspects of resilience, and of evaluating the impact of adverse events.

Hosseini et al. [HBRM16] provides a classification of the literature up to 2015, with the key splits

being between qualitative and quantitative approaches, and between generic and domain-specific ap-

proaches. The general approaches provide resilience metrics that are flexible enough to be applied to

multiple fields, typically based on a comparison of the system performance before and after an event.

Many such metrics adopt an approach in which a performance measure is observed over a window

of time, including the event and a recovery period, and the value of resilience is given by comparing

the cumulative value of the performance metric over the time window to what would have been ex-

pected during normal performance. Fig. 2.1 illustrates this type of an approach, initially popularised

by [BCE+03] for measuring earthquake resilience, labelled with stages of resilience according to the

classification in [GMG+16]. The curves represent system performance (normalised relative to the

desired normal performance level), and the loss of resilience due to an adverse event is measured by

the area between the curve and that of the desired performance. There are various approaches to the

specific quantification of resilience from such a curve: some relating the loss area to that below the

desired performance from the start of the event to the time of full recovery (e.g. [BCE+03]), others

such as [GMG+16] specifying a time window with start and end times that do not have to coincide

with the event start and recovery end, with other measures also proposed.
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Domain specific approaches rely on modelling a particular system to examine the impact of the

system structure on resilience. While these frameworks are not general, they are able to provide more

direct insights into ways in which the resilience could be improved. The studies of this kind reviewed

by [HBRM16] include approaches to resilience in transportation networks (airport runway, road, rail,

waterway, and public transportation networks), fire and rescue service, water reservoir, supply chains,

engineering resilience in a petrochemical plant, and organisational resilience, in addition to large-

scale complex networks.

With respect to the wider resilience literature, we focus on resilience in man-made computer-enabled

systems that can be affected by cyber-attacks. Within this context, our aim is an approach that applies

to the systems and processes for the production of an organisation’s output (whether it is services or

products). Our focus excludes approaches that apply to particular types of specialised systems, such

as power systems, but do not generalise elsewhere, and works focusing on specific types of events

that do not relate to cyber attacks.

Among projects aiming to define what resilience means in terms of actions or stages relative to an

event, there is a rough consensus on the different aspects of resilience. Sterbenz et al. [SHÇ+10] split

the strategy of ResiliNets into four actions relating to an event (defend, detect, remediate, recover),

and two for improving the system and these activities in longer term (diagnose, refine). In the MITRE

Cyber Resiliency Engineering Framework [BG11], the four goals of cyber resiliency practices are:

anticipate, withstand, recover, evolve. The US National Academy of Sciences [U.S12] definition of

resilience splits it similarly into four parts: 1) plan and prepare; 2) absorb; 3) recover; 4) adapt. As

apparent, the MITRE goals in [BG11] and NAS terms [U.S12] map readily into each other.

In Fig. 2.1 we labelled the stages of resilience relative to the event impact according to the terms used

by NAS [U.S12], following [GMG+16]. To set our work in this thesis within the context of these

stages, the methodology we propose is intended for impact assessment via modelling the performance

of a system during the different stages of a cyber attack event, i.e. those mainly coinciding with the

absorb and recover aspects of resilience. The most likely applications for the analysis enabled by the

methodology are for planning purposes, in the plan and adapt aspects of resilience, as used in our

works on redundancy planning in Chapter 8 and mission viability analysis in Chapter 10. However, it
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could also help guide the response to an event (thus touching on the absorb and recover aspects), as

proposed in our work on countermeasure selection in Chapter 9.

2.0.2 Outline of our methodology

To enable comparing existing works to our methodology for cyber resilience impact analysis, we now

briefly outline the key aspects of our approach. Our focus is the resilience of system output production

when facing cyber-attacks that aim to disrupt the system. For this, we follow the performance-curve

approach to resilience, as in Fig. 2.1a. Consequently, the core of our methodology is about assessing

attack impacts on production, and on expressing this in terms of financial costs. With these impacts,

we can then quantify the resilience of the system against attacks, and evaluate the improvement in

resilience from, and the cost-effectiveness of, actions and capability changes that are intended to

improve cyber resilience. For example, Fig. 2.1b illustrates possible effects from improvements to re-

dundancy, recovery and system hardening. Fig. 2.2 provides a high-level overview of the components

of the methodology, and the input information required. The key components are the following:
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1. Attack progression model, describing how cyber attacks progress in the system, containing:

• A description of the possible paths an attack can take within the system;

• Defensive actions that affect attack progression, such as detection and mitigation actions.

• Attacker behaviour modelling, including attacker choices and capabilities;

2. A production model of the system components (services, processes) required to produce the

output of the system, and their functional interdependencies. This includes:

• A dependency graph describing the functional interdependencies between the components

necessary for the production process;

• A definition of system performance based on the production model, and how the compro-

mise of production components affects the output (e.g. performance degradation of x%,

or reduction in redundant capacity);

• A recovery model, describing how production components are recovered, and how quickly.

3. An impact map between the attack and production models, defining which components in the

production model can be impacted by attacks, and from which parts of the attack model;

4. A cost model, describing the costs (to the system owner) of attacks and defense actions, and

the cost of investments into capabilities.

The impact evaluations using our methodology are conducted over time, from the start of an attack

event until a specific time horizon, by which time recovery is expected to be completed.

We use the methodology for choosing actions intended to improve the resilience of a system, such

as improvements to capabilities, and selection of reactive responses to attacks. We have focused our

implementation efforts on a few key techniques that are applicable to a variety of systems and can

be modelled in a general way: patching vulnerabilities, redundancy provision, and diversity (with

respect to redundancy). Choosing them is a function of many things, including their prominence in

existing literature, so comparisons can be made, but we also believe that implementing these enables

us to capture key aspects of resilience and attack impact assessment with regard to architectural tech-

niques for resiliency planning (redundancy, diversity), and for reactive response using hardening-type

countermeasures (patching). In addition, to cover the whole duration of an attack event, we model
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attack detection and recovery from attacks in a straightforward manner.

2.0.3 Structure

This chapter is split into two major parts: existing resilience approaches in Section 2.1 covers litera-

ture specifically discussing the concept of resilience, and includes works focusing on cyber resilience

in particular, and related works on measures and frameworks for resilience in networked and cyber

systems. Impact assessment is fundamental to resilience evaluation, so in the second part of this chap-

ter we discuss related works that seek to address this challenge. Attack impact assessment in Section

2.2 includes approaches for evaluating the impacts of cyber attacks, and separate subsections for at-

tack modelling and system performance modelling that could potentially be used for attack impact

estimation. A further subsection discusses how investment into cyber security has been approached

in the research literature. Finally, Section 2.3 provides a discussion of our work in relation to the

literature, and concludes.

2.1 Resilience approaches

2.1.1 Cyber resilience works

The existing literature on cyber resilience can be broadly split into the following categories: 1) de-

scriptions of frameworks; 2) resilience preparedness approaches, using maturity models or key perfor-

mance indicators (KPIs); 3) impact assessment works; 4) practical solutions to improving resilience

to attacks; 5) resilience metrics specific to cyber-attacks; 6) works focusing on specific components or

specialised systems (e.g. smart grid). We now provide an overview of studies within these categories,

save for the last one. We do not discuss works within the last category here, as works that provide

solutions tailored to specific components or systems are intimately linked to the specifics of the target

system, e.g. specialised targets such as maintaining the balance in a power grid. Examples of such

include works on cyber resilience of CPS control processes [JF18, CCD+21], power systems (smart

grids [LYGH21, BJY+21], microgrids [WRS20]).
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Adaptive response X X X
Analytic monitoring X X X X
Coordinated defence X X X X X
Deception X X X
Diversity X X X
Dynamic positioning X X X X
Dynamic representation X X X
Non-persistence X X X X
Privilege restriction X X
Realignment X X
Redundancy X X
Segmentation X X
Substantiated integrity X X X X
Unpredictability X X X

Table 2.1: Cyber resilience practices and their objectives, from Table 3 in [BG11]

Cyber resilience techniques and practices were discussed in works by the MITRE Corporation [Gol10,

BG11, GMP11, BG13] on cyber resiliency engineering, focusing on architectural design techniques

that improve resilience to cyber attacks. Of these, [Gol10, BG11] provide extensive discussion on cy-

ber resilience for mission assurance, and propose a set of generic techniques that aid cyber resilience.

These techniques, as included in the description of the MITRE Cyber Resiliency Engineering Frame-

work [BG11], are listed in Table 2.1. Most of the techniques relate to the design/architecture of a

system or a mission (diversity, redundancy, segmentation, privilege restriction), or to the design of

response strategies (adaptive response, coordinated defence).

Goldman et al. [GMP11] classify architectural design techniques for resilience into proactive tech-

niques, for structuring a system architecture in a way that increases resilience to attacks, and reactive

ones that are used in response to an attack. These techniques are all architectural in nature, from seg-

mentation and isolation to randomness and moving target defence (MTD) techniques in the proactive

side, while reactive techniques include different types of dynamic reconfiguration, reconstitution and

composition, in addition to deception. The techniques are, essentially, about specific defence capabil-

ities (and designs) which can increase the robustness of a system, but largely miss the other aspects of

resilience, such as recovery. In this thesis we focus on a more general impact evaluation, and how to

assess the effect of resilience improvements. Among the techniques in [GMP11], we provide a sample

implementation and analysis that considers component diversity, modelling its impacts on the system
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and comparing results to cases where it is not applied. We chose to focus on diversity as it is relevant

for a wide array of systems, and is an important security consideration, for example, when redundant

capacity is needed. Our evaluation approach could be applied to other architectural changes as well,

and our methodology would provide a good foundation for their analysis in future work.

Whilst describing a framework for cyber resilience engineering, including the goals, objectives and

actions, these “frameworks” do not provide an implementation of the approach in terms of a model

or decision rules for choosing what actions to take, and what the impact would be. In this sense, as a

method for impact assessment is not proposed, the frameworks discussed in [Gol10, BG11, GMP11,

BG13] are similar to a maturity model approach, such as those we shall discuss next.

2.1.1.1 Business cyber resilience planning: frameworks for assessing preparedness

A section of literature considers resilience planning for businesses from the perspective of generic

actions that can improve the cyber resilience of a business, e.g. key performance indicators and

maturity model goals such as “have a resilience plan”, “have security technology”. Examples of

these are maturity models such as the CERT-RMM [CAC+10], and more recent works by [Nat18,

MMPP19, CBL+20, CAH21, CALH21]. We shall now briefly summarise what they do, and then

argue that despite their benefits in general applicability, their lack of impact evaluation leaves a need

for resilience evaluation based on impact assessment, such as ours.

CERT Resilience Management Model (CERT-RMM) [CAC+10] is a process improvement model,

providing a definition of the process for operational resilience management, including 26 process

areas across 4 operational resilience management areas (enterprise management, resilience engineer-

ing, operations management, process management). The practices contained in these processes have

a management perspective, i.e. they represent actions to “direct, control and manage” operational

resilience. Their process definition is intended to be used as a benchmark for organisations to: 1.

identify their current operational resilience capability level; 2. to set targets; 3. measure the gap

between current performance and the targets; 4. develop action plans to meet the targets. The model

provides descriptions of actions that an organisation might take to implement a resilience process,

but does not specify how the actions would be deployed in practice. CERT-RMM does not cover
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processes used for producing products or services, but focuses on the specific processes required to

manage operational resilience.

NCSC Cyber Assessment Framework (CAF) [Nat18] is an approach to assessing how an organisation

manages cyber risks to its essential functions. The guidance is outcome-focused, providing 14 prin-

ciples specifying what must be achieved, broken down to further sub-outcomes. Assessment of how

well the outcomes are met is based on expert judgement of associated ‘indicators of good practice’

(IGPs), which are statements describing organisational characteristics such as “Logs are reviewed

almost continuously, in real time” (part of outcome C1.c Generating Alerts in CAF v3.1).

Carias et al. [CBL+20, CALH21, CAH21] work on forming a cyber resilience framework for SMEs.

In [CBL+20] they form a list of policies to implement and domains within which these fit (e.g. the

policy “Develop and communicate a cyber resilience strategy” within the domain “Governance”), and

an implementation order for these, developed based on analysis of existing frameworks and feedback

from industry experts. In [CALH21, CAH21] the authors develop a progression model (a type of

maturity model) to accompany the framework, describing stages of achieving different policies. They

provide a spreadsheet tool to aid SMEs in assessing how well they meet the various policies under the

various domains, and gain a view of the overall maturity of their cyber resilience preparedness based

on the progression model. This, like other maturity models, is a model for management decisions,

without a way of estimating the cost of the actions (stages) or their impact and value.

Marrella et al. [MMPP19] propose a maturity model for business process resilience, for processes

where multiple businesses cooperate. This work considers the impact of data inputs to a process with

multiple business parties, where each party provides some data tasks. The threat they consider is a

failure of one of the parties to provide their input to the process – the specific reasons for such failure

are not considered, i.e. cyber attacks are not modelled. They build a maturity model for resilience

awareness in multi-party business processes, with five levels (no awareness, failure awareness, data

resilience, milestone resilience, process resilience). The aim of the model is to support process de-

signers to be aware of the resilience of the processes during design time.

These approaches provide lists of generic policies and processes to improve resilience management,

and thus have the benefit of being generally applicable to many types of businesses. However, they
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provide little guidance for how to evaluate the benefit of each of these policies, as their impact on

the cyber resilience of the company, and to the company’s finances if an attack does occur, is not

addressed by these works. As a consequence, they a) leave a lot of freedom for the company to

inadvertently allocate investment inefficiently, and b) potentially reduce the incentive to invest in

resilience in the absence of regulatory control.

Indeed, [CAH21] points out that there is gap in resilience capability levels between companies, espe-

cially for SMEs, which they explain by a lack of knowledge and suitable tools to evaluate the benefits

from resilience improvements. This does not seem only restricted to smaller companies, as Accenture

[BLDC20] also finds a large difference among large international corporations between the very best

performing firms and others in terms of cyber resilience, and that the best are systematically better

and target different things in order to ensure resilience, suggesting there are differences in their capa-

bilities. For these reasons, there is a need for approaches that aim to evaluate the impacts of potential

attacks and the cost involved with key enablers of cyber resilience (such as attack detection, redun-

dancy, recovery), which can then provide an indication of what level of investment is cost-effective.

2.1.1.2 Attack impact assessment for resilience

In addition to our work presented in this thesis, attack impact assessment for resilience has been

considered by Haque et al. [HSK19, HSKG20], who have studied the cyber resilience of cyber-

physical systems. They use graphical models for attack impact analysis, as is common in works on

attack impact assessment, discussed in Section 2.2.1 below.

In [HSK19], they build a model for evaluating the resilience of an energy delivery system. They

use a network criticality metric of a “vulnerability graph” to approximate system functionality after

an attack, and then apply a sigmoid function to approximate recovery from this lower functionality

level to normal functionality within a given time frame. This gives their estimate of the performance

impact until recovery is completed. This approach provides an approximate, but not a detailed model

of performance over time. The main weakness of this work is the lack of a model of attack propagation

within the system – they only consider that attacks lead to random removals of edges in their graph,

e.g. random communication links becoming unavailable. This could be an appropriate model to
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evaluate the impacts of component failures, but cyber attacks typically do not impact components

randomly but follow a strategy based on the vulnerabilities they can exploit within the system.

Their later work on mission impact assessment in CPSs [HSKG20] has a more detailed attack model,

which they combine with estimates of attack impacts in a joint graph. However, the details of how

this graph evaluates resilience and mission impact remain unclear. The work estimates the level of

system functionality after certain components have been compromised, but does not consider the

impacts of attacks over time. That is, there is no consideration for attacker behaviour and speed, nor

the recovery process after attack. Thus, their model appears to only focus on the robustness aspect of

resilience, minimising the peak impact, and not the over-time aspects (recovery and adaptation) and

the losses that accumulate. The application they discuss is measuring the impact of a specific attack

on a mission (maintaining SCADA functionality), and finding a security hardening investment that

yields the minimum mission impact, using a simple model of security investment. Their investment

model makes strong assumptions, such as all assets can be hardened, and that this can be achieved in

a smooth linear fashion (e.g. investing 30% of a maximum level yields a 30% reduction in impact).

Further, as the model does not evaluate attack impact and its cost over time, their investment model

cannot be used to estimate how cost-effective the investment is.

2.1.1.3 Practical solutions for resilience to cyber attacks

There is a strand of literature focusing on proposing what we shall call “practical solutions” for

improving resilience to cyber attacks. By this, we mean that instead of frameworks, theoretical con-

tributions or resilience measurement approaches, the works suggest ways that could be used in prac-

tice to improve the resilience of a system to attacks. Table 2.2 shows a few general patterns in this

part of the literature. First, many of the works focus on specific types of attacks, such as zero-day

attacks ([TCNFW16, ZWJ+16]) or lateral movement [CCR+19], instead of providing an approach

more generally applicable to various attacks. Second, while many of the papers have defined re-

silience in a manner matching our “full” definition that includes recovery and adaptation (although

with differences in some details), others have a limited definition including robustness only, or dis-

cussed resilience as a desirable concept without clearly specifying it. Third, the papers considered
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here do not define a direct resilience metric, but consider deviations in some system performance level

([CRC+15], [TCNFW16], [CRDP17]), or the hosts reachable by lateral movement attacks [CCR+19].

Comparison of studies proposing practical solutions to cyber resilience

Study Notes Events
considered

Resilience
definition

Resilience metric Modelling and tools Summary

[CRC+15] proof-of-concept failures, targeted
attacks (only
shown for DoS)

robustness
only

based on deviations
in general metrics
of system health

graph-based algorithm to recommend
resilience-improving
actions

[TCNFW16] early-stage work
on a modelling
tool

zero-day attacks full descriptive rules to
infer resilience

epidemiological incident response choice
framework

[NY17] position paper cyber threats full - - (proposed
approach only)

integrating security
engineering to systems
engineering process

[CRDP17] active defence
approach for ICS

cyber attack on
industrial
controller

- based on
performance level
deviations

- an active defence method
for industrial control
systems

[CCR+19] designing
resilience to
lateral
movement

lateral
movement

robustness
only

based on the
reachability of
lateral movements

tripartite graph of
the enterprise
(users, hosts,
applications)

network hardening for
robustness to lateral
movement

In resilience definition column, “full” refers to a definition that covers all parts included in our definition, such as robustness and recovery.

Table 2.2: Comparison of papers proposing practical solutions to improve cyber resilience

Choudhury et al. [CRC+15] propose a graph-based modelling framework for enterprise cyber-resilience,

with an automated recommendation engine which monitors system health metrics and provides rec-

ommendations of actions to be taken if degradation in a metric is observed. The model consists of

a set of graphs, representing the physical network, application level behaviour, permissions (users to

resources), and host graph connecting applications to machines. The authors state that these can all

be generated from network traffic data. In addition, a mission definition for the business is specified.

The paper shows a proof of concept case-study with one health metric, quality of service in appli-

cations, and where recommendations involve blocking network flow from a subset of users, to fight

DoS attacks. They run simulations to show that the system works in this simplified case.

The approach is interesting in providing automated resilience tools for a network, and combining

different aspects of the enterprise. However, as presented, the framework is a tool for reacting to

changes which are of a known type, in a deterministic way. It is unclear how this would be made to

behave in unknown situations, which are of key importance for resilience. In addition, while things

work in the proof of concept with only one metric, using multiple metrics could cause issues, as taking

actions to improve one may have effects on another.
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Tran et al. [TCNFW16] proposes a modelling tool for incident response and recovery to be applied

to zero-day malware attacks. The tool is a system dynamics model for assessing the impact of coun-

termeasures (investments, incident handling), using simulations that investigate incidence rate and

recovery rate, and chooses the most effective countermeasure option. An epidemiological model of

zero-day malware propagation is used. The model is demonstrated in action using a simulated phish-

ing attack which plants a zero-day malware in a closed network.

While the proposed framework provides a quantitative tool for countermeasure selection for recov-

ery after zero-day attacks, it is effectively an incident-response tool with responses that have some

implications for resilience. The treatment of resilience is superficial, defining it as “the ability of the

network to withstand a zero-day malware attack, provide discreet system and capability decommis-

sioning, and enable recovery within an acceptable time frame.” [TCNFW16, pp. 29] However, they

do not use a metric, but descriptive rules – in the model, resilience is shown if the recovery rate is

larger than the incident rate at any time t. Alternatively, resilience exists if, when comparing the inci-

dent rates under the best and worst case scenarios, it is shown that the incident rate decreases under

the best case scenario.

Nejib et al. [NY17] is a position paper discussing security engineering approaches that should be

integrated into systems and software engineering processes to enable NATO systems to plan/prepare,

absorb, recover and adapt to threats, across the lifecycle of the system. However, as an early stage

position paper, it does not propose any detailed plans for a framework or metrics, but just discusses

the importance of integrating security engineering into the lifecycle of systems.

Chaves et al. [CRDP17] propose a resilience strategy for industrial control systems, using an active

defence method to react to cyber attacks. This differs from a traditional industrial control redundancy

strategy, aimed at recovery from failures, where the redundant controllers are identical to the ones

they replace. This means that traditional strategies are susceptible to a common-cause failure by

being vulnerable to the same attack. The paper shows an implementation of a method to achieve

resilience via moving target defence and redundancy, using a resilience metric based on measuring

a system performance level (dissolved oxygen in wastewater) over the time window when the event

takes place.
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The strategy is a good example of practical approaches to improve cyber-resilience, but it is only one

specific solution, not a general framework that can apply in a wider range of systems. Further, the

paper does not provide a way to do cost analysis. While the paper touches on the issue of cost in the

conclusion, the approach does not contain the analysis required to determine if it is cost efficient to

build the capacity to run the system in different configurations. These come with design and setting up

costs that are likely to be much higher than in traditional redundancy strategy using the same vendor’s

controllers. A related aspect is the efficiency of attack detection, which is not considered in the paper.

If it is not clear that the system was affected by a cyber attack, the strategy will be less effective, thus

affecting the cost-benefit analysis.

An approach to improve network resilience to lateral movement was proposed by Chen et al. [CCR+19].

Their approach involves modelling systems using a tripartite graph of users, hosts and applications,

and lateral movement attacks are modelled as walks over this graph. The model proposes network im-

provements to reduce the reachability of a lateral movement attack, i.e. how far an attack can spread

in the network. The improvements considered are network segmentation and hardening of edges and

nodes, where the former refers to making access from an application to a host secure, and the latter

means securing a host, modelled as reductions to compromise probability.

For our purposes, the approach as described in [CCR+19] has the following key weaknesses: there is

no modelling of production or performance, as improvements are quantified in relation to reachability

only; the model does not provide an analysis of resilience over time, but currently only captures

robustness (as impacts are not modelled); and the model is specific to lateral movement attacks.

There are also studies that propose actions that apply specifically to controllers in a control system.

However, works that use the specifics of controllers to improve resilience, such as building security

functionality into controllers [WDCO15], or by using control signals to respond to an attack (such as

in [YWR18]) are not generalisable to systems without controllers, and are thus outside of the scope

of this thesis.

To summarise, while several approaches for practical resilience in cyber systems have been proposed,

they do not provide a comprehensive resilience framework as this stage. This is because many of

them are at early stages (planning or proof-of-concept level), or do not consider all the aspects of
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resilience that we find important, in particular recovery and adaptation. In addition, some approaches

are focusing e.g. on controller design and are not generally applicable.

2.1.1.4 Resilience metrics specific to cyber attacks

In addition to general resilience measurement, such as the performance-curve approaches mentioned

in Section 2.0.1, some works have proposed other types of metrics for measuring resilience specif-

ically in relation to cyber threats. Examples of such approaches are the use of model-checking to

prove system properties that deny attacks of specific types [KAsR15], or metrics that should corre-

late with resilience, e.g. resource diversity based metrics proposed by [ZWJ+16]. These approaches

could be useful in specific settings, but are not appropriate for use cases where system output per-

formance is of key interest, such as our resilience impact evaluation methodology. For example,

neither model-checking or indirect metrics enable the estimation of impacts on the system during

attack events, which is key for production impact evaluation. As such other metrics are not of use for

our methodology, we shall not discuss them further, but acknowledge that such works exist.

2.1.2 Other resilience works with relevance

2.1.2.1 Business Continuity Management, Operations Research, Business Resilience

Business continuity management (BCM) is a framework for organisations to prepare for adverse

events in such a way that the survival of the organisation is ensured after the events. It takes into

account the organisation’s overall goals, and focuses on what the critical functions are for delivering

the organisation’s product/service, and how to ensure their continued production after an event.

There is an ISO standard regarding the requirements for business continuity management systems,

ISO 22301, originally introduced in 2012 [ISO12] and updated in 2019 [ISO19]. However, the ex-

istence of the standard does not mean the approaches to BCM taken by companies are effective, as

the standard is not compulsory and leaves a lot of room for variation in its implementations. Indeed

[SSB20] lists several limitations of BCM, which mostly boil down to lack of appreciation by man-
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agement toward the BCM process, in addition to the ambiguity of the tasks that are included in BCM.

Combining insufficient managerial enthusiasm with the vagueness of the approach leaves extensive

room for managers to undermine the process where it might interfere with other business goals. These

weaknesses support our view that to ensure that system resilience is taken seriously by management,

an approach is required to quantify the impact of the lack of resilience onto the core business. This is

a key reason for our focus on performance quantification and cost evaluation.

Some works discuss business continuity planning (BCP) in relation to resilience as we consider it

here, including recovery. Sahebjamnia et al. [STM15] provides a resilience approach that integrates

business continuity and disaster recovery planning (DRP). They propose considering both BCP and

DRP jointly, with the key problem being the choice of how many resources to allocate on available

plans for each, i.e. trying to optimise the allocation of resources between response and recovery. They

do not model how the events occur, but focus on the recovery stage assuming random disruptive events

take place. The model in [STM15] is a neat theoretical model, setting out the problem of choosing the

allocation of resources to the response and recovery, for various key processes. However, the model

assumes a great deal of information is available when it is applied – the impact of each disruptive event

is assumed to be known and reflected by the parameters, as are their likelihoods, and the effectiveness

of different resource levels at maintaining/recovering production. This means that the model does not

provide the users a way to evaluate the different quantities (impacts, probabilities, etc.) relating to

a particular type of event (e.g. a cyber attack), but only shows how one would solve the allocation

problem if this was known. Additionally, the impact of the events is reflected at the level of different

services/components, but how this impact occurs, including how the disruption of components affects

others, is not modelled. In contrast, we think it is necessary to model how the attacks occur, and what

their likelihoods are, to quantify the impact within a system. Considering the interdependencies of

various components/services to model their effect on each other and the overall output of the system

is also necessary.

Furfaro et al. [FGS16] consider cyber attacks in the context of business continuity planning, focusing

on systemic risks in the banking sector. They provide a graphical modelling approach to requirements

specification for BCP, using a goal-oriented modelling methodology GOReM that is based on UML.

The modelling is used to identify stakeholders and their goals, and process steps for handling incidents
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in the banking context. The approach does not provide mathematical modelling that would be required

for impact and resilience analysis, but instead is intended to aid with BCP and DRP in terms of

identifying activities that are needed in response to incidents.

Suresh et al. [SSB20] propose a BCM methodology focusing on supply chains, with an approach that

tries to combine BCM modelling with supply chain resilience/risk management approaches. The pro-

posed methodology consists of high-level phases that supply chain risk management should include

in order to be prepared for catastrophic events. However, as the paper does not provide an implemen-

tation or evaluation of the methodology, this study is more a description of a research direction rather

than a fully developed approach.

A few papers in the resilience literature discuss approaches to business resilience, which could be used

as an implementation of business continuity planning. Zahoransky et al. [ZKA14, ZBK15, ZHLB16]

propose a resilience approach to business process management (BPM). The works propose using

process logs for automated modelling of business processes, and use these models to analysis of

resilience characteristics of the processes. The analysis examples provided in the papers focus on

compliance, i.e. that the workflows in the process comply with rules, regulations and standards. The

events that cause disruptions are not modelled, but the historic logs used for building the model are

assumed to include cases of disruption to the process. In [ZKA14] the analysis aim is to build a

probability density function for the timeliness of the overall process, based on historical data on the

time profiles of the different tasks. In [ZHLB16] the historical log data is tested, using model checking

techniques, for violations of various conditions that the process should comply with.

While the approach in [ZKA14, ZBK15, ZHLB16] models and analyses business processes, which is

relevant to us, the modelling is at the level of process tasks and does not contain detail on the services

and components needed to provide these tasks. Thus this approach does not provide the link from

the system components (and their vulnerabilities) to the process. Hence, we cannot make a cyber-

attack analysis approach based on this, as there is insufficient information to model the propagation

of attacks and the components impacted by them.

Losada et al. [LSO12] propose a model for optimising investment into facility protection against

worst-case attacks, where protections reduce the time to recovery. This is a high level model of supply
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from several facilities. The proposed facility problem assumes that there are multiple facilities that

can provide the same service the customers, and the aim is to provide the service at the fastest rate (i.e.

from the closest facility). The protection model assumes that an investment to a ‘protection resource’

provides a given level of reduction in recovery time to a facility. That is, there is no detailed modelling

of the system in the facility (the production process, or attack progression), just the assumption that

an attack will cause a disruption, and an investment will reduce the recovery time.

Due to the assumption of identical facilities, this approach does not generalise to modelling processes

with different types of components, and the attack model only applies in specific cases. The approach

could work for a system with identical components, such as a group of UAVs, as such a setting could

support an attack model of this type if the attacks could target any node in the graph equally. However,

if the progression of an attack across the components is dependent on connectivity or vulnerabilities,

a more detailed attack progression model would be needed, and this particular model would not apply.

Giahi et al. [GMH20] propose a model for optimising engineering designs for resilience according

to the risk-appetite of risk-averse firms, as opposed to strictly profit-maximising risk neutral firms.

Their application area is on the design of engineered systems, in their case a wind turbine, and thus

does not match our aim of providing a generally applicable modelling methodology. Further, they

do not model cyber attacks, but test their designs against random adverse conditions. However, the

approach to resilience they adopt is similar to ours in that they model the expected performance of a

design during adverse events until recovery. They relate the performance curve to expected profits,

and incorporate risk-aversion in one of two ways: using an exponential utility function, or with a

Value-at-Risk (VAR) constraint. While the approaches to modelling risk-averse decision makers are

known in economics, the paper shows an example of how risk-aversion can be incorporated into the

decision making process with regard to designing a system, trading off profit for added resilience.

As discussed in Section 2.1.1, there is a strand of literature that addresses resilience planning for

businesses by listing generic actions that can improve the cyber resilience of a business, e.g. “have

a resilience plan”, “have security technology” etc. Several works, [CAC+10, MMPP19, CBL+20,

CAH21] approach this with the use of maturity models. As these works were already discussed in

Section 2.1.1, we shall not discuss them further here, but simply acknowledge their relation to BCM.
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Overall, while BCM and business resilience works have a similar focus as this thesis does, on re-

silience to adverse events, none of the works reviewed above approach impact assessment in a way

that meets the aims of our proposed resilience impact assessment methodology. That is, while some

provide process models and estimates of costs due to events, none of the works provide detailed attack

modelling, or a generally applicable quantitative model of how the compromise of one component af-

fects the performance of the overall process (e.g. in [LSO12] the facilities are considered identical,

and thus their performance modelling does not generalise to processes with various components).

2.1.2.2 Resilience in networked systems

Given that a wide spectrum of systems can be described as networked systems, there are a consider-

able number of publications discussing resilience in such systems. As our focus is on cyber resilience

and thus cyber networks, this section considers papers in the literature with approaches and insights

that are applicable reasonably widely to networked systems, leaving out literature appearing too spe-

cific to a particular setting. We have, for example, excluded papers relating to community resilience

and transport system resilience, and those focusing on only one narrow type of event.

For our purposes, the main limitation of network resilience approaches, as discussed in this section,

is that approaches that are based on network performance typically cannot be used as-is on a more

general system. For example, network robustness, structural resilience, and graph robustness metrics

are approaches that focus on evaluating the performance of the network structure, where each node is

essentially functionally identical, apart from their location in the network. However, in other systems

different components can have differing roles and performance impacts on the overall system, and

then the network structure is not enough to describe system performance or resilience.

Resilience approaches to networked systems

A comparison of the key features of the papers on resilience in general networked systems is provided

in Table 2.3. A few research themes can be seen: resilience analysis frameworks, structural resilience

estimation, component importance, and network resilience prediction using graph topological metrics.
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Comparison of studies in networked system resilience

Study Study type Events
considered

Resilience
definition

Resilience metric Modelling and tools Summary

[SHÇ+10] resilience
framework for
communication
networks

link, node and
protocol failures

incomplete
(no
recovery or
adaptation)

the range of
operating states at
which the system
maintains
acceptable service

networks;
simulated events

framework for resilience
and survivability in
communication networks

[GMG+16] resilience
analysis
framework

disruptions
inactivating
nodes, causing
cascading failure

full based on
performance over
time

dependency
networks;
simulated events

metric for resilience
analysis

[YWZ17] resilience
analysis
framework

disruptions to
power systems

full based on
performance over
time

dynamic Bayesian
network

predictive resilience
analysis for dynamic
engineered systems

[GBB16] structural
resilience
analysis

perturbations
(node removal,
link removal,
global link
weight
reduction)

full binary (resilient or
not), given by the
stability of a
desired fixed point
of a resilience
function

graphs with
weighted
interactions
(ecological and
gene regulatory
networks)

analytical tools for
deriving simpler
dynamics that predict the
resilience of a complex
system

[WL16] structural
resilience metric

virus with
specific rules

- predictive metric networks, converted
to a type with
specific rules

providing a proxy metric
for structural resilience

[ZMSG18] network design
optimisation for
resilience

any disruptive
event

full based on
performance over
time; network flow

design optimisation
problem

finding optimal network
structure designs based
on resilience constraints

[FPZ16] component
importance for
resilience

disruptive events
in critical
infrastructure
networks

full based on
performance over
time, but with
emphasis on
recovery

network; stochastic
ranking to rank
components

two metrics for
measuring components’
importance on system
resilience

[ZKL+17] component
importance for
resilience

disruptive events
in complex
networks

full based on
performance over
time

network, Monte
Carlo simulation
algorithm for
ranking

three metrics of
component importance
for resilience

[BB18] component
importance for
resilience

disruptive events
in critical
infrastructure
networks

full based on
performance over
time (ratio of
recovery over loss)

network (no model) one component
importance metric
updated with Bayesian
kernel approach

[AS15a],
[AS15b],
[AS15c],
[Ale16]

graph robustness
metrics as
resilience
predictors

targeted attacks
on nodes with
highest
centrality

incomplete
(no
recovery)

sum of the flow
robustness values
while attacking
nodes (3 measures)

graphs with various
traditional and
random topologies;
simulated attacks

evaluating different
graph robustness metrics
from literature as
resilience predictors

[SC17] graph energy as
resilience
predictor
measure

targeted attacks
on nodes and
links of highest
centrality

- - graphs with
real-world network
topologies;
simulated attacks

considering graph energy
as a resilience predictor
measure

[WSD15] resilience metric
based on
network
topology

random
disruptions and
targeted attacks

- aggregate
multiple-path
reachability of all
demand nodes

supply graphs
(random and
scale-free);
simulated attacks

topology-based
resilience (robustness)
metric

In the “resilience definition” column, dashes mean that the paper did not provide a clear definition, and “full” refers to a definition that covers all parts
included in our definition, such as robustness and recovery.

Table 2.3: Comparison of papers on resilience in networked systems

Resilience frameworks: Sterbenz et al. [SHÇ+10] discuss resilience and survivability in commu-

nication networks, from the perspective of service provision in networks such as the Internet, and
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discuss implementation of such strategies with relation to a resilient networking framework called

ResiliNets. Although the framework focuses on a specific type of system and thus includes details

that do not generalise wider, they quantify resilience in an interesting way. They define resilience

as “the ability of the network to provide and maintain an acceptable level of service in the face of

various faults and challenges to normal operation” [SHÇ+10, pp.1246]. While this is closer to what

we would call robustness, the paper also discusses the adaptation and evolution part which we are

interested in. In particular, they discuss a framework for resilience evaluation in terms of operational

states and service parameters. In their definition, resilience is defined by the range of operational

conditions that yield an acceptable service level, with an ideal resilient network being one where the

service level remains in the acceptable region even if the operational conditions are severely degraded.

Despite mentioning adaptation, the authors’ focus is on the design and implementation of survivable

(robust) networks, not in adaptation, which they only count as an enabler of resilience. Further, for

our aim of making a generally applicable approach, a key weakness of the paper’s treatment is that it

considers networks where service provision of data transmission (relating to connectivity, reliability,

and speed) is the main consideration, while systems with more involved services have to consider a

wider selection of effects from events, such as the cost of the loss of data, reputation effects etc.

Ganin et al. [GMG+16] proposes another metric for network resilience which defines resilience rel-

ative to the level of network functionality over time. They build on similar approaches applied to

seismic disaster resilience by [BCE+03] and [CRB10], but make the approach more general to en-

able its application to more varied settings. The explicit aim of the paper is to provide a quantitative

measure of resilience which can capture four key aspects of resilience as promoted by the National

Academy of Sciences (plan and prepare; absorb; respond and recover; adapt), which are not consid-

ered by e.g. the method in [SHÇ+10]. The approach is for networked systems, and is applicable

across physical, information and social domains.

The authors provide an analytical definition of their measure of resilience, which applies to networks

modelled as graphs. They use a performance measure they term ‘critical functionality’, which mea-

sures the overall functionality in the network at each point in time. This functionality will drop in the

face of adverse events that affect the functionality of the nodes or edges of their graph, and can rise
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back due to recovery or adapting. With this, they define their measure of resilience as the time integral

of critical functionality from an initial time to a control time, TC . In effect, resilience is the cumulative

level of functionality in the network during the time window. This approach is largely equivalent to

a [BCE+03] type resilience triangle metric, such as in Fig. 2.1a, but with critical functionality as the

performance metric and a fixed end time TC . Given that TC can be chosen freely, and as the measure

is mainly intended to be used for analysis via simulations, the time window can be made to include

both the time before and after an event has taken place. Thus the resilience measure can cover all of

the aspects of resilience in the NAS definition: planning, absorption, recovery and adaptation, and it

will also react to all efforts to improve critical functionality and resilience during them.

The paper proposes using the measure as part of a resilience analysis framework, by comparing the

metric’s values for a system configuration (or different configurations) in adverse event simulations.

This is shown by example in two kinds of networks, Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) representing

dependencies between network nodes, and coupled networks where some nodes have dependencies

across the two networks.

The approach for measuring resilience by [GMG+16] is useful for our purposes as it is a quantifiable

measure that can be calculated automatically if the functionality levels of nodes can be observed.

This is useful for analysing the impacts of different resilience improvement techniques and attack re-

sponses, as it enables running simulations to test the resilience impacts of the techniques and response

approaches under different attack scenarios.

The limitation of the measure as proposed in the work is that it is only applicable to networks rep-

resentable by a graph where the functionality of nodes and edges is the measure of interest. While

this holds for some applications in multiple domains, as the paper states, other measures are required

where the assumptions do not hold. For example, situations where the nodes are heterogeneous and

services provided by some nodes are more important cannot be captured in a very satisfactory way

with this metric by just weighting the nodes, but some other measurement approach would be required

to reflect this. Also, the measure is silent on levels of functionality that are required for a service to

be viable – the discussion only assumes that a network can be at varying levels of functionality (or

completely down), but in many cases it is more useful to know what level of specific service provision
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is available, not how many of the nodes would technically be able to function.

Yodo et al. [YWZ17] performs predictive resilience analysis using a Dynamic Bayesian Network

(DBN). In the paper, a DBN is used for modelling the relationship between the system, reliability

and restoration. Disruption is modelled as random events that can cause components of the system

to fail, while a restoration node represents a recovery process. The system’s dynamics over time

are modelled as dependencies between the system states at different time slices, and resilience is

quantified by the binary state of a node (resilient or not) based on the state of restoration and reliability

nodes. The approach is demonstrated in a case study of comparing the resilience of two power grids

serving customers at different locations under three disruption scenarios, with disruptions applied

on the transmission subsystem, the distribution subsystem, and both. Being a high-level model, this

approach could be used for resilience modelling and quantification in many settings, although the

models would have to be adapted to each setting. On the other hand, the paper concedes that the DBN

approach may not be tractable in realistic-scale complex systems.

Structural resilience of networks: Some papers, such as [GBB16, WL16], have studied how the

structures of networks help them be resilient in face of disruptive events. In a similar vein, [ZMSG18]

consider the resilience of the maximum traffic flow in a network, and search for designs (choice of

links between nodes to build) that enable satisfying a performance recovery requirement. These

works consider whether a network can exhibit resilience to some desired level, but do not suit our

purposes for performance-based attack impact evaluation, as they only consider the performance and

resilience of the network itself, and thus do not apply to settings where the production performance

of the underlying system is of interest.

Component importance: Some papers have considered the importance of different network com-

ponents for resilience. Fang et al. [FPZ16] proposes two metrics for measuring the importance of

network components based on their impact on system resilience: 1. optimal repair time, reflecting the

repair priority of the component, and 2. resilience reduction worth, measuring the potential loss in

system resilience due to delay in the component’s recovery. A Monte-Carlo method is used for gen-

erating probability distributions of the metrics for all components, and a stochastic ranking is used to

rank components’ importance.
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Zhang et al. [ZKL+17] proposes three metrics of component importance: 1. structure importance,

which measures the extent to which a component’s failure affects the system resilience; 2. redundancy

importance, capturing the influence of component’s redundancy (having a backup component) to the

overall system resilience; and 3. reinforcement importance, which is the extent to which improv-

ing the component’s individual robustness affects the system resilience. A Monte-Carlo simulation

algorithm is used to rank components by importance.

Another paper on component importance, [BB18], revisits the “Resilience Worth” component im-

portance measure, combining the previously used probabilistic assumptions with a Bayesian kernel

approach allowing prior information on component characteristics and historical disruption data.

While component importance metrics, such as those discussed in the papers mentioned here, could

be used to provide an indication as to what components need to be defended the most, or need most

redundancy, overall these approaches are not relevant for attack impact evaluation, which is the core

of our methodology. Thus, we do not consider such works further.

Graph topology metrics: Some works have considered the use of various graph metrics as pre-

dictors of network resilience. Metrics considered include standard graph metrics (various centrality,

connectivity, criticality, diversity metrics) in [AS15a, AS15b], spectral metrics [AS15c, Ale16], and

multi-path reachability [WSD15]. While none of these metrics measure resilience directly, they are

proposed as predictors of the resilience of the network measured in terms of network flows. Most of

these works ([AS15a, AS15b, AS15c, Ale16, SC17]) are on network resilience, while [WSD15] re-

lates to supply-demand networks, where the aim is to ensure that each demand node has a functioning

path to a supply node. As such, they are concerned with the availability of network connectivity and

link availability.

Graph metrics such as those discussed in the works mentioned could be used for predicting the re-

silience of networks with functionally identical components that have equal importance for the overall

system performance apart from what is caused by differences in location. As a consequence, they are

valid when the performance of interest is the availability of network flows, e.g., in communication

networks. However, this is not the case for production systems (such as production of services or

products) or mission processes, as in such cases most components cannot be considered identical in
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their impact on the production performance. Some subsets of components will be identical to each

other, e.g. identical server copies for the same task, but in general a server used for task A is not

identical to another used for task B in terms of their process impact. As a consequence, graph metrics

could work as resilience predictors for only a very specific set of systems.

2.2 Attack impact assessment

2.2.1 Attack impact assessment works

Several approaches to evaluate the impacts of cyber-attacks on a system and its components have been

proposed, most of them representing system components in some type of a dependency graph, and

providing a model of how attacks affect these components.

Kheir et al. [KCBCD10] proposed an approach to evaluating the cost of responses to attacks, includ-

ing a way to evaluate response impacts on the system. They model privilege dependencies between

services in a system, and calculate the extent of disruption that different attack responses cause onto

normal users of the system. The attacks considered are ones where an attacker grants inappropriate

privileges to unintended users, or revokes privileges from legitimate users. Their model is evaluated

using a coloured Petri net (CPN). However, the approach does not fit the purposes of our resilience

impact estimation, as it does not consider impacts over time, nor does it consider service performance

beyond determining if groups of users are still available to use the system or not.

Jakobson [Jak11] proposes a mission impact assessment approach, based on an “impact dependency

graph”. This graph shows how a mission depends on its various sub-tasks (mission steps), the ser-

vices required to fulfil these tasks, and assets (hardware, software) that the services in turn depend on.

The mission impact assessment uses these dependencies to evaluate the overall impact arising from

attacks on assets, the direct impacts of which are approximated using CVSS [MSR06, FIR16] vulner-

ability scores. While the approach to using a dependency graph to assess overall impact is similar to

other approaches proposed since, the attack model in the paper only considers whether an attack to a

given asset has occurred or not, without providing an attack propagation model for considering multi-
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step attacks. Consequently, the approach as presented cannot be used for assessing the likelihood of

different attack outcomes, the time it takes to proceed or how a response to an attack could occur.

The combined use of attack graphs (AGs) and dependency graphs (DGs) for analysing the impact

of cyber attacks has been explored by Albanese et al. [AJPS11, AJ17]. Kotenko and Doynikova

[KD14, KD15, KD16, DK15] employ these graph tools in a countermeasure selection system, and

Shameli-Sendi et al. [SSLHC16] use similar graphs for selecting countermeasures in an intrusion

response system.

Both the Albanese et al. and the Kotenko & Doynikova approaches rely on connecting nodes in

the attack graph with relevant parts of the DG for the use of dependency information to quantify the

impact of a given attack step. However, the approaches differ significantly on how the DGs themselves

are used. The method by Albanese et al. [AJPS11, AJ17] holds the DG alongside the AG as part of

dynamic analysis, with the effects of attack steps on the DG held as key for impact assessment. By

contrast, Kotenko & Doynikova [KD14] focus on enriching the system’s AG with topological and

service dependency information, and using this augmented AG for the analysis. The DG is employed

as a source of component importance information at the pre-processing stage. The [KD14] approach,

therefore, implicitly assumes that any changes occurring during an attack do not significantly affect

the information obtainable from the dependency graph.

In our application to attack countermeasure selection in Chapter 9, our proposed approach has simi-

larities to the countermeasure selection techniques in [KD15] and [SSLHC16] in the use of AGs and

DGs, using costs to quantify attack impact, and basing countermeasure decisions on costs. The latter

similarity also applies to [KCBCD10] discussed above. While these works focus on containment in

terms of stopping attacks or reducing the risk of them reaching pre-determined goals, we aim to find

a strategy that is efficient over longer time, considering all costs until achieving recovery to previous

functionality.

More recently, a few works [SSL17, CYS+18, HSKG20] have proposed the use of impact graphs

built using the MulVAL tool [OGA05] for graph based network security analysis, which has often

been used in the literature on attack graphs. These approaches are similar to ours in combining

attacker information and component dependencies (“entity dependencies” [CYS+18]) for estimating
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impact. The key difference is the evaluation of impacts, which is based on pre-evaluated estimates of

vulnerability severity, and not directly evaluated based on process/production impact as we do it.

In [SSL17], the focus is on mission impact assessment for cloud computing. They build a “mission

impact graph” that links attack graph information to their impact on services and mission tasks. Their

assessment can show which missions are under threat by attacks, and if a given asset or service

has been compromised, which missions are affected by it. However, the approach does not actually

quantify the impact, e.g. what is the extent of performance loss, or what the cost of a breach is. For

their case study of a data breach (stealing confidential information) there is no need for assessing

system performance impact as the attack steps do not cause disruption, but estimating the cost of the

breach would be beneficial for determining the benefits of improving defences.

Cao et al. [CYS+18] quantify impacts on business processes using CVSS [MSR06, FIR16] scores

(specifically the base scores) of vulnerabilities. They calculate the overall impact by passing the

impact scores to the business processes via their dependencies. The [CYS+18] approach uses three

layers of information: the business process, describing tasks required for a given process and their

dependencies; the services required by these processes; the assets where these services are located.

The connections between these layers are used to map attacks relating to the assets, which are then

mapped to the services and tasks to evaluate the impact to the process.

The approaches in [SSL17, CYS+18] (and [HSKG20], discussed in Section 2.1.1.2) provide a useful

straightforward way of estimating impacts, which should be intuitive for users of AGs for risk anal-

ysis. However, for the purposes of resilience evaluation, the approaches are lacking in not providing

an estimate of business impact over time. For this, one needs a more detailed model of production

impacts from disruption (i.e. not just based on CVSS scores), including the duration of disruption.

As this section shows, there have been various works discussing attack impact assessment by com-

bining system structure information in some version of a component dependency graph with a repre-

sentation of how attacks can impact the system components. However, none of the works meet all the

requirements we have for analysis of resilience, and for being able to study the cost-effectiveness of

approaches to improve resilience.
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2.2.2 Attack modelling approaches usable for impact assessment

2.2.2.1 Attack graphs

An attack graph (AG) is a network risk-assessment tool that provides a graphical representation of

actions that an attacker can take to reach an attack goal, for example root access on a given server,

by exploiting vulnerabilities that exist in the system. While a given vulnerability may not pose much

threat on its own, they may be usable as part of a multi-step attack path to the attack goal, by chaining

together exploits of multiple vulnerabilities. Attack graphs show all the vulnerabilities, and the privi-

leges that can be gained by their exploitation, which can be used as part of such a multi-stage attack

toward the goal. Given this, they can be used for assessing the risk that a specific part of a system

becomes compromised due to an attack, and for analysing how system risk is affected by changes to

the system configuration (e.g. changing the network topology, or patching vulnerabilities).

Various definitions and ways of creating attack graphs have been proposed. The earliest approaches

to AGs suffered from poor scalability, with the graphs exploding in size before realistic network sizes

were reached, making them impractical for application on medium-to-large networks, as discussed

in a review of the early literature by [LI05]. Later approaches have improved the usability of AGs;

surveys of the more recent research have been provided by e.g. [ZWC+19] and [LDB20].

The introduction of Logical Attack Graphs by [OBM06] made AGs more viable. The nodes in a

logical attack graph are logical statements (fact and derivation nodes), and edges show dependencies

between the nodes. A derivation node directed from a fact node represents a reason [e.g. an attack

step] for the fact to take place. A fact node directed from a derivation node represents a requirement

for the derivation node, i.e. precondition for the attack step in the derivation node. The logical attack

graph concept reduces the graph size required to represent an AG, and makes graphs simpler and

faster to generate.

The usefulness of attack graphs is best appreciated via an example. Fig. 2.3 shows a sample attack

graph commonly used for illustration purposes in the literature, versions of which have been used for

example by [FW08], [AJPS11], [MGSBL17]. The left side shows the network with two hosts (Host

1 and Host 2), a router and a firewall, while Host 0 represents a machine in the internet, a potential
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ftp_rhosts: ftp (file transfer protocol) to remote host
local_bof: local buffer overflow vulnerability
rsh: remote shell connection
sshd_bof: sshd remote buffer overflow vulnerability

Figure 2.3: Sample attack graph

attacker. The graph on the right hand side is a logical attack graph related to the network, where

the rounded nodes represent privileges that a user can have on some machine in the network, and

the boxes are vulnerabilities that can enable an attacker to obtain more privileges via exploits. For

example, the attacker can reach the goal node “root(2)” representing root access to Host 2 by first

exploiting the ftp rhosts vulnerability to gain the trust of Host 2, then the rsh vulnerability to get user

privileges at Host 2, and finally a local buffer overflow vulnerability to gain root access at Host 2, i.e.

via the path [user(0); ftp rhosts(0,2); trust(2,0); rsh(0,2); user(2); local bof(2); root(2)].

The usability of AGs as tools for risk assessment was improved by probabilistic AGs, which use

estimates of vulnerability exploit probabilities to provide network risk measures. A typical approach

to providing risk probability estimates treats the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS,

[MSR06, FIR16]) scores of the severity of vulnerabilities as a reflection of the likelihood of a suc-

cessful exploit, and derives estimates of the probabilities of compromise at the nodes of an AG based

on these. For example, [WIL+08] and [OS12] introduce methods for risk-evaluations using simple

probability estimation methods with logical AGs.

Additional rigour to the risk assessment using probabilistic AGs was introduced by combining Bayesian

inference with attack graphs. Liu et al. [LM05] introduced the concept of Bayesian attack graphs,

using Bayesian network to model potential attack paths, as an alternative attack graph type providing
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improved probabilistic analysis. Poolsappasit et al. [PDR12] proposed the use of Bayesian AGs to

improve the risk assessments of networks, by using them to dynamically determine the likelihood of

different nodes becoming under attack during the deployed phase of the network.

Albanese et al. [AJPS11] introduced another approach to probabilistic analysis in attack graphs, the

concept of Probabilistic Temporal Attack Graph. The innovation here is the use of time windows

during which vulnerability exploits can take place at a certain probability. The time to exploit a

vulnerability vi can start x time units after the exploit of a prerequisite vulnerability vj (a vulnerability

that has to have been exploited to enable exploit of vi), and can be exploited until time y (at which

time it’s assumed that the vulnerability is patched or the attack is discovered). Within this time frame,

the probability of a successful exploit is ρ(x, y) ∈ [0, 1]. The graph proposed also differs from many

other approaches by having the nodes denote vulnerabilities, with security states/conditions included

implicitly in the edges connecting the vulnerabilities. Figure 2.4 shows this approach and how it

relates to a traditional logical AG, in addition to a Bayesian AG approach from [MGSBL17].
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Bayesian AG 
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Figure 2.4: Different AG approaches: Logical AG and two approaches to simplify the representation,
and two related approaches for probabilistic analysis. The graphs are adapted versions of ones from
[MGSBL17] and [AJ17], using the same logical AG sample (in the middle) to illustrate their methods.

There have been works that use attack graphs to analyse risks in terms of mean-time-to-compromise
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(MTTC) such as [MBFB06, LB08, LFK+11, NWJS13]. These studies have focused on evaluating

the time required to compromise a system, and do not model impacts and cascading effects in inter-

dependent systems as we intend to do.

The usefulness of attack graphs for our proposed resilience methodology relates to the modelling of

attack progression. An AG can be used for risk analysis regarding possible event scenarios, and this

information can be combined with impact analysis methods to aid planning and strategy creation. For

our purposes, we do not benefit as much from the standard risk evaluation use of AGs, but use the

AG structure to model the possible paths of attacks in a system, to be used in analysis of possible

outcomes of specific attack instances. As an example of this difference, a BAG analysis will provide

probabilities that an attack will compromise (or will have compromised) the various nodes in the

AG, given a specific state of attack. If we combine these probabilities with the cost obtained from

dependency models, we would get a set of risks of “loss”, without a time aspect specified (as time

is not represented by the BAG). This can be good for prioritising risk scenarios, but not for analysis

where time is an important element, or for comparing various outcomes of specific attacks. This latter

part is needed for evaluating the effectiveness of actions that affect the attack behaviour or improve

system resilience, i.e. redundancy, recovery of nodes, allocation of additional resources.

2.2.2.2 Other attack modelling formalisms

Petri net approaches: Stochastic Petri nets (and variants such as stochastic activity networks) allow

for the modelling of transition time (with distributions), enabling discussing the duration of exploit

steps. They are typically used for analysing time to reach certain nodes, providing a time distribution.

Petri net formalisms have been used before for attack modelling in works such as [MT04, LLC+18,

DW06, CH19]. Madan and Trivedi [MT04] proposed using generalized stochastic Petri nets (GSPNs)

as a tool to solve a security quantification model that incorporates attacks and responses, an attack

graph variant called attack response graph (ARG). Their approach is to closely replicate the ARG in

GSPN form. The method proposes a straightforward conversion of standard AGs to GSPNs; however,

it yields a complex representation using a high number of places and transitions as each AG node is

given its own place and related transitions.
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Li et al. [LLC+18] use a GSPN to model the impact of coordinated topology attacks to smart grids.

Their use of a GSPN for attack impact modelling in the presence of countermeasures is superficially

similar to our evaluation of expected attack impacts in our mission viability assessment example in

Chapter 10. However, a key difference in the attack modelling is how the attack progresses: the

propagation of the compromise within the system, from component to another, is a key feature of our

work for assessing the impact across the different steps of an attack, while their paper models attacks

to different components as individual attacks without a direct link between compromises.

Some works have extended features that add to the expressiveness of the Petri net formalism, at

the expense of the closed-form solution method that is one of the key features of formalisms such

as GSPN. For example, Dahl and Wolthusen [DW06] introduced a Petri net formalism for attack

scenarios where the transition firing times are distributed within an interval, while Collins and Huzur-

bazar [CH19] propose a formalism that allows for arbitrary firing time distributions. Such models

require simulated solution, as they do not satisfy the memoryless property that would allow them to

be solved as a CTMC. Simulation approaches have benefits such as supporting added model features,

but drawbacks on solution time due to the numerous iterations required to obtain approximate average

behaviour. However, as the simulation tools are not shared by the authors and the analyses and models

are used in different contexts, direct comparisons are not possible.

A weakness of Petri nets as attack models is that they typically assume random transitions based on

what transitions are enabled. This is not a good description of intelligent attackers in settings where

choices are available, and therefore needs to be controlled with the model structure and inhibitor arcs

etc., or by providing an extended modelling formalism with custom features, which means losing

some of the benefit of using a well-known formalism. By comparison, the ADVISE model [LFK+11]

discussed below added some limits to this, making attacker choices based on utility over a few pa-

rameters (costs, detection probability, goal).

ADVISE: Another related graphical attack model is the attack execution graph (AEG) proposed in

ADVISE [LFK+11]. Several aspects separate the AEG from typical AGs, but the key conceptual

difference is that, in addition to specifying attack steps towards a goal, the AEG specifies skills and

system knowledge that attackers require for specific steps. This structure, used in conjunction with
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attacker profiles, enables explicit modelling of the behaviour of different attacker types. By compari-

son, in standard AGs attacker capabilities are typically not modelled explicitly, but approximated by

assumptions on success probabilities for attack steps.

Overall, as a formalism ADVISE is in many ways similar to a stochastic Petri net, but adds priorities

over the choices of moves of the attacker, so the attacker steps are not random, but based on a more

realistic model of attacker decisions. It also adds attacker capabilities, although the papers describing

ADVISE do not provide an approach to estimating and setting the parameter values for these, making

them seem hard to calibrate.

Attack emulation: Automated adversary emulation has been studied by e.g. [AMS+16, AMS+17,

MAA+18]. A prominent outcome of work in this field is the CALDERA tool [MIT19]. CALDERA

is an open source attack emulation platform, originally intended for automated red-team exercises

(creating an adversary profile and launching it on the system to be defended). Its use cases have been

extended to also include automated incident response and manual red-team assessments, both taking

advantage of the emulation agents provided by the platform. These evaluations are run on the system

that is to be tested/defended, like in normal red team exercises, as opposed to models of systems.

From the perspective of our work, attack emulation platforms such as CALDERA pose the difficulty

of requiring an environment to operate in, i.e. setting up an evaluation would require building the

case study system in detail. Thus, the use of such a tool would require an extensive and detailed mod-

elling exercise, emulating the system and its environment in detail. By contrast, in its current form,

our methodology is intended to operate at a higher level of abstraction, which is more agile to use

when planning and evaluating changes to system architecture. However, for implementations of our

methodology in practice, an emulation tool could perhaps provide features of the attack progression

model component of our methodology, as part of our impact assessment.

2.2.3 System production and performance modelling

To estimate the impact of cyber attacks on the performance of systems, one needs to model how

the system produces its output, and how to express the performance of this process. Some systems
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can be modelled at a high level as a network with nodes that are functionally equivalent as part

of the network. For such systems, the performance of the overall network can be modelled with

various graph and network metrics; specific resilience approaches for them were discussed in 2.1.2.2.

However, the production performance of systems where components of interest have different roles

as part of the overall process require different modelling. In this section we discuss some approaches

to such modelling, with a particular focus on how they could work as part of our overall approach,

and be combined with attack progression modelling.

Practically any production process can be represented in terms of dependencies between components

or stages of production. For example, to produce output (i.e. sales), an e-commerce requires both a

web server and an order processing server, which themselves likely depend on many other services.

Similarly, the manufacture of physical goods or the provision of services such as healthcare involve

steps that depend on each other to produce the final output. Furthermore, almost any model of a

production process must describe how different components or tasks connect together to form the

overall process, and thus dependencies are inherent in modelling formalisms: e.g. Petri nets, queueing

networks, stochastic activity networks have dependencies built in, and even purely graphical business

models such as BPMN (business process model and notation) describe how tasks connect to form a

process. It is unsurprising, therefore, that a dependency model of some type is used in all the attack

impact assessment works discussed in Section 2.2.1.

In addition to describing dependencies between system components or tasks, attack impact evaluation

needs to address the way in which the overall system performance is affected by cyber attacks affect-

ing some of the components. Ways in which performance impacts have been modelled in the literature

include: a) impact rules based on dependency types, e.g. dependency functions or interaction rules

[AJPS11, AJ17, SSL17, CYS+18] that describe the nature of dependency between a given component

(e.g. service) and other components that it depends on for fulfilling its purpose, combined with met-

rics representing the impacts of particular attack stages based on CVSS scores [CYS+18, HSKG20] or

service utility values [AJPS11, AJ17]; b) a performance model, such as a queueing network or a Petri

net, used to describe the performance of a system/process. Note that, while many BCM and opera-

tions research approaches to business resilience discussed in Section 2.1.2.1 above consider process

models, they have not provided generally applicable quantitative models for the kind of performance
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estimation we are concerned with here.

It is worth noting that the performance-based view of resilience has similar modelling requirements

for representing system performance, and the impact of changes on it, as the literature on performa-

bility [Mey80, Mey92], which focused on joining performance and reliability evaluations in settings

where faults cause degradation in system performance. Indeed, Meyer [Mey13] proposed conduct-

ing performability-based system resilience evaluations. However, when focusing on cyber attacks,

standard performability modelling as used for faults is not enough: While faults are random and in-

dependent from others (save for cascading impacts), adversarial attacks can follow a strategy to target

multiple components to yield more devastating impacts. Thus, the modelling of attack progression

is key, even if one wanted to model impacts by evaluating performability rather than performance.

Future research could investigate merging aspects of performability modelling into our methodology.

The rest of this section explains some approaches on performance modelling relevant to impact as-

sessment, and to what extent these have been used in conjunction with cyber attack models.

Performance modelling:

Queueing networks: Queueing networks (QNs) are a modelling formalism for evaluating the perfor-

mance of systems that contain elements involving queues. That is, situations where a station processes

tasks, and where unprocessed tasks form a queue before being processed in turn. Examples of such

queueing include a server that processes requests, a call handler answering calls, etc. A QN contains

several such stations, for example a factory production line can be represented as a QN with different

stages of production represented as queueing stations, or a multi-tier software application where the

output of one process is the input to another. A thorough explanation of QNs and their uses can be

obtained from e.g. [BGDMT06].

QNs can used to model the performance of processing systems, and have been used for example for

reliability and system performance [BGDMT06], resource provisioning [HWIL09], capacity planning

[KL12], and resource management [GGQ+14], [HGG+14]. As a rigorous and commonly used for-

malism, it provides a useful performance modelling formalism for use in a sample implementation of

our methodology. In Chapter 8 we use QN modelling as part of an approach for planning redundancy
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(with diversity) to mitigate the effects of cyber attacks.

Petri nets: Petri nets provide expressive formalisms for modelling distributed systems. Several vari-

ants enable quantitative performance modelling, since the advent of stochastic Petri nets (SPNs) and

generalised stochastic Petri nets (GSPNs) [MBC+95, BK02]. They can be used to model varied situ-

ations thanks to the expressiveness of the formalism. A drawback in their use is that detailed models

are complex to build, and the models are often used for high-level descriptions of processes. Petri

nets have been used for attack impact evaluation in e.g. [KCBCD10, LLC+18].

Combining attack modelling with performance evaluation: For the purposes of our methodol-

ogy, we must be able to both express the progression of cyber attacks, and evaluate system per-

formance. In previous literature, attack modelling has rarely been combined with detailed per-

formance evaluation. For example, while AGs have been used for attack impact evaluation by

[AJPS11, AJ17, SML19, SSL17, CYS+18], their impact evaluations have not used detailed perfor-

mance models, but simpler models of component dependencies. Similarly, while the Möbius tool

[DCC+02] supports both performance evaluation with Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs, a variant

of stochastic Petri nets) and attack modelling with ADVISE [LFK+11], no published works that use

Möbius combine these capabilities of the tool to investigate attack impacts on system performance.

Some studies have examined the impact of DDoS attacks using QN models. For example, Shan et

al. [SWP17] investigate the impact of DDoS attacks on web applications using a QN model, and

[YTGW14, LJZY20] examined how cloud platforms can maintain availability in the face of DDoS

attacks. However, DDoS attacks represent a simpler special case of an attack where attacker actions

do not have to occur within the system. By comparison, as part of our methodology, we want to

express attacks where multiple stages take place inside the system, exploiting its vulnerabilities, and

hence require a model of how the attack can propagate within the system.

2.2.4 Business cyber security investment

In considering the impact and cost-effectiveness of improvements intended to increase cyber re-

silience, our work shares some similarities with the literature on cyber security investment. The topic
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of investment into cyber security has been studied from many angles since the work by [GL02], often

using economic models. The key difference between our approach, assessing the cost-effectiveness

of investment choices, and economic ones such as [GL02, GLL03, Lam16, CPG18] is that we aim

to provide insights into investment via a model that attempts to capture more detailed responses to

detailed attacks and recovery dynamics, instead of abstracting to the basic economic decisions over

timing and overall amounts to invest. In this way, we hope to gain additional insights into how the

specifics of the system design can affect different aspects of cyber security investment decisions.

Kheir et al. [KCBCD10] proposed an approach to evaluating the cost of responses to attacks, called

return-on-response-investment (RORI), based on the return-on-investment (ROI) approach to evalu-

ating the effectiveness of investments. Their approach is to estimate the costs (and benefits) involved

with a given response using a coloured Petri net (CPN) model representing privilege dependencies

between services in a system, and calculating the extent of disruption that different attack responses

cause onto normal users of the system. The attacks considered are ones where an attacker infects

privileges, or revokes privileges from legitimate users. Their model does not consider impacts over

time, nor does it consider service performance beyond determining if groups of users are still avail-

able to use the system or not. Thus the approach does not fit the purposes of our impact estimation,

and response cost estimation in the manner proposed is not valid in our case.

There have also been studies about how best to split investment across several competing uses. For ex-

ample, [FPM+16] and [KMH+16] propose decision support models for optimising investment across

various ‘security control measures’, classes of actions taken across a whole organisation. This prob-

lem differs from ours, as investments in their models aim at reducing the organisation’s general risk

from cyber attacks via generic enterprise-wide measures, such as deploying firewalls or enforcing a

passwords policy, while our aim is a detailed look into defence measures to lower attack impacts.

Closer to our particular focus, [NKK+17] investigated how cyber security investment should split

between security and recovery. The key difference between our approach and theirs is that we specify

the status of each service in the system, and their interdependencies, and make choices over them,

while their model has a two-state description of the whole system, abstracting away system details.
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2.3 Discussion and chapter summary

This chapter provided background on cyber resilience, and on our impact assessment methodology,

and discussed the literature related to the work in this thesis, in the ares of: cyber resilience; resilience;

business continuity and operations research; attack impact assessment; and cyber security investment.

In this thesis we propose an approach to evaluating cyber resilience of systems within organisations,

based on evaluating the performance and cost impacts from cyber attacks. This can aid with evaluating

the costs and benefits from actions to improve resilience at the design stage, help with reactive choice

of response actions, and evaluate the cyber resilience of a mission.

As discussed in the previous sections, while there are works and strands of literature that relate to our

approach, they each have limitations that stop them fulfilling the aims of our proposed approach. The

literature areas closest to our focus on cyber resilience in businesses are business cyber resilience and

business continuity management. Existing works on business cyber resilience lack impact assessment

to make them truly effective, as they leave uncertainty over the effectiveness of proposed policies.

Works on business continuity management have similar issues, as discussed by Suresh et al. [SSB20]

who point to problems of getting executives to provide sufficient resources and funding for BCM

purposes, which again seems likely to stem from the lack of impact and cost evaluation.

Resilience works which are not specific to resilience to cyber attacks do not provide attack propagation

modelling, and therefore their assessment may not apply when the events are cyber attacks rather than

random events, as cyber attacks are not random and can impact multiple components simultaneously.

Existing works on attack impact assessment have not considered impacts and costs over a longer run

[AJ17, SSL17, CYS+18, HSKG20], or use simplistic attack models or impact measures [HSK19].

Finally, existing works focusing on cyber security investment have considered the overall level of

spending on security, with stylised models. Our work, by contrast, aims to assess the cost-effectiveness

of specific actions to improve cyber resilience or respond to attacks, by evaluating their impact on the

outcomes of attacks and the costs related to them.

With this background laid out, the next chapter will discuss the structure of our methodology in detail.



Chapter 3

Methodology for cyber resilience impact

analysis

Our approach to analysing cyber resilience of systems, and the methodology introduced in this thesis,

is focused on the impact of cyber attacks on the production of system output, and thus the resilience

of this production. As a consequence, the core of our methodology is about quantifying the impacts

of cyber attacks (and defensive actions) in terms of how well the system performs in producing its

output, and enabling expressing the impacts in monetary units for evaluating the cost-efficiency of

actions. Hence, impacts are measured in terms of the final output of a production process, and effects

on intermediate processes are valued based on their impact on this final output. This allows expressing

the impacts in monetary terms, based on the value of the output/business lost due to disruption (plus

any costs of replacing or fixing faulty/compromised components).

As we mentioned in Chapter 1, there are several benefits to estimating attack impacts in terms of

monetary costs, as they allow forming an estimate of the value of specific security investments. Most

importantly, it plays a useful role in the impact evaluation itself, for two reasons: 1. a monetary

value provides a common unit of measurement for attack impacts, security investments, various main-

tenance costs etc., and 2. monetary values can be compared across time in a straightforward way,

even across longer periods of time using time discounting (using Net Present Value or other more

general formulations of intertemporal utility [MWG95, Ch.20]). These are both of practical value for

50
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cyber resilience analyses, as they enable meaningful quantitative comparisons between, and aggrega-

tion of, different quantities of interest. For example, a common unit of measure enables comparing

system output impacts with costs of mitigation actions. Further, where a production process yields

multiple outputs which may be asymmetrically affected, it allows for aggregating the various output

impacts into one overall impact measure across all outputs. In addition, as attacks may be infrequent

but cause extensive damage when they succeed, cyber resilience analysis requires comparisons to be

made across time to evaluate the benefits of resilience improvements, especially if attack events are

expected to be infrequent.

With relation to existing works, our aims for the proposed approach differ in the following key ways:

a) Unlike many works on resilience, we aim to quantify impacts and costs of the resilience tech-

niques to aid decision making, and thus go beyond simply listing techniques to consider (MITRE

works [Gol10, BG11, BG13]) or objectives and indicators to match (maturity models like [CAC+10,

MMPP19, CBL+20]); b) Our impact assessment is in terms of system performance over time, con-

sidering impacts from attack and defence actions, unlike attack impact assessment works focusing on

the immediate impact [KC13, AJPS11, AJ17]; c) Our aim to model the cost to the system owner,

based on the performance impacts over time, separates our approach from works on attack im-

pact that use static estimates of impact and thus cannot reflect the full costs due to attacks, such

as [CYS+18, SSL17, HSKG20].

3.1 Summary of the methodology

The central aim of our methodology is building a way to evaluate the impact of cyber attacks from

the perspective of the resilience of system output performance, and doing so, enable analysing the

effectiveness (and cost-effectiveness) of actions intended to improve cyber resilience and respond to

attacks. These objectives form the reasoning behind the key components of our methodology, which

is as follows. To be able to discuss system output performance, we need a production model for the

system, which includes a performance model. To consider the impacts of cyber attacks, we must

model attack progression in the system, which also includes the way in which attacker behaviour
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and defensive actions, such as attack detection or countermeasures, affect how attacks can proceed.

In addition, an impact map is used to define how different components of the production model are

affected by the stages of this progression. For expressing resilience in terms of production perfor-

mance over time, we must model time aspects, such as the speed of attacker and defence actions,

and recovery of production after disruption. Finally, to enable evaluating the cost-effectiveness of

resilience-improving actions, we require a cost model, setting the impacts in monetary units (e.g. the

value of lost production, not just the amount) so they can be compared to the costs of taking the

action, and the value of other actions.

Other approaches have not provided these desired features together and in full: while impact assess-

ment works such as [AJ17, SSL17, CYS+18] link attack steps to system impact, they do not provide

an analysis of the over-time impact (resilience aspects), or the cost effectiveness of the actions. Re-

silience works have not modelled the progression of general attacks, but focus on special cases such

as DoS [YTGW14, CRC+15, SWP17, LJZY20], zero-days [TCNFW16, ZWJ+16], lateral movement

[CCR+19], or attacks to specialised systems [WDCO15, CRDP17, JF18, YWR18]. Works on busi-

ness resilience and business continuity have not provided detailed attack modelling, nor a generally

applicable quantitative model of how the compromise of individual components affects the perfor-

mance of the whole process, as discussed in Section 2.1.2.1.

Our approach is mainly intended for analysing systems where attacks can disrupt the output produc-

tion process of the system. This is because the aim is to expose trade-offs between cyber resilience and

costs, and use them to find cost-efficient choices for resilience improvement. Hence, the methodol-

ogy is best suited for analyses of systems where the security attributes of availability and/or integrity

are of concern. For confidentiality or safety impacts, cost trade-offs or performance focus are not

appropriate, making our methodology less relevant for settings where these are of primary concern.

The way in which we structure the different modelling entities associated with our resilience-impact

assessment methodology, and how our implementation examples relate to this, is shown in Figure

3.1. A colour coding is used to signify which classes (or implementation details) are used in each of

our three studies where we have used the methodology. At the top level, the full resilience impact

evaluation consists of a production impact model, and a cost model to assign a monetary value to the
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Figure 3.1: Methodology entities

impact and action costs. The performance impact evaluation requires an attack progression model,

and a production model, with an impact map that relates disruptive attack steps to components of the

production model that are impacted by the steps. The attack progression model contains a description

of possible attack paths in the system, attacker behaviour and defensive actions, and the production

model requires a dependency model, a performance model and a model of recovery. The figure also

shows sub-classes and implementations of the main classes, e.g. ‘Defensive action’ has the sub-

classes ‘Detection’, ‘Capability improvement’ and ‘Countermeasure’, and ‘Performance model’ has

the implementations ‘Impact function’ and ‘QN’. In addition, the figure also shows interactions and

associations among the modelling components, and between them and system characteristics in terms

of system components, privileges and vulnerabilities (and their exploits).

The methodology is intended to be extensible so that it can be adjusted when applied to specific

settings. Indeed, as can be seen from the colour coding in Fig. 3.1, we have provided multiple im-
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plementations for some of the sub-components of the methodology, which enable the methodology

to be instantiatiated according to the differing requirements of our studies. The simplest differences

occur when the use-case considered does not require a particular feature, e.g. the defence actions

(apart from detection) in the studies differ, as one of our works focuses on reactive countermeasures

while the others consider resilience improving capabilities (redundancy, diversity). There is more

difference in the ways the attacker behaviour and paths in the system have been modelled, arising

from a combination of differences in the system considered, the attack modelled, and the analysis

conducted in the use case. While attack paths, behaviour and attack detection are consistent features,

their implementations differ. In the resilience analysis and CM selection works these model compo-

nents are largely similar, but have some differences arising from the use cases, e.g. the modelling of

reactive countermeasures or capability improvements are due to the focus in the use case. However,

the system and attack type considered in the mission viability analysis work introduce larger differ-

ences, as the analysis required for the use case is more convenient to do using an SWN-based attack

progression model. The later sections, and chapters that follow, go into more detail on the reasons for

the implementation differences.

Due to its ability to evaluate the impacts of attacks, defensive actions, and changes to the system,

both in terms of system output impact (provided by the production impact model) and its monetary

value (using the cost model), our methodology can be used to aid decision-making on questions such

as: 1. Investment into resilience-improving capabilities, such as redundancy, diversity and other

‘architectural techniques’ relating to the system design; 2. Formulating a response strategy to cyber-

attacks, or choosing between reactive responses to attacks, based on either expected performance

impacts or costs; 3. Determining if improvements would be required to related capabilities, such

as detection capability or recovery and its speed, or checking if planned improvements are justified,

by performing analysis on their effect on impact on output performance and costs; 4. Deciding an

appropriate service-level agreement (SLA) to offer to customers, by assessing the impact of different

SLAs on the expected amount of penalties to be paid due to attack scenarios; 5. Assessing what level

of cyber-resilience is provided by a given system setup, for a set of attack scenarios.

To apply the methodology, the key modelling components (attack progression, production model, im-

pact map, and cost model) must be elaborated, and set-up to solve for the measures of interest. As part
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of this, some of the component implementations, and the approach to solving for the different attack

outcomes, may have to be adjusted based on the specific system and the question to be answered.

We have provided a set of sample instantiations that are varied in terms of the system, attack type,

and the use case, and we chose to change aspects of the modelling based on these differences. In the

next sections we provide an overview of the works, while the changes considered, and the reasons for

them, are discussed in the chapters that follow.

3.1.1 Sample instantiations of the methodology to applications

Here we summarise the different implementations of the methodology that we used in our studies

of redundancy planning (Chapter 8, published in [SCML22]), countermeasure selection (Chapter 9,

[SML19]), and mission viability analysis (Chapter 10, [SPL21]).

These studies and the related implementations were chosen based on what we identified as the key

problem areas where our methodology could contribute to as an analysis approach, and also as these

studies provide different challenges and pose opportunities for trying different modelling approaches

to some of the components of the methodology.

3.1.1.1 Redundancy planning in [SCML22]

In Chapter 8 we show how this methodology can be applied to estimating the optimal level of redun-

dancy for production components in a system whose output performance can be affected by cyber

attacks. We chose redundancy planning as a fruitful setting to demonstrate how the methodology

can be applied to evaluate changes in system design in terms of their impact on cyber resilience

and attack impacts. Redundancy and diversity are two of the cyber resilience techniques identified

by [Gol10, BG11], thus the focus fits well within the cyber resilience literature. Further, this study

enabled us to link the problem of cyber resilience into performance analysis using a modelling tech-

nique, queueing network, that is well established in reliability and performability research.

Our approach to evaluating the effectiveness of redundancy designs, using our impact assessment

methodology, is summarised in Fig. 3.2. The effect of a redundancy allocation, which describes the
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Figure 3.2: Summary of our approach to assessing the effectiveness of redundancy allocations

level of redundancy (and whether it is done with diversity) used at different components, is evaluated

under a set of attack scenarios. This evaluation involves first our production-impact assessment,

yielding estimates of production performance over time in the various possible attack outcomes, after

which our cost model expresses these in terms of monetary units and calculates the expected cost over

the set of attack scenarios for the particular redundancy allocation.

We now briefly outline how the key modelling components are represented in the case study used in

Chapter 8. We consider a system that is a multi-tier application where the output is a web-service,

and the production model components are the servers processing requests to the application. We use a

DG to represent the component dependencies of the production, and a queueing network (QN) model

to evaluate system performance. The QN modelling enables us to estimate the detailed performance

impacts from changes in the system component allocation and from damage due to attacks.

The attack progression is modelled using an AG, behaviour assumptions and attack detection. To

analyse the expected cost of cyber attacks to the system, an estimate of the relative likelihood of

different attack outcomes is required. We thus model the detection of individual attack steps, which

split an attack into different outcomes according to the number of steps that succeed without being

detected. We assume that once detected, the attack can be contained (stopped from spreading further),

but can still disrupt the production system using the privileges obtained by that point. The links

between the attack and production models (which describe the impact map) occur when an obtainable
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privilege can be used to disrupt a production component. In Fig. 3.2 these are represented by the

arrow labelled “attack effects”.

Recovery in the case study represents both recovering the services affected by an attack, and removing

the privileges held by the attacker. The latter is important, as failing to remove the privileges would

allow the attacker to repeat the disruption. Recovery determines the duration of the cumulative loss

of production, which is a major part of the costs arising from cyber attacks. Finally, we define a cost

model to quantify the losses due to the production disruption, as well as the direct costs (acquisition

and maintenance) of the servers and redundancy. In the particular situation represented in the case

study, the cost of disruption is based on penalties for failing to meet an SLA.

The work presented in Chapter 8 implements the redundancy analysis use case, with an algorithm to

estimate the costs that occur during attacks when different redundancy allocations are applied, and

relating these to maintenance costs incurred to consider the cost-effectiveness of the allocation. The

approach is evaluated using a case study of a system, and sensitivity analyses applied to estimate the

effect of various parameters and assumptions made.

3.1.1.2 Countermeasure selection

The countermeasure selection approach in Chapter 9, published in [SML19], is based on evaluating

the costs and benefits of different countermeasures (CMs) considered for application during an on-

going attack. The approach considers the cost of system disruption over the duration of the attack

event until recovery, with disruption caused by both the attack and the defensive actions themselves.

This application uses the impact assessment and cost model parts of the methodology, to evaluate im-

pacts as part of the CM selection algorithm, with the attack progression implemented with simulated

attacker and defender actions to compare the effect of different countermeasure choices.

The application is of interest for cyber resilience, as when an attack escapes preventative cyber secu-

rity measures, reactive responses to attacks are an important consideration for ensuring that system

production can continue and normal performance recovered in a timely manner. Our specific study

was conducted to demonstrate how our resilience impact assessment methodology could be used to
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Figure 3.3: Activity diagram showing how our countermeasure selection would be deployed

aid reactive attack responses, and the example case of patching choice was chosen as it provides a

clear example for how the countermeasure selection approach could be implemented. Further, the

patching choice use-case enabled comparison to existing works, and thus allowed for indicating the

benefit, for the cost-effectiveness of reactive responses, from considering performance over time to

determine impacts from attack and defensive actions.

Fig. 3.3 shows how our countermeasure selection approach would be used to choose responses to

attacks to a system. First, an attack detection by an IDS would be passed to a security analyst, who

would initiate the countermeasure selection analysis. They would send model updates, based on the

attack state, to the countermeasure analysis tool, where our CM selection algorithm would be run. A

list of proposed CMs would be returned, and the highest benefit CM would be applied, conditional on

the benefit being positive. This process is run each time an attack step is detected, and is repeated for

as long as further attack steps occur, that is, until the attack is made to stop.

Figure 3.4 gives a visual summary of how the CM selection algorithm itself operates to provide the

list of CMs, using our impact assessment methodology. When an attack step has been detected, we
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Figure 3.4: Countermeasure selection approach using impact analysis over time

use the system attack graph (AG) to determine the attack state in terms of the system, and create

a list of possible countermeasures (CMs). For each of these, we use our attack impact evaluation

model to estimate the CM’s effect on the system production, calculating the benefit from applying the

CM by comparing its effect (and cost) against what would be expected to happen in the absence of a

countermeasure. The list of these are then returned, for the highest benefit one to be applied.

Chapter 9 provides an implementation of the CM selection algorithm, and evaluates its performance

in choosing patching actions against alternative ways in which such actions could be chosen, in a

case study sample system and with randomly generated synthetic attack and dependency graphs. The

evaluation is done with the aid of a simulation of the attack process, including detection and the attack

steps taken. The results suggest that including considerations for action costs and the long term can

improve the cost-effectiveness of the choice of actions during an attack.

3.1.1.3 Mission viability analysis in [SPL21]

Chapter 10 lays out our work applying our methodology to mission viability analysis. In it, we build

a model for evaluating the viability of a fire survey mission, conducted using a group of unoccu-

pied aerial vehicles (UAVs) with various roles, when facing a cyber-attack that can spread among the

UAVs. We chose this as one of our applications, as our approach to evaluating performance impact

from attacks is a good fit for analysing attack impacts on missions. Further, this particular type of mis-

sion, with a dynamic network between UAVs and a short mission length, provides a useful contrast to

the other case-studies discussed above, as it offers different challenges in terms of implementing at-

tack progression modelling, production performance and the impact map. Doing so, it helps highlight

some of the general considerations required to model these aspects of the methodology.

The approach we take to evaluating the viability of a mission in this work is summarised in Fig. 3.5,
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Figure 3.5: Mission viability analysis of a UAV mission

which represents the analysis process and its main components. In this work, the attack progression

model and the impact map are implemented as a stochastic well-formed net (SWN), a type of Petri

net. The SWN is built to reflect the structure of the inter-UAV communication network, rules about

attack propagation and mitigation, and recovery mechanisms. To find the impact of an attack on

individual UAV roles during the mission, the SWN is initialised with parameters that describe the

speed of propagation, mitigation and recovery, and the capacity for recovering the mission. The SWN

model allows for analysis of attack impacts over time using transient stochastic analysis techniques

of continuous time Markov chains (CTMCs). This enables evaluating the impacts of the different

possible interleavings of timed actions using a well known closed form solution approach, instead of

forming a simulation. This aspect is important to capture in this case study due to the attack type

(able to spread quickly across the UAVs), as this makes the impact on the mission depend critically

on the relative speeds of the attack and defensive actions.

The production model leads to a description of system performance as a function of UAV roles. When

combined with the output of the SWN model, this lets us estimate the impact of an attack on mission

performance. Combined with parameters describing the timing of the attack during the mission and

maximum mission duration, we can form an expected impact on the progress toward the mission goal,

and if this goal is still achievable or if the mission should be aborted.

In this particular application we did not model monetary-valued costs, but merely considered impacts

on the performance of the mission. A model of financial costs was not desired as the setting concerns
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firefighting, where all available resources were considered to be provided, and safety concerns over-

ride any desire for cost-based decision making. However, in a different setting where the mission is

unrelated to safety concerns, a cost model could be applied to consider the cost-effective allocation

of resources etc. While we have not investigated such an application, it is a feasible subject for future

research.

3.2 Chapter summary and discussion

This chapter set out the structure of our methodology for cyber resilience impact analysis, which is

based on evaluating how disruptive cyber-attacks can impact the output production performance of

a system. The various modelling components were described briefly, and various use cases for the

model were listed. We then provided outlines of our works that provide specific implementations of

the methodology in three different use cases.

The chapters that follow will go into more detail on the modelling of the different components of the

methodology, including the different implementations we provided for some of them due to specific

requirements of the case studies we have considered.



Chapter 4

Attack progression modelling

In the methodology described in this thesis, attack progression refers to the way in which an attack

advances within a system, including steps to move within the system by exploiting vulnerabilities that

exist in it, and actions taken to launch the impact stage of the attack (e.g. disrupt parts of production

processes).

As we aim to use our methodology to aid with evaluating and choosing resilience improving actions,

we are primarily concerned with attack actions that cause system impacts, or ones that could be

detected and/or affected by defence actions. Thus, as the defence has no control over attack activity

that occurs outside of the system, and as they cause no system impacts by themselves, from our

modelling perspective all such activity can be abstracted into one action, the entry to the system. In

the context of the Lockheed-Martin cyber kill chain (CKC) [HCA11], our methodology is concerned

with phases three to seven (Delivery, Exploitation, Installation, Command and Control, Actions on

Objectives), which relate to activities occurring within the system. By contrast, activities relating

to the first two phases (Reconnaissance and Weaponization) can occur fully outside of the system

and would thus not be part of our attack progression modelling. Similarly, the equivalent MITRE

ATT&CK® [SAM+18] tactics of Reconnaissance and Resource Development are out of our scope.

Our modelling of attack progression consists of three parts: 1. The paths an attacker can take within

the system, given the system setup and vulnerabilities, expressed using attack graphs; 2. The be-

haviour of an attacker during an attack, in terms of choice of actions given capabilities, the paths

62
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available, and in response to any defensive actions; 3. Defensive actions that can mitigate or respond

to an attack, which thus affect the actions that are available to an attacker.

4.1 Attack paths

We model the paths attackers can take within the system using attack graphs (AGs). In essence, an

AG for a given system represents the steps that an attacker could take within the system, stringing

together vulnerability exploits to proceed further in the network. Various types of attack graphs have

been proposed, as discussed in Section 2.2.2.1. In this section we focus on the requirements our

methodology places on AGs, and give the AG definitions used in the applications in Chapters 8-10.

At its simplest, the attack graph used in our modelling methodology can be a simple directed graph

with system privileges as nodes, and edges as vulnerabilities whose exploits enable an attacker holding

one privilege to obtain others. Such a graph can be defined as:

Definition 4.1 (Attack Graph) Given a set of system privileges P and a set of vulnerabilities V , an attack

graph G is the directed graph G = (P, V ), where P is the set of nodes and V ⊆ P × P is the set of edges.

A more complex AG could be used as part of the methodology, as long as it can work together

with the other components of the methodology, but the simple version is sufficient. This simpler

graph conveys the requirement of our methodology, which is to represent the attack paths available

by obtaining privileges using vulnerability exploits, and emphasises the point that the methodology is

not dependent on a specific AG definition. We have used this AG definition in our work on redundancy

planning, in Chapter 8.

In our work on countermeasure selection (Chapter 9), we applied a slightly different AG definition,

a compact version of a logical attack graph proposed by [AJ17] called a vulnerability dependency

graph. This was used in order to enable direct comparisons of our methodology to the impact as-

sessment approach by [AJ17], to show the benefits of our methodology over a more static impact

assessment for use in countermeasure selection. This definition is as follows:
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Definition 4.2 (Vulnerability Dependency Graph, [AJ17]) Given a set of vulnerability exploits V , a set of

security conditions C, a require relation Rr ⊆ C × V , and an imply relation Ri ⊆ V × C, a vulnerability

dependency graph G is the directed graph G = (V,R), where R = {(vi, vj) ∈ V × V |∃c ∈ C, (vi, c) ∈

Ri ∧ (c, vj) ∈ Rr} is the edge set.

The vertices consist of nodes representing vulnerability exploits such as ”remote exploit of vulner-

ability V on host A”, while the edges implicitly contain security conditions such as ”user access to

host A”. A require relation Rr between a security condition c and a vulnerability exploit vi means

that c must be satisfied for vi to be exploited, and an imply relation Ri between vj and c means that

exploit of vj leads to condition c being satisfied [WNJ06]. The edges in the set R link pairs of vulner-

abilities that are connected via a security condition by what [AJPS11] call a ”prepare-for” relation.

A prepare-for relation exists between vi and vj if vi has an edge to security condition c representing

an imply relation (exploit of vi implies the attainment of security condition c), and c has an edge to

vj representing a require relation (the exploit of vj requires the condition c to have been obtained by

the attacker). This AG representation leaves the security conditions implicit, as the edges are defined

as going through a condition but these are not shown, with the end result resembling a dependency

graph of the vulnerabilities.

The graphs in definitions 4.1 and 4.2 have different concepts represented by the nodes: in 4.1 nodes

represent privileges, with vulnerability exploits as the edges connecting them, while in 4.2 the vul-

nerabilities are the nodes, and edges show how these vulnerabilities can be stringed together with the

security conditions the vulnerabilities enable. These are both approaches to reduce the amount of

information carried around in the AG, and either type could be generated from a traditional Logical

Attack Graph, as shown in Fig. 2.4 of the background section. Either approach can be used with

our methodology, as long as they can represent where the disruptive impacts of attacks occur in the

system that is modelled. That is, using 4.1 is preferable when disruptive effects occur due to actions

that are enabled by specific privileges, while 4.2 is suited for when a disruptive effect occurs as a

direct result of a vulnerability being exploited (e.g. if the exploit itself causes a DoS to a component).

However, as part of our impact assessment, definition 4.1 can represent either case if, in the impact

modelling, the information is added on whether the privilege is used for disruption in a discretionary
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way, or whether a disruption occurs immediately when the privilege is obtained.

4.1.1 Exploits of vulnerabilities in identical system components

In our modelling, the steps on the attack paths do not have to represent the use of multiple different

exploits, but can be exploits of the same vulnerabilities in identical systems or components. The key

is to distinguish between steps in terms of the impact they have on the system, and on whether there is

a need to distinguish between them from the defense perspective. For example, if an attacker requires

action A to enable action B, but A cannot be observed or detected by the defense and does not have a

separate system impact, then the model does not have to represent A and B separately.

Simple attack paths: An example of a situation where attack paths are simple is provided in our

work on mission viability analysis, in Chapter 10. In that work, we provide an implementation of our

methodology for missions involving multiple unoccupied aerial vehicles (UAVs), where the attacks

of interest are targeting the UAVs directly (not via attacks on e.g. the mission control). In that setting,

assumptions over the mission connectivity and exploit actions available for the attacker lead to attack

paths in which the attack propagates across the vehicles in the network in a straightforward sequence

of steps, with differences arising based on which node is attacked first. Fig. 4.1 shows a sample of

the potential paths in this setting. The graph in Fig. 4.1a depicts the connectivity between the UAVs

in the mission, in a situation where the video node I has been compromised by an attack. The nodes

represent UAVs in three different roles (relay, temperature measurement and video). Fig. 4.1b shows

two alternatives for attack progression given the connectivity: 1. Relays (A and F ) are not connected

to each other, meaning that only half of the vehicles can become compromised by an attack on I;

2. The relays are connected to each other, which makes it possible for the compromise of F to also

compromise A, and the vehicles connected to A.

Attack graphs with multiplicity notation: In our work on redundancy planning, discussed in detail

in Chapter 8, the attack graph contains both stepping-stone exploits of various vulnerabilities to pro-

ceed within the system, and repeated exploits in identical system components. As the work is about

determining appropriate levels of redundancy, it requires considering cases with different numbers of
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Figure 4.1: Connectivity for a UAV mission, and potential high-level attack paths that ensue

some of the components. Therefore, we took the approach of representing the attack paths in terms of

a “prototype AG” that shows the general paths and possible multiplicities, while the analysis uses ex-

panded instances of the AG with the component multiplicities instantiated to specific numbers. While

an AG could be set up to represent these identical components as a group, in one node instead of

separate nodes, the appropriate granularity to use depends on how the attack impacts the components,

individually or as a group.1 In our case we want to be able to represent various outcomes of an attack

where different numbers of servers in a cluster are compromised. To better explain this further using

an example, shown in Fig. 4.3 below, we shall give some background detail on the case study system.

Our case study in Chapter 8 is based on an e-commerce setting using J2EE services. We chose it as

its architecture is representative of widespread service-based systems and its performance model is

well understood. The system and workload characteristics we use are based on the queueing model

in [KB03] on a multi-tier application benchmark by SPEC [Sta02]. While the performance modelling

details of the system largely remain as in [KB03], our case study adds assumptions about the specific

network topology and vulnerabilities present in the system, in order to model attacks. The assumed

topology is shown in Fig. 4.2. The application servers provide clients access to the services over the

internet, and the database resides in a separate subnetwork. The rest of the network is split into two

subnetworks containing administrators and users, respectively.

In addition to this topology, we made assumptions about vulnerabilities that exist in the system, en-

abling the attacker to obtain privileges. These vulnerabilities and privileges form the attack graph

shown in Fig. 4.3, below. The specific privileges (represented by the AG nodes), and the vulnera-

bilities (the edges), are listed in Table 4.1. These represent possible vulnerabilities that could have

1This also depends on whether the defence can stop the attack from spreading to all of them, and effectively impact
them in a group even if they require individual exploits.
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Table 4.1: Privileges and vulnerabilities in the case study

Privileges Vulnerabilities
P1:U, WebLogic 7 P5:U, SuSE 8 (AS) P9: A, SuSE 8 (DS) P1A: U, alt. server V1:CVE-2003-0151 V5:CVE-2004-1175 V9:CVE-2004-0638 V1A: obtain user priv.
P2:A, WebLogic 7 P6:A, SuSE 8 (AS) P10: U, Oracle 9i DB P2A: A, alt. server V2:CVE-2003-0640 V6:CVE-2004-0495 V2A: priv. escal. (U-A)
P3:U, LAN 2 P7:A, DB Admin P11: A, Oracle 9i DB P5A: U, alt. OS (AS) V3:Phishing attack V7:CVE-2002-0965 V5A: obtain user priv.
P4:A, Server Admin P8:U, SuSE 8 (DS) P6A: A, alt. OS (AS) V4:CVE-2006-5051 V8:CVE-2004-1707 V6A: priv. escal. (U-A)
Abbreviations: U – User; A – Admin; AS – application server; DS – Database Server; DB – Database; alt. server – alternative server; priv. – privilege; escal. – escalation

occurred in the case study system, relating to the appropriate component versions and time period for

the hypothetical system. In practice there could be various vulnerabilities that can achieve the same

attack outcomes, including attack techniques that do not require application vulnerabilities.

The multiplicity of servers (and adding diversity) affects the structure of the AG for the system, as

the compromise of different server copies can require obtaining separate instances of some privileges.

Fig. 4.3 shows how we represent the general pattern (the ‘prototype AG’) and how this relates to the

underlying AG which depends on the server multiplicities. Each server allocation will generate a

different underlying AG, due to the server multiplicities. For example, the right-hand side panel of

Fig. 4.3b shows the underlying AG corresponding to the server allocation [2,0,2,1], representing the

case with two application servers, two database processing servers and one database.

We use multiplicity notation to simplify an AG based on its general structure, without showing the

full complexity arising from duplicates of privileges in different server copies. As shown in Fig. 4.3a,

the multiplicities are given at the ends of the edges, in the style of UML class diagrams, and are used

to show whether a given source privilege enables a vulnerability exploit that can be used to obtain

one instance of a destination privilege (1-to-1 relation), or multiple (1-to-N). For example, with the

privilege P5, multiple copies of privilege P8 can be obtained (in different instances of the system
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component in question, in this case database processing servers) by exploiting the vulnerability V5:

in Fig. 4.3b there are two database processing servers, and thus two copies of P8 (P8,1 and P8,2), and

two exploits of V5 are required to obtain both of these privileges.

4.2 Attacker behaviour

To evaluate the production performance over time, and how different system improvements or de-

fensive actions affect this, the modelling of attack progression must consider the attacker behaviour,

not only the possible paths available. The description of the attack behaviour needs to consider the

attack steps on the possible paths, including the speed at which these steps are taken, but also how the

attack would proceed if a defensive action stops the attack following the intended path. This section

describes our modelling of attacker behaviour, starting with a description of the actions available to

attackers, and then describing how we model the choices of actions in our application case studies.

4.2.1 Attacker actions

We model attacks as sequences of attack steps. We consider two types of attack steps: “move steps”

and “disruptive steps”. In a move step the attacker moves in the AG by exploiting vulnerabilities to

obtain privileges. That is, it corresponds to a single move between nodes in the AG, with potential
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to lead to further steps. Commonly, one such step would correspond to a single vulnerability exploit,

but, depending on the granularity of information in the AG, it could also represent a sequence of

several exploits that in combination lead to the next AG node2.

Some privileges can enable an attacker to disrupt system components. After obtaining such a privi-

lege, the attacker gains the ability to take a disruptive step to cause disruption to a component. In our

impact modelling, explained in more detail in Sec. 6.1, the possible disruptive steps form links from

AG elements to components of the production model, which we call an ’impact map’. Some vulner-

ability exploits can lead to disruption directly, e.g. causing a denial of service, and in such cases the

disruptive step occurs coincidentally with the move step. This is the assumption used in the model in

our countermeasure selection work discussed in Chapter 9, and in the UAV mission scenario in Chap-

ter 10. In other cases, the exploits used for move steps do not themselves cause disruption. Then, the

timing of launching the disruption is at the discretion of the attacker, as long as it continues to hold

the required privileges. This is the assumption used in our redundancy planning model in Chapter

8, where the attack is assumed to first try to collect privileges, and then launch a disruption when it

has reached the set of privileges it wants, or when it is detected. Modelling situations involving both

disruptive and non-disruptive move exploits could be done; this would require tracking whether a step

is disruptive or not, and adding priorities to the attacker behaviour in terms of the order in which it

completes move steps, prioritising those that will not cause disruption and possible detection.

Attacks enter the network via particular “entry nodes” which are directly exploitable by the attacker

– either externally from the Internet, or from a part of the network the attacker has direct access to.

The potential next steps are then determined by what vulnerability exploits or disruptive actions the

entry node enables, which is shown in the AG structure as edges from the entry node.

Time-to-exploit: The time needed to exploit a vulnerability, i.e. the time taken by the move steps

of an attacker, is determined based on estimates of the time it takes to exploit the vulnerabilities

required. In general, these estimates would be based on the capabilities, skills and system knowledge

of the attacker. In our work, we assign parameter values to these based on approximate values derived

2Such an aggregation could occur, for example, if the exploits cannot be detected or stopped separately by the defence,
and therefore do not need to be modelled separately. For example, in our mission viability analysis work in Chapter 10
(in [SPL21]), we consider the various exploits and techniques used when compromising a UAV to form a single attacker
step, as the defence is not able to detect or stop these stages separately.
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from the available literature.

Further, as we are concerned with attacks on system performance rather than objectives that require

attackers to persist in the system and where slow movement might be an advantage, we assume that

attackers take move steps as fast as their abilities allow, and there is no delay between attempting

steps. For the speed of attack progression, this is the most aggressive (worst case) scenario. For cases

where faster attack progression helps the attacker, our assumption captures the worst case impact. In

practice, attacks might delay steps to minimise detection. However, the cases in which such delays

can benefit the attacker are ones where the launch-time of the disruption is discretionary, and in

these cases, the impact steps of the attack would be launched in one go (to avoid detection). In such

cases, the speed of the move steps does not matter for the system impact observed for a given attack

outcome, only the timing of when the disruption begins. Thus, our fast-movement assumption does

not impact the results – although the speed could impact the likelihood of detection, these should be

set separately based on realistic assumptions of detecting the various steps in practice.

In contrast to move steps, disruptive steps are assumed instant, so take place immediately after the

attacker has obtained the privileges required for its goal, or if further move steps are not possible due

to the actions of the defence. Further, it is assumed that when the disruption is launched, disruptive

steps are taken simultaneously from all the privileges the attacker has obtained by that point.

The way we assign time-to-exploit to move steps in our work has varied based on the specific model

used. In our redundancy planning work (Chapter 8), we use exploit time estimates based on findings

used in [MBFB06, LB08, NWJS13], and distinguish between three different cases as follows: the first

exploit of a given vulnerability takes 24h (te = 24); using the same exploit elsewhere in the network

(reuse exploit) takes 6h (ter = 6); once the attacker has obtained a privilege on a server, the time to

replicate the exploit on other servers of the same type (repeat step) is 4 hours, ters.

In the countermeasure selection model (Chapter 9), the sample evaluation uses a generic value for

exploit time (not directly set to practical estimates), and the time taken by response actions is set

relative to this base unit used for exploit time. In a practical implementation in a specific setting, what

time this base unit represents would be set based on estimates of exploit times.
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In the mission viability work (Chapter 10), we set mean exploit time values based on estimates of

plausible exploit times for UAV missions, and varied them among a set of values in the evaluation.

The attack progression model is done using a Petri net (specifically a stochastic well-formed net,

SWN). To enable closed-form solution of the model using continuous-time Markov chains (CTMC),

the time required to exploit a given vulnerability is drawn from an exponential distribution with a

specific mean, which we set based on the exploit time estimates.3

4.2.1.1 Choice of actions

To determine how an attack would proceed in a network, and how it will be affected by defensive

actions, the choice of actions by the attacker has to be modelled. In the model implementations we

use in Chapters 8-10, our modelling of the attacker choices has the following general features: 1. The

attacks are assumed to aim at disrupting the production performance of the system, via impacting the

availability of components. 2. A given instance of an attack has a specific target, in terms of a privilege

or a set of privileges, that the attack proceeds toward. Thus, for the purpose of the evaluations, the

attacker is assumed to know enough of the system to be aware of what they are working toward.

This can be seen as a worst case assumption on which the defence is based, i.e. while it may not

reflect the knowledge of each attacker, it is safer to build the defence against it than other knowledge

assumptions. The other reason for this assumption is that it limits the number of path instances to

consider, as attacks with inefficient progress or impact are excluded. 3. The attacks continue their

progress with move steps until they reach their specific target, or if they are stopped from progressing

by the defence. Defence actions can lead to attack outcomes with partial impact, that is, if an attacker

cannot progress further with move step, it may still be able to take impact steps with the privileges

they have obtained, and these can cause system disruption.

These features limit the attacker modelling in our sample implementations to essentially worst case at-

tack types on the targets given, excluding paths where attackers are slowed down by lack of knowledge

or act inefficiently. Various more complex approaches to modelling attacker choices have been pro-

posed, some of which assume planning with limited information as discussed in [SBH12, MAA+18],

3Technically, what is drawn from the exponential distribution is a transition’s firing rate, the inverse of which gives
the time until firing. The latter, in the case of transitions that represent exploits, is the time-to-exploit.
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and choices based on estimates of attacker utility [LFK+11]. We have yet to extend our behaviour

modelling to such approaches, as the available tools related to them do not currently fit with our

modelling for the overall methodology: attack emulation with e.g. CALDERA [MIT19, MAA+18]

functions in a system instance, not a model, and thus could not be used for evaluating planned changes

or a new system architecture, unless a full system emulation was conducted; the Möbius tool where

ADVISE [LFK+11] is implemented is closed source and out of maintenance.

Beyond these general points, the specifics of how choices are modelled in our sample implementations

(Chapters 8,9,10) differ somewhat between the applications due to the analysis requirements and

modelling used. As the actions available to the attacker also depend on what the defence does, we

shall discuss these different approaches in some more detail in Section 4.4 below, after introducing

the defensive actions considered.

4.3 Defensive actions

Actions by the defence impact the actions that are available for the attacker, in terms of both move

steps within the system, and disruptive actions. Given this, the modelling of attack progression should

account for defensive actions that could be used to mitigate and respond to attacks.

However, it is not only the interplay between attack and defence that causes the need for defence mod-

elling as part of our approach. This need is heightened by our aim to evaluate the output performance

due to an attack event, as defensive actions can both mitigate the overall cumulative performance

impact but also potentially reduce performance temporarily. There is also a need to consider future

periods where the response includes actions whose short-term impacts differ from their lasting effects,

such as with redundancy planning and patching. These aspects relate to the overall impact assessment,

considering both attack progression and production, which is discussed in later sections. However,

they must be addressed when modelling the actions.

We divide the actions by the defence into three categories, each of which must be addressed in the

modelling: 1. Attack detection; 2. Attack countermeasures (including capability changes such as

redundancy); and 3. Recovery.
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4.3.1 Attack detection

Given our use of AGs as part of our attack modelling, we model the detection of attacks as the

detection of an attack step along the AG. We do not go into detail on how the detection works (e.g.

what activity is tracked, what IDS tool is used, etc.), but assume that there is a way to detect attacker

activity relating to the move steps along the AG, and that we can assign a probability to detecting such

activity.

The specific use-case to be analysed affects the requirements for detection modelling, reflected in the

differences in its implementation in our works, in Chapters 8-10. The most straightforward case is

when detection is external to the model, as in our countermeasure selection work in Ch. 9, where it

is assumed that the countermeasure selection process starts once an IDS has made a detection and

sent an alert. As a consequence, in that work we do not model detection explicitly, although we do

consider how far the attack has progressed before the detection is made. Another simple case occurs

when attacks are assumed to cause noticeable disruption at each move step within the system, which

is the assumption made with regard to the attacks to the group of UAVs considered in Ch. 10. In this

case, detection happens automatically at each move step when the disruption occurs. However, where

neither of these two cases apply, as in our redundancy planning work in Ch. 8, then detection must be

modelled explicitly, in order to consider the different attack outcomes and their probabilities.

There are four key assumptions we use in the detection modelling in the redundancy planning appli-

cation in Chapter 8: First, the probability that a given move step is detected is pd, and this probability

is equal for every move step. This is a simplifying assumption which could be relaxed, with context

specific probability values used, at the cost of added computation required for determining the overall

probability of the various detection outcomes. Second, we assume that detection can only occur in

an AG node where the attacker is currently acting, i.e. the detection does not occur with a delay in a

location that was previously compromised. This represents intrusion detection that acts on the latest

activity and does not have the capacity to investigate historical activity, which would only get inves-

tigated as part of a more detailed investigation after an initial detection. This assumption simplifies

the modelling in terms of how the overall probability of detecting a multi-step attack is determined.

While it also nominally limits the number of possible situations to consider in terms of where the
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attack has reached with relation to a detection, it does not affect the number of different outcomes

in terms of the attack impact (an attack that has successfully completed a given set of steps has the

same impact regardless of what part of the activity caused the detection). Third, when the attacker

takes a disruptive action, this is assumed to lead to a detection automatically. Fourth, once an attack

is detected, we assume that the defence can contain it, i.e. will stop it from moving further along the

AG. However, the attack can still cause disruption using the privileges already acquired.

4.3.2 Countermeasures

Attack countermeasures (CMs) are actions aimed at reducing the impact of an attack. For the purposes

of our work, we classify these actions into two categories: capability changes affecting the network’s

security capabilities which can be made before an attack but not during one (redundancy additions,

back-ups), and dynamic countermeasures which can be taken at any time.

As discussed in Section 2.1.1, there is a great range of techniques proposed for reducing attack im-

pacts, such as the resilience practices listed in [BG11]. For our sample implementations, we have

chosen to implement techniques that are generally applicable and that can be modelled in a generic

way. Note, however, that for architectural approaches in [BG11] such as segmentation, evaluating the

impacts of such designs could be done similarly to the approach we use for redundancy and diversity

comparisons in Chapter 8: comparing the attack impacts and resilience characteristics of different

designs against each other.

Our sample implementations, the countermeasures used are as follows. In our redundancy planning

work in Chapter 8 we considered capability changes in terms of redundancy additions with and

without diversity, while in the countermeasure selection implementation in Chapter 9 we focused on

the selection of dynamic countermeasures among different choices, focusing on the case of patching

of vulnerabilities. Our mission viability modelling implementation in Chapter 10 contains a flavour

of both capability changes and dynamic CMs, as the model considers the impact of redundancy on

mission viability, and also includes a generic containment action that can stop the spread of an attack,

to enable analysing how the speed of containment affects redundancy needs.
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Note that we do not consider recovery in itself a countermeasure. When discussing recovery, we

distinguish between recovering components/services to functioning order, which is in itself not con-

sidered an attack countermeasure, and actions that stop an attack from progressing. The latter actions

are considered CMs, but do not necessarily occur as part of the process of recovery.

4.3.2.1 Redundancy and diversity

Redundancy and diversity are techniques to improve the resilience of a system to events that can dis-

rupt the functioning of system components. They are capability changes that cannot be made during

an attack event, but must be planned for and applied before an attack occurs, or after as part of adapt-

ing. For clarity, in this thesis we use the word “component” to mean not only physical components

but also software and services that a system may be composed of. Simply put, redundancy refers to

having additional capacity (additional component instances) beyond what is required during normal

operation conditions, so that the system impact of an unexpected event impacting some instances of

the component is reduced. For the purposes of cyber resilience to attacks that can disable a compo-

nent, redundancy should come in the form of separate instances of a component, i.e. simply having

excess capacity will not do if it is susceptible to be taken out in one attack. In this context, diversity

refers to having different implementations of a component so that the implementations do not share

the same vulnerabilities for attackers to exploit. Redundancy can be ineffective against cyber-attacks

if it is not provided with diversity [Gol10], as an exploit that succeeds on one instance of a component

can be repeated on the redundant but non-diverse instances.

In our redundancy planning work, Chapter 8, we propose an implementation of our methodology to

investigate the cyber resilience impacts of different redundancy allocations (assigning different num-

bers of component instances to fulfil a given task in a process), with and without applying diversity to

the redundancy. Diversity is modelled as providing alternative servers with different vulnerabilities

from the “regular” server instances used as standard when diversity is not applied. In our modelling,

we assumed that no vulnerabilities are shared between the regular and alternative servers. Extending

the model to consider servers that share some vulnerabilities but not others could be done by e.g.

using the similarity between vulnerabilities as in Li et al. [LFH20].
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In the mission viability analysis (Chapter 10), redundancy comes in two forms: the main way is via

additional UAVs held in reserve in case of an attack, which can be flown in to replace compromised

UAVs; in addition, each UAV taking part in the mission can fulfil different tasks, and can swap to a

different task if required.

In our modelling, we assume that redundant capacity gets swapped into use automatically when the

need arises due to a disruption. In the redundancy planning work, this occurs instantly, whereas in the

UAV mission example redundant vehicles must be flown into the appropriate position, which takes

some time, reflected in the recovery time for a given UAV task.

4.3.2.2 Patching

Patching a vulnerability stops an attacker being able to exploit that particular vulnerability. In our

modelling, it is assumed to form a part of bringing the attack to an end and facilitate recovery of

services. Patching is important for recovery, as simply resuming services without patching makes it

possible for an attack to simply repeat using the same exploits.

In our applications on redundancy planning and mission viability analysis (Chapters 8, 10), which

are planning-focused, we assume simply that patching of compromised systems occurs as part of

the recovery of services. However, in our application to countermeasure selection in Chapter 9, we

model a reactive response to an attack, and patching is explicitly modelled as a countermeasure that

the defence can take in response to an attack. The effect of patching is to remove a vulnerability

from the AG, restricting potential attack paths. In the model, described in Sec. 9.3.5, a patching

action requires tP units of time to implement, and comes at a cost consisting of a direct cost and a

production impact.

4.3.2.3 Containment

Containment refers to actions to stop an attack from propagating further. To keep our modelling

general, we have modelled the effect of containment actions on the spread of an attack, without going

to detail of the specific way in which this is achieved. It should be noted that, where the actions taken
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to achieve containment affect the connectivity within the system, or otherwise reduce production

performance, the impact on the performance of the production process must also be modelled.

In our works on redundancy planning and countermeasure selection in Chapters 8 and 9, containment

is not modelled separately but is implicit in the assumptions regarding to when an attack is stopped.

In the redundancy planning work (Chapter 8) we assume that if an attack is detected, the defence can

contain it, i.e. will stop it from moving further along the AG, but not from disrupting the system using

privileges already acquired. In the model in Chapter 9, containment occurs when patching actions

stop the attack’s ability to spread. By contrast, in our mission viability analysis work (Chapter 10)

we address it directly in the SWN model, where the containment action removes the ability of the

attack to propagate further, as the speed of containment is one of the key parameters of the model.

As stated above, the modelling is done at the level of the effect of containment actions, instead of

detailed modelling of the specifics of how it is achieved.

4.3.3 Recovery

Recovery refers to actions that the network owner uses to recover the functionality of components

(DG nodes) compromised by vulnerability exploits. In practice this could occur via e.g. the full

replacement of a component, repairing any faults or errors that could be limiting functionality, or

simply resuming services that were disabled. However, in the case of cyber attacks, it is important to

ensure that the attack will not simply repeat itself when the functionality resumes, so the attack must

be stopped first (for example via containment, patching, or using replacement components that do not

have the vulnerabilities originally exploited).

In our application examples, we use a simplified approach where we do not differentiate between dif-

ferent ways in which recovery occurs. Instead we have an abstract recovery action which effectively

replaces a compromised component with a working uncompromised instance, with the same func-

tionality (and vulnerabilities) as before. We assume that a recovery action takes tR time. The UAV

case study in Chapter 10 makes somewhat of an exception to this, as there we consider the possibility

of recovering services by swapping tasks between UAVs, in addition to full replacement by redundant
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vehicles. These cases are considered separately as they have different impacts on the overall number

of vehicles taking part in the mission, and different recovery speeds.

Full detail on the implementation details in the different application examples are included in the

applications chapters, Chapters 8-10.

4.4 Our attack progression modelling approaches

Evaluating the probabilities of different attack outcomes can be done using various modelling for-

malisms, either via simulation or analytical solution methods. In our applications we have employed

three approaches: 1. simulating attacks into a system, based on an AG and assumptions over attacker

behaviour and defensive actions; 2. evaluating the likelihood of the various outcomes of particular

attack scenarios; 3. Petri net evaluation of a net that represents the attack propagation and defence

actions, which affords an analytical solution via conversion to a CTMC model. We will discuss these

approaches in some more detail in the subsections below, after first discussing why other possible

formalisms were not used instead.

Other modelling formalisms that were considered but eventually not used for the work in this thesis in-

clude employing a Bayesian network to solve the AG probabilities [PDR12, MGSBL17, MGSPL17],

using stochastic activity networks (SANs) to model the AG [SM01, SA14], and using the ADVISE

attack modelling approach by [LFK+11].

Bayesian AG (BAG) approaches can be used to evaluate the likelihood of an attack reaching particular

nodes in the attack graph. BAGs are tools for risk evaluation where the output shows, for each node,

the probability that the node is reached (e.g. an asset is compromised) during an attack, via any

path, and without a specific consideration for time. However, for the purposes of our work, this kind

of measure of risk is not very useful, as we want to consider the probabilities of specific outcomes

of attack scenarios. These outcome probabilities must account for things such as the detection of the

attack occurring (in Ch. 8), the relative likelihood of a choice between alternative steps (in Ch. 9), and

the probability that an attack step occurs before a defensive one (Ch. 9,10). These are not the same as

the BAG probabilities. As a consequence, we chose not to use BAGs in our model implementations.
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While there are various benefits to Petri net models (including SANs), as discussed in Section 2.2.2.2,

they are not ideal for modelling attacker behaviour in multi-stage attacks over AGs. This is because

of the way transitions between places occur randomly based on which transitions are enabled (and

their firing rates), without a notion of strategy or a specific target to aim at unless imposed by the net

structure. We do not believe this can generally reflect the choices of actions by intelligent attackers,

although it can be applicable in some specific attack scenarios. In the UAV mission case study in

Chapter 10, where we use a SWN model (a Petri net variant), this is not an issue due to the specifics

of the scenario: the type of attack, inter-UAV connectivity and identical UAVs make the ensuing

attack graph a special type where the steps occur based on connectivity/proximity rather than choice.

Specifically, the attack goal is to spread across the UAVs to maximise mission disruption, and as all

UAVs are compromisable in the same way across the inter-UAV network, no intelligent choices are

needed, and the attack will simply spread to all UAVs that can be reached at that stage.

Newer formalisms, such as HCSAM by [SA14], are problematic to integrate to our modelling as they

are not standardised and do not have publicly available tools and implementations. A similar issue

exists with the ADVISE formalism [LFK+11] that is part of the Möbius tool [DCC+02, FKL+13]:

while the ADVISE description suggests it should be a useful model of attacks and could be usable as

part of our work, we were unable to test it as part of our methodology as the tool software was not

functioning correctly, is closed source and out of maintenance. However, the use of such formalisms

as part of our methodology could be investigated in the future if new tool implementations are made.

Further, as discussed in Section 2.2.2, the use of an attack emulator platform such as CALDERA

[MIT19] for modelling attacker behaviour is not appropriate for the use cases we envision for our

methodology, which involve analysis of potential actions and comparisons of various design versions.

This is because such tools operate at a different level of abstraction, where the emulation applies to a

detailed real system instance, and working at this level of abstraction in our analysis use cases would

require ways to emulate whole system instances.

In the next subsections below, we briefly describe the three approaches used in the models for our

application samples in Chapters 8-10.
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4.4.1 Simulating attack steps with probabilistic choices

In the countermeasure selection application (in Chapter 9), our evaluation approach simulates attacker

choices of exploits using edge probabilities based on CVSS [MSR06, FIR16] base scores. Such an

approach has been common in works using AGs for risk assessment, e.g. in [FW08, PDR12, OS12,

NWJS13]. In our simulations the attacks follow a path towards a goal node, which is picked from

among the AG nodes with the highest availability impact on the final services (the single highest im-

pact one, or drawn among the shared highest impact nodes). Each chosen edge is picked from those

along the paths to the goal, based on a draw between viable candidates, where the distribution is based

on the edge probability values (representing access complexity). This creates variety across simula-

tions, approximating different attacker choices based on e.g. different skill levels. One attempted

vulnerability exploit is allowed at a time, i.e. the attack cannot attempt multiple different exploits

simultaneously. If a given step is not possible, due to a defensive action, the attacker attempts another

exploit that is on a path to the goal. If the goal becomes unreachable, the attack will stop.

The choice of the countermeasures is on what AG nodes to patch given that an attack is ongoing,

and when to recover a service compromised by an attack. We propose our own approach based on

expected costs of actions, considering that patching actions cause temporary unavailability of system

components (due to the application of the patch, including testing for and fixing any impacts to other

services etc.). As a patching action causes short term disruption but has a long term benefit in terms

of system hardening, our approach includes a way to balance the future benefit with the short term

costs. We discuss the details of this in the cost modelling chapter, in Section 7.3, and in the chapter

on the application itself, Chapter 9.

4.4.2 Pre-defined attack scenarios

Pre-defined attack scenarios, describing a set of AG nodes the attack tries to reach, are useful if the

number of possible paths (considering different goals, routes to them, and different orderings of steps

etc.) in an attack graph is high, but only a subset of the paths make sense for the attacks that the

defence is most concerned about. For example, if the defence is concerned with production impacts,
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then only those attack paths that disrupt components with production impact are of interest. In this

sense, such pre-selection of scenarios is not very different from running risk analyses based on pre-

determined goals, as done by many approaches, such as many Bayesian AGs.

What we term as attack scenario here is essentially a description of the target (a set of privileges in

an AG, selected based on their impact on the system) the attack has. This does not determine what

specific path (including the order of attack steps) a specific instance of the attack follows, or what the

outcome of an attack instance is. So our use of pre-defined scenarios does not imply pre-determining

the paths or the outcomes of attacks. The key point is, the scenarios describe a specific type of

an attack, and target nodes for it, while the various different outcomes of those scenarios describe

different outcomes that can occur, given path choices and defence actions. It is the latter which are

ultimately used for assessing the impact of attacks.

The way we define attack outcomes from the scenarios in our redundancy planning work (in Chapter

8) is as follows. We consider a set of attack scenarios that are reasonably expected to cause signifi-

cant disruption, and evaluate the resulting system performance under the different outcomes of those

scenarios. The scenario input consists of the AG nodes targeted, and the weight given to the scenario,

relative to others, in the overall analysis run. Based on the AG setup, the scenarios are then processed

into paths (of move steps), and may split into path variants if there are different orderings of steps

that can be taken to reach the target nodes. Finally, the attack outcomes are determined based on the

paths (incl. variants) and defensive actions, which consist of detection and subsequent containment

of the attack.

In accordance to what we explained about attacker behaviour in Section 4.2.1 above, in deciding the

paths and variants for the scenarios, we focus on the worst case where the attack chooses the quickest

path towards its goal. As part of this, we assume that the attacker knows what they are trying to

achieve and how to proceed there. In addition, in determining the system disruption caused by the

different outcomes, we assume that the attacker does not launch disruptive actions until obtaining

all the privileges required to reach their goal, or if forced to act due to being detected. The latter

is because disruption would alert the defence, so launching disruptive actions prematurely would

limit the attack success. This means that the outcomes where the attacker does not reach the final
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Figure 4.4: The SWN model, with mitigation parts highlighted

target privilege (or the final copy, when privileges in several server instances are targeted) still yield

disruption, but just to a lesser extent than a fully successful attack.

We discuss how the outcomes are used in estimating the expected attack impact in Section 6.2, as

determining the impacts also involves the production model, which is discussed in Chapter 5.

4.4.3 Petri net modelling

Our attack propagation modelling in the UAV mission viability analysis application in Chapter 10 uses

a stochastic well-formed net (SWN), which is a Petri net variant with stochastic time and coloured

tokens. The model represents the whole attack progression, including defensive actions to mitigate

the attack (containment, and recovery via vehicle replacements).

The defensive actions to mitigate attacks are: 1. Contain the attack by disabling a compromised part

of the mission; 2. Swap roles/tasks between UAVs; 3. Introduce a replacement UAV to the mission.

Role swaps and replacement UAVs act as a recovery mechanism for performance; the latter takes a

longer time than the former. The graphical representation of the SWN is shown in Fig. 4.4, with the

parts that refer to the different mitigation actions labelled with their corresponding numbers in the
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above list. The attack is modelled in stages (shown in the mid section of Fig. 4.4 inside the box la-

belled “Attack”), with three stages shown in the SWN (extension to further stages is straightforward).

As the SWN of Fig. 4.4 is built for the specific assumptions of the attack and the mission in the case

study setting, we leave more detailed description of how the model is built and what the different parts

mean into Chapter 10, where the case study is described in detail. Thus, more detail on the specifics

of this SWN, and how it represents attacks, is given in Section 10.5.3.

The SWN modelling allows us to assess how many UAVs are functional in their roles over time,

given the progression of the attack and the containment and recovery actions. In conjunction with a

production model of the mission, this allows us to estimate the viability of the mission, i.e. whether

the mission target can be reached despite an attack, given different assumptions on parameter values

on the speed of attack propagation, containment, and recovery actions, and the number of vehicles

taking part in the mission and waiting in the replacement reserve.

There are some limitations to consider. A key aspect of the use of a Petri net for attack modelling is

that the behaviour of the attacker and defence have to be represented by the structure – where these

behaviours can be represented by the structure and firing rate assumptions, an SWN can be a good

way to solve for impacts, enabling efficient stochastic analysis. However, this does not hold always.

For example, for considering reactive choices of defence actions such as countermeasure selection,

a different kind of analysis approach would be required, without the action choices being built into

the SWN structure. Additionally, as already touched upon at the beginning of Section 4.4 above,

for attacks where the goal is a specific resource rather than wide spread, a simple spreading process

does not represent the behaviour of an intelligent attacker, and it would be hard to represent complex

decision-making using only the structure of an SWN model.

4.5 Chapter summary and discussion

This chapter described the attack progression model part of our methodology, explaining the reason-

ing for the modelling and the different parts that it needs to address. It also introduced the approaches

that we have used to implement the modelling in our applications in Chapters 8-10.
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To fulfil its purpose as part of a resilience impact assessment methodology, the model of attack pro-

gression must have a representation of the attack paths that are possible within a system, describe

attacker behaviour with respect to the possible paths and how it responds to defensive actions, and

describe such defensive actions that can influence what actions are available for the attacker. In ad-

dition, there are important interactions between the attack progression and the production modelling

(which is discussed in the next chapter), which must be considered to enable attack impact assess-

ment. The model of attack paths, e.g. an AG, must be such that it can be linked to the impacts

on system components in the production model, using an impact map (discussed in more detail in

Chapter 6). The defensive actions must be modelled in such a way that reflects their impact on the

system production in addition to their impact on the attack progression, e.g. any unavailability of

components caused and the duration of it. Further, the costs of the actions must be considered by the

cost modelling, discussed in Chapter 7.

The specific requirements for implementing the modelling depend on the use-case, and the specifics

of the system and the type of attacks considered. In addition to discussing the aspects that need to be

addressed by the model, we also gave examples of how the implementations can vary, with reference

to the modelling we use in our use cases. For example, to estimate the impact of possible future

attacks to a system, one must consider how the attacker actions might be detected, as this affects the

possible outcomes of the attacks in terms of the extent of their success. While our implementations

vary on this point between the use cases, each implementation must address attack detection in some

way to enable impact analysis.
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Production modelling

To evaluate the impact of cyber attacks on the output performance of the system, we require a model

of the process by which the system produces its output, including how different system components

and different levels of production inputs relate to the level of output produced. We provide three

instances of models that we use for this purpose, and use the term “production model” to refer to this

class of models. This term was chosen to make it clear that the focus of the model is to describe

the production process, and as the purpose of the model is similar to production functions used in

economics. The common feature of all of our production model instances is a dependency graph

(DG), representing dependencies between system components. The approaches differ in the way

the production performance is modelled in relation to how attacks impact the functionality of the

components, and how they affect others due to the dependencies in the system.

5.1 Dependency modelling with DGs

Practically any production process can be represented in terms of dependencies between components

or stages of production. For example, to produce output (sales), an e-commerce requires both a

web server and an order processing server, which themselves likely depend on many other services.

Similarly, the manufacture of physical goods or the provision of services such as healthcare involve

steps that depend on each other to produce the final output. Given this, dependency graphs provide

85
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a straightforward way to model how a system depends on various components and sub-processes to

produce its output.

A dependency graph (DG) describes the dependencies between the components of the production

model. The simplest definition is a directed graph of components where edges represent dependency

between components, such as the one used in our redundancy planning work in Chapter 8:

Definition 5.1 (Dependency Graph) Given a set of system components N , and a relation E ⊆ N × N with

(s, t) ∈ E meaning that component s depends on component t, a dependency graph D is the directed graph

D = (N,E), where N is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges.

This definition only describes which nodes a given node n depends on, but leaves out the exact type

of the dependency in terms of the impact on n. That is, the simple definition is silent on whether

the functioning of node n requires all of its dependencies to be provided (and functional) or a subset

of them, and how the specific level of functionality (i.e. performance) of the dependencies affects

the performance of n. For the purposes of impact assessment, this information is also necessary.

Some works in the literature have built custom definitions of dependency graphs that include this

performance impact directly as part of the definition, such as the “generalised dependency graph” in

[AJPS11, AJ17], and various definitions [KCBCD10, Jak11, CYS+18] specify the type of dependency

(logical OR, logical AND) but no further performance aspects. We separate these aspects from the

basic definition of a dependency graph above, to better explain different approaches to evaluating the

impacts occurring via dependencies, which we do in Section 5.2 below.

5.2 The propagation of performance impacts

While a basic DG provides the structure of how components depend on each other, we also need a

way to quantify how the performance of a component is affected by an attack, how it affects com-

ponents that depend on it, and how the performance of a component is affected by its dependencies.

Quantifying these enables evaluating the system-level performance impacts.

Attack impact assessment works have quantified impacts by using dependency information and a
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function to propagate impacts across dependencies, combined with some impact metrics assigned

to individual components. The metrics have been based on utility values of system components

[AJPS11, AJ17] or CVSS impact scores for attack steps [Jak11, CYS+18, HSKG20]. However,

although not used in attack impact assessment works previously, there are other approaches to quan-

tifying system performance, such as the performance modelling formalisms we discussed in Section

2.2.3, which could be more appropriate in settings to which they apply.

In the works where we have applied our methodology, included in Chapters 8-10, we have imple-

mented three ways of modelling performance impacts in combination with a DG: network status

function, production-function model, and queueing network performance modelling. The next sub-

sections will discuss each of these in turn.

5.2.1 Network status function

In our work on cost-efficient countermeasure selection in Chapter 9, published in [SML19], we fol-

lowed the approach by [AJPS11, AJ17] in using a set of “status functions” to represent interdepen-

dency impacts, i.e. how the availability status of an entity is affected by the statuses of the entities it

depends on. This is also similar to the approaches used by [Jak11, CYS+18, HSKG20].

As the status functions in [AJ17] build on a part of their DG definition, termed Generalised Depen-

dency Graph, we reproduce this definition here:

Definition 5.2 (Generalised Dependency Graph, [AJPS11, AJ17]) A generalised dependency graph is a la-

beled directed acyclic graph D = (H,Q, ϕ), where: H is a set of nodes, corresponding to network components;

Q = {(h1, h2) ∈ H ×H|h1 depends on h2} is a set of edges; ϕ : H → F is a mapping that associates with

each node h ∈ H a function f ∈ F s.t. the arity of f is equal to the outdegree of h*. For each node h ∈ H , ḣ

denotes the set of components that depend on h and ḣ denotes the set of components h depends on.

The first two points in definition 5.2 describe the basic structure of the dependency graph (which

nodes depend on which others), while the mapping ϕ describes the type of dependency that each node

*”If h is a terminal node in the dependency graph (i.e. it does not depend on any other node), we assume ϕ(h) is the
constant (0-ary) function 1” [AJ17]
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Figure 5.1: DG, redrawn from [AJ17, Fig. 9]

h ∈ H has on its supplier nodes ḣ. We consider the same dependency function types as used by

[AJPS11, AJ17]:

fr(a1, ..., an) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 if ∃i ∈ [1, n] s.t. ai = 1

0 otherwise
(5.1)

fd(a1, ..., an) =
1

n

n∑︂
i=1

ai (5.2)

fs(a1, ..., an) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 if ai = 1 ∀i ∈ [1, n]

0 otherwise
(5.3)

where ai represents the availability value of a network component which the current component di-

rectly depends on, and n is the total number of components on which the current component depends

(i.e. for hi we have n = |hi
̇ |). Here, fr is a redundancy-type dependency (logical OR), fs is strict

dependency on all supplier nodes (logical AND), and fd means availability of h is the mean of the

availabilities of its suppliers (degradation). A sample DG of this type is provided in Fig. 5.1. The DG

nodes shown are network components: hA to hG provide intermediate services (internal services),

while hS and hT are customer-facing final services (the product of the organisation). The dependency

types are given as labels next to the nodes. For example, for hT we have f(s(hṪ , t)) = fs(s(hC , t)).

With the dependency functions f , we can now describe the network status function, which maps

network components to their availability statuses at time t ∈ T , where T is the set of time points.

Definition 5.3 (Network Status Function, [AJPS11, AJ17]) Given a generalised dependency graph D =
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(H,Q, ϕ), a network status function for D is a function s : H × T → [0, 1] such that ∀h ∈ H and ∀t ∈ T ,

s(h, t) ≤ f(s(hi1 , t), . . . , s(him , t)), where f = ϕ(h), and ḣ = {hi1 , . . . , him} is the set of components h

depends on.

The definition states that a network status function s assigns each DG node h a value in the range

[0, 1], capped by h’s dependency function f over the statuses of its dependencies. That is, the indirect

status impacts from the components that h depends on define a maximum availability level for h, but

the status of h can be below this if directly affected by an attack.

We give the functional form for the status of a node h at time t as:

s(h, t) = f(s(ḣ, t))
∏︂

v∈Ve,t

(1− η(v, h)) (5.4)

where Ve,t is the set of AG nodes that are in an exploited state at time t; η(v, h) ∈ [0, 1] is the

availability effect that the exploit of vulnerability v has on component h (0 for no effect, 1 for fully

unavailable); ḣ is the set of components that h is dependent on; and f(s(ḣ, t)) is the availability

effect on h from its dependencies.2 The status of network component h is composed of two effects

on availability: 1. Compromise effect (direct): (1− η(v, h)), the effect of compromise (vulnerability

exploit) in the AG node v which corresponds to component h; 2. Dependency availability effect

(indirect): f(s(ḣ, t)), the effect of unavailabilities in the components that h is dependent on, of type

fr (redundancy), fd (degradation) or fs (strict dependence).

Finally, using the node status functions, we measure the performance impact onto the system with an

overall service provision status, service performance (SP). It is the weighted sum of the statuses of the

output services (final services, the “product” of the organisation), weighted by their relative utilities

for the organisation. Mathematically, SP at time t is given as:

SPt =
∑︂
h∈HS

u(h)∑︁
hk∈HS

u(hk)
s(h, t) (5.5)

where s(h, t) is the status (availability level) of component h at time t, u(h) is the utility the organi-

2A component recovery is represented as the removal of a vulnerability v from the exploited set Ve,t, while patching
vulnerability v removes it the from the full set V .
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sation derives from the service component h (during its full availability), and HS is the set of compo-

nents which are final services. With regard to the sample DG in Fig. 5.1 we have HS = {hS, hT}, as

the services are hS and hT . For example, assuming utility values u(hS) = 10, u(hT ) = 7, if node hC

becomes unavailable at time t, service performance at time t is:

SPt =
u(hS)

u(hS) + u(hT )
s(hS, t) +

u(hT )

u(hS) + u(hT )
s(hT , t) =

10

17
· 1 + 7

17
· 0 = 0.588

While the approach to impact evaluation described above, which is applied as part of our methodology

in the work shown in Chapter 9, is based on that by [AJPS11, AJ17], we made several changes to make

it suit our methodology for resilience based impact analysis. We now briefly describe these changes,

which relate to the network status function, and to how the overall impact is quantified.

Our version of the network status function (5.4) makes several changes in order to enable applying it to

countermeasure selection and analysis with recovery included. Specifically, the functional form of the

network node status function s(h, t) in [AJ17] does not allow modelling recovery in a component’s

status due to the way the previous period’s status s(h, t − 1) enters the function definition. A low

availability status one period will punish the component’s status in later periods, even if recovery was

done. Therefore, we provide our own form for the node status function, (5.4), that can keep track of

all vulnerability exploits that are in effect at time t (either newly exploited, or previously exploited

ones whose related security conditions remain compromised), each of which may have a direct impact

on h. Our reformulation also introduces a multiplicative interaction between the direct and indirect

availability effects, replacing the minimum function in the original. In this way, the direct and indirect

effects interact to set the effective availability, in contrast to the dependency availability effect only

acting as a cap on the effective availability level. These changes also enable multiple exploits affecting

a node h ∈ H directly, which the original formulation does not support.

As shown in equation (5.5), our evaluation of attack impact is based on the impact on the performance

of the final services, i.e. the output of the system. This differs from the approach in [AJPS11, AJ17],

who assign utility values to each component of the DG, or the approach of CVSS impact scores for

attack steps in [Jak11, CYS+18, HSKG20]. We believe that the intermediate services provide value
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only when at least a part of the final service to which they contribute is online (available). Therefore,

we only set utility values for the final service nodes (hS and hT in the sample), with the value of the

other nodes only reflecting the impact they have on the utility arising from the final services.

As mentioned in Section 5.2 above, several papers concerned with the impact of attacks have used

CVSS [MSR06, FIR16] scores as impact metrics, as part of a dependency graph-based approach sim-

ilar to that described above. Recent examples of such approaches are [CYS+18, SLS19, HSKG20].

The key benefit of CVSS scores is that the data is standardised and available for all vulnerabilities that

have been given a CVE identifier, allowing for straightforward use in many settings with the support

of tools for checking systems for such vulnerabilities such as Nessus [Ten], and others for building

AGs and analysing them [OGA05, CYS+18]. However, the use of CVSS scores as impact metrics as

part of system-level impact estimation has some important weaknesses. The base score, which was

used as an impact metric by e.g [CYS+18, SLS19, HSKG20], is an aggregate across several aspects,

and does not reflect impact only: a low base score could be assigned to a vulnerability which is com-

plex to exploit even if it would have a high impact if successful. Therefore, using this as a measure

of impact is not satisfactory as it mixes impact with aspects of attacker capabilities and system con-

figuration. While CVSS also provides separate metrics for impact, these are non-numeric and limited

in detail, consisting of three severity levels – high, low, or none. Additionally, as CVSS scores are

only available for known vulnerabilities, a different approach is needed if estimating impacts of attack

steps that do not correspond to vulnerability exploits but other attack techniques such as phishing.

We have chosen not to use a CVSS-score based approach, partly due to the drawbacks of their use

as impact metrics explained above, but mainly as we focus on the production performance. We

believe that modelling the impacts to the process is more intuitive when focusing on the production

components instead of the vulnerabilities, as this allows the system experts to formulate what the

impact of disruptions would be.
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5.2.2 Production-function based modelling

A production function in economics is an abstract representation of a production process with a set

of inputs, expressing the quantity of output as a function of quantities of inputs. They are used in

economics for theoretical models of input allocation, see e.g. [MWG95]. This type of function

provides a simple approach to approximating the performance of a production process where there are

identical production inputs, and only the overall level of the inputs matters, not their order/location.

Additionally, where a more detailed representation of performance is not available or feasible to

model, such a function could be used to approximate the expected performance of a (sub-)process

in terms of its dependencies in a DG. In fact, the functions for the functionality impacts in [AJ17],

discussed in subsection 5.2.1 above, are essentially of this type, if we consider that this kind of model

applies to the performance level of each node of the DG.

As an example, in the mission viability analysis application, in Chapter 10, we use this approach to

estimate the performance, in terms of coverage reached, of a group of UAVs on a survey mission. We

model how the different tasks, reflected by the UAV roles, combine to produce the mission output,

which is the survey coverage of a certain area with the appropriate sensor inputs. For this, we use a

function that resembles a Leontief production function3, where a unit of coverage rate is achieved by

a strict ratio of UAVs in specific roles. We choose this form as relay roles are typically not substitutes

for sensor roles and vice versa, although in a different setting a more general type of function could be

used. Fig. 5.2 gives a dependency graph representation of how the mission output (the node “Service”

in the figure) depends on the different roles being filled. The dependency graph in Fig. 5.2 shows that

an attack impacting a UAV in a Video role impacts the video service, taking the number of UAVs in

the video role below the standard requirement of 4 (shown above the ”Video” node of the graph). The

production function for this system measures the coverage rate (ha/min), and the specific functional

form for the sample shown in the figure is given as:

cov rate = rn ∗min(
xrel

xreq
rel

,
xvid

xreq
vid

,
xtmp

xreq
tmp

) (5.6)

3An introduction to different production functions, including the Leontief input-output model, can be found in eco-
nomics textbooks, e.g. [MWG95].
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Figure 5.2: Production dependency graph, as used in [SPL21]

where xrl is the number of UAVs active in the role rl ∈ {rel, vid, tmp} (relay, video, temperature)

and the required number of UAVs in role rl is denoted by xreq
rl . The multiplier rn represents the

expected coverage rate during normal operation with the required number of UAVs in each role.

Full details on this approach is given in Chapter 10 where we discuss how we apply our methodology

to the analysis of mission viability in a multi-UAV mission case study.

5.2.3 Performance modelling with QN models

While a dependency graph describes the structure of a production process, the performance of pro-

duction can in some systems more naturally be evaluated using performance modelling approaches

such as queueing models [LZGS84, BGDMT06]. Consequently, we provide a queueing network (QN)

approach to attack impact evaluation, applicable to systems where performance is a key concern and

the production process contains stages that can be modelled as queues.

Other approaches to modelling performance exist, such as Petri net variants like GSPNs [MBC+95]

or stochastic activity networks (SANs) [SM01]. We have chosen to use a QN implementation, as

queueing models are well understood and impactful, applicable to various commonly encountered

systems, and have more readily available reference tools. Although other approaches could be suitable

to be added to our methodology, our sample implementation uses QNs.

In the next subsections we will describe our approach to using QN models as part of attack impact

evaluation, starting from a brief description of an example QN model for a production process, then
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Figure 5.3: Queueing network for the J2EE case study

explaining how we use it in conjunction with attack modelling to estimate attack impacts.

5.2.3.1 QN model of a production process

In our attack impact assessment for the redundancy planning work discussed in Chapter 8, a QN

model is used to evaluate the performance of the system output when the attack impacts some of the

components involved in the production process. In essence, we use the QN model as the performance

evaluation mechanism relating to the system components represented in DG nodes. For example, Fig.

5.3 shows a QN that represents an e-commerce system that consists of application servers SA, servers

processing database requests SDB, and a database DB. Each of these components are modelled as

queueing stations, which process jobs at some service rates µ, and jobs that are waiting to be processed

form queues at the stations where they are waiting. The station C in the graph represents customers

sending jobs to the system, which gets processed in the server stations before a response is returned

to the customer from the DB. The model shown is a closed model with mc customers that send new

jobs each time their previous one gets fulfilled.

The figure shows that the application and DB processor stations have server multiplicities mSA and

mSD, respectively. In our redundancy planning work, we identify the appropriate number of each

server type for the most cost-efficient performance during expected attacks. This also includes the

number of databases in DB, although it is not shown in the figure as consisting of multiple compo-

nents.

The purpose of a QN model is to evaluate the performance of the modelled system given a description

of the processing capabilities of the stations, the multiplicity of processing components (servers, DBs)

in the stations, and the workload that the system is under. The performance is measured by calculating
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metrics related to the processing of jobs, such as throughput of jobs through a particular station, the

number of jobs in a specific queue etc. In our redundancy planning case study, we are interested in

the throughput of returning jobs to the station C, i.e. fulfilled customer requests, and whether this

will continue to meet the conditions of a service level agreement (SLA) during periods when cyber

attacks occur.

For systems where they are applicable, QN models can more accurately reflect the system perfor-

mance impact of tasks competing for resources than higher level modelling based on dependencies

only. This includes expressing issues such as bottlenecks due to imbalanced allocation of resources

or their capabilities to process tasks, and cascading effects due to downtime of some of the resources.

Thus, when such issues are of concern and the production system can be modelled using a QN, mod-

elling performance using a QN can provide more accurate evaluation of attack impacts than a more

generic approach based on dependencies only.

5.2.3.2 Modelling attack outcomes

To evaluate the impact of an attack using QN models, we express the effect that the attack has on the

availability of servers in the nodes of the production model. Impacts are evaluated for the different

outcomes of the attack, including partial successes caused by detection. For each distinct impact stage

of these attack outcomes, the QN is updated and its performance evaluated, to obtain an estimate of

system performance throughout the attack.

The availability impact of a specific attack outcome is represented by a matrix Mattack, specifying

the numbers of active (available) servers in different production nodes across the different stages of

impact from that outcome. That is, Mattack is a I×J matrix with elements mi,j specifying the number

of active (available) servers at stage i of the impacts of attack outcome, in node j of the performance

model. The total number of rows I is the number of distinct impact stages that occur in response

to a specific attack outcome, and the number of columns J is the number of production nodes in

the system for which redundancy is considered. The impact stages (rows) start from the normal

system state, followed by the states reached after an attacker has taken disruptive steps, and those

after defensive actions were taken. The last row is the state that prevails when the model time horizon
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th is reached. For example, in our diversified system with four server types, with the server allocation

[mSA,mSAA,mSD,mDB] the attack outcome where two servers in SAA are disrupted is expressed as:

Mattack =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
mSA mSAA mSD mDB

mSA mSAA − 2 mSD mDB

mSA mSAA mSD mDB

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
where: row 1 is the initial state; row 2 shows the available servers after two servers in SAA have been

disrupted; and row 3 represents the situation after recovery.

The performance evaluation for an attack outcome uses the rows of Mattack as server multiplicity

inputs to a sequence of QN models used to estimate performance across the impact stages. The

duration of the impact stages (rows of Mattack) is represented by the column vector τattack, whose

values are computed from the time-to-exploit and time-to-recover estimates. For the example above,

the related duration vector is τ ′attack = [56, 3, 661]. The effect from the attack materialises after 56

hours as it requires an exploit to obtain a stepping-stone privilege (24h), another to obtain the privilege

enabling disruption of the first server (24h), and further two exploits to obtain these privileges on

another server copy. These repeat exploits are assumed to take only 4h each as they are re-exploits of

the same vulnerabilities as for the first server. After this, the disruptive action is launched. The second

state is active for tr = 3 hours before recovery of the services takes place, and the final state stays in

effect for the time remaining until the time horizon, which is 720h (one month) here, so th−59 = 661

hours.

The number of stages in Mattack depends on the attack and recovery models. If the attacker causes

disruption in several stages, the matrix would contain one stage for each change in the number of

active servers. However, unless a disruption is unavoidable during an exploit, taking disruptive steps

in several stages instead of in one go is not effective attacker behaviour, as it increases the likelihood

of detection before the objective is reached. Similarly, recovery done in multiple steps would add

stages. In our case study in Chapter 8, the Mattack matrices consist of a total of three stages (including

the starting and final situations), as all attacks yield one impact stage as all disruptive steps are taken

in one go, and recovery occurs simultaneously in all servers requiring it.
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We designed the approach above for representing attacks where a component instance is assumed to

become fully unavailable when the attacker makes a disruptive step against it. Partial degradation

of performance could be modelled with added modelling efforts, but even for such cases, we feel

that the full unavailability impact is a useful “worst case” impact from an attack that has the kind of

disruption intent that we consider. A more limited attack impact would better represent some stealthy

forms of attacks, e.g. for gathering information, but it is unlikely for attacks where the aim is to

disrupt production.

5.3 Chapter summary and discussion

This chapter focused on the details of production modelling, an important component of our method-

ology. It is used for modelling system output performance, required for measuring resilience based

on performance over time, and is a key part of evaluating the impact from attacks as it enables cal-

culating the overall output production impact of an attack on individual production components. The

next chapter discusses how the attack impact evaluation is done, linking the production modelling

with attack progression modelling.

In our methodology, the structure of the production process is represented with a dependency graph,

which is a generally applicable way to describe how the different components or stages of production

depend on each other to produce the system output.

To model the effect on production of a component being disrupted by an attack, we must model

how performance impacts propagate from a component to the overall production. We proposed three

approaches to do this: two related ones based on functions applied to the dependency structure, and

QN modelling. When applying our methodology, the choice between the approaches comes down to

which one best suits the situation to be modelled.

A status function based approach is good for modelling situations where dependency relations are

important but no suitable performance modelling is available to describe the process in more detail,

or where such added detail is not needed. An economics-type production function can be used to

approximate production performance in settings where production levels depend on input quantities,
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but where the order of the tasks within the process (represented as inputs to the production function)

is not important. Both of these two approaches can be good for approximating impacts when the

disruptions cause binary impacts on component availability, i.e. a copy of a component is either

functional or fully unavailable, but may not be as good for situations where effects are more subtle

and the accuracy of performance estimation is important.

Performance modelling approaches such as QNs are a good fit for attack impact evaluation in sys-

tems where the level of measurable performance is important, and where performance models apply.

There are limitations, for example, QN models apply to systems and processes that have components

representable as queueing models, but not all processes can or need to be modelled as such. As men-

tioned, there are other performance modelling frameworks that could be suitable for evaluating attack

impacts as part of our methodology, such as the various variants of Petri nets.
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Attack impact assessment

Our approach to analysing attack impacts on a system is based on evaluating the effects that attacks

have on the output performance of the system, via their impact on the components of the production

process. The key parts of this evaluation are a model of the system production, a model of attack

progression in the system, and an impact map relating steps along the possible attack paths to compo-

nents of the production process. Additionally, within the attack progression modelling, the approach

must consider any defensive capabilities and actions that can impact the outcomes of the attacks, such

as attack detection and countermeasures.

The estimation requires both a method for evaluating the performance impact of a single outcome of

an attack, and an approach to aggregate the results for all the attack outcomes to represent the expected

impact of attacks to the system. An overview of the process of estimating the impact of an attack

scenario is given in Figure 6.1. First, an attack scenario is entered into the attack progression model

(labelled with number 1 in the figure). The attack progression model yields the various outcomes

related to the scenario provided (number 2) in terms of attack paths over an AG, and the probabilities

for these outcomes (number 3). Then, the attack outcomes are mapped into their effects in terms

of disruption of system components (DG nodes) with an impact map (number 4 in the figure). The

production model (number 5) will then evaluate the performance impact of the disruption from the

attack outcomes, yielding performance impacts (number 6) for the different attack outcomes. The

performance impacts can be used in one of two ways: they are either converted directly to an expected

99
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Figure 6.1: High-level representation of our attack impact assessment

performance impact for the attack scenario (number 7), using the outcome probabilities (number 3) as

weights, or they are passed onto the cost model (number 8) to determine cost impacts of the different

attack outcomes (number 9), and finally the expected cost for the scenario (number 10).

Attack progression, including the various outcomes, were discussed in Chapter 4, and approaches

to evaluate the impact of a disrupted system component were introduced in Chapter 5. Here we

first discuss how the attack progression model connects to the production model to determine which

system components an attack outcome can affect, i.e. the impact map part (number 4) on Fig. 6.1,

and thus what the impact of a single attack outcome is, in Section 6.1 below. Then, in Section 6.2 we

explain how the impacts of attack outcomes are combined together to form the expected impact from

attacks. Finally, Section 6.3 explains the types of output from the production impact assessment,

whether this is intermediate impacts (number 6 on Fig. 6.1) to be passed into the cost model, or

expected impacts (number 7). Thus, this chapter completes the explanation of the modelling behind

our production-impact assessment, and leads into the cost modelling discussed in the next chapter.

6.1 The impact of a single attack outcome

The impact of a given attack outcome is determined based on connections specified between the

attack progression and the production model. They map attack steps in the attack model into specific
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Figure 6.2: Impact mapping in implementation case studies

components of the production process that are affected by these attack steps.

Figure 6.1 shows the general idea of what is involved at an abstract level: attack outcomes, an impact

map, and the production model. The impact map is a mapping from AG nodes to DG nodes, showing

which system components can be affected by disruptive steps launched from a given attack graph

node. Applying the map to the path in an attack outcome shows what DG nodes are directly affected,

and then by applying the dependency structure of the DG and the performance model we find the

system performance impact of the attack outcome.

This mapping and its implementation is intuitive to depict graphically as links between AG and DG

nodes. To illustrate, Fig. 6.2 shows the sample cases used in the redundancy planning and coun-

termeasure selection works in Chapters 8 and 9, where the mapping is visible as hyphenated arrows

from AG nodes to DG nodes. In the mission viability analysis in Chapter 10, the mapping arises in

the form of the roles fulfilled by UAV as part of the mission, which map to particular services in the

DG. As the UAVs can switch roles if needed, in that study the impact mappings are dynamic; more

detail on this is given in Section 10.4.

As already discussed with reference to Fig. 6.1, with the help of the impact map, the production

model is able to process an attack outcome oi into a performance impact i(oi). The performance

impact i(oi) is a time series of what the system production performance is given the attack outcome

oi, considering the system structure and recovery capabilities included in the production model.1

1If the same system is used to process multiple job types, such as in the case of the e-commerce case study in Chapter
8, then i(oi) returns a tmax × j vector, where j is the number of job types and tmax is the final time period.
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6.2 Expected impact

In general, the expected impact over various outcomes is evaluated as follows. Let random variable

X represent attack outcomes, and denote by i(o) the impact value of attack outcome o, and by Pr(o)

the probability of o. Then, the expected impact (when X is a discrete random variable) is calculated

as:

E(i(X)) =
∑︂
i∈|Ω|

Pr(oi) ∗ i(oi) (6.1)

where Ω is the sample space (i.e. the set of all outcomes) of X . Equation (6.1) looks deceptively

simple as it hides the fact that the performance impacts i(oi) are not scalars but contain performance

values over time, and thus suppresses the details on how the time dimension is dealt with. In what

follows, we use (6.1) as the general pattern in which the calculation is done, but the exact way in

which the time aspect is handled, and thus the exact calculation of the expected impact, can vary due

to the specific evaluation purpose and modelling formalism used. We now explain how the expected

impacts are calculated in the three sample implementations of our methodology in Chapters 8-10.

In our redundancy planning work (Chapter 8), we want to assess the impact of a set of attack scenarios

A, and therefore the set of outcomes Ω considered in the expected impact calculation contains the

outcomes of all scenarios in A. This means that the probabilities given to each outcome in Ω must

also reflect the relative weights of the scenarios in A.

We calculate the probabilities of the different outcomes in Ω in a hierarchical manner, as shown in

Fig. 6.3. The levels of this hierarchy are as follows: 1. The set of attack scenarios A considered in

the analysis, which are assigned weights wa for a ∈ A based on their relative likelihoods; 2. A given

attack scenario a can split into scenario variants Va for a ∈ A, in two cases: a) if there are various

orderings of attack steps that can be used for achieving scenario a, e.g. if a contains multiple distinct

targets to reach (in AG nodes), then the different orders in which these are reached form variants;

b) when considering the effect of redundancy with diversity, obtaining the privileges to the diverse

servers requires a different vulnerability exploit than the standard servers, and thus this adds variants

reflecting whether the attacker has capabilities to exploit both standard and alternative server types or

only one of them. When variants occur, we address these cases under the scenarios they relate to, so
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Figure 6.3: Hierarchical probability weight assignment with multiple attack scenarios and variants

∑︁
v∈Va

wv = wa for a ∈ A; 3. Each attack scenario variant (or a scenario itself, if no variants ex-

ist) is split into different attack outcomes O, representing different levels of success. The outcomes

are enumerated based on how far the attacker progresses along a given scenario variant before being

stopped, either by the defence or a lack of capabilities required. For example, in the case study in

Chapter 8 the different outcomes occur due to the defence detecting an attack step and stopping the

attacker progressing further. Their weights in the probability calculation are under the relevant sce-

nario (variant), e.g.
∑︁

o∈Ov
wo = wv for v ∈ Va, a ∈ A. The weights wo for outcomes in Ov relating

to variant v are determined based on the likelihoods of the different outcomes occurring for attack

variant v. For example, in the resilience planning work, an attack variant splits to different outcomes

due to detection, so the outcome weights are calculated based on the probability of detection; more

details on this specific implementation are given in Section 8.5.3.

With the weights applied in this hierarchical manner, we can then find the probabilities Pr(X) for the

outcomes oi ∈ Ω using the weights in the hierarchy levels, i.e.

Pr(oi) = wo,i ∗ wv,i ∗ wa,i (6.2)

where wo,i, wv,i and wa,i are the outcome, variant and attack weights that relate to outcome oi. These
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probability values could then be used to calculate the expected impact using equation (6.1).

If the intent in the use-case is to evaluate an expected cost, as is the case in our redundancy planning

work, then we must evaluate the cost impacts of attack outcomes. For this purpose, the performance

impacts for the different outcomes i(oi) are passed onto the cost model, as shown in Fig. 6.1, where

the cost impacts g(oi) are evaluated using a model for valuing production disruptions (explained in

Section 7.1). The expected cost E(g(X)) is then calculated similarly to the expected performance

impact in equation (6.1), but with cost impacts g(oi) instead of performance impacts i(oi), and the

result is a monetary-valued estimate of the cost that is expected to arise due to the attack scenario.

In the model in our countermeasure selection work in Chapter 9, the countermeasure selection analysis

is intended to be run reactively during an attack. Thus, expected impact calculations are done each

time a countermeasure choice is considered, and applies to the impact over the attacker’s actions in

the next k time steps, relative to the current situation in terms of the extent of an attack. The outcomes

Ω reflect the paths the attack could reach in that time window of k time steps, from no progress at

all up to the outcomes where the attacker attempts and succeeds in all its chosen moves that can be

completed in the time given. The expected impact calculation is applied separately at each time step

up to k, to find the expected impact over time. A more detailed description of this is in Section 9.4.

To estimate the effect of a countermeasure, a comparison of the expected impact is made between

the cases where the countermeasure is applied, and where it is not. Further, as the countermeasure

can have short term costs (from causing unavailability, or direct costs related to applying it) but

permanent benefits, we also consider the impact the countermeasure would have in future attacks.

Therefore, four sets of expected impact calculations are required to estimate the benefit from applying

a countermeasure, two for considering the current attack, and two for future attacks. Further detail of

how we do this is given in the discussion of cost modelling considering future periods in Section 7.3,

and in the description of the countermeasure selection work in Chapter 9.

In the mission viability analysis (Chapter 10), the expectations of our measures of interest are evalu-

ated by the CTMC solution of the SWN model, using the probability distributions of the transitions.

Thus, we do not separately enumerate the possible outcomes and evaluate their individual probabil-

ities. To be specific, we use the transient solution of the CTMC of the SWN model to solve over
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time for the expectation of the number of tokens in places which represent UAVs fulfilling their roles.

This shows how the number of functional UAVs in particular roles changes during an attack scenario,

on average, given the probability distributions of the different transitions. The impact estimation is

then done using the production function approach in Section 5.2.2 based on the time series of these

measures, i.e. based on the expected numbers of functional UAVs in particular roles over time.

6.3 Impact assessment evaluation outputs

The output of the attack impact assessment, in terms of production performance, could be:

1. A set of performance curves over time for individual attack outcomes, i.e. impacts i(o)∀ o ∈ Ω,

to be passed on to cost analysis. This is relevant when the cost of an impact depends on system

performance meeting or failing to meet requirements such as service level agreements (SLAs).

In such cases, the expected impact calculation (6.1) cannot be used on performance impacts,

as the average impact thus calculated can be above the required level and suggest no penalties,

while individual outcomes cause penalties. Thus expected impact must be calculated on cost

impacts g(o), not performance impacts. This is the case in our redundancy planning work.

2. A time-series of expected performance impacts at each point in time. This is what is used in our

countermeasure selection work to choose a countermeasure, and in the performance evaluation

in our mission viability work.

3. The expected performance impact, measured cumulatively over the duration of the attack, i.e.

translated into a single value representing the performance impact due to the attack (as opposed

to a time-series in case 2 above). Examples of this could be the expected values of e.g. cumu-

lative production until recovery, or the value of a resilience metric such as discussed in Section

2.1. This approach was not taken in our use-cases, but could be useful in some applications.
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Cost modelling

A cost model is required for quantifying the losses due to the disruption, as well as the direct costs

(acquisition and maintenance) of investments into defensive actions such as countermeasures or re-

dundancy. To enable analysing the impacts of attacks and defensive actions in monetary terms, as is

intended as part of our methodology, the cost modelling needs to consider the following aspects:

• the value of lost output/low performance due to production disruptions (whether from attacker

or defensive actions)

• direct costs of actions, e.g. costs of defensive actions such as the price of replacement compo-

nents and installation

• costs and benefits occurring across future time periods (future benefits from patching, increased

future maintenance costs from redundancy etc.)

• other costs arising due to an attack event, e.g. loss of customers due to reputation loss

The cost of disruption due to an attack is quantified based on the value of production lost (e.g. services

not delivered) due to the disruption. We consider two ways in which this loss of production can lead

to money-valued costs: costs varying smoothly with production loss (”smoothly-varying” costs), and

costs due to failure to meet a limit value for required performance (”trigger-level” costs). Which form

is applied depends on how the disruption costs incur for the system of interest. In the case studies in

Chapters 8-10, we provide an example for both types: In our work on countermeasure selection, the

106
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loss is evaluated by setting a value for the final service provision under normal conditions, and partial

functionality reduces the value of output in proportion to the performance lost relative to the normal

situation. This reflects lost business, such as transactions lost. In our work on redundancy planning,

we consider a case study where the service provision is subject to a service level agreement (SLA),

and the cost of disruption is based on penalties for failing to meet the SLA.

While our main focus is on attacks with production impact (business interruption), we acknowledge

that even these kinds of attacks can cause other types of costs, e.g. customer loss due to reputation

effects. Where such costs unrelated to output performance are of concern, an estimation of them

could be done using appropriate system and organisation specific assumptions and added alongside

the main cost estimation. An example of how this could be done is given in Section 7.4, where we

propose two ways of modelling the costs due to loss of customers, one where any successful attack

leads to a constant share of customers lost, and another where the number of customers lost varies

with the size of the disruption from the attack according a sigmoid function.

The rest of this chapter discusses the four aspects of cost modelling listed above, and explains how

we have addressed them in our model implementations.

7.1 Valuing production disruptions

Disruptions to system components reduce the output performance of the system, which can lead to

costs in terms of production losses, or due to failure to meet a performance requirement. This section

discusses how we estimate the cost of the performance impact from a given attack outcome, first in

the case where the costs vary smoothly with the level of production performance (“smoothly-varying

costs”), and then in the case where the costs arise due to failing to meet a specific performance

requirement (“trigger-level costs”).

The key piece of notation used in this section is the cost impact of an attack outcome o, which we

denote by g(o). While this section only discusses this in terms of attack outcomes, it is important

to explain what the cost impact is considered to contain when there are defence actions associated

with the outcome. That is, g(o) is used to represent all production-impact costs relating to a given
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outcome o, which consist of the performance impact of the attack steps included in the outcome,

recovery related performance effects and costs1, and the costs of performance impacts arising from

any responses to the attack steps that form a part of the outcome. For example, where a defence action

a (such as a countermeasure) is applied, then the cost impact of an outcome which occurs (conditional

on a) contains also the cost of any performance impacts that may arise as a direct consequence of a

being applied. Note also that where a recovery action is part of the outcome (which is typically

the case, to return to normal performance levels), then not only is its impact on the performance

considered, but also any other costs that might be associated with the recovery action.

7.1.1 Smoothly-varying costs

In cases where the production performance is directly linked to the economic performance of the

organisation, e.g. if sales transactions not fulfilled due to a disruption are permanently lost (e.g. a

competitor fulfils them instead), the cost of disruption varies smoothly with the level of performance.

In this case, the cost due to a production disruption can be estimated based on the profit that would

be made under normal production performance, and the deviation from this normal performance

observed under the attack scenarios.

The general approach: To express the evaluation in general terms, the cost of production disruption

due to attack outcome o in a time window containing th time units is:

g(o) =

th∑︂
τ=1

(πref (τ)− π(o, τ)) (7.1)

where πref (τ) is the reference value of profit from the production process expected at time τ , and

π(o, τ) is the profit at time τ if attack outcome o occurs. This simply states that the cost is the

deviation in profit from its expected level that occurred due to outcome o, cumulated over time up

to the time horizon th. With the assumption that the profit from production varies smoothly with

1Recovery effects are considered as part of g(o) as they are an essential part of determining the set of possible outcomes
from an attack, e.g. a given attack path could create various different outcomes if recovery was applied differently.
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Figure 7.1: Cost impact calculation based on normalised output

production performance, we can express this in more detail as:

g(o) =

th∑︂
τ=1

πref (τ)

(︃
1− ω(o, τ)

ωref (τ)

)︃
(7.2)

where ω(o, τ) stands for system output performance under attack outcome o at time τ , and ωref (τ) is

the reference level expected if no attack occurs. Further, if we assume that the reference performance

and reference level of profit are constant over the time periods, we can express this as:

g(o) = πref

th∑︂
τ=1

(︃
1− ω(o, τ)

ωref

)︃
(7.3)

where ω(o,τ)
ωref

is the normalised performance, as often used for performance-curve based resilience

analysis, e.g. by [GMG+16]. The performance impact is illustrated in Fig. 7.1, where we assume

that attack o occurs at time t = 1, system performance drops until t = 2 before recovery starts, and

performance recovers to the reference level at t = 5. The area between the curves, the cumulative

performance loss, is
∑︁

(1 − ω(o, τ)/ωref ) = 0.5 + 0.75 + 0.5 + 0.25 = 2, so the loss of profits, as

given by (7.3), is g(o) = 2πref .

This is essentially the approach we use in our work on countermeasure selection (Chapter 9), except

that we consider several final outputs in that work. That is, we express the loss due to the unavailability

of a system component in terms of the value of final services’ production lost because of it. Expressing

this using the general notation given above, this adds a summation over final service outputs:

g(o) =
∑︂

hj∈HS

πref (hj)

th∑︂
τ=1

(︃
1− ω(o, hj, τ)

ωref (hj, τ)

)︃
(7.4)
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where hj is a final service node in the set of final service nodes HS , πref (hj) is the profit from the

output of service hj (given by utility value u(hj) in the paper), and ω(o, hj, τ) and ωref (hj, τ) are the

observed output of service hj under attack outcome o and in the reference case, respectively. Note

that the exact form of this calculation used in the paper (and in Chapter 9) differs somewhat from the

above, as it is aligned with the specific modelling approach used, while the above expresses it in the

context of the general approach.

7.1.2 Trigger-level costs

Costs that occur due to performance dipping below some trigger level can arise for contractual or

regulatory reasons, e.g. service level agreements (SLAs), or due to process specific requirements

where system functioning depends on maintaining some critical level of performance. There are two

dimensions to this, the required level of performance, and the share of time the system is allowed to

breach this level without a cost being triggered.

Figure 7.2 illustrates how this type of cost is formed by the way of two simplified example cases of

disruption. In both cases, the red horizontal line shows a trigger level set at 80% of normal perfor-

mance. In Fig. 7.2a, the performance drop is shallow but lasts for four time periods, while Fig. 7.2b

shows a much more disruptive attack outcome, but which is recovered within two time periods. With

a smoothly-varying cost, the first case would be preferable, as the overall production loss is smaller.

However, with a cost determined by a trigger-level, the situation can flip around as the second out-

come is below the trigger-level for a shorter time, or both outcomes can yield the same amount of

penalty. The issue comes down to how long the system is allowed to be in breach of the required

performance (trigger-level) until a penalty is applied (or another loss occurs). We shall call the share

of time that a breach of the trigger level is tolerated the disruption tolerance of the SLA, and denote

it by β. Assuming that the 10 time periods shown in the figure reflect the reference duration for the

penalty (i.e. β is measured against it), then if the disruption tolerance is below 20% of the overall

time, i.e. β < 0.2, then the cases in both Fig. 7.2a and Fig. 7.2b lead to triggering the cost. If

0.2 < β < 0.4, the first case leads to a penalty while the second does not, and if β > 0.4, neither case

causes the penalty to be triggered.
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(a) Limited disruption, slow recovery (b) Extensive disruption, fast recovery

Figure 7.2: Sample cases of performance relative to a trigger-level

To express this using the same notation as above, with trigger-level costs, the cost impact g(o) is:

g(o) = 1DT (o)>β · L (7.5)

where L is the monetary valued loss due to the breach (e.g. a penalty), and DT (o) (“disruption

time”) is the share of time that performance is below the required level due to outcome o, and β is the

limit value, as a share of time, after which the disruption causes the cost to be triggered. The binary

indicator function 1DT (o)>β has a value of 1 if DT (o) > β holds, and is 0 otherwise. The disruption

time is measured simply as:

DT (o) =

∑︁th
τ=1 1ω(o,τ)<ωreq

th
(7.6)

where ω(o, τ) is the system output performance under attack outcome o at time τ , and ωreq is the

required performance level (”trigger level”).

We have modelled this type of a cost in our redundancy planning work in Chapter 8, in the form

of penalties due to breaching the conditions of an SLA. As in the general description above, the

costs of failing to meet the SLA depend on the extent to which the system deviates from a required

performance: how much below required, and for how long. We use a performance based SLA, similar

to Oracle’s [Ora], with average throughput X as the performance metric. Other types of SLAs exist,

many of which are based on service availability, where the SLA condition only considers time spent

with the service fully unavailable.

In the case study in Chapter 8, our SLA has only one credit level, for 100% service credit to be
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provided to the customer if the condition is breached.2 Due to the specifics of the case study, the

notation and the exact form of the calculation shown in (7.5) differ somewhat from the general case

described above. We shall now use the notation from the case study to show how SLAs relate to the

above. The SLA breach condition is: 100% service credit if X(t, x,M) < 0.9 ·Xref for a disruption

time greater than β in a month. Here, x is a server allocation vector, M is an attack outcome matrix,

and X(t, x,M) is the system throughput at time t observed when server allocation is x and the attack

outcome M . Xref is the reference throughput that has been marketed to the client (the published

performance), and Xreq = 0.9Xref the required throughput. The 90% limit is as in the performance

SLAs in [Ora]. β is the limit value (as a share of time in a month) that performance can be below

Xreq before the SLA is breached. The SLA penalty cost is calculated similarly to (7.5) above:

SLAp(x,M) = 1DT (x,M)>β ·N · cc (7.7)

where DT (x,M) is a disruption-time share (defined below), β is as described above, N is the number

of clients, and cc is the client charge for the overall service. The equation states that a penalty of N ·cc

is to be paid if DT (x,M) > β, otherwise the penalty is 0. DT (x,M) is defined as:

DT (x,M) =

∑︁th·S
τ=1 1X(τ,x,M)<Xreq

th · S
(7.8)

where s ∈ S is a sub-unit of time used in the performance modelling, with each time unit t split

into S fractions. DT (x,M) is the share of time during which throughput is less than the required

throughput, Xreq = 0.9Xref , out of all time periods up to the time horizon th. The time horizon is set

to the SLA service commitment period, one month.

While the above example relates to SLAs, equations (7.5) and (7.6) could be used for other situations

where a trigger level for performance is observed. For example, if a system has a critical level of

performance that should be maintained, then the required level ωreq would be assigned this critical

performance level, and the parameter β set to 0 to show that any drop below ωreq is to be avoided.

The form of the cost as a function of attack outcome o would be the same as equation (7.5), but with

2The case of multiple credit levels would make the cost impact g(o) a summation over I terms with different penalty
(loss) amounts Li and limit values βi, where i ∈ I and I is the number of credit levels considered.
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the cost level L reflecting an incident cost/penalty that relates to the system in question.

7.2 Costs of defensive actions and resilience improvements

The costs of actions by the defence can consist of a combination of costs directly relatable to the

action, and costs arising due to its impact on production. When production impacts occur, the cost is

dependent on what the system state is when the action is taken. Therefore, we denote the cost of a

generic action a in state s by:

ca(s) = ca,d + E(g(Xa,s)) (7.9)

where s is the system state at the moment before the action a is taken, ca,d is the direct cost of the action

not related to production impacts, and E(g(Xa,s)) is the expected cost impact of an attack scenario

conditional on the defence action a applied in system state s. The notation Xa,s is used to denote a

random variable whose outcomes are attack outcomes oa,s among the set of possible outcomes to the

ongoing attack, given system state s, if an action a is applied. Note that, as part of the cost impact

g(oa,s), we also consider any impact the action a may itself have on the system performance. The

system dependence occurs because an action that might be disruptive in one state of the system may

not be so in another, for example, if a service is already unavailable, then actions that would otherwise

cause that service to be temporarily unavailable may yield a reduced production impact or none at all.

The expected cost impact E(g(Xa,s)) is calculated as:

E(g(Xa,s)) =
∑︂

oa,s∈Ωa,s

Pr(oa,s) ∗ g(oa,s) (7.10)

where g(oa,s) represents the cost impact of an attack outcome oa,s among the set of possible outcomes

conditional on the action a applied at system state s, and Pr(oa,s) is the probability of outcome oa,s.

Not all defensive actions involve both types of costs, e.g. the cost of disabling communications

would likely only involve costs from production disruption, while capability improvements such as

adding redundant components could come with (practically) no production impact when applied.

In our application case studies, we modelled the costs of a defensive action with both direct and
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production impact costs (patching action) in the countermeasure selection work (Chapter 9), and

resilience capability changes with only direct cost components (redundancy and diversity) in Chapter

8. In the countermeasure selection work the evaluation of the cost of patching follows the approach

given in equation (7.9) closely, although the notation used to describe it (in Chapter 9) differs from

the above in giving more detail on the specifics of the model and the case study.

Regardless of whether the action itself causes disruption, it will still have an effect on the outcomes of

an attack, either in terms of limiting the performance impact, or by affecting the paths an attack can

take, or both. As a consequence, a performance impact term E(g(Xa,s)) is always a part of the effect

associated with an action a, although this term could be negative (suggesting a benefit, not a cost).

We have chosen to include it as part of the cost ca(s) in (7.9), to keep the approach consistent and

avoid creating added notation for tracking overall monetary impacts separately from costs. Note that

even in the cases where an action a causes an impact, evaluating this cost impact must be done in the

context of the attack scenario (or scenarios) involved, as the production impact from the action differs

based on the attack outcomes considered (e.g. a patching action always causes disruption when an

attack is not occurring, but may not cause added disruption during attack).

Improvements to the resilience capabilities of a system, such as component redundancy, are applied

during planning, before an attack event takes place. As a consequence, there is no attack to consider

when such improvement actions are applied, but the action will still have an impact on system perfor-

mance during an attack, and this must be considered to determine the cost impact of the action. Thus,

E(g(Xa,s)) must be evaluated, and the set of outcomes to include in the evaluation is based on what

attack scenarios are plausible given the action.

The direct cost of an action may be expressed in more detail if the application requires it. For example,

in our redundancy planning work in Chapter 8, the direct cost part of redundancy and diversity actions

is the cost of server capacity (in terms of the number of servers). We express this capacity cost as3:

cc,d =
N∑︂
i=1

(ci · xi + cA,i · xA,i) + C (7.11)

3Note that here we denote the capacity cost by cc,d for consistency of notation with the general action costs discussed
in this section, while in the original work (and in Chapter 8) we denote it by γ instead of cc,d.
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where xi is the number of regular servers used for a given service (or cluster) i and ci is the per-unit

cost for a regular server (including server purchase/rental and maintenance costs). The alternative

servers used for diversification are assumed to have a higher cost cA,i per server, and xA,i is the

number of such servers. N is the number of separate services (server clusters) in the system. The last

term C is a constant reflecting any fixed costs of capacity and/or diversification, i.e. costs that do not

vary with the number of units.

As costs such as maintenance costs accrue over time, the per unit cost terms ci and cA,i involved in

(7.11) must be expressed in terms of costs over an appropriate time period. For example, these could

represent the costs that accumulate over the model time window up to the time horizon th, or they

could represent the whole cost over the expected lifetime of the components. In our case study in the

resilience planning work, we do not want to cumulate maintenance costs over the full server lifetime,

but want to be able to separate the costs accruing during time periods when attacks occur from those

relating to normal times. This enables us to form a metric (TUL, discussed in Section 7.3.2) relating

the benefit of a server allocation during attack periods to the costs that accrue over time. For this

purpose, we measure the costs ci and cA,i as monthly per-unit costs (equivalent monthly cost), as the

window of time modelled is one month (corresponding to the SLA commitment period).

7.3 Valuing future impacts

When evaluating the cost effectiveness of defence actions that have an effect that lasts for longer than

one attack event, the modelling must consider the impact in future periods to form a picture of the

overall costs and benefits. For example, a patching action may cause disruption when applied and

therefore a production loss, but has a positive impact that can help not only during the current attack

but also against future attack attempts. Further, component redundancy and diversity have a lasting

benefit but come with an added cost which must be covered whether attacks occur or not. As the

benefits of these types of actions or improvements are felt with every attack attempt, the modelling

must somehow address the frequency of attacks that can be expected, to determine if the benefit is

worth the cost associated with an action or improvement.
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We have approached the problem of valuing impacts occurring during future periods in two ways: 1.

using current and long-run “system trajectories” to evaluate the impact of a defence action on attack

outcomes for both the current and future attacks, with the results combined for forming an estimate

of the benefit of the action; 2. forming a metric (“time until loss”, TUL) that measures how frequent

attacks would need to be to justify a resilience capability investment.

7.3.1 Countermeasure effect based on short and long-run “trajectories”

When a defensive action has both short and long-run impacts to system performance, the cost/benefit

assigned to the action must consider both the current and future impacts. For example, patching a

particular vulnerability in a system can lead to temporary system downtime, but makes the system

more robust against future attacks.

In our countermeasure selection work (Chapter 9), the cost effectiveness of each countermeasure is

evaluated by comparing its cost, including from overall expected performance impact, to the case

where no countermeasure is applied. Thus, our approach makes a comparison between two potential

evolutions (“trajectories”) of the system: the “baseline trajectory” reflects how an attack would be

expected to proceed within the network in the absence of the countermeasure, and its cost (denoted

E(g(X0,s)), as in equation (7.10) but with a = 0 reflecting the lack of action) includes what the impact

would be in terms of costs due to availability loss, including the cost of recovery actions that would

occur as part of the outcomes. The “deviating trajectory” given a countermeasure action measures the

expected cost impacts when the countermeasure is applied (E(g(Xa,s)) in equation (7.10)). Further,

as the impact of an action (countermeasure) can differ in the short and long term, e.g. patching

requiring a component to be taken temporarily offline, we make a difference between the immediate

and the longer-run impacts of the countermeasure.

The benefit of an action is the sum of two parts: its cost relative to taking no action during the current

attack, and the cost reduction it would confer in future attacks, multiplied by the expected number of
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future attacks within the planning horizon. This is given by:

B(a, s) = (c0(s)− ca(s)) + eaf(a) · tph ·
(︁
c0(s)− cLRa (s)

)︁
(7.12)

where the term ca(s) is the cost of an action a at state s, as in equation (7.9), and c0(s) represents

the cost of no action at state s. The term cLRa (s) is the cost of the action in the long run, after any

temporary effects of applying the action have run their course. The number of future attacks is given

by the multiplication of eaf(a), the expected frequency of future attacks against which a is effective,

and the length of time until the end of the planning horizon, tph.

The benefit can be written in terms of the different components of costs, using equation (7.9), as:

B(a, s) = (E(g(X0,s))− ca,d − E(g(Xa,s)))

+ eaf(a) · tph ·
(︁
E(g(X0,s))− E(g(XLR

a,s ))
)︁ (7.13)

where Xa,s is a random variable whose outcomes are system impact outcomes of an attack oa,s that

are possible given that the action a is applied at system state s; X0,s is similar notation for the case

when no action is applied. XLR
a,s is used to denote the outcomes that can occur in the long run at state

s after action a is applied, excluding any temporary system impacts from the action a.

Further, the form shown in equation (7.13) can be expressed equivalently using only the monetary

values of performance, which we denote V (o), instead of the cost g(o). The value V (o) is related to

the cost g(o) as follows: g(o) = Vref − V (o), where Vref represents the value of system output at

reference performance. Due to this relation, when calculating differences between the baseline and

deviating trajectories, we find the following equality:

(c0(s)− ca(s)) = E(g(X0,s))− ca,d − E(g(Xa,s))

= Vref − E(V (X0,s))− ca,d − Vref + E(V (Xa,s))

= E(V (Xa,s))− E(V (X0,s))− ca,d

In the implementation of the benefit calculation in our countermeasure selection work Chapter 9, the

benefit calculation is done using the equivalence shown above. In that work, the benefit arising from
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a countermeasure is expressed as:

B(vi, s) =E(V (Xvi,s))− E(V (X0,s))− ccm

+ eaf(vi) · (th − t) · (E(V (XLR
vi,s

))− E(V (X0,s)))

(7.14)

where vi the node in the AG (representing a vulnerability) for which a countermeasure is considered,

e.g. the current head of the attack path, or one determined to be risky. E(V (Xvi,s)) is the expected

monetary value of system output arising from the outcomes of Xvi,s, i.e. attack outcomes given a

countermeasure applied to AG node vi at system state s. The direct countermeasure cost is ccm. The

current time period is t, and th is the last time period in the planning horizon considered.

In the implementation in our countermeasure selection work the expected attack frequency is approx-

imated using the term eaf(vi), which is an estimate of the probability that an attacker will attempt

to exploit node vi again. This is not based on the current compromise state, but on the probability to

(re-)obtain the privileges for exploiting vi in the future via any path. We estimate eaf(vi) by approx-

imating the probability of the shortest viable (not patched) path from the attacker node A to vi. The

detail on how this is done in our countermeasure selection implementation is given in Section 9.4.

While the evaluation involves calculating various attack outcomes and their probabilities to formulate

the trajectories, we do not solve for the whole network or the full time horizon, as such an approach

would not scale to large network sizes. Instead, the method focuses on “neighbourhoods” of the cur-

rent attack, by looking at potential states a few time-steps forward relative to the current “boundary”

of the attack.

Our method described above accounts for the future in countermeasure selection by estimating the

monetary benefit derived from the countermeasure during future attack events, and the expected num-

ber of times such events would be observed. This approach provides an estimate of longer term impact

that is considerably more efficient to calculate than directly modelling all possible states in each fu-

ture period over a long simulation time window. A weakness of the method is that it considers future

impacts relative to the current situation, so excludes the impact of changes to the network or the envi-

ronment that might happen in the future. However, such information is unlikely to be available at the

time when the decision is to be made. In the case it was, it should be possible to establish the robust-
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ness of the estimate to such changes, e.g. by calculating the impact of the countermeasure conditional

on other changes being applied as well. However, we have followed a greedy strategy looking for the

impact of the countermeasures independently, for the sake of tractability and scalability, especially as

the evaluation is intended to be run when an attack is ongoing.

7.3.2 “Time until loss” metric

Resilience improvements that form a part of the system at all times, even if only actively beneficial

during adverse events such as cyber attacks, can involve costs that accrue over time whether an event

occurs or not. Thus, decisions over such improvements, and the extent to which they are applied,

must consider how their impact during attack periods (in terms of cost saving achieved) relates to

the costs they accumulate over time. A key part of this estimation is again the expected frequency

of attacks, as the benefits occur during attack events, and the more attack events there are, the more

viable the investment into the improvement becomes. Thus, at its core the problem is similar to that

of comparing the costs and benefits from short term and long term impacts in the previous section, but

here we propose another way of approaching it: instead of estimating a frequency of attacks based on

parameters, which ultimately relies on assumptions about attacker choices and capabilities, we form

a metric that shows what the frequency of attacks should be for a given resilience improvement to be

cost effective relative to a reference point in which the improvement is not applied.

The metric, which we call “time until loss” (TUL), is as follows:

TUL(a) =
cAref − cAa
cma − cmref

(7.15)

where cAa refers to the expected cost during a period when an attack occurs when improvement action

a is applied, and cAref is the cost with the reference setup; cm refers to maintenance costs (paid per

each unit of time) whether an attack occurs or not, with cma denoting maintenance costs if action

a is applied, and cmref the maintenance costs associated with the reference. The numerator is the

difference in expected costs during attack periods, i.e. the benefit of action a over the reference

during attacks, and the denominator measures the excess maintenance costs due to a relative to the
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reference. The numerator is measured in monetary value, and the denominator as monetary value per

unit of time, and thus the metric is measured in terms of the time unit used for the maintenance costs

in the denominator. The metric reflects the number of time units until the excess maintenance costs

due to action a exceed the benefit obtained from it during an attack (relative to the reference point

used). Therefore, the metric is used to determine the cut-off attack frequency at which investing into

a switches from being financially justified to not: if the expected time between attacks is longer than

the value of the metric, then investing in a loses money relative to the reference.

The advantage of this metric is that it can be directly related to how frequently an organisation expects

to be targeted by attacks, but avoids requiring a frequency of attacks as an input to analyses. Instead,

analyses can be done and their results then compared to various values for expected attack frequency.

Further, the metric enables forming optimisation problems to find an action that maximises the TUL

metric, or ones that minimise overall cost conditional on a specific level of TUL.

To give an example of how the metric can be implemented, in our work on redundancy planning,

discussed in Chapter 8, TUL is applied for the case of choosing the level of redundancy (including

diversity) to apply to different services that form a part of a production process. In our case study

used for that work, we measure TUL in months, as this coincides with the SLA commitment period

considered in the case study. The actions a considered in the work are different allocations of servers

to services in the system, represented with a server allocation vector x, and thus the specific form of

TUL used is:

TUL(x) =
ϕ(xref )− ϕ(x)

cTx− cTxref

(7.16)

where ϕ(x) = cTx+
∑︁

M∈AwM ·SLAp(x,M) is the cost during an attack period for server capacity

vector x, c is a vector of cost coefficients applying to x, and xref is the server capacity vector for the

reference allocation. The numerator includes the overall cost during a month with an attack, while

the denominator only concerns the maintenance costs for the allocation x.
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7.4 Other attack costs

While our approach focuses on attacks that can impact system production, cyber attacks can also

lead to various costs that may not be in proportion to the impact on production or the defensive

actions taken. Examples of such effects are the value of business lost due to reputation impacts, and

the value of data lost in a data breach, e.g. the business value of sensitive information lost, or a

regulatory penalty due to lost customer data. Although we focus on losses due to business disruption,

in cases where such additional costs are relevant to an attack scenario and could be mitigated by using

the modelled defence actions, a way to estimate them is required when evaluating the benefits of

defensive actions and resilience improvements, to avoid underestimating such benefits.

As there are various kinds of costs that are scenario and system dependent, we do not claim to have

a single approach that can exhaustively capture all types of costs. Instead, in our work thus far we

have proposed a way to model one important type of cost that does not have to occur in proportion

to the performance impact of the attack, which is the loss of business due to reputational impact after

a cyber attack event. As such reputation impact is not directly observable but is always an estimate,

analyses that require the estimation of such business loss should test results for sensitivity to changes

in the reputational impact assumptions over a range of values.

Our modelling of reputational cost (value of lost business due to reputation) relies on two key parame-

ters: the share of business lost due to an attack, on average, which we denote by λ; the duration of the

the reputational impact tL, i.e. for how long the reduced level of business lasts before recovering. In

addition, when the duration of the impact is long, the value of impacts after the first year are expressed

in terms of their value in the initial year using net present value with discount rate r.

We consider two models for how the cost is applied: constant loss share, where any attack that

breaches the system (even if not successful in its goals) causes a loss of λ share of business regardless

of the extent of the attack; variable loss share, where the share of lost business varies with the extent

of the attack. In our implementation used in the resilience planning work, the variable loss share

changes with the extent of production disruption caused, but it could also be based on e.g. the share

of customers affected by a data breach. For example, in the redundancy planning work, we determine
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the share of business lost using a logistic function with the following form:

f(y) =
2λ

1 + e−500(y−y0)
(7.17)

where f(y) is the share business lost (in the case study, the share of consumers lost) as a function of

the size of the disruption y, measured by the “disruption-time share” as in equation (7.6). The logistic

function shape parameters L = 2λ (max value), k = 500 (logistic growth rate) and y0 (mid-point of

the curve) were chosen to yield a smooth sigmoid shape with values between 0 and 2λ (as y ≥ 0),

where the midpoint (f(y) = λ) is reached at a disruption-time share of y0 = 0.01. This form provides

smooth variation in the extent of business loss that limits the effect of small disruptions and caps the

maximum share of business lost to twice the average loss share λ.

As the cost of business lost accrues over time, the length of time tL for which the number of customers

will be dampened has a large effect on the overall cost effect. We assume that the impact of the attack

on reputation will be temporary, so eventually customer numbers will return to the level that would

have been expected in the absence of the attack. We estimate the value of the loss as the duration

tL (in months) times the monthly loss of revenues due to the reduced level of business. To account

for time discounting of the revenues (and losses) of future years, we discount the value of the losses

during future years (from month 13 onward) at a rate of r% per year.

Consideration of “other attack costs” such as discussed above are important when they can impact

the decisions that are modelled. For example, in the redundancy planning case, the overall cost of

attack outcomes will affect the decision to invest in redundancy (with diversity), as if the maintenance

cost of the added servers is a smaller share of the overall costs due to attacks, investment into the

added capacity is more viable. While we have not modelled other instances of costs of this type, the

approach described above can be modified to apply for other cases. Furthermore, when the extent of

the cost is not dependent on the production performance, or other variables and parameters that are

part of our modelling methodology, the costs can be modelled completely externally to the model.

For example, the cost of data breaches could be estimated based on the number of records stolen, as

done by [Dun18].
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7.5 Chapter summary and discussion

In this chapter, we introduced the cost modelling part of our methodology for assessing cyber attack

impacts. Cost modelling is needed for quantifying losses due to production disruption, making them

comparable to cost of investments into defence capabilities and defensive actions. Further, expressing

impacts in monetary units also enables meaningful comparisons of impacts across time.

Our cost modelling considers three classes of costs related to cyber attacks and defence: 1. The value

of output loss due to attacks and defensive actions; 2. Direct costs of defensive actions; 3. Other costs

arising due to attack events which do not directly impact production, but are significant in magnitude,

such as reputational loss. We discussed how they relate to our attack impact assessment, and proposed

ways in which they can be addressed in the cost model, with examples based on our case studies.

Future periods must be taken into account, both as benefits of investments to capabilities accrue

over a long time, and because attack periods are exceptions, and the estimation must consider the

impact (and costs) of measures when attacks do not occur. We proposed two approaches for this:

comparison of short and long-term impacts of countermeasure actions, for evaluating the cost of

actions that can disrupt production, and a metric, TUL, useful for assessing the cost-effectiveness of

capability improvements that help during attacks but come with a continuing cost. While explained

with reference to redundancy, the TUL metric can be applied to any improvement where the cost

impacts can be calculated, and where a comparison to a reference makes sense.

This chapter completes the description of the parts of our methodology for resilience impact assess-

ment. The chapters that follow contain the studies in which we applied this methodology to different

applications, starting from resilience planning in Chapter 8, followed by reactive countermeasure

selection in Chapter 9, and mission viability analysis in Chapter 10.



Chapter 8

Applications: Resilience planning

This chapter shows an application of our methodology to planning cyber resilience improvements,

using our impact assessment methodology to evaluate the system production and cost impact of pro-

posed improvements if cyber attacks were to occur. The work presented here is based on our work

published in [SCML22], and focuses on the specific case of redundancy planning. The business case

for considering cyber resilience improvements is convincing, as the business disruption arising from

downtime or unplanned outages due to cyber-attacks costs companies millions of dollars each year

[BLDC19]. Thus, improvements that can help minimise disruptions to system availability when at-

tacks occur can be very beneficial, but the analysis of their effectiveness requires the ability to model

the progression and impact of attacks in the system, to enable decision makers to balance investment

to minimise business cost. Our methodology enables such analysis.

There are several classes of techniques for improving cyber resilience, including the ‘architectural

techniques’ listed by [Gol10, BG11] for cyber resiliency engineering, discussed briefly in Sec. 2.1.1.

Among these, we chose to focus on redundancy and diversity as they are generally applicable to

many systems, and are a familiar consideration for system performance and resilience against faults,

not just for when cyber attacks are considered, thus providing a useful bridge to the research com-

munities and engineers who may not otherwise concern themselves with cyber security. While some

aspects of the work here are specific to analysis of redundancy with diversity, the approach we use for

comparing the expected production and cost impacts of cyber attacks could apply to other techniques

124
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relating to architectural changes, such as privilege restriction and segmentation, if provided a model

implementation of how these changes affect the attack progression and production models.

In the application here, we investigate the extent to which component redundancy, with and without

diversity, can help mitigate the impact of cyber attacks that aim to reduce system performance. We

estimate impacts, in terms of monetary costs, of penalties from breaching service level agreements

(SLAs), and find optimal resource allocations to minimise the overall costs arising from attacks.

Our approach to finding optimal redundancy allocations relies on an implementation of our method-

ology for attack impact analysis, with an attack progression model based on attack graphs, system

production performance modelled using queueing networks, and a cost model that enables relating

the cost of SLA penalties to the excess maintenance cost from redundancy. We evaluate our approach

using a case study of a website, and show how redundancy and diversity can improve the resilience of

a system by reducing the likelihood of a fully disruptive attack. We find that the cost-effectiveness of

redundancy depends on the SLA terms, the probability of attack detection, the time to recover, and the

cost of maintenance. In our case study, redundancy with diversity achieved a saving of up to around

50 percent in expected attack costs relative to no redundancy. The overall benefit over time depends

on how the saving during attacks compares to the added maintenance costs due to redundancy.

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter we apply an implementation of our attack impact assessment methodology to redun-

dancy planning, specifically to optimise server capacity considering the cost of service provision given

that attacks occur. For this, we use our methodology to evaluate the expected cost impacts of a set of

attack scenarios under different server allocations. Then, we propose two optimisation problems for

finding the most appropriate allocation for the scenarios considered: one that minimises the expected

cost during the attack, and another that ensures redundancy is affordable during times without attacks.

The attack progression model implementation includes an AG representing the available attack paths,

assumptions on behaviour based on attack scenarios that aim to disrupt system output, and mod-

elling of detection to determine what outcomes can occur for each attack scenario. In the production
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model, the attack impacts are estimated using a queueing network (QN) model which estimates the

performance impact of downtime, taking into account interdependencies and cascading effects. As-

sumptions on recovery time are used to approximate the duration of the disruption due to the attacks.

A cost model is used to assign a monetary value to the disruption caused by each attack outcome, and

an expected cost is calculated over the outcomes of the scenarios considered.

We illustrate our model in an e-commerce case study. Our focus is on selecting server allocations

such that the system performance, measured in terms of throughput of jobs, is maintained within

the requirements of a service level agreement (SLA). The model is used to find the allocations that

balance the cost of redundancy with the costs from attacks, including penalties for breaching the SLA.

Beyond the case study considered, the analysis we propose is applicable to broader classes of systems

where performance and availability are important, and/or where there are SLAs. This is the case,

among others, in transactional systems, supply chains, and manufacturing systems.

The main contributions of the work presented in this chapter are as follows:

1. We investigate the effectiveness of redundancy to mitigate attack impacts, taking the service

capacity analysis angle to redundancy and diversity. This differs from previous works on the

use of diversity for security such as [BWJS18, BWJS19, LFH20], which focus on identifying

which parts of a system to diversify, but without considering overall performance. On the

capacity analysis side, where performance modelling is common, our work differs in our focus

on malicious attacks. Attacks change the problem considerably, as malicious compromises are

not random but follow a correlated approach to maximise damage, so simple redundancy is less

effective than against random failures.

2. Attack modelling combined with detailed performance modelling is itself novel. Only a few

works such as [CKN+13], [VTC+14], [GKK17] and [SWP17] consider both attacks and avail-

ability. Further, investigating the impact of multi-step attacks with detailed performance mod-

elling using QNs has, to our knowledge, not been presented in the literature.

3. We introduce a metric for the cost-effectiveness of redundant allocations, Time Until Loss

(TUL), reflecting the attack frequency required to make a redundant allocation financially vi-

able compared to a reference allocation.
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Our findings, summarised below, have wider implications for the resilience of systems, their design,

operation and regulation. Whilst some may seem intuitive, the methodology we introduce provides

the means to quantify them and to enable organisations to provision their investment in resilience to

cyber attacks. The key findings are:

• Adding redundancy with diversity can improve system performance during attacks and help

organisations avoid SLA penalties. By comparison, redundancy without diversity provides

limited benefits.

• A key parameter for determining the benefits from a redundancy strategy is the probability

of detection of individual attack steps, as this significantly impacts the overall attack success

likelihood.

• Benefits from redundancy critically depend on whether attacks can trigger SLA compensation

and thus losses.

• The frequency of attacks and the expected loss determine the long-term financial viability of a

redundancy strategy. The benefit from the strategy must exceed the excess maintenance costs

due to it.

• The SLA structure has a large impact on the appetite to invest in security, other things being

equal: it can cap the compensation payable to customers, and thus the costs to the company.

We find that redundancy with diversity can reduce the costs arising from cyber attacks when di-

versification reduces the likelihood of an attack affecting services enough to trigger SLA penalties.

However, the benefits that diversification affords during attacks must exceed the consequent excess

maintenance costs incurred over time. Therefore, the final choice of whether to apply redundancy

with diversity relies on a balance of various parameters, and the estimated frequency of attacks. Our

methodology can aid such decisions.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 8.2 discusses related literature; Section 8.3

provides an overview of our approach, after which a running case is introduced in Section 8.4; A spe-

cific instantiation of our methodology onto the running case is shown in Section 8.5; The evaluation

of our method is discussed in Section 8.6, and Section 8.7 concludes.
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8.2 Related work

In addition to works already discussed in Chapter 2 which relate to our methodology in general, on

resilience, attack impact assessment and performance analysis, there are parts of literature that relate

specifically to this particular application of our methodology. We discuss such works below.

Resource planning and redundancy: We investigate resource allocation planning for networked

systems under attack scenarios. The topic has similarities to works using queueing networks for re-

liability and system performance [BGDMT06], resource provisioning [HWIL09], capacity planning

[KL12], and resource management [GGQ+14], [HGG+14]. The key difference is that we focus on

impacts from attacks (as opposed to failures or environmental effects), and how these could be miti-

gated with capacity planning using redundancy with diversity. Cyber attacks cause a different pattern

of component unavailability that requires different modelling. Attackers do not act randomly but are

goal-oriented, and likely to target whole services rather than individual components.

Existing works where redundancy is used for security often employ approaches similar to N-version

programming [AC77] for fault tolerance, e.g. in [AAM+10], [ASP12] and [HWWC17]. Such works

use redundancy solely to assess or improve the integrity of an output. By contrast, we consider the

use of redundant capacity to maintain system availability during attacks.

Ge et al. [GKK17] use redundancy for availability considering the security impact of patching cycles

and investigate the effect of different redundancy strategies. Although their work is related to ours, key

differences exist in the specific problem addressed and the approach. For example, they model attack

impacts relying on CVSS [MSR06] impact metrics, which are static, whereas we model impacts on

system performance over time. Thus we can evaluate changes to impacts even when vulnerabilities

do not change.

Combining attack modelling and performance: Attack modelling has rarely been combined with

performance evaluation. For example, as we discussed in Section 2.2.3, while AGs have been used

for attack impact evaluation by [AJPS11, AJ17, SML19, SSL17, CYS+18], their impact evaluations

have not used detailed performance models, but simpler models of component dependencies.
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One exception is Chen et al. [CKN+13], who combine workflow models with security information

in an Argument Graph, to generate quantitative metrics of how the workflow performs with respect to

a security goal. Their model is at a higher abstraction level than our QN-based approach in terms of

performance evaluation, and less suited to model bottlenecks arising from downtime.

Some studies have examined the impact of DDoS attacks using QN models. For example, Shen

et al. [SWP17] investigate the impact of DDoS attacks on web applications using a QN model,

and [YTGW14, LJZY20] examined how cloud platforms can maintain availability in the face of

DDoS attacks. However, DDoS attacks represent a simpler special case of an attack as they present

themselves as increases in system load, without requiring attacker actions within the system. By

comparison, we consider attacks where multiple stages take place inside the system, exploiting its

vulnerabilities, and hence require a model of how the attack can propagate within the system.

Diversity: Existing studies on the use of diversity to increase robustness to attacks, e.g. [BWJS18,

BWJS19, LFH20], focus on optimising network service diversity to resist attack propagation. By

comparison, we determine the optimal number of (diverse) servers to be used for the services provided

by a system in order to limit the impacts from attacks, with diversity arising in the different server

types used for a given service. Therefore, our work is complementary to the literature on network

diversity, not competing with it. Further, network diversity literature optimises metrics based on

the properties of the network structure, various diversity metrics [BWJS19] and ‘h safety metric’ in

[BWJS18]. In contrast, we model the performance of a system while under attack, and estimate attack

costs under different server allocations, including redundancy with diversity, and optimise costs.

8.3 Overview of the approach

We propose an approach to estimating the optimal level of redundancy for production components in

a system whose output performance can be affected by cyber attacks, building on an implementation

of our methodology to attack impact modelling described in Chapter 3. That is, we find a level of

redundancy investment that provides sufficient robustness to mitigate losses due to attacks while being

cost effective. At the core of this is the ability to quantify the impact of attacks, which we approach
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from the perspective of the financial costs incurred before, during and after the attack. We consider

both direct costs and production impact costs, including the costs of preparation (investment into

redundant capacity) and the losses due to disruption (loss of system availability or performance).

We focus here on the system design and resource allocation before attacks occur, using redundant

capacity to increase the robustness of the system to cyber attacks. As we consider redundancy plan-

ning, the defensive actions of interest are additions of redundant servers, with and without diversity.

Additions take place before the attacks, and redundant capacity is instantly functional when needed.

We model diversity by adding “alternative” servers that do not have the same vulnerabilities as the

“regular” servers (a regular server refers to the server type that would be the first choice if only one

type was used).1 Thus the redundancy state is described by a “component allocation”, which specifies

the number of components for each function and whether they are homogeneous or diverse.

Our analysis is conducted over an extensive set of the possible outcomes of a set of attack scenarios,

based on which an expected cost of attack impacts is calculated. We use an optimisation algorithm

to find a cost-efficient component allocation, which uses a genetic algorithm to find the optimal solu-

tion. This approach was chosen because we have an integer programming problem with a non-linear

objective function.

Figure 8.1 summarises our process for evaluating attack costs, based on which the optimisation is

done. Fig. 8.1a is a repeat of Fig. 3.2 which we used to summarise this work, although shown

here with overlay numbers to better explain the details of the model components. As shown in Fig.

8.1a, attack scenarios and a component allocation are input to an impact assessment that determines

system performance over time. A cost model is then applied to evaluate the expected attack costs.

The optimal component allocation given the attack scenarios is found by optimising based on these

costs. Fig. 8.1b shows how the production and attack progression models are derived from system

information: the production model builds upon knowledge of the components required for production

and their connectivity; attack progression is built to describe how the production can be attacked,

using the production model and vulnerability information as inputs.

Following our methodology described in Chapters 3-7, the impact assessment approach used here

1To check whether servers share known vulnerabilities, databases such as NVD [NIS] can be used.
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Figure 8.1: Summary of our attack impact analysis approach

integrates a model of attack progression ((1) in Fig. 8.1a) with a production model of the system ((2)

in Fig. 8.1a), linking the privileges obtained during the attack with the damage they can be used to

inflict upon the system using an impact map ((3) in Fig. 8.1a). A cost model is then applied to evaluate

expected costs considering attack impacts and cost of redundancy provision ((4) in Fig. 8.1a).

We model attack progression ((1) in Fig. 8.1a) with an AG, showing the paths an attack can take, i.e.,

how vulnerabilities can be exploited in successive attack steps to acquire more privileges. To analyse

the expected cost of attacks to a system, an estimate of the relative likelihood of different attack

outcomes is required. We thus model the detection of individual attack steps, splitting an attack into

different outcomes according to the number of steps that succeed without being detected. We assume

that once detected, the attack can be contained, but can still disrupt the production system using the

privileges obtained by that point. This models the damage that can be achieved even if the attacker

does not reach the maximum level of privileges aimed for.

The production model ((2) in Fig. 8.1a) uses a combination of a DG to visualise the dependencies

between components, and a QN model to evaluate system performance. Our running example is a

multi-tier application where the output is a web-service, and the production model components are
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the servers processing requests to the application. The QN modelling enables us to estimate the

detailed performance impacts from changes in the system component allocation and from damage

due to attacks, which is required for redundancy analysis.

To calculate the cumulative loss of production, a major part of the costs arising from cyber attacks, we

must establish the duration of a disruption and thus need to model how the system can be recovered

after an attack. Recovery in our model involves both recovering the services affected by an attack,

and removing the privileges held by the attacker. Removing the privileges is important, as failing to

do so would allow the attacker to disrupt the system again.

The links between the attack and production models ((3) in Fig. 8.1a), i.e. elements of the impact map,

occur when an obtainable privilege can be used to disrupt a production component. In our running

example below, these are shown as links between the AG and the DG.

Finally, we must quantify the losses due to the disruption as well as the direct costs (acquisition and

maintenance) of the servers and redundancy, i.e. define a cost model ((4) in Fig. 8.1a). In the case

study used here, the cost of disruption is based on penalties for failing to meet an SLA.

8.3.1 Threat model

We focus on attacks that aim to reduce system performance via targeted multi-step attacks that com-

promise system components and disrupt their availability, thus impacting the ability of the system to

produce its output. An attack requires a sequence of steps within the system, exploiting vulnerabili-

ties and gaining privileges. Some of the privileges enable the attacker to disrupt system components,

and impact production in the system. Disruption to the availability of a component can be achieved

in different ways: by damaging the integrity of the software/hardware, by deleting/encrypting data

necessary for the component to operate, etc; our approach is agnostic to how this is achieved.

We do not consider attacks that only aim to steal data, as they do not directly affect system perfor-

mance. While their impact on a business can be considerable, their costs can be modelled without a

production model for the system, e.g. based on the number of records lost [Dun18]. If data breach

losses need to be considered in addition to damages to production, our method can be adapted to add
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these costs, as explained in Section 8.6.3.2. We also do not consider attacks where the system is not

breached, such as DDoS attacks on the external web-interface of a system. The impact of such attacks

can be characterised solely in terms of the availability of the end-point, and the attack steps prior to

the impact stage, e.g. recruitment of a botnet, do not take place within the system attacked. Such

external steps cannot be detected or acted upon from within the system, and thus do not fit our attack

progression and detection modelling.

We assume that the attacker progresses through the system by exploiting vulnerabilities of the system

components and that each exploitation of a vulnerability has a time required for exploitation. As dis-

cussed in Sec. 4.2.1, we distinguish between attack steps performed to obtain privileges (move steps),

and using these privileges to disrupt system production (disruptive steps). In the model used here, we

assume that an attacker will seek to maximise the privileges obtained before causing disruption, but if

detected, will cause what disruption it can with the privileges obtained before detection. We assume

that detection leads to containment of the attack, i.e. being stopped from obtaining further privileges.

The assumptions we make about attack scenarios are discussed in Section 8.4.1.

8.4 Running case

Our case study is based on an e-commerce setting using J2EE services. We chose it as its architecture

is representative of widespread service-based systems and its performance model is well understood.

The system and workload characteristics we use are based on the queueing model in [KB03] on a

multi-tier application benchmark by SPEC [Sta02].

The basic structure of the QN, its workloads and parameter values are as in [KB03]. Fig. 8.2a shows

the QN used (repeated here for convenience from Fig. 5.3). Customers (represented by node C) send

jobs to the application servers in SA, which process them and pass them on to the database. The

jobs then go through the database processors in SDB before the queries reach the database DB itself,

from which a response is returned to the customer. The figure shows that the application and DB

processor stations have server multiplicities mSA and mSD, respectively. In our model we identify

the appropriate number of each server type for the most cost-efficient performance during expected
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Figure 8.2: Queueing network and network topology for the J2EE case study

Table 8.1: Workload service demands and parameters

Workload service demands at processing components Parameters: client numbers and think times at different loads
Job class WLS CPU DBS CPU DBS I/O Parameter Low load Moderate Heavy
NewOrder 12.98ms 10.64ms 1.12ms NewOrder clients 30 50 100

ChangeOrder 13.64ms 10.36ms 1.27ms ChangeOrder clients 10 40 50
OrderStatus 2.64ms 2.48ms 0.58ms OrderStatus clients 50 100 150
CustStatus 2.54ms 2.08ms 0.3ms CustStatus clients 40 70 50
WorkOrder 24.22ms 34.14ms 1.68ms WorkOrder lines 50 100 200

Cust. think time 2s 2s 3s
Manuf. think time 3s 3s 5s

attacks. This also includes the number of databases in DB.

The service demands and parameter values for the Queueing Network (QN), from [KB03], are pro-

vided in Table 8.1. There are five classes of jobs processed in the system: NewOrder is a new order

request; ChangeOrder is a request to change an existing order; OrderStatus requests the status for a

given order, while CustStatus lists all orders by a given customer; WorkOrder is an order for widgets

from a manufacturer.

The processing times for each job are given for the three processing components: WebLogic server

CPU (WLS CPU), Database Server CPU (DBS CPU) and Database Server I/O (DBS I/O). Client

numbers refer to the number of customers that are concurrently in the system creating jobs of the

different classes, while the counts of manufacturing lines are the number of WorkOrder jobs in the

system. Our analyses presented below were calculated using 260 concurrent clients, corresponding

to the moderate workload case in [KB03]. Full details of the workload and queueing model used for

the case study are provided in [KB03].

While the performance modelling details of the system largely remain as in [KB03], our case study

adds assumptions about the specific network topology and vulnerabilities present in order to model at-
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tacks. The application servers provide clients access to the services over the internet, and the database

resides in a separate subnetwork, as shown in Fig. 8.2b (repeated here for convenience from Fig. 4.2).

The rest of the network is split into two subnetworks containing administrators and users, respectively.

8.4.1 Summary of key assumptions

A set of assumptions are necessary to model the behaviour of the attacks, their detection, the recovery

of the system, and the costs. This enables us to reason about the resilience of the system and analyse

investments in capacity to withstand attacks. When applied in the context of a specific system, an

organisation and an industry sector, prior experience offers a useful guide on the type of threats,

damages and recovery to consider, and the model can be customised accordingly. In our case, we

have chosen these assumptions with a view of ensuring the consistency and validity of the analysis

in the case study. We have also explored the sensitivity to various parameters to ensure that our

conclusions hold even if some assumptions are relaxed.

We consider that the attackers have well defined goals and sufficient knowledge of the system to

progress towards those goals. This is appropriate, as the technology and typical deployment of the

system it seeks to disrupt will be known to the attacker. We also assume that attacks seek to max-

imise the privileges acquired before launching disruptive steps, unless they are detected (or cannot

progress), in which case they immediately cause the disruption they can. Thus, to evaluate the impact

of the attacks, we consider a set of attack scenarios that are reasonably expected to cause significant

damage, and evaluate the resulting system performance under the different outcomes of those sce-

narios. We believe this is more realistic than assuming the attack always chooses the shortest path

(attackers have different skills, tooling, and preferences) or assuming the attack chooses its next steps

randomly (which is both not realistic and computationally expensive). We have chosen a number of

scenarios for our case study, shown in Fig. 8.3c, but do not place any limitation on the scenarios con-

sidered. Whilst this approach to attacker behaviour may omit some variation in the attack scenarios,

this affects the calculation of probabilities for the different outcomes, but does not change the set of

outcomes considered for impact. Therefore, the assumptions could be relaxed by providing a different

model for the attack behaviour, without affecting the rest of our approach. Finally, we assume that the
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disruptive actions are taken simultaneously on all servers to which the attacker has privileges. This is

reasonable, as causing disruption in stages would likely be detected.

If an attack step was successfully performed without being detected, we assume that it will not be

detected later in useful time, i.e., before the attack reaches the privileges it seeks to obtain. We

believe this holds in most cases where attacks aim to cause disruption rather than simply to remain

embedded in the system. If an attack only seeks to establish permanence and capability, it could be

detected at a much later stage, but no disruption would have been caused. As a result, attack detection

in our model is based on the latest attacker activity, i.e. the latest attack step attempted. In the sample

analysis, detection probability is assumed equal at each attack step, regardless of where in the system

it occurs. This is a simplifying assumption. Although, the methodology could be extended to consider

a different likelihood of detection for each vulnerability, determining these values is difficult as they

are context specific. Choosing the likelihood of detection randomly is also not appropriate. Once

an attack is detected, we consider that the attack is contained i.e., that further attack steps in the

attack graph are not possible. This may seem a strong assumption but it is reasonable as, typically,

compromised systems are either disconnected or quarantined. If an attack is detected we assume the

attack executes all the possible disruption steps with the privileges it has acquired so far. This is

consistent with the assumption that the attack seeks to cause disruption to the production system.

We assume that the organisation can recover compromised servers and purge the attack from the

system, e.g. via re-imaging and patching, and do not consider the recovery process to be over until

the attack has been entirely removed. This is a practical assumption in most cases, as recovering

a system without removing the attack would allow the attack to simply repeat its previous actions.

We have considered that recovery occurs simultaneously at all disrupted servers. This disregards that

recovery resources may be limited, but ensures our analysis is conservative as it minimises recovery

time. A longer recovery would entail even larger losses and further favour the use of redundancy.

In our cost model, the costs considered in the optimisation include server costs (per month, including

purchase/rental and maintenance) and losses due to attacks, in the form of penalties for SLA breaches.

Other losses can also be considered, as explained in Section 8.6.3.2, but they do not affect the optimal

choice found in the optimisation, and can thus be considered outside the optimisation.
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In addition, further assumptions were made on the parameter values used in the case study, but these

are example values and do not limit the modelling itself. These are explained under the relevant sub-

sections of Section 8.5, and their values listed in Table 8.3 of Section 8.6. In general such parameter

values should be set based on the system and context in which the methodology is applied.

8.5 Model

8.5.1 Attack and dependency graphs

Attack Graphs: We use Attack Graphs (AGs) [LI05], [LDB20], as the basis for our attack progres-

sion modelling, as discussed in Chapter 4. For the purposes of the application proposed here, we only

require an AG that is a simple directed graph with system privileges as nodes, and edges as vulner-

abilities whose exploits enable an attacker holding one privilege to obtain others. This was given as

Definition 4.1. While a more detailed logical AG could be used, it is not needed for the analysis here.

Dependency Graphs: A Dependency Graph (DG) describes the dependencies between the compo-

nents of the production model. For our implementation here, we use the simple DG definition from

Chapter 5, Definition 5.2.

8.5.2 Attack progression

Fig. 8.3a shows the AG and the DG for the case study, visualised with connections between the graphs

following the approach proposed in [AJPS11, AJ17]. The DG provides a view of the service depen-

dencies for the customer-facing services, with the cluster of application servers treated as one node,

as is the database server cluster. The edges from AG nodes to DG identify the system components

whose operation can be disrupted if the attacker holds the given privileges. For example, an attacker

obtaining the privilege P2 can disable a server in the application server cluster SA. The key targets for

an attacker are the AG nodes enabling the most disruption, the three leaf nodes: P2, P6 and P11.
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Figure 8.3: AG and DG in the J2EE case study, with attack scenarios

Table 8.2: Privileges and vulnerabilities in the case study

Privileges Vulnerabilities
P1:U, WebLogic 7 P5:U, SuSE 8 (AS) P9: A, SuSE 8 (DS) P1A:U, alt. server V1:CVE-2003-0151 V5:CVE-2004-1175 V9:CVE-2004-0638 V1A:obtain user priv.
P2:A, WebLogic 7 P6:A, SuSE 8 (AS) P10:U, Oracle 9i DB P2A:A, alt. server V2:CVE-2003-0640 V6:CVE-2004-0495 V2A:priv. escal. (U-A)
P3:U, LAN 2 P7:A, DB Admin P11:A, Oracle 9i DB P5A:U, alt. OS (AS) V3:Phishing attack V7:CVE-2002-0965 V5A:obtain user priv.
P4:A, Server Admin P8:U, SuSE 8 (DS) P6A:A, alt. OS (AS) V4:CVE-2006-5051 V8:CVE-2004-1707 V6A:priv. escal. (U-A)
Abbreviations: U – User; A – Admin; AS – application server; DS – Database Server; DB – Database; alt. server – alternative server; priv. – privilege; escal. – escalation

The specific privileges represented by the Attack Graph (AG) nodes of Fig. 8.3a, and the vulner-

abilities in the edges, are listed in Table 8.2 (repeated here for convenience from Table 4.1). The

vulnerabilities that can be exploited to obtain the privileges are shown as labels on the edges of Fig.

8.3a, e.g. V1. The vulnerabilities listed represent possible vulnerabilities that could have occurred

in the case study system, relating to the appropriate component versions and time period for the hy-

pothetical system. In practice there could be various vulnerabilities that can achieve the same attack

outcomes, including attack techniques that do not require application vulnerabilities. For our model,

the key is how the vulnerabilities relate to privileges, i.e. what privilege they require and what privi-

lege can they be used to obtain, while the specific vulnerability identities are not as important.

The network configuration assumed in our case study allows two distinct attack methods. First, direct

attacks over the Internet to the WebLogic servers in the application servers subnet are possible. These

could be traffic to the appropriate application port, exploiting vulnerabilities in the application (V1

and V2 in the AG). Second, if an attacker obtains access to the network itself, other attacks become

possible. For example, a phishing attack to a machine on LAN 2 can allow an attacker to obtain

privileges in the admin machines (DB Admin or Server Admin) in LAN 1, enabling the exploitation

of vulnerabilities in the Application server and Database subnets. The network is configured so that

administrator machines can be remotely accessed via SSH (e.g. for remote access with a VPN),

and thus have port 22 open to traffic from within the network. The computers have a vulnerability

enabling an attacker to obtain privileges on the admin machines, which then allows compromising the
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application servers or the database.

The diversified case: To investigate the effect of implementing redundancy with diversity, we eval-

uate the impact of adding alternative application servers with a sufficiently different configuration

that they do not share vulnerabilities with the regular application servers otherwise used. While the

term diversity can be used with regard to different system aspects, in our case it simply means that

the components are sufficiently diverse not to share vulnerabilities. That is, the vulnerabilities in the

alternative servers are not the same as those in the regular servers. Generalising to the case where the

servers share some vulnerabilities but not others could be done by e.g. using the metric on vulnera-

bility similarity between products by Li et al. [LFH20], and reflecting this in outcome probabilities.

This is shown in Fig. 8.3b, where a darker colour is used in nodes where servers provide redundancy

with diversity to existing application servers. The DG has an additional node SAA, representing these

added servers which provide the same service as those in SA but are of the alternative type. Similarly,

the AG has additional privilege nodes relating to servers in SAA. These privileges are obtainable via

vulnerabilities that differ from those in servers in SA, but form similar patterns of attack.

With diversity, the attacker requires two different exploits to acquire privileges in all the servers pro-

viding a service, rather than a single one. To model the added attack difficulty due to requiring a

further exploit, we set a probability that the attacker has the capability to exploit one of the vulnera-

bilities, the other, or both. An attack scenario to a diversified service is thus split into three cases, as

the case of not having capabilities to exploit either is disregarded. We assume that the probability that

an attacker can exploit a given vulnerability is independent from the probability of them being able

to exploit a different one. In our case study we also assume, for simplicity, that these three cases of

capabilities are equally likely to occur in attacks on a system that is diversified. However, we have

also examined the impact of relaxing these assumptions; see Appendix A.2 for the results.

Attack steps: An attack consists of “move steps” and “disruptive steps”. In a move step the attacker

moves in the AG by exploiting vulnerabilities to obtain privileges. After obtaining a privilege, the

attacker has the ability to take a disruptive step to make a server (or servers) unavailable. This is

represented with the dashed lines from AG nodes to DG (i.e., the impact map).
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In our case study the privileges relate to specific server instances, so a copy of a privilege applies to

one server copy, not several. For example if there are two servers in SA, the attacker requires two

copies of the privilege P2 (or of P6) to disrupt both servers in SA.

Time-to-exploit: The time taken by the move steps of an attacker is determined based on estimates

of the time it takes to exploit the vulnerabilities required. In general, these would be based on the

capabilities, skills and system knowledge of the attacker. As we are concerned with attacks on system

performance rather than objectives that require attackers to persist in the system, we assume that

attackers take steps as fast as their abilities allow, and there is no delay between steps.

Based on [MBFB06, LB08, NWJS13], the time to exploit a vulnerability is in the order of hours or

days. In the case study, we use the following values for time to exploit: 24h for the initial exploit

of each vulnerability; 6h for using the same exploit elsewhere in the network. Once the attacker has

obtained a privilege on a server, replicating the exploit on other servers of the same type takes 4h.

In contrast to move steps, disruptive steps are assumed instant, so take place immediately after the

attacker has obtained the privileges required for its goal. Disruptive steps are launched simultaneously

from all privileges obtained.

8.5.3 Attack detection

We make three assumptions in our detection modelling. First, intrusion detection acts on the latest

activity, so detection can only occur in an AG node where the attacker is currently acting; thus not

taking into account delayed detection of earlier attack steps. Second, detection happens with equal

probability at every node. Third, if an attack is detected during a move step (before disruption), the

defence can and will stop it from moving further along the AG, but not from disrupting the system

using the privileges already acquired. These assumptions simplify the model and allow us to focus

the explanations and illustrations on the resilience aspects rather than the modelling.

Detection affects the probability of an attack reaching its intended goal, and leads to partial attacks

when the attack is detected before reaching its final goal. In these cases, we assume that the attacker

launches disruptive steps from the privileges it holds, simultaneously from all the nodes.
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This detection model leads to a simple solution for the relative probabilities of the different outcomes

of an attack. For an attack with a full length of n steps, the probability of complete success is (1 −

pd)
n−1. Any sub-path with length m > 0 steps occurs at the probability (1 − pd)

m−1 · pd. In the

outcomes yielding partial paths, the attack is contained at the point where it was detected.

Defence after detection: We consider two cases for analysis. In Case 1, attacks will impact all

servers of the same type in a cluster if they compromise one of the servers, i.e. the defence cannot

stop the attacker between repeating the exploits in identical servers. This reflects situations where

stopping the attack requires countermeasures which themselves cause unavailability in other servers

of the same type, e.g. blocking connectivity to a part of the network. In Case 2, it is possible to stop

the attack between exploits of the same vulnerability on different server instances. Thus, when an

attack step is detected, the attacker becomes unable to obtain further privileges.

8.5.4 Attack scenarios and outcomes in the case study

We consider three possible attack scenarios, and their respective partial success outcomes. The sce-

narios considered, shown in Fig. 8.3c, are:

• Scenario 1: attack to application servers over the internet (target: P2); [A → P1, P1 → P2]

• Scenario 2: attack to DB, as direct as possible (target: P11); [A → P3, P3 → P7, P7 →

P8, P8 → P9, P9 → P11]

• Scenario 3: attack to both the application servers (using privilege P6) and DB, reusing vulner-

abilities V4 - V6 that occur along both paths (targets: P6 and P11); [A → P3, P3 → P4, P4 →

P5, P5 → P6, P3 → P7, P7 → P8, P8 → P9, P9 → P11]

The relative weights given to these three scenarios should, in practice, be based on their likelihood

of occurring. Such estimates could made based on past experience of the company or the industry

sector. To simplify, in our baseline case we apply equal relative probabilities to the three scenarios,

1/3 each. We investigated the sensitivity of our results to this equal-weight assumption in Appendix

A.4. Although the expected cost values change, the results in terms of the optimal choice of server

allocation remain stable, changing to a different choice only in cases with extremely uneven weighting
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where no weight was given to one of the scenarios. Thus the equal-probability assumption is not

affecting the overall characteristics of our results.

The weights of all the sub-paths (attack outcomes) within a given scenario must sum to the weight of

that scenario, so that the total weight across all attack outcomes is W =
∑︁

M∈A wM = 1.

8.5.5 Recovery modelling

When an attack has been detected, the defence will recover the servers affected, and purge the attacker

from the system in tr time. This recovery time consists of the time to reboot servers, and the time to

purge the attacker from the system. Failing to purge the attacker would likely lead to a re-occurrence

of the impact and a longer overall downtime. While server reboot times are fast, in the order of

seconds or minutes, purging the attacker requires detailed analysis and could take considerably longer,

in the order of several hours. Thus our recovery times here are based on estimates on recovery from

attacks, instead of server reboot times.

A report by Ponemon Institute on DoS attacks [Pon15] found an average downtime due to DoS of 9h

among the companies they surveyed. Given the average number of DoS attacks among respondents

was four, and 18% of attacks lead to no downtime, we estimate that the average downtime from an

attack was 9h/(4 × 0.82) ≈ 2h45min. As our attack modelling uses an hourly frequency,2 we round

this to 3h. Importantly, both 3h and the 2h 45min estimate lie between 0.1% and 1% of a month (43.2

minutes and 7h 12min, respectively), which are often used as boundaries for compensation in SLAs.

However, the attacks in [Pon15] likely consist largely of cases where the attacker is flooding the

servers with requests, while we are mainly interested in the service availability impact of attacks pen-

etrating the network of a company. Thus, we use another data point to represent recovery from more

general attacks. Reporting the recovery time from the most disruptive breach faced by companies

in the previous year, [FFM+19] found a mean time to recover of three days for attacks that had an

economic impact. This 72h is the high value in our tr sensitivity range.

2Although the QN model uses a second frequency for estimating performance, due to the performance of the process-
ing components, we use hours for the time unit of the attacks, as the SLA commitment period is one month.
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These values are approximations, used to illustrate the approach. The recovery times could vary

across different systems and attacks, based on factors such as vulnerability types, patch availability,

and manpower capacity. Consequently, the values applied should reflect the application context. In

practice, values could be set based on previous experience, or blue-team exercises.

8.5.6 Performance modelling

We assess the performance of the production model using QN models, solved using LINE [PC17,

Cas20], an open source tool for specifying and analysing QN models that enables fast solving of

QNs using fluid approximation. For this purpose, the impact of an attack is expressed in terms of the

availability of servers in the nodes of the production model. Impacts are evaluated for the different

outcomes of the attack, including partial successes caused by detection. For this, we use the approach

we introduced in Sec. 5.2.3.2, with the Mattack matrix showing the impact of attack outcomes in

terms of servers available in different production nodes, and the vector τattack specifying the duration

of these impact stages. See Sec. 5.2.3.2 for more details.

8.5.7 Costs

The costs relating to the provision of a service comprise the direct costs of server capacity (monthly

per-unit costs), and penalty costs from failing to meet SLAs. The capacity cost is:

γi = ci · xi + ca,i · xa,i (8.1)

where xi is the number of regular servers used for a given service (or cluster) i and ci is the monthly

per-unit cost for a regular server (equivalent monthly cost, including server purchase/rental and main-

tenance costs). The alternative servers used for diversification are assumed to have a higher cost ca,i

per server, and xa,i is the number of such servers. Fixed costs of capacity and diversification do not

feature in (8.1), as they do not impact the optimisation, but can be added afterwards if desired.

Our SLA has only one credit level, for 100% service credit. The SLA breach condition is: 100%
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service credit if X(t, x,M) < 0.9 ·Xref for a disruption time greater than β in a month. Here, x is

a server allocation vector, M is an attack outcome matrix, and X(t, x,M) is the system throughput

at time t observed when server allocation is x and the attack outcome M . Xref is the reference

throughput that has been marketed to the client (the published performance), and Xreq = 0.9Xref the

required throughput. The 90% limit is as in the performance SLAs in [Ora]. β is the limit value (as

a share of time in a month) that performance can be below Xreq before the SLA is breached. The

equations for the SLA penalty cost were given in Chapter 7, in equations (7.7)-(7.8).

Costs in the case study: We assume a server operating cost of $185 per month for regular servers.

This is derived using a finding by [KBP+09] that IT capital costs were about 45% of the total annu-

alised cost of server operating costs, and assuming that a new server costs $3000 and has an operating

life of 3 years. For the SLA penalty costs, we assume that the baseline penalty for breaching the

SLA in a given month is $50 per each concurrent client request during normal operation. With 260

concurrent client requests this penalty equates to $13 000.

8.5.8 Cost minimisation over attack scenarios

The optimisation problem for minimising costs over multiple attack scenarios is complex due to the

non-linearities arising from the SLA penalties, as these are estimated using performance modelling.

Our optimisation problem is:

min
x

(cTx+
∑︂
M∈A

wM · SLAp(x,M))

s.t.

variables in x are non-negative integers

(8.2)

where c is a vector of cost coefficients applying to the variables in the server allocation vector x; M is

an attack outcome matrix in the set A of attack outcome matrices for all attack scenarios considered;

SLAp(x,M) is the SLA penalty in attack outcome M for allocation x; and wM is the weight assigned

to attack outcome M , with
∑︁

M∈AwM = 1.

As apparent in (8.2), the SLA penalty cost is dependent on the average throughput level from the
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attacks, which itself depends on the variables to be optimised. This cost term must be estimated

during the optimisation. Thus, we cannot use solvers for standard MILP problems, and rely instead

on a genetic algorithm solver (here, MATLAB’s ga solver).

8.5.8.1 Accounting for excess maintenance costs

The cost optimisation problem (8.2) does not consider potential added maintenance costs during times

without attacks. We therefore account for the excess maintenance costs with the TUL metric that we

introduced in Section 7.3.2. TUL is the longest time between attacks for which the benefits of the

redundant allocation exceed the additional costs involved. Here it is measured in months, coinciding

with the length of the SLA commitment period. If attacks are less frequent than the TUL estimate

for an allocation, that allocation is not worth investing in (the reference is more cost effective). For a

given server allocation vector x, TUL is calculated as:

TUL(x) =
ϕ(xref )− ϕ(x)

cTx− cTxref

(8.3)

where ϕ(x) = cTx +
∑︁

M∈AwM · SLAp(x,M), and xref is the server capacity vector for the ref-

erence allocation. The numerator includes the overall cost during a month with an attack, while the

denominator only concerns the maintenance costs for the allocation x.

Whilst we can estimate TUL for the optima to the problem in (8.2), that optimisation may not yield

results that ensure the most favourable values for TUL as it focuses on the costs during attacks,

ignoring the longer term. Thus, we form an alternative optimisation problem, max TUL:

max
x

(︃
ϕ(xref )− ϕ(x)

cTx− cTxref

)︃
s.t.

||x||1 > ||xref ||1

variables in x are non-negative integers

(8.4)

The condition ||x||1 > ||xref ||1, where ||x||1 is the l1-norm, states that the optimisation considers only

allocations with more servers than in xref , i.e. with added redundancy.
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8.5.8.2 Speeding up the optimisation

As the evaluation of the queueing model is done as part of the objective function, we speed up the

optimisation by doing it in stages and by using memoisation. The optimisation consists of two stages,

the first of which involves a bound estimation to approximate for the average throughput in the queue-

ing model. This evaluation is fast, and is used to run the optimisation across a large problem space

to identify a region to focus on with the more expensive evaluation in the second stage. In the sec-

ond stage we estimate the throughput of the model in the reduced search space using the fluid solver

provided by LINE [PC17]. In this stage we also employ memoisation of the QN model results.

We use memoised performance values for the individual stages of an attack, as some QN configura-

tions reoccur often during the optimisation. This means the performance (throughput) with a given

configuration of the QN, in terms of numbers of active servers e.g. [2,0,2,1], is calculated once and

added to a memo, and this memoised value is applied for every attack stage where that active server

allocation occurs. In our case study this memoisation approach works well, as the transition from one

steady state to another is very fast, due to the performance of the servers (multiple jobs per second)

relative to the time window of interest for the attacks (one month), so the transition has a negligible

effect to the overall performance over the time window. Given this, we can apply the steady-state QN

solution method, and memoisation can be applied extensively.

This memoisation approach would be less appropriate if the transient performance during the tran-

sition from steady state to another was significant enough to be of interest, and thus transient QN

analysis would be preferred. The use of memoised performance values for individual stages of an

attack could lead to an evaluation error for the performance over time when transitions between two

QN states are not fast, as then transitions from different QN states cause different performance pro-

files, so the value in the memo may not be appropriate. Thus, if the transition between states is slow,

memoisation could lead to incorrect estimates of transitions being applied to different parts of attacks,

and could therefore affect the estimates for time spent below a required performance. In summary,

the memoisation can add an evaluation error if the transition time is significant relative to the time

window of interest. However, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, in our case study the transi-

tions are fast enough to have a negligible effect, and this is also likely the case for other SLAs with
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Table 8.3: Parameter values and sensitivity ranges

Parameter baseline sensitivity
name description value range
tr recovery time 3 (hours) {3;5;10;72}
pd detection probability 0.3 [0;1]
cs regular server cost $185 $185
cas alt. server cost 1.05 · cs [cs;10 · cs]
Xreq required throughput Xreq = 0.9 ·Xref -
β SLA disruption-time limit 0.001 {0.001, 0.01}

customers* 260 -
penalty cost $50 per customer {50;100;150}
*Each customer has continuous demand of the system, i.e. there are 260 jobs
circulating in the QN.

the commonly used monthly commitment period.

In cases where transition times are significant, a further stage could be added: the faster steady-state

analysis using memoisation can be run first, with a transient analysis of the QNs (using simulation or

the LINE fluid solver) applied in a region around the solution obtained from the steady-state analysis,

to find if the optimal outcome is affected by the transitions. A neighbourhood for the solution could

be estimated by applying perturbations to the disruption-time limit β so as to capture the possible

errors from omitting the transitions, finding optima for these perturbed versions of the problem, and

then evaluating over this neighbourhood using the transient solution method.

8.6 Evaluation

Our evaluation focuses on the optimal choices for redundancy in our case study. Sec. 8.6.1 discusses

the results using our baseline values for model parameters; Sec. 8.6.2 examines how the different

parameters impact the results; Sec. 8.6.3 investigates long-term maintenance costs using our TUL

metric, and costs from reputation loss. Table 8.3 lists the parameter values and their ranges.

8.6.1 Baseline results

Fig. 8.4 shows results for the optimal server allocations in the “standard” non-diverse case (Fig. 8.4a),

and with diversification (Fig. 8.4b). The optimal server allocation is given as a tuple, e.g. [2,0,3,1],
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(a) Non-diversified specification
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(b) Diversified specification

Figure 8.4: Optimal allocations in the case study, baseline, β = 0.001

where the first element denotes the number of application servers (in DG node SA) of the regular type,

and the second element with alternative servers (for diversity). The third and fourth elements are the

numbers of database servers (in SDB) and databases (in DB), respectively.

The figures depict the breach metric value for a given attack outcome with blue bars (left y-axis)

and the costs during the outcome using orange bars (right y-axis). The number of attack outcomes

depends on the number of exploits that can be detected, which increases with the number of servers

in the allocation, and with diversification. In Fig. 8.4a there are 14 different outcomes to the three

attack scenarios, while the diversified case in Fig. 8.4b leads to 59 outcomes.

Diversification helps bring down the expected cost of the attack scenario by around 40%. An indi-

cation of how this occurs can be gained from looking at the number of outcomes without breach.

While under the non-diversified configuration only three of the attack outcomes (21%) avoid an SLA

breach, diversification leads to 24 outcomes (41%) without a breach. Although the likelihoods of the

different outcomes are not equal but vary as explained in Sec. 8.5.3, this is still indicative of how

diversification mitigates costs: reducing the likelihood of outcomes causing a penalty.
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8.6.2 Sensitivity to parameter changes

The modelling contains several parameters whose values can affect whether redundancy can provide

benefits during attacks. We now analyse the sensitivity of the results to variations in the speed of

recovery and β, the probability of detecting a move step by an attacker, and the cost of diversification.

8.6.2.1 Time to recover and breach tolerance β

The relationship between the time to recover servers (tr) and the level of disruption tolerance in the

SLA (β) is a key determinant of the effectiveness of redundancy strategies. As attackers cause a dis-

ruption only when they have acquired all the privileges they require, the speed of recovery determines

the duration of disruption. Whether this duration is long enough to breach the SLA depends on tr in

relation to β.

Fig. 8.5 shows the effect of different recovery times for a given server allocation, other parameters

being kept constant at their baseline levels. The figure shows how the impact of one specific attack

outcome changes when tr is varied among {3,5,10,72}. To keep the figure clear, we only show one

particular outcome (full success of Scenario 1), omitting outcomes with partial successes. The upper

panel of Fig. 8.5 shows the average throughput of the system over time when tr is varied, illustrating

the large impact the recovery time has on performance over time when an attack takes place. The

lower panel is formatted similarly to Fig. 8.4, but focuses on one attack outcome (full success of

Scenario 1) and varying tr. We see that the higher recovery times of 10 and 72h cause breaches of the

SLA. Note that, as the SLA penalty does not vary with the extent of the disruption, once the SLA is

breached the duration of the recovery no longer affects the cost incurred.

Table 8.4 shows results when tr varies between 3 and 72 hours. The table considers two SLA disrup-

tion limits: up to 1% of the 1-month SLA window (7h 12min) in columns three to five (β = 0.01), and

up to 0.1% of the time window (43min) in the last three columns (β = 0.001). It shows the optimal

allocations for each recovery time in both the diversified (Div.) and non-diversified (N.D.) configu-

rations. For each allocation, the expected overall cost is shown along with the cost savings obtained

from diversification relative to the optimum in the non-diversified case. Due to the higher cost of the
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Figure 8.5: Impact of varying recovery time tr in the case study

alternative servers, the allocation cost in the diversified case is often higher than in the non-diversified

one. However, the non-diversified configuration has a lower overall expected cost than the diversified

one only when β = 0.01 and tr is 3 or 5. In these cases, the disruption from the attacks is not large

enough to breach the SLA. In contrast, when the recovery time is longer or the disruption limit β is

lower, the attacks cause an SLA breach. In these cases, diversification provides savings of 41.1% in

the cost of the attack relative to the non-diversified optimum, and 45.2% relative to the reference.

Note that the results obtained are the same in all cases where the SLA is breached. This is due

to: a) the compensation being based on credit levels instead of varying in proportion to the extent

of performance reduction, and b) the SLA having a single credit level. Thus tr and β only impact

whether the contract is breached or not, not the extent of the penalty. Often, in real cases, SLAs can

have multiple credit levels, so the penalty increases in steps until the maximum credit level is reached.

After that is reached, higher disruption duration no longer increases the penalty, as in our results.

The key finding from Table 8.4 is that the benefit from redundancy depends on whether the speed

of recovery is faster than the SLA disruption tolerance β. When tr is short enough to be within the

disruption tolerance, diversity is not beneficial as no penalty is incurred. When tr is longer than the

disruption tolerance, a penalty is possible under some attack outcomes, and redundancy can yield

cost savings. Moreover, diversification (Div.) provides benefits beyond those from redundancy with-
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Table 8.4: Sensitivity to recovery time tr

β = 0.01 β = 0.001
Alloc. Optimum Exp. % Optimum Exp. %

tr type allocation cost diff. allocation cost diff.
3;5 Div. [1, 1, 2, 1] 934 +1.0 [2, 2, 3, 1] 3795 -41.1

N.D. [2, 0, 2, 1] 925 - [2, 0, 3, 1] 6447 -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 925 - [2, 0, 2, 1] 6931 +7.5

10;72 Div. [2, 2, 3, 1] 3795 -41.1 [2, 2, 3, 1] 3795 -41.1
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 6447 - [2, 0, 3, 1] 6447 -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 6931 +7.5 [2, 0, 2, 1] 6931 +7.5

Notes: pd = 0.3, cas/cs=1.05

out diversification (N.D.). Diversity gives greater flexibility to reduce the expected penalty costs by

avoiding the penalty in some cases, and by reducing the probability of successful attacks. Thus, when

planning for resilience, attack impacts can be reduced by improving robustness to the attack by adding

redundancy with diversity, or by improving recovery speed. Alternatively, if the company can insist

on an SLA with a loose disruption tolerance β, they have no cost-incentive to invest in mitigating

attack impacts, as attacks do not breach the SLA.

8.6.2.2 Detection probability

The probability of detection of attack steps pd affects the relative likelihoods of the attack outcomes.

As such, it only impacts the optimal allocation if some attack outcome breaches the SLA. If an optimal

allocation can avoid penalties altogether, varying pd has no impact on the optimum. We investigated

the impact of pd in both Case 1 and Case 2 defence assumptions, described in Section 8.5.3. As

discussed above, the values of β and tr determine if a penalty is possible. Thus, we discuss only cases

when an SLA breach can occur; the no-penalty cases always favour keeping the reference allocation.

The results are shown in Table 8.5a (Case 1) and 8.5b (Case 2). For each pd (1st column), these tables

give the results for three types of allocation: diversified optimum (Div.), non-diversified optimum

(N.D.), and a reference allocation (Ref.) that has not been optimised. Column 2 gives the respective

allocation type, whilst column 3 shows the optimal server allocation tuple. The expected costs are

shown in the 4th column, whilst the 5th and 6th columns show cost differences relative to N.D.

arising from penalty and allocation costs, respectively. Finally, we show the percentage difference of

the expected cost relative to the optimum without diversification (N.D.) in column 7.
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Table 8.5: Sensitivity to detection probability pd

Detection Alloc. Optimum Exp. Cost difference %
prob. (pd) type allocation cost penalty alloc. diff.

0 Div. [2, 2, 2, 1] 11425 -2889 759 -15.7
N.D. [1, 0, 1, 1] 13555 - - -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 13925 0 370 +2.7

0.1 Div. [2, 2, 3, 1] 7934 -3309 389 -26.9
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 10854 - - -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 11143 474 -185 +2.7

0.3 Div. [2, 2, 3, 1] 3795 -3041 389 -41.1
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 6447 - - -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 6931 669 -185 +7.5

0.5 Div. [2, 2, 3, 1] 2119 -2224 389 -46.4
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 3954 - - -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 4175 406 -185 +5.6

0.7 Div. [2, 2, 2, 1] 1531 -1317 389 -37.7
N.D. [2, 0, 2, 1] 2459 - - -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 2459 0 0 0

0.9 Div. [2, 2, 2, 1] 1322 -434 389 -3.3
N.D. [2, 0, 2, 1] 1367 - - -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 1367 0 0 0

Notes: cas/cs=1.05, P (A|R) = 0.5, β = 0.001, tr = 3, Case 1

(a) Case 1 defence

Detection Alloc. Optimum Exp. Cost difference %
prob. (pd) type allocation cost penalty alloc. diff.

0 Div. [2, 2, 2, 1] 11425 -2889 759 -15.7
N.D. [1, 0, 1, 1] 13555 - - -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 13925 0 370 +2.7

0.1 Div. [4, 2, 3, 10] 6152 -39 -722 -11.0
N.D. [11, 0, 3, 9] 6913 - - -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 11143 7560 -3330 +61.2

0.3 Div. [2, 2, 3, 4] 2911 105 -352 -7.8
N.D. [6, 0, 3, 4] 3158 - - -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 6931 5253 -1480 +119.5

0.5 Div. [2, 2, 3, 2] 1939 -101 19 -4.1
N.D. [4, 0, 3, 2] 2021 - - -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 4175 2894 -740 +106.6

0.7 Div. [2, 1, 2, 1] 1377 -40 9 -2.2
N.D. [3, 0, 2, 1] 1408 - - -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 2459 1236 -185 +74.6

0.9 Div. [2, 1, 2, 1] 1129 -1 9 +0.7
N.D. [3, 0, 2, 1] 1121 - - -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 1367 431 -185 +21.9

Notes: cas/cs=1.05, P (A|R) = 0.5, β = 0.001, tr = 3, Case 2

(b) Case 2 defence

Table 8.5a shows that, with Case 1 defence, there are no benefits to adding identical (i.e. non-diverse)

redundant servers to a cluster which can be a final target of an attack, which is the case for SA and DB.

However, there is benefit to redundancy for intermediate servers, which are only used as a stepping

stone in the attack. For example, for server SDB one redundant server ensures two functional copies

remain during an attack.3 Consequently, when the attack scenarios can lead to SLA penalties, having

three DB servers is optimal when pd ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5}. Additionally, when diversification is beneficial,

the optimal allocation is one where there are as many alternative servers as regular ones, thus ensuring

that the alternative servers cluster can meet the performance requirements on its own.

Table 8.5b shows the sensitivity to detection probability pd with the Case 2 defence model. When the

attacks can lead to a penalty (when β is tight relative to tr), there is extensive scope for benefiting

from redundancy, both with diversity (Div.) and without (N.D). The optima without diversity suggest

adding a very large number of redundant services, with the most being 9 redundant application servers

(11 in total) when pd = 0.1. This is very different from the situation in Table 8.5a, where redundancy

to the application server was never useful if it was done without diversity. The difference arises from

the differing assumptions on the granularity of defence actions – while in Case 1 the application

servers of a given type (regular or alternative) would all become unavailable if an attacker managed

3This is because the attacker needs only one server as a stepping stone, and will not risk detection to obtain additional
ones.
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to breach one of them (as defence would be unable to stop the further compromises), with Case 2

all redundancy additions increase the likelihood of catching and stopping the attacker before they

affect enough servers. It is also notable that with lower detection probabilities, diversification of the

application service leads to a lower expected cost than redundancy without diversity, with a much

smaller number of servers required. However, with high detection probability, the added maintenance

cost from diversification can overcome the other benefits relative to redundancy without diversity. In

the table, the 5% cost premium assumed to exist on the alternative server types means redundancy

without diversity is marginally more cost efficient than with diversity when pd = 0.9.

We also find a large impact on the optimum allocation from the probability of detection. There appear

to be two effects – first, redundancy overall becomes less beneficial with a higher probability of

detection, although even with at pd = 0.9 redundancy still yields a cost saving of over 20% relative to

the reference allocation. Second, redundancy in services that are only compromisable via long attack

paths (SDB and DB, third and fourth elements of the allocation tuples) disappears completely when

pd increases beyond 0.5, while some redundancy in the application server remains even at pd = 0.9.

To summarise, redundancy with diversity is beneficial whenever SLA penalties cannot be fully avoided.

Additionally, the probability of detection affects the benefits obtained from redundancy. A higher de-

tection probability reduces the expected costs from attacks, and thus the benefit obtained from redun-

dancy. This suggests that companies could benefit from increasing their detection capabilities when

cost effective, although this can be difficult to achieve in practice due to the cost of dealing with high

levels of false positive alerts.

8.6.2.3 Cost of diversification

We analysed the sensitivity of our results to different levels of diversification costs, varying the cas/cs

ratio, i.e. the per-unit costs of the alternative servers relative to the regular ones. The detailed results

are shown in Appendix A.3. In summary, we find that the level of diversification cost does not impact

which allocation is found optimal unless the cost difference between the server types is large, which

in our analysis occurred once the cost ratio cas/cs reached 9, i.e. when the alternative server is 9 times

as expensive as the regular type. However, the benefit from diversification is affected, as the excess
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(a) Minimum-cost reference allocation [2,0,2,1] (b) Alternative reference allocation [3,0,2,1]

Figure 8.6: Months until cumulative maintenance cost exceeds attack-time benefit (TUL). Labels are
optimal diverse allocations, and bar colours show different multipliers on the baseline SLA penalty.

maintenance costs of the alternative servers need to be balanced against the benefits observed during

attacks. The impact of costs over time is explored further below.

8.6.3 Long-term maintenance costs

The analysis thus far has considered the expected cost during an attack, but not the costs during

normal operation when no attacks occur. However, choosing a redundant allocation over one that is

cheaper depends on the expected attack likelihood/frequency, and the excess maintenance cost. Thus,

the choice depends on the expected cost of the allocations over a longer period mostly spent without

attacks. The key parameter in this evaluation is the frequency of attacks in the chosen time frame.

We estimate the longer term benefit of the redundancy approaches by estimating the longest time

between attacks before the cumulative excess maintenance costs exceed the benefit during attack

periods. For this we use the TUL metric we introduced in (8.3). Its advantage is enabling accounting

for the long term without requiring an estimate of attack frequency as model input before analysis.

The TUL value of an allocation is sensitive to the various model parameters, the key ones being the

penalty for breaching the SLA and the reference allocation. Fig. 8.6 shows how TUL varies with pd

and the SLA penalty. We can see that higher pd correlates with lower TUL because the benefit from

diversity gets smaller with pd, as shown in Sec. 8.6.2.2, reducing the numerator in (8.3). Similarly,

higher levels of penalty correspond to higher TUL estimates. This is because the increased penalty

makes the expected loss from an attack higher, which provides greater scope for cost savings from
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diversity, and increases the numerator of TUL.

The reference allocation has a sizeable impact on TUL, because of its effect on the excess maintenance

cost in the denominator of (8.3). We tested this by varying our reference in Fig. 8.6. In our case study,

the minimum-cost allocation yielding the required performance during normal times is [2, 0, 2, 1].

However, the baseline used by [KB03] was [3, 0, 2, 1]. Using the latter as the reference, in Fig. 8.6b,

leads to significantly larger TUL estimates. Thus, organisations must choose their reference point

carefully: the cheapest allocation may not reflect the need for redundancy, and may bias the results.

To put the TUL values of Fig. 8.6 into perspective, [BLDC20] found that there were on average

1.37 successful attacks per year with significant (“very high profile”) impact and 5.94 with moderate

impact, for large international companies who were not among the top security performers. This

amounts to one significant breach every nine months, and a moderate breach every two months. For

top security performers, moderate breaches occurred once every 13 months, while significant ones

were rare (0.05 per year). This shows that attack frequencies vary across companies, and having a

reasonable estimate is important to determine if server diversification is worthwhile.

8.6.3.1 TUL optimisation

The results in the previous sections aim to minimise cost during attack periods i.e., during the month

of the attack. However, this ignores the excess maintenance paid during months when attacks do

not occur. This is why Section 8.5.8.1 introduced a second optimisation problem: maximising the

TUL metric. This section focuses on how the results from maximising TUL differ from minimising

attack incident costs. Apart from the differences pointed out here, the results for the two optimisation

problems are qualitatively similar. Thus, tables for TUL optimisation results are left in Appendix A.5.

The comparison of the two optimisation approaches is shown in Fig. 8.7. The key observation is that

TUL maximisation typically leads to the use of fewer servers than attack cost minimisation, as this

saves on maintenance costs and allows for a higher TUL. For Case 1 defence, in Fig. 8.7a, the differ-

ence in TUL is 5.2 months for pd = 0.1, and decreases to 2.7 months for pd = 0.7. This increased

TUL comes with a higher during-attack cost, with the saving relative to the reference allocation re-
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Figure 8.7: TUL and cost savings when minimising attack costs (A.C. opt, orange bubbles) or max-
imising TUL (blue). Bubble sizes represent attack cost saving relative to the reference allocation
[2,0,2,1]. Labels show the server allocation. The results shown are for SLA credit level of $150 per
customer (3x multiplier), with β = 0.001 and tr = 3.

duced by 5-40%-points compared to attack cost optimisation. In general the two optimisations show

the extremes between which a suitable approach can be chosen based on a desired TUL level or

preference for savings during attacks.

The results for Case 2 defence, in Fig. 8.7b tell a similar tale, but with more extreme differences

between the two approaches. This is due to the defence being able to stop attacks between exploits

within clusters of servers of the same type. In this context, attack cost minimisation leads to very

high redundancy when detection probability is small but non-zero. This results in large attack cost

savings but limited TUL. The TUL maximisation approach finds optimal allocations with an even

lower number of servers than with Case 1 defence, with a higher TUL but often lower attack cost

savings than in Fig. 8.7a.

Taking the two subfigures together, we see that the extent to which benefits from diversity can be

realised depends on how frequent attacks are expected to be. If the detection capability is very high,

pd = 0.9, diversity is only beneficial if attacks are very frequent (on average every 2.4 months for

Case 1, and 5.7 months for Case 2). Such frequencies may appear excessive, but do occur [BLDC20].

With lower levels of detection, a high TUL is possible, so diversity is viable for a wide range of attack

frequencies. Moreover, when the expected attack frequency is between the TUL values provided

by the two optimisation approaches, there is scope to choose an allocation between the two optima,

trading-off some TUL for added cost savings during attack.
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8.6.3.2 Other costs from attacks

Underestimating the costs from an attack will lead to underestimating the TUL and thus under-

investment in redundancy. In the sections above, we have considered that attack incident costs arise

only from SLA breaches. However, costs related to regulatory penalties or business lost due to im-

pacts on reputation can behave very differently. First, such added costs can occur after an attack even

if the SLA is not breached. Second, these costs can increase with the length of disruption even if the

SLA penalty is capped. Third, even if these costs occur only when an SLA is breached, they would

add to the cost of the incident. Thus, excluding them from the analysis means the TUL estimate is

biased down, underestimating the incentive to reduce attack impacts. Here, we consider the case of

loss of business to show how costs can be added to our analysis, and how the TUL results are affected.

We use loss of business as an approximation for reputational costs. The loss of revenue due to a

cyber attack was estimated by [BLDC19] to represent 20% of all costs of a cyber attack among large

international companies. However, as this estimate is relative to the total cost of an attack, which is

not clear in advance and thus hard to use as a model input, we approximate the impact based on loss

of customers. Based on a study of the cost of data breaches of large international companies, [Pon18]

find the average abnormal churn in customers after an attack to be 3.4% of customers. As this is an

estimate of loss of customers from data breaches, which cause larger than average loss of revenue

than general attacks, we scale it down using loss of revenue estimates. The share of total attack cost

arising from loss of revenue was 40% across all firms in [Pon18] (data breaches only), but 20% across

all cyber attack types in [BLDC19]. Thus, we obtain an estimate for loss of customers from attacks

that do not lead to a data breach by halving the [Pon18] churn rates. That is, 1.7% on average.

We test two approaches, one where the loss of customers is binary, occurring at a constant rate of

1.7% for any successful attack, and a second one where the customer loss varies based on the extent

of disruption following a logistic function. We model the latter with the following function:

f(x) =
0.034

1 + e−500(x−0.01)
(8.5)

where f(x) is the rate of loss of customers as a function of the size of the disruption x, measured
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by the share of time when system performance is below the required level (“disruption-time share”).

This provides a smooth sigmoid shape with values between 0 and 0.034, where the midpoint of 0.017

is reached at a disruption-time share of 0.01.

A key parameter here is the length of time for which the number of customers will be dampened. We

assume that the impact of the attack on customer numbers will be temporary, so eventually numbers

will return to the level that would have been expected in the absence of the attack. We consider

durations of 18 and 36 months, and estimate the loss as the duration (in months) times the monthly

loss based on the revenue that would have been made from the customers. We discount the losses

during future years (from month 13 onward) at a rate of 3% per year.

Tables 8.6a and 8.6b show results for our redundancy optimisation when we add this cost arising from

loss of customers, using the fixed customer loss share of 1.7% in the former and the variable loss share

approach in the latter table. The tables show the diversified allocation results for both the attack cost

minimisation (shown as “Div. (a)”) and TUL maximisation (“Div. (t)”). The “N.D” allocations are

the same with both optimisation approaches, so are shown in the tables only once for each case.

Table 8.6: Sensitivity to loss of customers

Loss Alloc. Optimum Exp. Cost difference %
months type allocation cost incid. alloc. diff. TUL
β = 0.01

18 Div. (a) [2, 2, 3, 1] 2196 -924 389 -19.6 1.0
Div. (t) [2, 1, 2, 1] 2490 -250 9 -8.8 1.3
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 2731 - - - -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 2749 203 -185 +0.7 -

36 Div. (a) [2, 2, 3, 1] 2863 -1808 389 -33.1 2.8
Div. (t) [2, 2, 2, 1] 3106 -1380 204 -27.5 3.6
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 4282 - - - -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 4495 398 -185 +5.2 -

β = 0.001
18 Div. (a) [2, 2, 3, 1] 4493 -3964 389 -44.3 7.4

Div. (t) [2, 1, 2, 1] 7001 -1076 9 -13.2 9.0
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 8068 - - - -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 8755 872 -185 +8.5 -

36 Div. (a) [2, 2, 3, 1] 5160 -4848 389 -46.4 9.3
Div. (t) [2, 1, 2, 1] 8312 -1316 9 -13.6 11.3
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 9619 - - - -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 10501 1067 -185 +9.2 -

Notes: cas/cs=1.05, P (A|R) = 0.5, tr = 3, pd = 0.3, penalty cost $50, Case 1

(a) Fixed loss share

Loss Alloc. Optimum Exp. Cost difference %
months type allocation cost incid. alloc. diff. TUL
β = 0.01

18 Div. (a) [1, 1, 2, 1] 1122 1 9 +0.9 -1.1
Div. (t) [2, 0, 2, 1] 1112 - - - -
N.D. [2, 0, 2, 1] 1112 - - - -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 1112 - - - -

36 Div. (a) [1, 1, 2, 1] 1301 0 9 +0.7 -1
Div. (t) [2, 0, 2, 1] 1292 - - - -
N.D. [2, 0, 2, 1] 1292 - - - -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 1292 - - - -

β = 0.001
18 Div. (a) [2, 2, 3, 1] 3867 -3136 389 -41.5 5.7

Div. (t) [2, 1, 2, 1] 5771 -852 9 -12.7 6.9
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 6614 - - - -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 7118 689 -185 +7.6 -

36 Div. (a) [2, 2, 3, 1] 3935 -3227 389 -41.9 5.9
Div. (t) [2, 1, 2, 1] 5906 -876 9 -12.8 7.2
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 6614 - - - -
Ref. [2, 0, 2, 1] 7298 710 -185 +7.8 -

Notes: cas/cs=1.05, P (A|R) = 0.5, tr = 3, pd = 0.3, penalty cost $50, Case 1

(b) Variable loss share

The main observation is that the added costs increase the incentive to invest in diverse redundancy.

The largest difference relative to our earlier results occurs when β = 0.01, a case for which no

redundancy was found preferable in our previous cases, as shown in Fig. 8.5 and the accompanying

discussion. As we can see from the top part of table 8.6a with β = 0.01, with a fixed loss of business
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Figure 8.8: TUL ranges, varying customer loss assumptions and tr; β = 0.001

due to attack incidents, redundancy could lessen the expected costs from attacks even when they do

not lead to breach in the SLA conditions. However, with the parameter values used in Table 8.6a,

the TUL is low, so the longer-term maintenance cost of the redundancy makes investing in it unwise

unless attacks are expected very frequently. By comparison, with the variable incident costs shown in

Table 8.6b, when β = 0.01, the added cost from the loss of customers is so small that diversification

is loss-making, as was the case in previous sections where we only considered SLA penalty costs.

Apart from the slight changes in the expected costs and TUL values, the results are qualitatively

similar to those in previous sections. The key impact of ignoring these additional costs would be an

underestimation of the benefits of redundancy, as the cost impact and TUL would be underestimated.

Accordingly, we now investigate how the TUL estimates are affected by the two types of added cost.

Fig. 8.8a shows the ranges in TUL using the two optimisation approaches when the cost assump-

tions are changed. The lower ends of the columns show the TUL metric when attack impact cost is

minimised (Eq. 8.2), and the top ends are the values with TUL maximisation (Eq. 8.4). The five cat-

egories are “SLA-only” with attack costs only arising from SLA penalties, “Const. 18” and “Const.

36” show cases with a constant loss of customers in addition to SLA penalty, and “Var. 18” and “Var.

36” are with the customer loss varying with the disruption. The 18 and 36 in the labels refer to the

duration of the customer loss in months. The situation pictured is for 3x penalty multiplier, pd = 0.3,

tr = 3 and β = 0.001.

It is clear from Fig. 8.8a that the TUL estimates are affected by the inclusion or exclusion of added

cost estimates. The impact is especially large with the constant loss assumption, as this causes a large
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cost impact from loss of customers if any level of disruption is experienced due to a cyber attack.

This added cost enables large savings on attack incident costs relative to the reference allocation,

yielding large TUL values (up to 29.1 and 35.8 months for 18-month and 36-month customer losses,

respectively). The impact from the variable customer loss (“Var. 18” and “Var. 36”) is not as large,

as the extent of disruption is at the low part of our logistic function (Eq. 8.5) due to the 3h recovery

time, which keeps the loss of customers small.

Section 8.6.2.1 showed that in the case where attack costs are only from SLA penalties, varying tr only

impacted the results if it causes a move between the classes of SLA tolerance and penalty levels. The

same is true if other costs are added which are invariant to disruption level, such as with the constant

loss of customers assumption, but not when the additional costs vary with the extent of disruption.

Figure 8.8b shows how the results with our variable customer loss assumption are impacted by tr. The

graph has two categories of columns, one for 18-month and another for 36-month loss of customers,

with the three categories of time to recover tr on the x-axis. We observe that when the costs from

disruption vary according to our logistic function, the room to benefit from redundancy can increase

dramatically if the speed of recovery is slow.

To summarise the findings of the analysis in this section, the key results are: a) Including loss of

business costs can increase TUL estimates significantly: in our experiments, increases were up to

63% when a constant loss of customers (1.7% of customers for three years) was assumed (as seen

in Fig. 8.8a), and up to 124% when loss of customers varied with disruption length (Fig. 8.8b); b)

If business loss varies with the length of disruption, speed of recovery has a large impact: the TUL

increase ranged from 3% with tr = 3 up to 124% with tr = 72 (Fig. 8.8b).

8.6.4 Scalability

Earlier on, we have illustrated our method and evaluated its output on a small scale case study. We

built our case-study on this particular system as it is well known [Sta02], and its performance char-

acteristics and model are understood and validated [KB03]. It is difficult to implement much larger

case studies because the attack and system information required to build attack graphs are usually
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confidential and not publicly available. However, our method can scale in practice to much larger

systems for reasons pertaining to the granularity of the model, the theoretical complexity of the im-

pact evaluation algorithm, and our observed computational time in the analysis reported here.

Model granularity: Each node in our graph represents either a set of privileges acquired by the

attacker (in the attack progression model) or a component with an arrival queue in the production

model. Thus, each node can represent components at various levels of aggregation, e.g. an individual

process on a computer, a cluster of servers, or even an entire sub-network. The same model (with

different parameters) can therefore be used to represent a system where a server is an entire cluster

of servers and a database is a distributed database. This can be taken advantage of where the attack

progression allows, e.g. if the attack spreads and impacts servers in groups of 10, then modelling at

the level of individual servers is not needed.

Theoretical complexity: The most computationally expensive part of our impact estimation is the

performance evaluation. While the fluid approximation used in the QN evaluations itself scales well,

it needs to be done numerous times as a performance estimate is required for each different attack

outcome under each candidate allocation considered during the optimisation. Consequently, the com-

plexity of our optimisation depends mainly on two factors: 1. The solution space determined by the

upper and lower bounds given to the optimisation; 2. The number of attack outcomes to evaluate for

each candidate allocation.

The number of the attack outcomes to investigate depends substantially on whether attacks can be

detected (and prevented) when moving laterally from one server to another. Servers that do not share

vulnerabilities require the attacker to use new attack steps, and thus the attack can be potentially de-

tected and prevented. For servers that share the same vulnerabilities, in particular identical servers,

we distinguish two cases: Case 1 where the attack cannot be detected or prevented when moving from

one server to the other – this results in all identical servers being treated as a cluster, they are either all

compromised or not; and Case 2 where we assume that it is possible to detect and prevent the attack

when moving from one server copy to another. Case 2 requires accounting for attack steps being

detected or not detected for every server instance. The complexity therefore increases combinatori-

ally when this assumption is considered for server allocations at all layers (application, processing,
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databases). Complexity wise, this is a worst-case assumption that rarely occurs in practice. If an at-

tack cannot be detected when it compromises an instance of a server, it will typically not be possible

to detect it on identical copies of that server as the attack steps can be replicated identically. The only

exception are alerts that are triggered when a certain volume of events has been reached, for example,

connections to unopened ports or failed authentication attempts. Repeating these actions too often

may result in an alert, whilst a small number of such events may be considered benign. However,

such circumstances are rare, and even then each individual server instance would not make a suffi-

cient difference. A more realistic view would be to group servers according to the alert thresholds.

This would be, in essence, a case somewhere between Case 1 and Case 2 depending on the size of

the groups. Our complexity analysis shows that Case 1 scales well to larger systems, Case 2 becomes

difficult to scale, and solutions in-between depend on the size of the server groups considered. More

detail is provided in Appendix A.1.

QN model accuracy: Large-scale models pose challenges in achieving high accuracy in performance

prediction. While simulations may be carried out for increased precision, they are often too slow for

a single scenario evaluation. The use of fluid solvers offers a solution to this issue by the mean-field

approximation theory from [PC17], which guarantees that as the system scale grows (in terms of the

total number of jobs and servers, i.e. processing units), the model precision also grows: asymptoti-

cally, the sample paths of the exact model converge to the fluid approximation [PC17, Thm. 1]. Since

the number of ordinary differential equations does not change with increasing number of jobs and

servers, the fluid solution approach to QNs can scale efficiently. However, if more stations are added

to the model, the number of equations will grow linearly. In models with many equations, lumping

approaches may be applied to control the cost of the model solution [CTTV16].

Observed run time: The time required to compute the system performance under a given “effective

allocation” of servers in our example was on average 3.08s, with the QN model fluid approximation.

The bounds analysis used in the first stage of the optimisation took 0.0056s for the same calculation,

per effective allocation. This was achieved on a standard desktop computer with an Intel i7-6700

CPU with 4 cores (8 threads) at 3.4GHz clock speed, and 16GB of RAM. Note that our analysis is

run “off-line”, i.e. it does not need to be run in real time during the attack, as it is intended to form a

part of preparing the system to withstand attacks.
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8.7 Conclusion

Amongst our findings, two stand out as the most important for using redundancy (and diversity) for

attack mitigation. First, when the losses are based on SLA penalties, there is a cut-off point for when

redundancy can be beneficial and when it cannot, depending on the speed of recovery relative to the

disruption tolerance of the SLA. A sufficiently fast recovery can avoid SLA penalties. However, when

penalties can occur in response to attacks, redundancy with diversity can mitigate losses.

Second, choosing a server allocation (with and without diversity) depends on both the cost during an

attack, and the added maintenance costs over time. We have introduced the Time Until Loss (TUL)

metric to track the balance of these two types of costs. It measures the frequency of attacks required

for a given server allocation to be financially viable in comparison to a reference allocation. The size

of the potential loss from an attack has a large impact on the TUL values observed. Large losses

make diversification viable even at lower attack frequencies. Further, TUL enables informed choices

between focusing on keeping maintenance costs low or emphasising reductions to attack related costs:

The solutions to our two optimisation problems, minimising attack time costs and maximising TUL,

can provide a range of (diverse) redundancy allocations among which to choose based on their TUL

values relative to the organisation’s expectation about the frequency of attacks.

Detection probability has a significant impact. Increases in pd essentially tighten the limits of af-

fordability for diversity, reducing expected costs under all allocations and thus limiting the scope for

diversification to yield sufficient attack cost savings to justify the added maintenance costs.

Finally, the various parameters can impact the results in different directions. There are no clear

rules-of-thumb and there is a paucity of tools and models to analyse the economic impact from cyber

attacks, which can lead to ad-hoc decisions on security investment and limited provisioning of systems

for resilience to attacks. Our work provides a first such methodology and analysis leading the way for

other tools and models to be developed. While the parameter values used in this work are drawn from

the available literature, they may differ across industry sectors and organisations. Conducting the

analysis in specific contexts would be relatively straightforward by using context specific parameters,

and the methodology can be adapted to accommodate variations in the cost or attack models.
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Applications: Countermeasure selection

This chapter, based on our work in [SML19], shows how our resilience impact assessment methodol-

ogy can be applied to the problem of reactive countermeasure selection during attacks. Specifically,

we propose an attack countermeasure selection approach based on cost impact analysis that takes into

account the impacts of actions by both the attacker and the defender.

We consider a networked system providing services whose functionality depends on other compo-

nents in the network. Using our impact assessment methodology, we model the costs and losses to

service availability from compromises and defensive actions to the components. We show that while

containment of the attack can be an effective defence, it may be more cost-efficient to allow parts of

the attack to continue further whilst focusing on recovering services to a functional state. Based on

this insight, we build a countermeasure selection method that uses our impact assessment methodol-

ogy to choose the most cost-effective action based on its impact on expected losses and costs over

a given time horizon. We evaluate our countermeasure selection approach using simulations in syn-

thetic graphs representing network dependencies and vulnerabilities, and performs well, in terms of

overall cost-effectiveness, in comparison to two alternatives.

164
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9.1 Introduction

Organisations providing services across the Internet, or otherwise connected to an external network,

must invest in cyber security to protect their services, both to lower the risk of attacks, and to reduce

the impact when they occur. However, determining the correct application of this investment is not as

straightforward as attempting to secure everything fully. The literature on cyber security investment

has shown that a company should never invest to the extent as to cover all potential vulnerabilities or

weaknesses [GL02], and that a company should retain some part of the security investment budget

for when an attack event has taken place [GLL03, CPG18]. Furthermore, given the existence of

unknown vulnerabilities and exploits [NKK+17], not all attacks can be fully stopped from occurring.

Additionally, security actions can cause limitations to availability, e.g. reductions to communication

between systems or users, or loss of compatibility between software applications due to patching.

Given the possibility that an attack against an organisation’s system will occur, some cyber-security

investment should be allocated into improving the ability of the system to cope during an attack, and

recover to normal functionality. The actions organisations take to mitigate the effects of attacks is the

subject of the literature on attack countermeasure selection, reviewed by [NPMK17]. In contrast to ex-

isting work on countermeasure selection, we take a longer term view by focusing on cyber-resilience,

forcing the countermeasure selection to consider impacts over time, and recovery dynamics.

In this chapter, we propose an approach to countermeasure selection based on cost impact assessment

of both attacker and defender actions, in a medium-to-long-run setting including recovery dynamics.

The impacts of actions are estimated using an implementation of our impact assessment method-

ology. The particular implementation used here builds on the attack impact analysis approach by

[AJ17, AJPS11], but in contrast to their work we asses attack impacts on system output performance

over time, and use the assessment for choosing countermeasures. In addition, and in line with the

methodology proposed, our approach implements a cost model, specifying costs for loss of node avail-

ability, the countermeasures, and recovery actions. This extends the impact assessment beyond attack

impact alone, including the cost impact of defender’s actions alongside that from attack steps. The

structure enables dynamic semi-automatic countermeasure selection based on the overall costs of al-

ternative defender actions. This allows our method to make more nuanced countermeasure decisions,
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balancing attack containment and focus on recovery according to the situation to yield cost-efficient

countermeasure strategies.

Our main contribution on countermeasure selection, beyond the use of our impact assessment method-

ology, is an approach to evaluating the effectiveness of each countermeasure based on its expected

impact on the system. This involves the effects of the countermeasure on the possible evolution of the

attack, and on the network’s service provision, both immediately and in a longer term. We achieve this

by using the system attack graph to form expectations of possible attack paths and their likelihoods,

and employing our impact assessment methodology to estimate the cost impact of the different states

the system could enter within a few steps from the current state.

We test our approach by simulations on a small sample graph and on synthetic graphs, against two al-

ternative methods. The results suggest that our approach provides more cost-efficient countermeasure

selection than the alternatives tested, especially when attacks are detected with a delay. We made com-

parisons to an alternative countermeasure selection that employs the principles of the attack impact

assessment proposed in [AJ17, AJPS11]. The comparisons show that, for countermeasure selection,

our approach adds considerable improvements to cost effectiveness and average service performance.

In summary, our contributions include: 1. Extending the attack impact assessment model by [AJ17,

AJPS11] into a more general model for impact assessment including defender actions, via modelling

service losses and the costs of the countermeasures, and by enabling the modelling of recovery, which

the original formulation does not support; 2. Introducing an approach to countermeasure selection

based on estimating the expected impacts of actions; 3. Showing that considering recovery and the

costs of actions over time can yield a more efficient countermeasure selection.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: Sec. 9.2 discusses related work relevant to this

application; Sec. 9.3 introduces our impact analysis model, including concepts and definitions from

[AJ17, AJPS11] which we build upon; Sec. 9.4 introduces our countermeasure selection approach;

Sec. 9.5 evaluates the method against two alternatives, using simulations; and Sec. 9.6 concludes.
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9.2 Related work

In addition to works discussed with respect to their relation to our overall methodology in Chapter

2, there are parts of literature related to this specific application not discussed earlier, but which

are relevant here. In addition, how the application discussed here relates to works in the resilience

literature needs to be briefly clarified separately, as it involves reactive actions during an attack event.

Our work described in this chapter differs from most of the existing literature on resilience by focus-

ing on the actions and investment choices during an ongoing event (attack) and the recovery phase,

instead of preparatory planning and capability investment. This focus is intended to address the

evolving nature of systems, and adaptation to conditions such as loss of confidentiality or network

unavailability. Most cyber resilience works have focused on the planning and design stage, such as

[SHÇ+10, GMG+16, SC17]. Additionally, papers considering reactive response and recovery apply

to narrow settings unrelated to our work. For example, the approaches by [CRC+15, YWR18] ap-

ply to settings where a control action to correct for a deviation from desired performance is easy to

determine in advance, and to apply automatically using controllers.

In the cyber security literature, countermeasure selection refers to approaches to choose actions to

counter security events (cyber attacks) [NPMK17]. These methods focus on defence against attack

events, and as such mainly involve the stages before and during an attack: modelling the system,

the potential attacks and countermeasures; identifying the attack and choosing a countermeasure.

We believe that by introducing longer-term resilience considerations and using impact assessment,

countermeasure choices can be made more cost-efficient. Our proposed approach has similarities to

the countermeasure selection techniques in [KD15] and [SSLHC16] in the use of AGs and DGs, using

costs to quantify attack impact, and basing countermeasure decisions on costs. While these works

focus on stopping attacks or reducing the risk of them reaching pre-determined goals, we aim to find

a strategy that is efficient over longer time, considering the cost of recovery to previous functionality.

Additionally, we model time dynamics explicitly, and approach cost and component valuation via the

impact on the final services as opposed to giving each component an intrinsic value.
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9.3 Impact analysis modelling

9.3.1 Attack and dependency graphs

The attack graphs used here follow the definition of Vulnerability Dependency Graph from [AJ17], a

compact AG representation used in their work on attack impact assessment, where the nodes represent

vulnerabilities, and edges are security conditions that enable the exploit of such vulnerabilities. We

gave this as Definition 4.2 in Chapter 4, the attack modelling chapter. We chose this particular AG

type here as it enabled us to make more direct comparisons to the work in [AJPS11, AJ17] that is

relevant here.

The DGs in this work represent the availability dependencies of services provided by software appli-

cations in a network. The DG nodes are applications that provide services across the network, such

that the functionality of applications elsewhere in the network depends on them. At a given time t, the

availability of a given node is measured as the service level it provides at time t as proportion of the

level normally expected of it, so that 1 represents full availability, and 0 means the node is unavailable.

Dependencies between services are represented by directed edges between the DG nodes.

In this application, we estimate performance impacts using the status function approach by [AJPS11,

AJ17], discussed in Sec. 5.2.1, and the dependency graph definition associated with it. Thus, for the

DG, we use the definition of Generalised Dependency Graph from [AJ17]. We gave this in Sec. 5.2.1

as Definition 5.2, and the related dependency functions (fr, fd, fs) in equations (5.1)-(5.3).

9.3.2 Attack impact analysis

Our impact assessment approach used for this application builds on the impact assessment graph

(IAG) proposed in [AJ17], with combined use of an AG and a DG for analysing attack impacts. We

propose a slight simplification relative to [AJ17]. Specifically, in the IAG we use an AG without

the compromise time-windows feature in the original, as the separate handling of time in our model

makes this feature unnecessary.
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Definition 9.1 (Impact Assessment Graph, modified from [AJ17]) Given a vulnerability dependency graph

A = (V,R) and a generalised dependency graph D = (H,Q, ϕ), an impact assessment graph is a 4-tuple

(A,D,F, η) where: F ⊆ V ×H; η : F → [0, 1] is a function that associates with each pair (v, h) ∈ F a real

number in the [0, 1] interval representing the percentage reduction in the availability of network component h

caused by vulnerability exploit v.

Effectively, the IAG consists of both the AG and the DG in full, and connections in between them in

the form of the function η that describes how the availability of the components in the DG are affected

by vulnerabilities in the AG.

In this work, we define how the availability status of a node evolves over time with relation to the

availabilities of its dependencies using the network status function approach by [AJPS11, AJ17]. We

described this approach in Sec. 5.2.1, and gave the network status function definition, Definition 5.3.

We shall not repeat the definition and general discussion, but focus on how it is applied to the model

here. The functional form that we use for the network status function (repeat of Equation 5.4) is:

s(h, t) = f(s(ḣ, t))
∏︂

v∈Ve,t

(1− η(v, h)) (9.1)

where Ve,t is the set of AG nodes that are in an exploited state at time t; η(v, h) ∈ [0, 1] is the

availability effect that the exploit of vulnerability v has on component h (0 for no effect, 1 for fully

unavailable); ḣ is the set of components that h is dependent on; and f(s(ḣ, t)) is the availability

effect on h from its dependencies. Note that a component recovery is represented as the removal of a

vulnerability v from the exploited set Ve,t, while patching vulnerability v removes it the from the full

set V . The status of network component h is composed of two effects on availability: 1. Compromise

effect (direct): (1− η(v, h)), the effect of compromise (vulnerability exploit) in the AG node v which

corresponds to component h; 2. Dependency availability effect (indirect): f(s(ḣ, t)), the effect of

unavailabilities in the components that h is dependent on, of type fr (redundancy), fd (degradation)

or fs (strict dependence).

The final key component for attack impact analysis using the IAG is the utility derived from the

components in the dependency graph: ∀h ∈ H, u(h) gives the utility for node h. The utility is,
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Figure 9.1: Sample system network topology, and the IAG

in effect, the value of the service provided by a given node at each time unit. The work in [AJPS11,

AJ17] assumes that all the DG nodes are given a utility value which remains static during the analysis.

By contrast, we believe that intermediate services provide value only when at least a part of the final

service to which they contribute is online (available). Therefore, we only set utility values for the final

service nodes (e.g. hS and hT in the system in Fig. 9.1b below), with the value of the other nodes

only reflecting the impact they have on the value arising from the final services. In this way, we use

the dependency structure to dynamically determine the value of intermediate services.

We use the example system from [AJPS11, AJ17] to demonstrate our approach, and how it differs

from what they proposed. Fig. 9.1a recreates the network topology of the sample system from [AJ17,

Fig. 1]. The sample represents the network of a small organisation with two final services, an online

shopping web service (hA) and a mobile order tracking app (hC), their local cache databases (hB and

hD for online shopping and order tracking, respectively), and a separate subnetwork for the internal

logic (hE and hF ) and a central database (hG) powering the services.

The dependency structure and potential attack paths in the sample network from [AJPS11, AJ17] are

shown in the IAG in Fig. 9.1b. The AG is on the left, and DG on the right. The AG nodes represent

vulnerabilities in the network, with the attacker entry points shown as edges from node A. The DG

nodes are network components: hA to hG provide intermediate services (internal services), while hS

and hT are customer-facing services (the product of the organisation). The exploit of a vulnerability vi

affects the availability of the corresponding component hi, and the availability of components which

are dependent on hi. The dashed lines in Fig. 9.1b show the availability impact of a vulnerability,

η(vi, hi), for example η(vF , hF ) = 0.7 means hF will lose 70% of its availability when vF is exploited
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(unless there is also a dependency availability effect on hF ).

In contrast to [AJ17, AJPS11], we propose a comprehensive cost model that takes into account the

costs of node unavailability, costs of different countermeasures, and recovery costs. Doing so, we

move to a more general impact assessment by including the estimation of the impacts of defensive

actions as well as those of the attacker. Countermeasure decisions can then be made based on expected

costs over time, instead of only relying on the projected impacts of attacker actions. Our work uses the

impact analysis framework as part of an approach to countermeasure selection, employing the impact

estimates to determine which countermeasure is the most cost effective at a given attack situation. For

this purpose, leaving out the analysis of costs of the countermeasure actions could lead to inefficient

choices of countermeasures, as the application of a countermeasure can reduce service availability.

9.3.3 Performance measurement and resilience

We measure the performance of the networked system with an overall service provision status, service

performance (SP), which we introduced as equation (5.5) in Chapter 5. It is the weighted sum of

the statuses of the client-facing services (the “product” of the organisation; nodes hS and hT in our

case study here), weighted by their relative utilities for the organisation. To limit repetition, we

omit the equation from here, and refer the reader to equation (5.5) in Section 5.2.1 for the details.

When observed over time, this metric can be used to measure the system’s resilience based on a

performance-curve approach to resilience in the spirit of [BCE+03], as in Fig. 2.1.

9.3.4 Attacks, countermeasures and recovery

As discussed in Sec. 4.2.1, we model attacks as sequences of attack steps, i.e. atomic exploits of

a single vulnerability in an AG, with potential to lead to further steps. They enter the network via

particular entry nodes which are directly exploitable by the attacker. For example, in Fig. 9.1b, an

attack can start by an exploit of vA or vC . The potential next steps are then determined by the AG

structure, e.g. if vA was exploited, the possible next steps are vB and vE . In the analysis done in this
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Figure 9.2: Patching and recovery actions and their effects on the system

work, we assume that each exploit also leads to a disruption of the DG node they relate to (shown by

the hyphenated arrows from AG to DG nodes), so there are no distinct move and disruption steps.

We make the following assumptions on how an attack step proceeds. The time to exploit a vulnera-

bility vi (for i ∈ V ) is tvi = 1 for all vulnerabilities, so only one attack step can occur during a time

unit t. The probability of an attacker taking an attack step at a given time period is pstep. Additionally,

the parameter pfast−step reflects the chance that a countermeasure/recovery application is slower than

the attacker’s next step, so the attacker’s next step gets executed just before the defender’s one. This

provides some uncertainty to the timing of events, to avoid limiting us to the case where the defence

always beats the attacker to the next step, which seems unrealistic.

Countermeasures (CMs) are actions aimed at reducing the impact of an attack. In general these

could be of two types, ones affecting the network’s security capabilities which can be taken before an

attack but not during one (capability changes: redundancy additions, back-ups), and others which can

be taken at any time (dynamic countermeasures). In this work, we consider a type of dynamic coun-

termeasure, patching vulnerabilities. The effect of patching is to remove a vulnerability node from

the AG, restricting potential attack paths. A patching action requires tP units of time to implement,

and comes at a cost consisting of a direct cost and a service impact, introduced in Sec. 9.3.5 below.

Fig. 9.2a illustrates the case where vC is patched after an exploit. Note that patching does not clear

the related DG node hC from compromise, as recovery is handled separately.

Recovery refers to actions that the network owner uses to recover the functionality of components

(DG nodes) compromised by vulnerability exploits. To simplify the analysis, we consider the case

where there is only one type of recovery method, akin to component replacement. This, in effect,
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replaces a compromised component with a clean and working instance, with the same functionality

(and vulnerabilities) as before, assumed to take tR time, and cost cR. Both the time and cost values

are assumed equal across components. In terms of the graphs, this corresponds to making a DG node

fully functional and the corresponding AG vulnerability not exploited (although it will remain in the

AG, so may be re-exploited). Fig. 9.2b shows the case of recovery of hC after compromise by exploit

of vC . More detail on recovery modelling is provided in Sec. 9.3.6.

9.3.5 Costs of actions

Our modelling of costs contains direct costs for each action, i.e. node recovery cost cR and patching

cost cP , in addition to their impact on the system production, i.e. the availability of final services, due

to dependencies. While the direct costs do matter, the key element of our cost modelling is the loss to

the provision of final services caused by component unavailability.

Service loss due to unavailability of DG node h at time t:

g(h, t) =
∑︂

hj∈HS

(︂
u(hj) ·

(︁
fs(s(hj

̇ , t) | s(h, t) = s(h, t− 1))− fs(s(hj
̇ , t) | s(h, t))

)︁)︂
(9.2)

where we have used s(hj, t) = fs(s(hj
̇ , t)) for hj ∈ HS , which follows from (9.1) and the observation

that the customer-facing service nodes hS and hT do not have direct exploits (so only the dependency

effect counts for them). The function g(h, t) is the impact of h’s deviation, at time t, from its previous

observed availability level onto the availability of services.

The costs of the countermeasure and recovery actions consist of two parts: the direct cost for

the action (cR for recovery of a node, cP for patching a node, cD for disabling), and the cost of

unavailability of the network components that are directly impacted by the action. For example, the

observed (after the fact) cost of patching vulnerability vi at time t is given by:

cpatch(vi, t) = cP +
∑︂

hj∈M(vi)

(︄
t+tP∑︂
τ=t

g(hj, τ)

)︄
(9.3)

where vi is a node in the AG, cP is the direct cost of patching. M(vi) represents the set of elements in
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the DG that are adjacent to the AG node vi, that is, the components directly affected by the vulnerabil-

ity vi. In other words, these are the software where the vulnerability exists, and where the patching of

vi takes place. The current time period is t, and tP represents the time units required for the patching.

The inner summation adds together the cost of component hj being unavailable from t to t+ tP . The

observed costs due to disabling and node recovery work in a similar manner.

Note that (9.3) shows the calculation of the observed cost when we know the path of any attack steps

and defender actions and therefore know g(hj, τ) for τ = [t, t + tP ]. For estimating the cost of an

action beforehand, we require an expectation of the state of the model in terms of attacker steps and

defender actions during the periods in question, as we discussed in Sec. 7.2. In practice, our approach

is to estimate the benefit of an action in terms of expected trajectories for the system state, as we

explain below in Sec. 9.4.

9.3.6 Recovery process

We evaluate our model in a setting with automatic recovery decisions, where the choice of whether to

recover a node or not is based on the likely benefit versus the costs of the recovery strategy. We keep

this recovery process separate from countermeasure choices, which simplifies expectation formation

for CM selection. Node recovery is done if it leads to a reduction in losses exceeding the recovery

cost. The loss reduction from recovering node h at time t is:

LR(h, t) = Loss¬R(h, t)− LossR(h, t) (9.4)

where LossR(h, t) is the loss with recovery, which is:

LossR(h, t) =
tmax∑︂
τ=t

Et(g(h, τ |s(h, τ) = 0)) +

thorizon∑︂
τ=tmax+1

Et(g(h, τ |s(h, τ) = 1)) (9.5)

where tmax = t + tR + tP is the time it would take to recover and patch the node (if necessary), and

thorizon is the last time period in the time horizon considered. This metric consists of the loss from

service unavailability from time t until tmax when the recovery is finished, and from time tmax + 1
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Figure 9.3: Sample attacker moves and their effects on the system

onward when the node will be assumed recovered (and not re-compromisable). Loss without recovery,

Loss¬R(h, t), is given by:

Loss¬R(h, t) =

thorizon∑︂
τ=t

Et(g(h, τ |s(h, τ) = 0)) (9.6)

9.3.7 Sample impact analysis for CM selection

Choosing countermeasures by focusing solely on stopping the progress of an attack means ignoring:

1. the cost of countermeasure actions (direct and indirect), and 2. recovery of the network toward a

desired state. Disregard of these aspects can lead to choices that are not efficient in the longer term.

To demonstrate, let us assume that the network from Fig. 9.1b experiences an attack exploiting vC at

t = 0; this situation is shown in Fig. 9.3a. As vC is exploited, hC becomes unavailable, and so does

hT due to its dependency on hC . While the exploit of vC already causes considerable damage in terms

of service losses, once an attacker has exploited vC , it can further exploit vD (Fig. 9.3b) or vF (Fig.

9.3c). While the exploit of vD only affects hD (as hC is down) resulting in no change in either cost or

SP, an attack on hF takes down the remaining service hS , causing full loss of service and cost due to

service losses of u(hT ) + u(hS) per time period.

When applied repeatedly at each step, the marginal impact analysis approach from [AJ17, AJPS11]

would choose to patch the most high-impact component that could be affected by an attack next.

Given the compromise of vulnerability vC , at the following time step t = 1, the next attack step could

be vF or vD, affecting components hF and hD, respectively. Choosing based only on the potential

impacts of these attack steps, the choice would be to patch vF . Given this choice, at time t = 1
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the attacker could proceed to exploit vD, which was not patched. The appropriate reaction to this

would be to patch vG, given another round of marginal impact calculation. Finally, to return to full

availability of services, nodes vD and vC need to be recovered (vc with patching, vD without).

While the above approach is sensible if we want to guarantee that the highest impact nodes hF and hG

are never compromised, it may not be cost efficient over time. The costs of the actions, or recovery,

are not considered by the above countermeasure strategy. However, the choice of actions and their

order can have a large impact on the costs, especially those arising from service losses. Note that,

as the service impact cost g(h, t) for node h is nonzero only when the node causes a change in the

status of the services, the service impact of a given node h can change over time. For example, the

unavailability of hG only impacts services when hF is available. This changing loss impact can make

a great difference on the overall cost of a countermeasure strategy. For example, if there is a low

probability that the attack will have successfully moved to a different node before the next time step,

it may be better to not take a countermeasure that contains the attack, but focus on recovering and

patching vC . In the worst case, the attacker has been able to move fast enough to exploit vF before

hC goes offline for patching and recovery. If so, all services go down at t = 1, and hF will have to be

recovered – but this happens without additional availability impact, as services will be down already.

Again, in the worst case the attacker may move fast enough to compromise hG before the system hF

is taken down for recovery, so hG will require recovery at t = 3. Even in this worst case the overall

costs could be lower than with the approach from earlier, if the time to recover is lower than to patch

tR < tP . However, this approach also benefits from there being a chance that the attacker will not

successfully make another step before the defender reacts, meaning in the best case only hC has to be

recovered and patched.

This sample highlights that, depending on the situation, it can be more cost effective to act reactively

and rely on recovery capabilities, while sometimes proactively containing the attack is better. We

built our CM selection approach on cost impact analysis to be able to find the approach that works

best in a given situation.
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Algorithm 1 Choosing a countermeasure to implement

Precondition: A is an AG, D a DG. sortD(l) sorts a list l to a descending order of the values of elements in l. For graph
G ∈ {A,D}, G.children(i) returns a list of the children of node i in graph G. The parameter s represents the current
model state, including AG node compromise and DG node availability statuses, and the current time t.

1: function CHOOSECOUNTERMEASURE(A,D, s)
2: all cms := {}
3: nodes list := nodes of interest(A, s) ▷ list of AG nodes against which CMs are considered, in state s
4: while nodes list.size() > 0 do
5: i := nodes list.pop()
6: cms i := listCountermeasures(A, i, s) ▷ list countermeasures for i at state s
7: all cms.append(cms i) ▷ append the list cms i into all cms
8: end while
9: sortD(all cms) ▷ sort the list in decreasing order of benefit

10: return all cms.pop() ▷ return the highest-benefit CM
11: end function

12: function LISTCOUNTERMEASURES(A, i, s) ▷ List the best countermeasures for a given AG node i
13: countermeasure list := {}
14: nodes list := A.children(i)
15: while nodes list.size() > 0 do
16: j := nodes list.pop()
17: cm benefit := B(j, s) ▷ benefit (cost reduction) from patching j at state s
18: countermeasure list.push(j, cm benefit)
19: end while
20: sortD(countermeasure list) ▷ sort the list in decreasing order of cm benefit
21: return countermeasure list
22: end function

9.4 Countermeasure selection

Our approach to countermeasure selection relies on cost analysis of the impacts of defender actions

and expected attack steps. We shall refer to this method as cost-impact countermeasure selection,

CICM for short. Our CM selection algorithm, described in pseudocode in Algorithm 1, estimates the

impact of all CMs that apply to AG nodes of interest (nodes that have been exploited) given the system

state, and lists them in descending order of their overall benefit relative to what would be expected if

no countermeasure was applied. The highest benefit CM is implemented, if its benefit is positive.

The effectiveness of each countermeasure is evaluated by comparing the expected costs of the CM to

the benefits it is expected to yield, in the manner discussed in Sec. 7.3.1. This is represented by the

function call B(j, s) on line 17 of Algorithm 1. The benefit considers the direct cost of the action,

and system production under two potential evolutions (“trajectories”) of the system: the “baseline

trajectory” reflects how an attack would be expected to proceed within the network in the absence of

the countermeasure, and measures what the impact would be in terms of costs due to both availability
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loss and recovery actions. The “deviating trajectory” given a CM action measures the expected system

production impact when the countermeasure is applied. As a countermeasure initially requires a

network component to be taken offline temporarily, we also make a distinction between the immediate

and the longer-run impacts of the countermeasure. Therefore, our measure of the benefit arising from

a countermeasure is given by1:

B(vi, s) = trajDcurr(vi, s) + eaf(vi) · (thorizon − t) · trajDLR(vi, s)− ccm (9.7)

where the first part is the trajectory difference currently (until the CM has been successfully applied),

and the second part is an estimate of benefit in future time periods, consisting of the long-run trajec-

tory difference trajDLR(vi, s) multiplied by the expected frequency of future attacks exploiting vi,

eaf(vi), and the time periods left until the end of the horizon. Finally, ccm is the direct CM cost.

The expected attack frequency to node vi, eaf(vi), is an estimate of the probability that the attacker

will attempt to exploit node vi again. This is not based on the current compromise state, but on

the probability to (re-)obtain the privileges for exploiting vi in the future via any path. We estimate

eaf(vi) by approximating the probability of the shortest viable (not patched) path from the attacker

node A to vi. This we calculate as the step probability pstep to the power of the number of edges on

the shortest viable attack path from A to vi. This approximation is by no means fully accurate, but

captures the behaviour we want, and is considerably simpler and faster than the calculation of the

exact probability. The benefit from the exact calculation would be limited given the randomness in

the model and arising from its environment, and uncertainty over real attacker behaviour and intent.

The current and long-run trajectory differences are given by:

trajDcurr(vi, s) = devTrajcurr(vi, s)− blT raj(vi, s)

= E(V (Xvi,s))− E(V (X0,s))

(9.8)

trajDLR(vi, s) = devTrajLR(vi, s)− blT raj(vi, s)

= E(V (XLR
vi,s

))− E(V (X0,s))

(9.9)

1The notation here differs somewhat from that used in Sec. 7.3.1, to offer a simpler form in this specific application.
However, equation (9.7) can easily be rewritten in the form of equation (7.14).
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As explained in Sec. 7.3.1, E(V (Xvi,s)) is the expected monetary value of system output arising from

the outcomes of Xvi,s, i.e. attack outcomes given a patching countermeasure is applied to AG node vi

at system state s. Substituting these trajectory difference definitions into (9.7) yields the form of the

countermeasure benefit introduced in equation (7.14) of Sec. 7.3.1.

The trajectories blT raj(vi, s), devTrajcurr(vi, s) and devTrajLR(vi, s) are calculated by formulating

an expected value for availability impact and costs in the next k time steps. For blT raj(vi, s), this

proceeds as follows: 1. From the AG, estimate what paths the attacker could follow in the next k time

steps starting from the current head of the attack, given system state s. Estimate the impact of each of

these potential paths on service availability and on recovery costs. 2. Formulate expected values for

the performance impact and costs in each of the time steps from t to t+ k, using the paths calculated

in step 1 with the probabilities for each exploit, the probability for attack step being completed in

each time step. An illustration of this is provided in Fig. 9.4, for the case where the vulnerability

vC in the sample graph has been exploited at time period t. The first panel shows the AG situation

at time t, the middle panel shows the possible attack paths in the next k = 2 time steps. The last

panel shows the calculation of the expected values for the time periods t, t + 1, t + 2, where V (s)

refers to the value of system performance (in monetary units) at system state s.2 While the state

includes information on the unavailable DG nodes in addition to exploited AG nodes, for brevity, in

the figure the states are labelled with only the exploited nodes listed, e.g. scompr:{vC ,vD} stands for

the state where the set of exploited nodes is {vC , vD}. The ”deviating trajectory” estimates given a

countermeasure cm are calculated similarly to blT raj(vi, s), but assuming that a CM is applied. An

additional difference is that when calculating the expected values (step 2 above), we further consider

the possibility that the CM is not applied in time before the next step by the attacker, represented by

the probability parameter pfast−step. We calculate two deviating trajectories as the application of a

CM causes temporary unavailability at first, before the longer-run effect is obtained.

While we calculate probabilities of various attack paths to formulate the trajectories, we do not solve

for the whole network or the full time horizon, as that would not scale to realistic network sizes.

Instead, the method focuses on “neighbourhoods” of the current attack, by looking at potential states

2Thus, in this work the expected value E(V (X)) is calculated for each time period separately, resulting in a time-series
of expected costs, instead of for complete performance curves over time.
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Figure 9.4: The stages of the baseline trajectory calculation

a few time-steps forward from the current boundary of the attack. To simplify the problem further, we

do not consider patching at all nodes, but focus on those nearest to the entry (if patchable) [for future

attacks], and those on the attack boundary [for containing the ongoing attack, and future attacks].

9.5 Evaluation

We used simulations to investigate the usefulness of our methodology for countermeasure selection,

by comparison to two alternative strategies. The first comparison point is what we call the attack im-

pact approach (AIA), which we built by adapting the attack impact assessment approach from [AJ17]

to use in automated countermeasure selection. While their original work was not proposed for this

specific purpose, we built a CM selection approach for patching actions using the main principles

of their attack impact assessment method, using their marginal impact metric for patching choices.

To use this in a setting where we care about performance over time, we also required the method

to handle recovery, and thus AIA uses our version of the node status calculation (9.1). AIA can be

considered a containment-focused approach, as it chooses patching actions that apply to the vulnera-

bilities exploitable next by the attacker, not ones that apply to already exploited vulnerabilities. This

has the potential for stopping the attacker from compromising important nodes, but applying CMs on

healthy components will lead to temporary availability losses, which can be costly.

The second comparison is to a strategy where a patch is always applied to the latest exploited vulner-

ability, without considering costs or alternative actions. We call this PLE, for “patch latest exploit”.

Instead of a containment focus, this approach favours blocking the last used attack steps from being
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exploitable in the future, limiting future exposure while accepting current risk. PLE benefits from

limiting the availability loss from CM actions, as actions are only applied to nodes that already suffer

from reduced availability. While these two comparison points represent extremes in terms of con-

tainment and treatment focus, our approach is intended to be able to choose a cost-efficient approach

in between these extremes based on the attack situation. The same model of the recovery process,

described in section 9.4, is used with all of the approaches.

We ran tests in two settings: the sample graph in Fig. 9.1b, and randomly generated synthetic graphs.

The sample graph provides a useful basis for comparisons as the attack impact assessment method by

[AJ17, AJPS11] was demonstrated on it, while the generated graphs enable further testing in a larger

number of situations and graphs of varying sizes.

The generated graphs are directed acyclic graphs of a specified size (in terms of nodes). For simplicity,

the number of AG nodes was restricted to match that of the DG nodes. To control the structure, we

have restricted the maximum number of parents of a node (nodes dependent on the node) to three. The

connections between the AG and DG nodes are chosen at random, meaning that the vulnerabilities

in the AG correspond to random system components (in DG), and the attack paths on the AG can be

considerably different from paths in the dependency structure. Furthermore, in the DG, the number of

dependencies (children) of each node are chosen at random, as are the dependency functions for each

node. For each DG, two nodes are allocated as service nodes. In the AG, the number of children of

a given node (number of further vulnerability exploits made possible by a given exploit) is drawn at

random. To introduce attack entry points, we add a node representing the attacker’s starting point, and

its children, drawn among the other nodes, are the entry nodes. Additionally, probability values for the

AG edges are set, representing the ease of exploiting a node, drawn from a distribution corresponding

to that of the access complexity metric of CVSS scores [FIR16].

We simulated randomly generated attacks into each graph considered. The attacks follow a path to-

wards a goal node, which is picked from among the AG nodes with the highest availability impact on

the final services (the single highest impact one, or drawn among the shared highest impact nodes).

Each chosen edge is picked from those along the paths to the goal, based on a draw between viable

candidates, where the distribution is based on the edge probability values (representing access com-
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plexity). This creates variety across simulations, approximating different attacker choices based on

e.g. different skill levels. One vulnerability exploit is allowed per time period. If a given step is not

possible, due to a CM action, the attacker attempts another exploit that is on a path to the goal. If the

goal becomes unreachable, the attack will stop.

Unless otherwise stated, the simulations use the following parameter values: one unit of time to

compromise a vulnerability tvi = 1, two units to patch a vulnerability (tP = 2), and one to recover

a node tR = 1. The direct costs are cP = 2 for patching, and cR = 3 for node recovery. There

is a 30% probability that an attacker takes an attack step at a given time step (pstep = 0.3), and

pfast−step = 0.3, so there is a 30% chance that the application of a given CM/recovery action is

slower than the attacker’s next step.

9.5.1 Results for the sample graph

The simulation results on the sample graph are shown in Fig. 9.5. The figure shows a comparison

of our method to the two alternative CM schemes, both for the resilience curve (SP metric), and for

costs and service losses over time. The curves represent the mean values for the metrics (SP, overall

costs) across 1000 simulated attacks; the solid curve indicates our method (CICM), the dashed one

is for PLE and the dash-dot line for AIA. The two upper panels show simulations where the attacks

are detected immediately at the first step, and the defender actions (countermeasures, recovery) can

be started immediately. By comparison, on the lower two panels, there is a delayed detection of the

initial attack step, in which the attacker has already done one step before a step is detected (that is,

the second step overall) and the defender actions start. We believe that this case is closer to reality, as

attacks can remain undetected in a network for long periods of time.

Comparing the results for our approach to those from AIA, we notice our method outperforming AIA

both with regard to service performance over time, and the overall costs. The difference between our

method and AIA becomes large early on and fails to recover afterwards. This is true whether we look

at the case with immediate attack detection (upper panels), or the case with delayed detection (lower

panels). Using our approach, the mean SP was over 20% better (23% for immediate detection, 27%
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(c) Resilience curve (SP); 1 undetected step
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(d) Costs and service losses over time; 1 undetected step

Figure 9.5: Simulation results for the sample graph

for delayed), and the overall costs were 42% lower on average than for AIA (for both immediate and

delayed detection). The Wilcoxon signed-rank test rejected the hypothesis of the difference being

zero for SP and overall costs in both immediate and delayed case, suggesting that the performance

difference is statistically significant. The result appears to be due to reduced service availability,

which causes the similarity in the patterns of SP and overall costs (of which service losses is a part).

As Fig. 9.5 shows average curves over randomised attacks, some of the detail related to the individual

runs is averaged out, but it seems that AIA has a harder time purging the attack from the system than

the other approaches, so the difference to other approaches remains until the end of the time window

shown.

The PLE approach exhibits performance roughly matching ours, both when the detection of the attack

is instant (upper panels), and when there is a delay (lower panels). In fact, the difference between the
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Table 9.1: Comparing mean values of performance metrics, our approach (CICM) vs AIA; immediate
detection

CICM Difference: CICM - AIA

DG size 10 20 50
10 20 50

diff. # +/- diff. # +/- diff. # +/-

SP 0.862
(0.301)

0.904
(0.243)

0.946
(0.169)

0.168
(0.352)

95/3 0.132
(0.298)

95/2 0.077
(0.224)

100/0

p-value - - - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 -

Cost 3.49
(7.14)

2.71
(5.92)

1.84
(4.32)

-3.91
(8.15)

4/96 -3.25
(7.00)

0/100 -2.17
(5.33)

0/100

p-value - - - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 -

Notes: 100 graphs per size, 100 attack simulations each; ”# +/-”: count of positive/negative diffs.

two approaches was found statistically insignificant using the Wilcoxon test. For this particular graph,

this result can be expected. As discussed in Sec. 9.3.7, to obtain good CM selection performance,

the initial exploit will always be patched in this sample graph as the services are directly and fully

dependent on the entry nodes. Additionally, the small size of the sample graph limits the variety in

attacker steps, and thus on the CM choices of the defender.

9.5.2 Results for randomly generated graphs

Simulations were run on graphs of different sizes, and varying the detection delay between no delay

and a delay of two steps. The size classes vary the number of nodes in the DG (10, 20 and 50-node

DGs), with a corresponding number of AG nodes. We generated 100 graphs of each size, and ran 100

random attacks on each graph.

Table 9.1 shows the results for comparisons to the AIA approach in the case of immediate detection.

The results for delayed detection are overall very similar, so we omitted them to save space. We found

a considerable benefit for CICM in terms of both the SP metric and overall cost. While the size of the

difference in overall costs between the approaches gets smaller with the size of the graphs, due to a

general improvement of both of the approaches, the relative cost saving for CICM is around 53-54%

across graph sizes for immediate, and 46-51% for delayed detection. Using the Wilcoxon signed-rank

test, we find that CICM demonstrated statistically significantly better results than AIA for both of the

metrics.
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Table 9.2: Comparing mean values of performance metrics, our approach (CICM) vs PLE

Immediate attack detection
CICM Difference: CICM - PLE

DG size 10 20 50
10 20 50

diff. # +/- diff. # +/- diff. # +/-

SP 0.862
(0.301)

0.904
(0.243)

0.946
(0.169)

0.001
(0.112)

42/19 0.000
(0.110)

38/30 0.000
(0.080)

29/38

p-value - - - 0.01 - 0.17 - 0.00 -

Cost 3.49
(7.14)

2.71
(5.92)

1.835
(4.32)

-0.03
(2.69)

34/58 -0.03
(2.59)

43/56 0.04
(2.23)

36/64

p-value - - - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.02 -

Delayed attack detection, two undetected steps
CICM Difference: CICM - PLE

DG size 10 20 50
10 20 50

diff. # +/- diff. # +/- diff. # +/-

SP 0.801
(0.361)

0.852
(0.302)

0.901
(0.235)

0.044
(0.235)

78/19 0.034
(0.197)

71/21 0.020
(0.154)

68/25

p-value - - - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 -

Cost 5.04
(8.86)

4.16
(7.60)

3.33
(6.32)

-1.09
(5.60)

11/86 -0.96
(4.85)

8/91 -0.80
(4.08)

6/94

p-value - - - 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.00 -

Notes: 100 graphs per size, 100 attack simulations each; ”# +/-”: count of positive/negative differences.

Comparisons to the PLE strategy are displayed in Table 9.2. When there is no delay in attack detec-

tion, CICM performs, on average, almost identically to PLE in terms of the performance metric SP.

The difference values are practically zero, and the Wilcoxon test fails to reject the null hypothesis

of equal means for SP for the 20-node case. On the side of overall cost, the difference magnitudes

are also small. While the simulations show CICM slightly outperforming PLE on average for 10 and

20-node graphs, with 50-node graphs the results are mixed. Overall, CICM was more cost-efficient

in 64% of the 50-node graphs simulated, but the mean difference over all graphs is in favour of PLE

(2% cost difference (1.835/1.795)). The main message here is: if the attack is detected immediately at

the point of entry, there is little difference between CICM and PLE. This makes sense, as patching the

first node stops the attacker from regaining access to the network after the attack is purged elsewhere,

and immediate detection makes this very effective.

When there is a delay in the detection of the attack, the benefits of CICM over PLE become clear.

There is some evidence of a benefit on the average service performance relative to PLE (amounting

to between 0.2% and 0.5% of the overall value of the output of the services, on average). Regardless,

the main impact is on the overall cost side, where our method provides average cost-efficiency im-
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provements over PLE amounting to 18% for 10-node, 19% for 20-node and 20% for 50-node graphs.

Importantly, the cost savings are consistent, with benefits obtained in 90% of all the graphs tested (see

the +/- counts in the lower part of Table 9.2: 86% of 10-node graphs had a negative sign for the cost

difference, 91% of 20-node graphs, and 94% of 50-node). The fact that the difference shows up in

cost instead of SP makes sense, as our method chooses actions based on the overall cost, not on SP.

The results also show that this effect grows with the size of the graph, suggesting that larger graphs

provide more room for choices that improve cost efficiency.

Summarising the findings from Table 9.2, we conclude that while a straightforward patching strategy

like PLE can yield good results in terms of service performance, our method provides considerable

cost savings when attacks are detected with a delay.

We investigated the sensitivity of the results to the length of delay in detection. We varied the number

of attack steps that go undetected before the defender starts their CM selection and recovery processes,

with the other parameter values held constant at the levels mentioned above. For this, we used the

20-node generated graphs (100 graphs, 100 simulated attacks for each graph), comparing to PLE. The

results, in Fig. 9.6a, show that the cost savings from CICM relative to PLE increase drastically when

moving from immediate to delayed detection, with the saving jumping from 1.1% for immediate

detection (0 undetected steps) to 11% for one and 19% for two undetected steps. However, further

undetected steps provide no additional advantage to our approach, with the relative cost decreasing

slightly to 18% and 17% for 3 and 4 undetected steps, respectively. The reason for the initial jump is

clear, as the attacker holds more ground in the network and has more possibilities to pursue, and the

PLE strategy loses its edge when there are choices to be made. The reduction to the benefit at higher

number of undetected steps is due to an increase in average overall cost faced by both approaches, so

the difference is smaller relative to this level.

Sensitivity of the results to different assumptions about the cost structure was also tested. The tests

consisted of varying two different settings relating to costs: the utility obtained from services per time

unit, which affects the costs arising from node unavailability; the ratio of the direct cost of recovery

to the direct cost of patching, which can affect the cost-effectiveness of patching relative to recovery

actions. These tests were run for the 20-node graphs, and for delayed detection with 2 undetected
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(a) Sensitivity to different levels of detection delay (b) Sensitivity to different cost parameter levels

Figure 9.6: Sensitivity to detection delay and cost assumptions

steps, which provided the highest cost impact in the delay sensitivity tests.

Fig. 9.6b shows the results for the cost parameter sensitivity. We can see two broad patterns: First, the

magnitude of the cost difference between the approaches is reduced as the average service utility level

increases. Second, in most cases a higher cost of recovery (higher cR/cP ratio) leads to an increase in

the cost savings provided by CICM compared to PLE, other things equal.

The first observation suggests that the higher the potential loss from unavailability, the less room there

is to find benefit from actions that proactively contains the attack as opposed to treating the latest com-

promise. Therefore, the cost-efficient approach becomes more similar to PLE, which not only treats

the latest event but also patches only nodes that are already down, avoiding additional unavailability

costs. However, the difference between the approaches is still sizeable, with the smallest difference

in Fig. 9.6b suggesting a 12% average saving using CICM relative to PLE.

The second observation suggests that the higher the cost of recovery is relative to patching, the more

room there is for CICM to find cost savings by deviating from treating the latest compromise, as the

relative cost of taking proactive patching steps is reduced. The average cost levels of both approaches

increases with the cR/cP ratio, but the rise in the costs incurred is smaller when using CICM than

PLE, leading to an increasing benefit relative to PLE.
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9.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed an implementation of our resilience impact analysis methodology as a

basis for an approach to automated countermeasure selection that aims for a cost-effective approach

to maintaining service functionality. This approach takes advantage of the methodology to determine

the over-time cost impacts of different actions, so countermeasures can be chosen based on what

action yields the lowest overall costs over time.

The method was demonstrated via examples in a sample network, and an evaluation of its counter-

measure selection performance was conducted using simulations. The results suggest that our method

outperforms an alternative approach to choosing countermeasures based on the attack impact assess-

ment method by [AJ17, AJPS11], both in terms of average service performance and overall costs

over a given time window. Comparisons against a straightforward patching approach showed that,

while average service performance was a close match, our method found more cost-efficient ways to

achieve the goal.

While the evaluations were done considering patching and recovery only, the approach should be

extendable to more countermeasures, as the principles of how the methodology would be applied are

not specific to patching. That is, other countermeasures, such as containment via limiting connectivity,

have similar concerns in terms of their availability impacts, and should therefore benefit from the use

of our methodology of impact estimation over a longer time. The current approach could estimate the

impact of such connectivity limiting actions, but additional topological information would need to be

processed to determine what connections are impacted by each such action, and then map their effect

onto the components in the attack and dependency graphs.



Chapter 10

Applications: Mission viability analysis

This chapter demonstrates how our methodology can be applied to mission viability analysis, shown

in the context of multi-UAV survey missions. The material in this chapter is based on our work

presented in [SPL21].

With advanced video and sensing capabilities, unoccupied aerial vehicles (UAVs) are increasingly

being used for numerous applications that involve the collaboration and autonomous operation of

teams of UAVs. However, such vehicles can be affected by cyber attacks, impacting the viability of

their missions. Building on our methodology for resilience impact analysis, we propose an approach

to conduct mission viability analysis under cyber attacks for missions that employ a team of several

UAVs that share a communication network. The characteristics of this application setting impose a

departure from the way we implement the attack progression modelling, relative to the approach used

in the applications in the previous two chapters. Specifically, whereas in the previous chapters the

attack progression model was built around an attack graph, which the defence and attacker behaviour

assumptions used and interacted with, here we model attack progression using a type of Petri net, a

stochastic well-formed net (SWN).

This change in the implementation of the attack progression model owes itself primarily to two points

that make an AG less suitable for the problem here: the inter-UAV network consists only of vehi-

cles that are functionally identical, but can be adapted during the mission to take on different roles,

changing the impact their compromise has on the system (i.e. the impact map is dynamic); the attack
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Figure 10.1: Modelling components in the mission viability analysis application

behaviour is to spread and disrupt components widely instead of targeting specific individual nodes.

These features mean that, while an approach with an AG and DG could be used, the adaptable nature

of the group of UAVs would require implementing repeated changes to the graphs and on the links

between them. At the same time, an SWN model provides a suitable way to model an attack spread-

ing among identical components that can take on different roles, and perform stochastic analysis on

it to report the impacts over time. It is thus very appropriate for implementing our impact analysis

on this specific type of system and problem. Our SWN is, in effect, used as a method for solving the

attack progression model for the metrics of interest, and achieves the desired analysis result using an

existing Petri net formalism and tool. This choice was also, in part, made to demonstrate how our

methodology can be implemented with Petri net techniques, which are familiar for distributed systems

modelling. The implementation also highlights what is required of a particular Petri net formalism to

be used within the context of our attack impact analysis.

Figure 10.1 shows the structure of the modelling implementation used here, in the context of the

overall methodology as in Fig. 3.1. The key differences from the implementations in Chapters 8 and

9 are the following: 1. The attack paths in the system, and attacker behaviour, are not based on the AG

for the system, but inferred from the UAV-UAV network topology and the assumption that the attack

goal is to spread infection across the vehicles to maximise disruption. 2. The attack progression

model is represented as an SWN, instead of on the system AG. These choices were both made due to

the dynamics of the AG and the impact mapping to the DG, as mentioned above. Further, monetary
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cost modelling is not implemented, for two reasons: For firefighting, safety concerns are assumed to

override cost considerations, and new investments during the wildfire would not arrive in time.

We apply this mission viability analysis approach to a case study of a survey mission in a wildfire

firefighting scenario. Within this context, we show how our approach can help quantify the expected

mission performance impact from an attack and determine if the mission can remain viable under

various attack situations. This analysis method can be used both in the planning of the mission and

for decision making during mission operation. Further, the approach to modelling attack progression

and impact analysis with Petri nets can be more broadly applicable to other settings that involve

multiple resources which can be used interchangeably towards the same objective.

10.1 Introduction

Among the various uses for unoccupied aerial vehicles (UAVs)1, several applications involve the

operation and collaboration of teams of multiple UAVs, for example search and rescue, delivery of

goods, providing wireless coverage, and fire survey [SSAF+19]. In a firefighting context, the use

of UAVs enables effective survey of the area whilst reducing human exposure to danger. UAVs are

currently used for this purpose in, for example, Latvia and the Netherlands [SMADB+20]. However,

UAVs are also vulnerable to various cyber attacks, including ones that enable UAV hijacking and

allow the attacker to gain complete control of the vehicle. Several works, such as [NBM+21, YS20,

BST+20], analyse UAV security and survey the different attacks demonstrated so far on UAVs. As

the capabilities of UAVs increase, so does their attack surface [BST+20], and new types of attacks

can be anticipated.

For the successful running of missions with multiple UAVs, it is important to be able to assess the

impact of a cyber attack on mission performance, to determine mission viability after attack and to

enable planning missions with appropriate levels of redundancy. To this end, we propose an approach

to modelling and reasoning about attacks and mission impacts on a group of UAVs using our method-

ology for resilience impact assessment. In this instance, we implement the attack propagation model
1In this work we use the term UAV to refer to the vehicle, regardless of whether it is autonomous or remotely controlled

by a human pilot.
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using a Petri net, while system production (i.e., mission performance) is estimated using a production

function. We demonstrate our approach through a case study of fire survey missions.

Here, the use case of interest is estimating the impact of an attack that can spread within the team

of UAVs, taking into account the system configuration, defensive capabilities in terms of contain-

ment and recovery, and the expected attack behaviour. Petri nets are appropriate here, as they are a

framework for modelling distributed systems that is especially useful for modelling the behaviour of

systems with multiple components that exhibit symmetry in how they function as part of the system.

Further, stochastic formalisms such as SWNs offer tools to estimate the effect of changes to a system

over time, using transient analysis. While Petri nets have been used for modelling cyber attacks by

e.g. [MT04, LLC+18, DW06, CH19], our approach differs from them in employing the Petri net

model as part of a performance impact evaluation model, in the attack modelling specifics, and the

application to UAV missions.

The key contributions of the work in this chapter are: a) We propose a novel approach to mod-

elling and reasoning about attack impacts for UAV missions, using our resilience impact assessment

methodology. b) We show that the system and attacks to be modelled form a special case that can

be complicated to model using an AG-based approach, but is suitable to be translated into an SWN

to be solved for our metrics of interest. The attack propagation model approach used here is particu-

larly suitable for modelling attacks that can spread across a team of UAVs, as the Petri net formalism

enables a compact and effective modelling of impacts to systems with multiple interchangeable com-

ponents which can be attacked in a similar manner. c) We demonstrate how this approach can be used

both during mission planning and as a decision support tool during mission operation. The approach

helps to quantify things such as: i) The expected mission performance if an attack occurs at different

times during the mission, given the mission configuration and redundancy; ii) The number of redun-

dant UAVs required for a desired likelihood of success; iii) How the number of vehicles required

changes with the speed of containment relative to attack speed. d) We formalise and analyse in detail

a case study of wildfire surveys, explaining the use and benefits of the methodology.

This chapter is structured as follows: Section 10.2 discusses related work. Our case study and threat

model are introduced in Section 10.3. Our approach to mission viability analysis is described in Sec-
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tion 10.4, and its implementation in our case study is shown in Section 10.5. Section 10.6 discusses

our analysis results, and Section 10.7 concludes.

10.2 Related work

UAV security from the point of view of individual vehicles has been studied by e.g. [YS20, BST+20,

NBM+21]. Additionally, [JSDA12] proposed an approach to model and analyse the threats to a

system of several UAVs. While their approach is a framework for estimating risk from various specific

attacks on a system, ours is a high level model intended for estimating mission viability in response to

attacks that impact the availability of vehicles, with a focus on the performance of the overall mission.

As in the other applications of our methodology in Chapters 8 and 9, we evaluate the impacts of

cyber attacks on system performance over time and on mission viability, employing a resilience-

inspired view on attack impacts as a basis for decision making. In doing so, our approach here is

similar to what we used for resilience planning (Chapter 8) and to select countermeasures to attacks

(Chapter 9), but our focus here is on a different kind of system consisting of a group of UAVs, and

on making decisions over the appropriate mission setup and on mission continuation in the face of

attacks. We model attack impacts with a combination of a model of attack progression and a model

of system performance in producing its output. This relates to methods that approach attack impact

assessment via a combination of an attack graph (AG) and a service dependency graph, such as those

by [AJPS11, AJ17], and our work in the previous chapters. In contrast to such an approach, we use

a Petri net for modelling attack progression, finding it particularly suited to this in our application

context. While the use of AGs for describing attack progression works well when the attacker’s

goal is reaching a specific privilege, cases where the attacker aims to reduce system performance

and availability by spreading across components are more conveniently modelled using Petri nets.

Similarly, our application area contains multiple interchangeable components that share the same

vulnerabilities, which is more difficult to represent using AGs, but suitable for Petri nets.

Petri net formalisms have been used before for attack modelling in works such as [MT04, LLC+18,

DW06, CH19], as we discussed earlier in Section 2.2.2.2. Several works have taken the approach
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of creating a Petri net that is essentially an attack graph of the attack steps, with places and related

transitions for each individual attack step, for example in [MT04, DW06, CH19]. A weakness of

this type of approaches is that they yield a complex representation using a high number of places

and transitions. We take a different route, enabled by the problem we are trying to solve: instead

of creating separate places and transitions for all components to compromise, we build a Petri net

that represents the process of an attack spreading among functionally identical UAVs, and employ

token colours to separate between different UAV roles. In complex missions containing multiple

functionally equivalent components, our method for describing attacks leverages these symmetries

to generate more compact models that are easier to analyse and use than if each component was

individually represented by a place in the net.

Li et al. [LLC+18] use a GSPN to model the impact of coordinated topology attacks to smart grids,

using a Petri net that represents the system instead of the attack steps. Their use of a GSPN for

attack impact modelling in the presence of countermeasures is similar to our evaluation of expected

attack impacts. However, a key difference in the attack modelling is how the attack progresses: the

propagation of the compromise from a UAV to another is a key feature of our model, while they model

attacks to different components as individual attacks without a direct link between compromises, i.e.,

their model only represents whether a particular attack has occurred, not what stages the attack would

need to progress over.

10.3 Scenario and Threat Model

Our case study is a survey mission involving a team of UAVs in a wildfire scenario. To give context on

the scale of the issue of wildfires, in European countries on average 444 000 ha were burnt by forest

fires annually over the last decade (2010-2019), according to data from the European Forest Fire

Information System (EFFIS) [Eur00]. For economic perspective, in Germany the direct economic

damage from forest fires was estimated to be C819 per hectare burnt in 2019 [SMADB+20].

We focus on wildfires that are large enough to benefit from multiple UAVs to map the potential

fire area. Depending on the equipment used and the speed achievable, this will likely mean fires
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where the required area coverage is over a hundred hectares. For reference, according to data from

[SMADB+20], within Europe there were over a hundred fires exceeding 100 ha burnt area in 2019,

with the largest single fires covering thousands of hectares.

Our scenario has the following features: The mission contains a team of surveying vehicles (UAVs)

flying in a loose formation across a given area to identify wildfires by collecting data. The data are

passed to a centralised mission control (MC), which deals with processing the data and coordinating

the overall mission. The data collected by the UAVs contains camera feed of the area (UAVs with

video sensors), and temperature of fires (temperature sensors), and maps based on these. A subset of

the UAVs are directly connected to the mission control via radio/line of sight communication, while

communication between the UAVs within a team is ensured by some of the UAVs acting in a relay

role. The data thus flows to the MC via the inter-vehicular network across relays, and via vehicles

with a direct link to the MC.

Threat model: In our model we consider attacks that disable the vehicles’ sensing capabilities, via

”manual” or automated attacks, including malware. The key difference between the attack types is

the speed at which the attack spreads to other vehicles. We do not model the modes of attack in detail,

but reflect different attack speeds by varying parameter values.

As the focus of our work is on the overall mission viability, we do not detail how the attack proceeds

inside an individual UAV. That is, we assume that attack actions within a UAV will either succeed and

compromise the UAV (and possibly propagate to other UAVs), or the attack on that UAV will fail.

We make the following assumptions on attacks: The attacker’s goal is to disrupt the mission by

disabling UAV capabilities or the UAVs themselves, using methods such as malware, vulnerability

exploits (disabling the UAV or a sensor). Any UAV can serve as the entry node for the attack. We

consider attacks that can propagate from vehicle to vehicle, i.e. a compromised UAV can be used to

compromise other UAVs in the network. The impact of a compromise is the capabilities of the UAV

becoming fully disabled, although the model could be extended to represent partial degradation of

function for the UAVs by considering the roles they can fulfil in the mission. We consider the capabil-

ities independently from the vehicle, which could enable cases where a UAV with one compromised

capability could be used in another role that it still had a capability for, if the compromise was isolated
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from affecting it. Here we simplify by not allowing compromised UAVs to remain in the mission, but

the model could be extended to consider scenarios where they could be reassigned to other roles.

10.4 Modelling approach

Within our fire survey scenario, the objective is to track mission progress, making decisions on

whether the mission can no longer succeed and should be aborted, given the impacts of cyber at-

tacks. In this setting, the components of our methodology do the following: The attack progression

model focuses on the availability of UAV capabilities, given the threats of malware or attacks to sen-

sors. The model describes the progression of the attacker (behaviour and time to progress) within the

team of UAVs. This is modelled using a Petri net (SWN). The production model describes how the

tasks (UAV roles) combine to produce the mission output (e.g. coverage of a certain area). We model

this with a Leontief production function2, where a unit of coverage rate is achieved by a strict ratio

of UAVs in specific roles. We choose this form as relay roles are typically not substitutes for sensor

roles and vice versa, although in a different setting a more general type of function could be used.

To measure performance, we set a target for area coverage given mission goals, and measure perfor-

mance as the rate of the area covered per a unit of time, estimated based on the UAV type information

and assuming effective control of flight paths. The modelling components require input data from the

mission plan and the UAV connectivity status. The production model is based on the mission plan, and

the specifications and capabilities of the UAVs taking part in the mission. The connectivity among

the participant UAVs impacts both the attack progression and the production model, as connectivity

is required to transmit the mission data.

The decisions are to continue mission if current and expected progress meet the target, otherwise

decide between using redundancy (with existing redundant capacity, or by adding UAVs) or aborting

the mission. The choice of actions is made based on current progress and expectations over what

could happen during the time remaining before mission end. The decision process takes inputs from

the various model components, and leads to changes in the states of the models when actions are

2An introduction to different production functions, including the Leontief input-output model, can be found in e.g.
[MWG95].
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Figure 10.2: Sample analysis, attack that does not spread

taken. For example, adding a UAV will add capacity to the production model, but also more paths

for an attack to progress. These changes can affect the performance estimates and expected mission

progress. We consider the key decision to be over continuing the mission or aborting: Continue

without changes if the mission can be completed without adaptations; Take recovery actions (replace

a UAV with another) to improve coverage rate if this allows successful mission completion; Abort

mission if it cannot be completed successfully even with recovery actions, or if no recovery is possible.

To illustrate the decision making required, Fig. 10.2 shows a sample analysis for the simple case of

an attack that does not spread. For this illustration, we have used the following assumptions for the

mission, and the attack:

• Task: cover an area of 560 ha, within a maximum time of tmax = 30 minutes

• Coverage rate function: cov rate = 20 ∗ min(xrel

2
, xvid

4
, xtmp

4
) (ha/min), where xrel, xvid and

xtmp are the number of UAVs active in the relay, video and temperature roles, respectively.

During normal operation the rate of coverage with this example function is 20 ha/min.

• The attack occurs at t = 10 (min), taking down one video sensor. As a consequence, the

coverage rate drops to 15 (ha/min), as xvid

4
= 3/4.

Fig. 10.2a shows that the attack at t = 10 disrupts node I in the mission connectivity graph, a UAV

in a video capture role. The production graph in Fig. 10.2b shows that this impacts the video service,

taking the number of UAVs in the video role below the standard requirement of 4 (shown above the

”Video” node of the graph). Fig. 10.2c shows how this affects the mission performance in terms of

coverage, with the coverage rate dropping to 15 ha/min at t = 10. To make a decision on what to

do, we must consider what could happen in the remaining time before tmax. As the attack will not
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spread (in this example), there are two cases to consider. Without a recovery action, the coverage rate

remains at the level of 15 ha/min until the end of the mission time. On the other hand, recovery

could be done in tr time by replacing the compromised UAV with another UAV (without the same

vulnerability), so performance would return to 20 ha/min at time t = 10 + tr. Finally, Fig. 10.2d

shows the decision to be made: a) Continue without recovery if cumulative coverage without recovery

ccovnr meets the required level ccovreq – this is not the case here, as ccovnr = 500 ≱ 560 = ccovreq;

b) Recover by swapping UAVs if coverage with recovery, ccovwr, exceeds ccovreq – this holds in the

example if tr < 8; c) Abort the mission if ccovwr < ccovreq – here if tr > 8.

The example above gives a flavour of the analysis required, but in practice we expect that the attack

can spread to other vehicles, or that there can be several attacks. Our attack propagation model is in-

tended for analysing such situations. The analysis employs a Petri net formalism, specifically SWN,

to evaluate the effects of an attack. This provides a stylised representation of the attack progression

and defensive actions (containment and recovery), with a specific net instantiated based on the attack

propagation model (showing attack paths), the attacker entry point, and assumptions on the propaga-

tion speed, defence capabilities and speed. As the attack stages, containment, and recovery actions

can interleave in various ways and with different time profiles, causing different outcomes in terms

of production impact, the SWN formalism provides a way to determine the mean behaviour of the

system considering this interleaving and timing of actions.

10.5 Model implementation

10.5.1 Connectivity and attack progression

In addition to enabling data transfer from sensors to the mission control, connectivity also leads to

the existence of potential attack paths across vehicles. Fig. 10.3 shows how the connectivity of the

surveying mission can lead to specific attack paths. In our case study we model connectivity as a hubs

and spokes model, as in Fig. 10.3a, where all sensor UAVs are connected to relay UAVs, which then

pass the information to the MC. This type of connectivity is typical of such missions. In this context,
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Figure 10.3: From connectivity to attack propagation stages

the attack behaviour is as follows: the attack spreads in a straightforward sequence of steps, with

differences arising based on which node is attacked first, and whether the transmission of the attack

follows a one-hop transmission or if all reachable UAVs can be infected in one step.

While the attack progression could be modelled using an AG, as we did in the applications in Chapters

8 and 9, this would be unnecessarily complex for modelling attacks of this type. Fig. 10.3b illustrates

the complexity of the AG if the privileges that enable the compromise of UAVs were represented as

separate AG nodes for each UAV. The connectivity and dynamic structure of the group of UAVs means

that any UAV can be an entry point, so the attacker node A has an edge to all privileges. Further, the

connectivity is bidirectional, so each UAV can send and receive communications with its relay UAV,

and the attack can spread both ways. This means that there are numerous possible attack orderings,

even with this simple network topology. Further, as the vehicles can switch roles, the impact map

(the edges from AG to DG nodes) can also change. Considering also the recovery actions that can

be taken, and when the attack is contained, all the dynamism in the system means enumerating all

possible attack outcomes would be complex, even though the attack behaviour is straightforward.

Instead, Fig. 10.3c illustrates what happens if we represent the attack paths as set of propagation

stages, given that the attack can spread to all adjacent UAVs at the same time. This simplifies the

paths to sets of stages, consisting of attack entry and propagation, yielding up to four stages in the
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case of the sample topology. Two instances of such attack paths are shown in Fig. 10.3c: one where

the attack enters the sensor node I , then spreading in stages to nodes adjacent to compromised nodes,

starting from relay F ; the second type shown is where entry occurs at relay F . However, as the UAVs

differ in their roles but are otherwise functionally identical, many of the possible attack path instances

differ in the ordering of the specific UAV identities but are otherwise symmetric. Thus, as shown in

Fig. 10.3d, by ignoring the UAV identities we can map the attack path instances to representative

patterns, here yielding one pattern with entry to a sensor UAV, and one where entry is to a relay.

The situation shown in 10.3d is essentially what we do in our SWN model, we ignore the identities

and take advantage of the symmetries, and only follow how many UAVs there are in given roles, using

coloured tokens. The impact map is implicit in these token colours, and swapping between tokens

of different colours represents the dynamism of the mapping. The SWN model provides an efficient

approach to stochastic evaluation of the metrics of interest to us, over time. By enabling drawing

transition timings from (exponential) distributions, the SWN allows representing various time profiles

of the attack progression, considering the different interleavings of the attack and defence actions.

10.5.2 Actions to mitigate attacks

We consider the following remedial actions as part of possible responses to an attack:

1. Contain the attack by disabling a compromised part of the fleet (e.g. return to base). This

leads to losing the UAVs in question for the duration of the mission.

2. Swap roles/tasks between UAVs. Some mission time is lost before the swap is completed.

3. Introduce a replacement UAV to the mission. The replacement arrives after some delay.

Swapping roles acts as a recovery mechanism for performance, allowing to continue tasks at the

previous coverage level, if the relevant capabilities exist in other UAVs. Introducing a new UAV into

the mission achieves the same goal but takes a longer time on average, as the new UAVs need to fly

in from the dispatch point.

The effectiveness of swapping tasks between UAVs (or bringing in replacements) depends on the
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level of similarity between the UAVs in terms of exploitability: if it is easy to replicate the attack

on the UAV swapped in, then the failure of that task is still likely. We assume that the UAV to be

swapped in does not have a vulnerability to the same attack, for example as it is a UAV of a different

type, although we are aware that this is a strong assumption. Future work should aim to relax this

assumption and extend the model to study the impact of several successive attacks, regardless on

whether they resulted from the same or different vulnerabilities.

10.5.3 Petri net (SWN) model

Petri nets are commonly applied when considering resources, and are especially useful for settings

with multiple components which exhibit individual behaviour that is symmetric across the compo-

nents, but which takes place concurrently and can have interactions or joint behaviour. Thus they are

particularly suited to the case of teams of UAVs, as they are similar in terms of their tasks, and are

assumed to respond to attacks in a similar way. However, we distinguish between the different roles

(relay, sensor [video, temperature]) the UAVs have in the mission, which we model using the Petri

net extension of coloured tokens. We also require time to be represented in our model, which leads us

to use the timed transition extension to Petri nets, specifically the version introduced in generalised

stochastic Petri nets (GSPNs) [MBC+95]. The need for these two extensions made us opt for the

stochastic well-formed net (SWN) [CDFH93] formalism for our model, as it provides both colours

and stochastic transitions3.

Fig. 10.4 shows the SWN model of the attack propagation and defence in our fire survey scenario.

It follows standard notation for GSPNs and SWNs, and was made with GreatSPN [ABB+16]. In the

remainder of this section we describe the broad aspects of the model and the basic flow of events. A

detailed introduction to Petri nets and the notation can be found in e.g. [MBC+95]. Table 10.1 lists

the parameters used in the model, with brief explanations.

As shown in Fig. 10.4, the network is composed of three sub-models demarcated with gray frames:

the Attack sub-model represents the different stages of the spread of an attack within the network of

vehicles; Containment models the process of containing the attack to stop further spread; Recovery
3Technically the SWN colours can be unfolded to represent our net as a GSPN, but that is visually more complex.
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Figure 10.4: Stochastic well-formed net for attack stages

Table 10.1: Parameters in the SWN model

rprpg: rate of attack propagation (1/propag. delay) rcont: rate of attack containment (1/cont. delay)
rdesp: rate of dispatch of replacements (1/desp. delay) rrec: rate of recovery via replacement (1/repl. delay)
rswp: rate of recovery via swap (1/swap delay) t: model time, seconds
Red: number of replacement UAVs available for recovery Ni: number of UAVs in role i taking part in the mission
Ei: the UAV role i that attack entry occurs in, Ei ∈ [0, 1] Ssi: number of UAVs in role i compromised at attack stage s
Li: UAV count in role i below which recovery is needed Xi: excess/redundancy in role i (1 over limit) Xi = Li + 1
R: set of vehicle roles (token colours), R = {r1, r2} x, y: token colour (vehicle role) variables, x, y ∈ R

contains the role swaps and vehicle replacements that can be used to recover mission performance.

The sub-models interact at several transitions and places, most importantly via their impact on the

count of vehicle roles that are currently fulfilled and those unfulfilled due to compromise, represented

by the places UAVs and Compr, respectively. Coloured tokens represent vehicles in different roles: a

token of colour r1 is a UAV in the relay role, while colour r2 is a sensor role. This enables tracking

the count of vehicles in different roles, and those in each role that are compromised by an attack.

An attack is represented as follows: the initial entry to the system is denoted by the Entry transi-

tion, which takes a token of colour r1 or r2 from the places Attacker and UAVs, and passes a to-

ken of the same colour to Compr, and one uncoloured token each to Stage1 and Containing. The

subsequent spread of the attack is represented by the firing of the timed propagation transitions

(Prop1,Prop2,Prop3): e.g. firing of Prop1 takes the token from Stage1 and one from Can prpg (and

returns it back), and coloured tokens from UAVs representing the number of vehicles of each role that
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the attack can spread to in the first stage of propagation (i.e. the vehicles that the compromised UAVs

can communicate with). The number of coloured tokens of colour r taken in step s ∈ {1, 2, 3} of

an attack is given by the parameters Ssr; these parameters are set based on the number of vehicles in

different roles reachable at a given stage of an attack based on the connectivity of the mission. The

same number of coloured tokens of each type is passed to Compr as were taken from UAVs, and an

uncoloured token is passed to the place representing the next stage of the attack, e.g. Stage2. For

example, in Fig. 10.3c where entry occurs at the sensor UAV I , the firing of Prop1 takes one token of

colour r1 from UAVs to represent propagation to the relay F , and passes one r1 token to Compr. Next,

the firing of Prop2 takes three tokens of colour r2 (sensors G,H ,J), and passes three r2 to Compr.

As in this case the relays are connected to each other, A can be compromised at the second stage with

Prop2, spreading to further sensor vehicles with Prop3.

This model can be made to apply to different attacks and configurations of the inter-vehicular network

by providing the parameters Ssr that describe how many of vehicles in each role are impacted at each

stage of the attack. While in Fig. 10.4 the the number of spread stages (at most three) in this sub-

model is specific to our scenario, this is straightforward to extend by adding the places, transitions

and arcs for any further stages needed.

Containment is modelled as a process that can remove the possibility of the attack propagating to

other vehicles. Specifically, we include a place Can prpg representing the ability of the attack to

propagate (i.e. not being contained), and containment occurs when the token in it is removed. The

timed transition Contain becomes available after attacker entry as a token is passed to Containing,

and when it fires a token is passed to Contained, which causes the firing of the immediate transition

t1 that removes the token from Can prpg, disabling the propagation transitions.

The containment action in the SWN is treated as stopping the attack from proceeding to the next

stage (to the UAVs adjacent to the attack boundary), so no further vehicles are compromised by the

same attack. While this representation may appear to avoid the aspect of the containment action itself

leading to loss of production from the contained UAVs, the model can be interpreted in a manner

where the loss of vehicles is equivalent whether they were successfully compromised or contained.

That is, we view the attack stages in the SWN as representing the extent of spread which the attack
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could have reached in the time conditional on the previous stage being successful. With this inter-

pretation the SWN model counts the vehicles at a given attack stage as lost, whether it is due to them

being certainly compromised or being contained due to becoming untrustworthy as the attack could

conceivably have reached them. This simplifies the modelling.

Recovery in the model can occur in two ways, either by replacing compromised vehicles with others

not currently partaking in the mission (e.g. because they arrived to the mission after the original set of

UAVs were dispatched), or by swapping the roles of UAVs already in the mission, when appropriate.

The recovery model has a multi-stage structure. When a vehicle with role x has become compromised

by an attack, a token of colour x gets added to the place Compr. If the compromise would lead to

service x (e.g. the relay service) performing below the minimum requirement, a token of colour x

is added to Down (by the firing of report r1 or report r2), which has a higher recovery priority than

Compr. If Down contains tokens, then a role swap between UAVs currently partaking in the mission

can be used as a recovery mechanism to enable faster return to acceptable performance for the service.

When a token is added to Compr and Down is empty, the timed transition Replace can fire, represent-

ing the step of preparing a replacement vehicle to take over the role of a compromised one. Replace

cannot fire if Down has tokens, as services that are fully down take priority in recovery over those that

are simply degraded. This constraint is represented by the inhibitor arc from Down to Replace. If a

token exists in Down, the service flagged down can be recovered by replacing it with a new vehicle

by firing Replace down, or by a swap with another vehicle partaking in the mission. The swap is

done with either Swap r1 or Swap r2 depending on the role to be swapped, which swaps a vehicle

from a role with a redundant number of vehicles to the desired one. Once Replace or Replace down

fires, a token is placed into In transit to represent that the replacement has been dispatched but is yet

to arrive to the desired location. When the transition Arrive fires, the tokens that were in In transit

get passed to UAVs. The structure involving Flush and immediate transitions t2 and t3 is used to pass

all the remaining tokens from In transit into UAVs once Arrive has fired. This is used to represent

simultaneous flight of the UAVs in transit, instead of having them queue to fire ”Arrive” one at a time.

This model of recovery can apply in UAV scenarios where the replacement of vehicles and swapping

of roles is relevant. In a more generic setting recovery could be modelled similarly to how we model
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Table 10.2: Area coverage over time for an individual vehicle, ha/min

Speed (m/s) 5 10 15 20
AOV 40◦ 80◦ 95◦ 150◦ 40◦ 80◦ 95◦ 150◦ 40◦ 80◦ 95◦ 150◦ 40◦ 80◦ 95◦ 150◦

Altitude
50m 1.1 2.5 3.3 11.2 2.2 5.0 6.5 22.4 3.3 7.6 9.8 33.6 4.4 10.1 13.1 44.8

100m 2.2 5.0 6.5 22.4 4.4 10.1 13.1 44.8 6.6 15.1 19.6 67.2 8.7 20.1 26.2 89.6
120m 2.6 6.0 7.9 26.9 5.2 12.1 15.7 53.7 7.9 18.1 23.6 80.6 10.5 24.2 31.4 107.5

Notes: AOV - angle of view of the camera

replacement, with a given recovery capacity (of components or repairers) and places and transitions

representing the recovery process.

We solve the model for the average number of roles being fulfilled over time, i.e. the number of

tokens of each colour in the place UAVs, using the GreatSPN [ABB+16] transient solver. The time

unit in the model is seconds, t ∈ [0, 1200], and the transient solution is evaluated at intervals of 30

time units. The timed transitions in our model use exponentially distributed firing rates, as used by

GSPN and SWN. More general distributions are enabled by some extended Petri net formalisms, but

these require simulations to analyse the model.

10.5.4 Mission performance modelling

Mission performance is quantified as the rate of area covered by sensor vehicles. We approximate the

expected coverage rate of an individual vehicle based on capabilities of currently available vehicles

in terms of their speed and the maximum area coverage of cameras with different angles of view at

plausible flight altitudes during operation. These are shown in Table 10.2. We have assumed speeds

during operation to be between 5 and 20 m/s. For the angle of view (AOV) of UAV cameras, the re-

ported AOV values are between 40◦ and 95◦ for current thermal cameras4, and normal high-definition

cameras are between 80◦ and 150◦. We have assumed operational altitudes between 50 and 120m.5

The resulting approximations may overestimate the coverage reachable by vehicles in practice, but

provide useful direction. In practical implementations the coverage rates could be evaluated using

data from previous missions.

The coverage rate of a group of UAVs on a mission is estimated by a production function, which takes

4E.g. the DJI Zenmuse H20T thermal camera has 40.6◦ DFOV [DJI20], and Flir VUE TZ20 has 95◦ FOV [Fli20].
5The EU limit for operation in the ’open’ category is 120m [Eur19].
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into account the required number of vehicles in different roles. Here we model this as:

cov rate = IC ∗ xreq
vid ∗min(

xrel

xreq
rel

,
xsen

xreq
sen

) (10.1)

where IC is individual coverage (as in Table 10.2), xrl, is the number of UAVs active in the role

rl ∈ {rel, sen} (relay, sensor [incl. video and temperature]), and the required number of UAVs in

role rl is denoted by xreq
rl . The multiplier IC ∗ xreq

vid represents our assumption that the number of

video sensors is a key determinant of the extent of mission coverage, while relays and temperature

UAVs offer support and added services to the mission.

With the coverage rate function we can convert the SWN analysis results (numbers of UAVs in dif-

ferent roles) into coverage rates, evaluate mission performance, and make decisions based on the

expected total coverage.

The expected total coverage achievable during a mission that is attacked is evaluated as follows: 1.

The time period from the start of the mission until the attack occurs is assigned the full coverage

achievable with the mission setup, e.g. if the attack occurs 5 minutes in, this is 5 ∗ cov rate. In

during-mission analysis, this could instead be the observed coverage. 2. The coverage from the attack

moment onward is evaluated based on the results from the Petri net model, converted to coverage

values using a production function such as (10.1). This is applied until the end of the evaluation time

window of the Petri net model, unless it would exceed the overall mission time. 3. The mission time

that remains after the evaluation time window of the Petri net model is assigned the coverage rate

estimate reached at the end of the Petri net evaluation.

10.5.5 Pre-planning and during mission use

Our modelling provides a structured approach for mission planning support and viability evaluation.

When planning for a mission, it can help determine details such as the appropriate number of vehicles

to be used for a mission with a given coverage requirement, or the number of replacement vehicles

for a given mission. It can also quantify the impact of various parameters on the coverage achievable,

such as attack containment or recovery (UAV replacement and/or role swap) speed. When an attack
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occurs during a mission, our model can be used to evaluate the extent to which the mission can be

expected to succeed despite the attack.

10.5.5.1 Pre-planning

When planning a mission, the SWN component of our model enables answering questions such as:

What is the impact of an attack if no containment approach is used, vs with containment? Answering

this is achieved by comparing the performance of two SWN versions, with and without containment.

How many replacement vehicles are required to ensure recovery to a specific number of vehicles after

an attack? This can be answered by running the analysis varying the number of replacement UAVs.

Can varying the formation of the vehicles/partitioning the network reduce the chances of a disruption

due to an attack? Such analysis would involve varying the SWN input parameters to reflect different

assumptions on vehicle connectivity and formations, and comparing the results.

The overall mission analyses, conducted with our full modelling approach that includes the coverage

model, also require consideration for mission-level parameters outside of the SWN model, such as

the maximum mission duration, UAV specifications, and the time of the attack occurrence. The full

model enables the estimation of mission success metrics and consequently the evaluation of mission-

level issues such as: What is the overall coverage reachable after an attack, and how does it change

with the maximum mission length or the time of attack? How does the loss of a UAV to compromise

affect the mission coverage if the vehicle in question was acting in a sensor role, or in a relay role?

Although we have focused here on the availability of UAVs over time, the metrics obtainable with

the SWN modelling are not limited to this. Other metrics that can be readily obtained from the SWN

analysis, using the GreatSPN tool, include the likelihood of system states of interest, such as the loss

of N sensor vehicles to compromise, or the likelihood that at least the minimum number of relays

are online to ensure mission information is passed to the MC. Such metrics could be used to answer

questions such as: How many replacement UAVs are required to keep the probability of mission failure

due to an attack below a certain threshold? Additionally, in future work we plan to explore multiple

and/or repeat attacks in the model. This would enable evaluating the impact of repeat attacks on

the number of redundant replacement vehicles required and the time it takes to recover the mission.
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From the mission performance perspective it would allow estimating the number of attacks that can

be sustained before the mission can no longer be fulfilled.

10.5.5.2 Analysis during an attack

During an attack, the focus is on the likelihood of mission success and degree of mission completion.

Our modelling can help answer questions such as: Can the mission continue, or should it be aborted?

This is answered by estimating the expected mission coverage given the attack using the SWN model,

and comparing the result to the mission requirement. This also involves considering the remaining

mission time, as part of the overall mission coverage estimation. We assume such analysis will be

performed by the mission command based on data received from the vehicles. What share of the

coverage requirement can be achieved given the attack? The current progress towards the goal and

estimate of the coverage reachable in the remaining time can be a useful metric for mission planners

and operators, especially if the mission goal is flexible. This is a direct output of our mission analysis.

10.6 Analysis results

This section shows the results of the analysis for our case study. We describe them in two parts. First,

we discuss the impact on vehicle counts in different roles, evaluated using the SWN model. This

shows the expected impact of an attack on the vehicles participating in the mission, in a time window

starting from the attack occurrence. These are results obtainable from the SWN model on its own,

without the other components of our mission viability evaluation method. Second, we show results

for the overall mission analysis, combining the SWN model results with the coverage rate function to

obtain mission coverage, and show how the results are affected by parameters relating to the mission.

10.6.1 Analysis using the SWN model

We report here the results of the impact analysis for sensor vehicles only (i.e. without discussing

relays), as they are the basis for overall mission coverage, and because the insights obtained from the
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Table 10.3: Parameter values used

delcont: containment delay, delcont ∈ {4, 20}, (delcont = 1/rcont) Red: replacement (redundant) UAVs, Red ∈ {0, 3, 6, 9} Ni: N1 = 2, N2 = 8
delprpg: propagation delay, delprpg ∈ {2, 5}, (delprpg = 1/rprpg) Xi: excess/redundancy in role (1 over limit), Xi = Li + 1 Li: L1 = 2, L2 = 4
delrec: replacement delay, delrec ∈ {300, 599, 901}, (delrec = 1/rrec) t: model time, seconds, t ∈ [0, 1200] Ssi: S11 = 1, S12 = 0;
delswp: swap delay, delswp ∈ {40, 150, 300}, (delswp = 1/rswp) ri: UAV with role i, r1: relay, r2: sensor (temp/video) : S21 = 1, S22 = 3;
deldesp: despatch delay, deldesp = 25, (deldesp = 1/rdesp) Ei: entry UAV role: E1 = 0, E2 = 1 : S31 = 0, S32 = 4

results for relay vehicles are qualitatively similar. The mission analysis in the next section combines

both the sensor and relay vehicles into the mission coverage rate. Table 10.3 shows the parameter

values for our SWN model used in the analysis of the mission considered in our case study.

Fig. 10.5 shows how the attack impacts the number of vehicles taking part in the mission over time,

excluding those that have been compromised by the attack. The figure depicts the expected number of

sensor vehicles, i.e. tokens representing sensor vehicles in the place UAVs of the Petri net, evaluated

over the model time window using the transient solution provided by the GreatSPN solver [ABB+16].

The various panels of the figure show the effect on the expected number of sensor vehicles from

varying different parameters values. When a parameter is not varied, it is kept at its baseline level;

the baseline parameter values used are: del cont=20; del prpg=2; del rec=599; del swp=40; Red=3.

We can observe in Fig. 10.5 that: 1. Containment delay has a large impact on the effectiveness of the

defense: early on there is a difference of around three sensor vehicles between the slower and faster

containment cases (Fig. 10.5a). This effect can persist until the end of the evaluation time if there are

not enough replacement UAVs to replace all the compromised ones. 2. A longer propagation delay

reduces the impact on sensor vehicle numbers, as it increases the likelihood that containment occurs

before propagation (Fig. 10.5b). 3. Replacement delay causes some difference initially, with longer

delays reducing the number of sensors in use, but this closes out toward the end of the evaluation

time frame (Fig. 10.5d). 4. Variations in the swap delay, i.e. the time to swap UAV roles, have a

minor impact on the expected number of sensor UAVs available in our case study (Fig. 10.5e). 5.

The number of replacement vehicles has a huge impact if containment is slow. With a large number

of replacement vehicles, the impact of an attack is eventually mitigated even if it propagates to the

whole network, while a system with faster containment can manage with fewer replacements (Fig.

10.5h).
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Figure 10.5: Expected number of sensor vehicles online. Baseline parameter values: del cont=20;
del prpg=2; del rec=599; del swp=40; Red=3

10.6.2 Mission success analysis

Using the coverage rate function (10.1) to convert the SWN analysis results to mission coverage, Fig.

10.6 shows the coverage impacts from attacks. The patterns are similar to those in the sensor numbers

plots, but with somewhat deeper dips due to the impact compromised relays have on the coverage rate.

Table 10.4 shows the total expected coverage reachable during a mission when sustaining a cyber

attack, using the approach explained in Section 10.5.4. The table illustrates the impacts of individual

vehicle’s coverage rate (as in Table 10.2), maximum mission time, and the time of attack. The table
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Figure 10.6: Coverage rates during attack. Baseline parameter values: del cont=20; del prpg=2;
del rec=599; del swp=40; Red=3

Table 10.4: Total expected mission coverage, ha

UAV coverage, ha/min 1 5 10 15
Max time, min 20 30 40 20 30 40 20 30 40 20 30 40

Replacements Attack time, min

3
5 41.1 54.6 69.7 205.7 273.2 348.4 411.4 546.5 696.7 617.1 819.7 1045.1
15 66.7 81.1 94.6 333.4 405.7 473.2 666.8 811.4 946.5 1000.2 1217.1 1419.7
25 80.0 106.7 121.1 400.0 533.4 605.7 800.0 1066.8 1211.4 1200.0 1600.2 1817.1

9
5 67.4 99.6 135.4 337.2 498.1 677.1 674.3 996.2 1354.1 1011.5 1494.3 2031.2
15 72.7 107.4 139.6 363.4 537.2 698.1 726.8 1074.3 1396.2 1090.3 1611.5 2094.3
25 80.0 112.7 147.4 400.0 563.4 737.2 800.0 1126.8 1474.3 1200.0 1690.3 2211.5

Notes: A setup with 2 relays, 8 sensor UAVs; SWN parameter values: del cont=20; del prpg=2; del rec=599; del swp=40; ”Replacements” refers to Red.

is calculated for the sample mission setup (as in Fig. 10.2a-10.2b and Fig. 10.3a) with two inter-

connected relays and eight sensor UAVs, four of which are in the video role, and the baseline SWN

parameter values. The same SWN attack evaluation is applied to all cases. Table 10.4 shows that a)

the same attack occurring earlier in the mission time significantly limits the overall expected coverage

achieved relative to a later attack if the number of replacement vehicles is low (Red=3), but a high

redundancy reduces this effect (Red=9); b) The total area that can be covered within a mission time

varies greatly with the individual UAV coverage rate.

10.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we applied our resilience impact assessment methodology to propose an approach

for evaluating the impacts of cyber attacks on the viability of a mission involving the deployment of

multiple UAVs that can communicate with each other. It provides a structured approach for mission

planning support and viability evaluation, helping to determine: a) how many vehicles are needed for

a mission with a given coverage requirement, and how this varies with parameters such as mission
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connectivity configuration, maximum mission time, vehicle specifications, and the occurrence time of

a possible attack; b) how many redundant vehicles should be available to act as replacements in case

of an attack; c) how different parameters impact the total coverage reachable within a mission time,

which enables a better understanding of the impact of an attack and can help in prioritising different

capabilities.

We have shown the use of this approach in a wildfire survey case study scenario informed by actual

data on fires and UAV capabilities. The results highlight the importance of the speed of containment

and appropriate capacity for recovery in the form of redundant vehicles. While their importance as

the key determinants of overall mission performance during attacks is to be expected, our method

provides a way to quantify their impact and to estimate their relative importance where a trade-off is

possible, as faster containment can make up for fewer redundant vehicles and vice versa.

Although we have discussed an implementation to a specific setting, our approach can be applied

more generally. Most importantly, the approach to modelling attack progression and impact analysis

with SWNs is applicable to other settings that involve several components that are similar in how they

function and how an attack can laterally proceed across them. This applies e.g. in other multi-UAV

deployments, or self organising robotic swarms. We also demonstrated how the SWN model of attack

progression can be used in conjunction with the production modelling part of our methodology to

conduct analysis of mission-level success, via the use of a performance metric relating to mission

progress. We believe that the estimated coverage metric we used can be applied to other distributed

(aerial) missions where area coverage is important, such as search and rescue or disaster assessment

[SSAF+19], with only small adjustments. For other domains a different metric might be required, but

the base approach would still apply.
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Conclusion

For evaluating the resilience of a system to cyber attacks, and for making choices over ways in which

it could be improved, a way to evaluate the impact of cyber attacks and defensive actions is required.

This thesis proposes such a methodology, for attacks that can disrupt system output production.

Specifically, our resilience impact assessment methodology focuses on quantifying the system output

performance impact, over time, from attacks and defensive actions, and expressing these impacts

in terms of monetary values. While related work and approaches exist along many aspects of the

modelling, such as on cyber resilience and attack impact assessment, existing approaches lack features

required to meet our aims on resilience, attack modelling, and cost-effectiveness evaluation. Thus,

our methodology implementations represent the first impact assessment approach for cyber resilience

evaluation that considers the full duration of detailed attack events and provides cost evaluations.

This chapter summarises the content of the previous chapters, discusses the contributions made in the

thesis, explains possible applications for our methodology, and suggests areas for future work.

11.1 Summary

In this thesis, we have introduced a modelling methodology for impact assessment and cyber re-

silience evaluation of systems, based on their output performance during attacks. The main purpose

213
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of the methodology is to enable estimating the benefits of actions that can improve resilience to cyber

attacks, and the cost-effectiveness of alternatives.

To achieve this, the methodology consists of three key elements: an attack progression model, a

production model, and a cost model. The combination of attack progression and production modelling

is used to evaluate attack impacts, in terms of changes to output production. The cost modelling is

used to express the production impacts in monetary terms, and to consider the costs of defensive

actions and resilience improvements. These modelling components were explained, each in turn,

in Chapters 4-7, including the different implementations of them that we used when applying the

methodology to our use-cases.

In addition to describing this methodology and setting out its structure, our key contributions relating

to the methodology are the following:

Providing an attack progression modelling approach suitable for evaluating expected impacts of pos-

sible attack scenarios. The impact assessment aims, and resilience focus, impose several requirements

to our attack modelling that are not fully satisfied by previous approaches that we know of. For exam-

ple, while risk assessment approaches using attack graphs enable assigning probabilities for certain

system compromises becoming compromised in case of an attack, our evaluations require a different

type of analysis, where full attack outcomes are assigned probabilities. As a consequence, we have

provided an approach that not only considers the possible paths for attacks, but also takes into account

attacker behaviour and defensive actions to form the outcomes that a given attack scenario can yield.

As part of our production modelling, we propose a way to evaluate the impact of attack outcomes

using QNs for detailed performance modelling. For this, we provided a description for how the stages

of attack impact are represented as QNs showing the effect on the different production model com-

ponents, enabling the analysis of the performance impact from several stages of attack and recovery.

As far as we are aware, this has not been done in the context of general multi-stage attacks (although

QNs have been used for analysing DDoS cases, these are special cases of attacks where the attack

occurs in only one stage), and can thus inspire further work.

In our cost model, in addition to describing how the approach to calculating the costs related to
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impacts on production, we provided approaches to relating the costs that occur during an attack

event to costs in future time periods. First, we set out a cost model for relating attack mitigation

benefits from resilience improvements to the cost of the investment to the improvement, and provided

a metric, TUL, to simplify assessing this benefit/cost relation by setting it in terms that can be directly

compared to the expected frequency of attacks. The use of this metric was shown in the context of the

redundancy planning use case in Chapter 8. Second, we proposed a method to compare the short-term

costs and benefits of reactive actions with the longer-term ones (using possible “trajectories” of how

an attack evolves), implemented in the case of the countermeasure selection work in Chapter 9.

We applied our resilience-impact assessment methodology in three studies, on problems where cy-

ber resilience and attack impact assessment are of interest. In Chapter 8, we apply the methodology

to determining a cost-effective allocation of redundancy (with and without diversity) to the compo-

nents of a system, evaluating the expected cost impact of attack scenarios under different redundancy

designs. As part of this, we provide an algorithm for generating impact comparisons for system ca-

pability/architectural design changes, such as redundancy and diversity as in the use-case considered,

and describe an optimisation problem for choosing the cost-efficient redundancy allocation. Addi-

tionally, the case study we use illustrates how our cost modelling approach applies to systems that

are subject to SLAs. The results of our case-study evaluations showed that redundancy with diversity

can be effective at reducing the production impact of attack scenarios, and the costs related to SLA

penalties, but determining the cost-effectiveness of the redundancy investments requires comparing

this benefit to the excess maintenance costs arising from the redundancy. As various parameters can

impact this cost-benefit balance, it is useful to be able to model and quantify these costs and benefits,

which our methodology provides a solution to.

Chapter 9 shows our work on applying the methodology to the problem of attack countermeasure

(CM) selection, where we choose defensive actions based on their expected impacts on the costs

arising from an attack event. In addition to methodological contributions already mentioned above,

the key contributions specific to this work are the following: a) Proposing and implementing a CM

selection approach based on cost effectiveness, using a resilience approach to impact estimation over

time and providing an algorithm for choosing CMs based on that; b) Using simulated attack events,

both in a case study setting and on random synthetic graphs, to evaluate our CM selection approach,
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we showed that our approach can be more cost efficient in making patching choices than an alternative

based on an existing impact assessment approach, and another alternative based on a rule-of-thumb; c)

At a more general level, the results we obtained suggest that the longer-run thinking about the impacts

and costs (that is inherent to our methodology) could bring about cost savings, and for this there is

a need for modelling, as the cost-effective solution does not follow a simple rule-of-thumb. Further,

the results imply that with a good recovery mechanism in place, it can be more cost-effective to try to

react to the attack in a way that causes less disruption than by stopping systems, which supports the

view that response strategies like we suggested do indeed have their place.

Finally, Chapter 10 presents the use-case of evaluating the viability of a multi-UAV mission if an

attack occurs, where our methodology is used to estimate the impact of a spreading attack given the

mission design, component redundancy and recovery. Our mission analysis can be used for designing

the appropriate levels of redundancy and recovery capacity to ensure meeting the mission require-

ments in the event of an attack, or when an attack is taking place, to evaluate the expected level of

completion of the mission and determine if the mission should be aborted. This work showed how

our methodology could be applied to analysing a mission, showing how the concept of ‘production’

applies to such systems based on the mission aims, and how they are fulfilled, and provides an alter-

native way to conduct the analysis of attacks, using an SWN model to do the stochastic analysis.

11.2 Applications for our methodology

As a way to evaluate the impact of cyber attacks on a system, our methodology could be used wher-

ever such impact assessment is beneficial, such as: 1. As part of the approaches used for planning

the design for a system, or a mission, and for determining capability improvements, component re-

placements and upgrades. 2. As part of incident management, to assess impacts of attacks and

countermeasures to them, to formulate a response strategy or choosing between reactive responses.

3. For deciding an appropriate service-level agreement (SLA) to offer to customers, by assessing the

impact of different SLAs on the expected amount of penalties to be paid due to attack scenarios. 4.

With further adaptation, the methodology could be used to assess whether companies are adequately
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incentivised to invest in cyber resilience. For example, using an approach similar to ours in Chapter 8,

regulators could conduct analysis on whether the structure and terms of SLAs offered by companies

are too effective at shielding them from penalties, and therefore limiting their appetite to invest in

improving their cyber security and resilience.

When applying the methodology, the specific use case, system, and attack characteristics can pose

specific requirements to the implementation of parts of the methodology. The largest methodological

difference in our application examples occurs with relation to the implementation of the attack pro-

gression model. In the mission viability analysis for a team of UAVs in Chapter 10, it is important

to be able to evaluate the different interleavings of attack stages and the recovery/swap and attack

containment actions, to formulate a view of the average number of roles being filled over time. As

a consequence, we opted for modelling the attack propagation using a Petri net formalism, namely

SWNs, as this enables stochastic analysis over time using the transient solution of a continuous-time

Markov chain (CTMC). By comparison, the two other applications we introduced do not require the

same detail for evaluating how attack and defence stages can interleave: In the redundancy planning

application of Chapter 8, there is no such complex interleaving of attack and defence occurring, but

detection and containment simply occur after certain number of stages have been taken, given a prob-

ability of detection. Modelling of more complex interleaving is not required, as the attack launches

the impact on one go, once detected. In the countermeasure selection work in Chapter 9, the use case

is about running the CM selection analysis during an attack event, so the interleavings are assumed to

be more limited, although they are evaluated a few steps ahead. Additionally, it cannot be modelled

using a SWN in the same way, because the attack behaviour is different and not pre-defined, and the

defensive actions are chosen based on impacts, thus not pre-determined either.

11.3 Future Work

The research presented in this thesis focused on determining how an approach to resilience-oriented

assessment of cyber-attack impacts should work, how the different modelling components should

work together, and showing how it can be implemented and applied in different use cases. Therefore,
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the research has been about building and testing the foundations for our methodology, and the results

so far have emphasised showing the usefulness of the methodology in theoretical, synthetic systems

and attacks, albeit informed by real world data. Conducting evaluations of the methodology in real

systems and with real data forms an important direction of future work on our methodology, even

though such data may be hard to obtain due to its business sensitivity. The results of such evaluations

can then help guide further development of the methodology and its implementations.

The applications and methodology implementations provided would benefit from evaluations that

compare them directly to alternative techniques. Such evaluations were not done, except to a lim-

ited extent in the CM selection work, as we are not aware of approaches that are similar enough that

they could be compared directly in a publicly available testing environment or case study description.

While we can make arguments over e.g. how we differ from other impact assessment approaches

in [AJPS11, AJ17, SSL17, CYS+18, HSKG20], direct comparisons of the relative usefulness of dif-

ferent approaches in practical use in real systems and attacks would require access to system and

attack information that system owners would prefer to keep private. Thus such comparisons would

likely require a publicly available testing environment, or be conducted within organisations them-

selves. In the absence of such detailed testing data, we have chosen applications and implementations

that we believe highlight the usefulness of the approach in cases that are relatively general and com-

mon. Hence our resilience planning work focused on redundancy and diversity, as these are widely

applicable mechanisms to improve the resilience of systems.

On techniques to improve resilience, such as the architectural techniques discussed by [Gol10, BG11],

we have focused on redundancy and diversity, instead of building sample implementations of all such

techniques. Enabling the remaining techniques to be assessed with our modelling approach would

require creating sample models of architectures that implement the different techniques. However,

we believe that the approaches that we propose for analysing decisions would be valid and useful for

analysing other techniques as well, once modelled. For example, the approach we use for comparing

the effectiveness of redundancy allocations could apply to various techniques that impact the architec-

ture of the system or mission, as long as their impact on the attack progression and production models

can be modelled. The work of building implementations and case studies for the other techniques, and

possible extensions to the methodology that may be required, is likely best done within organisations
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with access to the architectures and techniques in question.

There are also some modelling-specific extensions that we would like to make. First, in the attack

progression modelling, we considered cases where disruption on the system is launched at the at-

tacker’s discretion (in the redundancy planning work, Chapter 8), and where all exploits used for

move steps cause disruption in the component (the CM selection and mission viability applications,

Chapters 9,10). We have not yet considered cases where some exploits are disruptive and others not.

Such a case could mean the existence of paths that require a disruptive exploit, which would be easily

detectable, but could be shorter than an alternative. Addressing the issue of choosing between such

paths could be done by adding priorities to the attacker behaviour model, likely in a probabilistic

manner instead of completely banning lower priority paths. Adding such priorities in the attack pro-

gression modelling would therefore affect the probabilities of attack outcomes, and thus the expected

impact calculations, but not the set of possible attack outcomes themselves.

Second, to extend the countermeasure selection work, the most direct future direction is modelling

the impact of limiting connections or shutting down system components to contain the attack while

maintaining some productive services. Also, before extending the CM selection modelling further,

more detailed investigations should be made, on real system environments and with realistic attack

scenarios, to determine if the actions that would be considered are fast enough to implement, to justify

them over simpler actions that the system has been prepared to take quickly.

Third, adding explicit attack detection into the SWN model of attack progression used for the UAV

mission analysis in Chapter 10. In that study, detection was implicit, as it was assumed that the

attack steps cause clear disruption that leads to detection. However, if the steps would not cause such

disruption, detection could be modelled explicitly, perhaps by adding transitions representing attack

detection into the SWN. Such a transition could launch purely based on time, or have some behaviour

based on how many stages have occurred, so the likelihood of it firing increases with every stage etc.
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Redundancy planning appendices

A.1 Complexity: Attack outcomes to evaluate, and variant cases

When evaluating the effectiveness of different redundancy allocations in Chapter 8, for each server

allocation (e.g. [2,0,2,1]), the expected impact of cyber attacks is calculated based on the losses

due to performance impacts across the different possible outcomes of the attack scenarios. That is,

for each candidate server allocation, the performance of the system (and related SLA losses, if any)

must be evaluated for each attack outcome in each attack scenario considered. Consequently, the

computational complexity of the cost impact evaluation depends largely on the number of different

attack outcomes that must be tested. In this section we explain in more detail what this means, and

also how the memoisation approach we use speeds things up by reducing the number of times a

performance calculation is conducted.

A.1.1 Variant attack cases for attack scenarios

Adding a diverse implementation of a given server leads to added variant cases for the attack scenar-

ios, accounting for the attacker being able to exploit both the existing (“regular”) and the alternative

server, or only one of them (or neither). The likelihood of each of them is determined based on the

assumptions about attacker capabilities. In this section we focus on the number of cases created,

220
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as that contributes to computational complexity, while the probabilities assigned to each variant are

discussed in Section A.2 below.

Thus, each case of splitting a server cluster into two types (regular and alternative) yields four variant

cases for an attack scenario. For example, Table A.1 shows the variants arising from diversification

for attack Scenario 1. This also includes two sub-variants (1a and 1b) for the case where the attacker

exploits both the regular and alternative servers, where the order of the exploits is changed. This dif-

ferent ordering may not affect the impact or likelihood of attacks, but is considered for completeness.

Table A.1: Variants to attack Scenario 1 due to diversification

Variant Non-diversified case Variant Diversified case
1 [A,P1, P2] 1a [A,P1, P2, P1A, P2A]
2 [A] 1b [A,P1A, P2A, P1, P2]

2 [A,P1, P2]
3 [A,P1A, P2A]
4 [A]

Where the variants yield the same attack impact matrix Mattack, with memoisation the performance

impact gets evaluated only once for variants with equivalent impacts. Thus the addition of variants

only increases computational complexity in terms of computing the probabilities to be assigned to

each case, which is computationally cheap.

A.1.2 Attack outcomes to evaluate for a given server allocation

The number of outcomes that must be evaluated for a given scenario (or its variant) depends on: a)

the number of steps in the attack path for the scenario; b) number of copies of privileges the attacker

needs to obtain for the full success of the attack; c) assumptions on attack progression and defence

(e.g. Case 1 vs Case 2 defence, the order in which the attacker conducts repeated exploits, etc.).

The simplest determinant is the number of steps there are in the path describing the success outcome

of a scenario (or its diversified variant). This is, however, typically not very relevant for the computa-

tional complexity of our optimisation, as many outcomes will only consist of stepping stone exploits

and do not have a system performance impact. Therefore only a subset of the outcomes, those that

have a performance impact, require a performance evaluation with separate Mattack matrices, while

“no impact” outcomes get grouped together and assigned a Mattack matrix without an attack stage.
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Algorithm 2 Evaluation of SLA penalties for each candidate allocation
Precondition: m is a candidate server allocation; scenarios a list of scenario objects; params is a

list of other parameters, including clients (the number of clients), pc (the SLA breach cost per
client) and breach limit (breach limit, β).

1: function SLAPENALTIES(m, scenarios, params)
2: SLApenalty := clients ∗ pc
3: outcomes := gen outcomes(m, scenarios, params)
4: att mats := gen att mats(m, outcomes, params)
5: E pen := 0 ▷ Expected penalty
6: for each am in att mats do
7: breach metric := perf eval(am,m, params)
8: if breach metric > breach limit then
9: E pen := E pen+ am.weight ∗ SLApenalty

10: end if
11: end for
12: return E pen
13: end function

The pseudocode Algorithm 2 shows the expected SLA penalty calculation, which must be run for each

candidate allocation tried by the optimisation. Consequently, it contains the key parts impacting the

complexity of the approach. The attack outcomes (line 3) must be calculated for each allocation based

on the allocation m and the attack scenarios, and the attack matrices (Mattack) have to be generated

from these (line 4). After this, the system performance must be evaluated for each attack outcome

matrix (line 7), in order to calculate the expected penalty from SLA breaches (line 9). The number

of rows in the Mattack matrix determines how many performance values are required. However,

memoisation can drastically limit the number of performance evaluations run, as we explain next.

A.1.3 Worst case complexity: Optimisation bounds and attack outcomes

The number of times the evaluation is conducted during an optimisation depends on the size of the

solution space and the number of attack outcomes to consider, in addition to the effectiveness of the

optimisation algorithm. In the worst case the optimisation will simply attempt all candidate alloca-

tions in the search space. Due to the way server numbers in an allocation affect attack outcomes and

their impact, many of the same outcomes and effective allocations occur across multiple candidate

server allocations. Here the memoisation of solutions based on Mattack matrices helps.
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Further, the “effective allocations” resulting from attack outcomes have a lot of repetition across

different allocations and attack scenarios. This can occur also within a given scenario when not all

attack steps cause server impacts, as can be seen in Table A.2. Due to this, we can use another type of

memoisation: saving the performance values relating to a given effective allocation.1 As the time to

reach these effective allocations depends on the number of attack steps and will differ, we memoise

the performance levels corresponding to the allocations, and then apply these levels for the duration

appropriate for the attack outcome in question. With this memoisation approach, the number of times

we evaluate the performance is capped by the number of distinct combinations of servers in the search

space, plus the number of distinct effective allocations from attack outcomes.

Table A.2: Effective allocations from attack outcomes, Scenario 1 attack variant 1a

# Attack outcome Functioning servers # Attack outcome Functioning servers
Case 1 defence, allocation [2,2,2,1] Case 2 defence, allocation [2,3,2,1]

1 [A,P1, P1, P2, P2, P1A, P1A, P2A, P2A] [0, 0, 2, 1] 1 [A,P1, P2, P1, P2, P1A, P2A, P1A, P2A, P1A, P2A] [0, 0, 2, 1]
2 [A,P1, P1, P2, P2, P1A, P1A] [0, 2, 2, 1] 2 [A,P1, P2, P1, P2, P1A, P2A, P1A, P2A, P1A] [0, 1, 2, 1]
3 [A,P1, P1, P2, P2] [0, 2, 2, 1] (repeat) 3 [A,P1, P2, P1, P2, P1A, P2A, P1A, P2A] [0, 1, 2, 1] (repeat)
4 [A,P1, P1] [2, 2, 2, 1] (no impact) 4 [A,P1, P2, P1, P2, P1A, P2A, P1A] [0, 2, 2, 1]
5 [A] [2, 2, 2, 1] (no impact) 5 [A,P1, P2, P1, P2, P1A, P2A] [0, 2, 2, 1] (repeat)

Case 1 defence, allocation [2,3,2,1] 6 [A,P1, P2, P1, P2, P1A] [0, 3, 2, 1]
1 [A,P1, P1, P2, P2, P1A, P1A, P1A, P2A, P2A, P2A] [0, 0, 2, 1] 7 [A,P1, P2, P1, P2] [0, 3, 2, 1] (repeat)
2 [A,P1, P1, P2, P2, P1A, P1A, P1A] [0, 3, 2, 1] 8 [A,P1, P2, P1] [1, 3, 2, 1]
3 [A,P1, P1, P2, P2] [0, 3, 2, 1] (repeat) 9 [A,P1, P2] [1, 3, 2, 1] (repeat)
4 [A,P1, P1] [2, 3, 2, 1] (no impact) 10 [A,P1] [2, 3, 2, 1] (no impact)
5 [A] [2, 3, 2, 1] (no impact) 11 [A] [2, 3, 2, 1] (no impact)

Case 2 defence, allocation [2,2,2,1] Case 2 defence, allocation [3,3,2,1]
1 [A,P1, P2, P1, P2, P1A, P2A, P1A, P2A] [0, 0, 2, 1] 1 [A,P1, P2, P1, P2, P1, P2, P1A, P2A, P1A, P2A, P1A, P2A] [0, 0, 2, 1]
2 [A,P1, P2, P1, P2, P1A, P2A, P1A] [0, 1, 2, 1] 2 [A,P1, P2, P1, P2, P1, P2, P1A, P2A, P1A, P2A, P1A] [0, 1, 2, 1]
3 [A,P1, P2, P1, P2, P1A, P2A] [0, 1, 2, 1] (repeat) 3 [A,P1, P2, P1, P2, P1, P2, P1A, P2A, P1A, P2A] [0, 1, 2, 1] (repeat)
4 [A,P1, P2, P1, P2, P1A] [0, 2, 2, 1] 4 [A,P1, P2, P1, P2, P1, P2, P1A, P2A, P1A] [0, 2, 2, 1]
5 [A,P1, P2, P1, P2] [0, 2, 2, 1] (repeat) 5 [A,P1, P2, P1, P2, P1, P2, P1A, P2A] [0, 2, 2, 1] (repeat)
6 [A,P1, P2, P1] [1, 2, 2, 1] 6 [A,P1, P2, P1, P2, P1, P2, P1A] [0, 3, 2, 1]
7 [A,P1, P2] [1, 2, 2, 1] (repeat) 7 [A,P1, P2, P1, P2, P1, P2] [0, 3, 2, 1] (repeat)
8 [A,P1] [2, 2, 2, 1] (no impact) 8 [A,P1, P2, P1, P2, P1] [1, 3, 2, 1]
9 [A] [2, 2, 2, 1] (no impact) 9 [A,P1, P2, P1, P2] [1, 3, 2, 1] (repeat)

10 [A,P1, P2, P1] [2, 3, 2, 1]
11 [A,P1, P2] [2, 3, 2, 1] (repeat)
12 [A,P1] [3, 3, 2, 1] (no impact)
13 [A] [3, 3, 2, 1] (no impact)

The defence assumptions on how many server copies are impacted by an attack step play a large role

in the complexity of the model if the number of servers in a cluster is large. We considered two cases

of this, representing the extremes, introduced in Section 8.5.3. The “Case 1” assumption, where

the defence cannot stop an attack step that affects one copy of servers in a cluster from affecting

all other identical copies in the same cluster, yields only two outcomes for attack steps on a given

server cluster: either all server copies in the cluster are impacted, or none of them are. So only one

additional “effective allocation” resulting from an attack needs to be evaluated, in addition to the

1Note that the use of this particular memoisation relies on the transitions between states being fast relative to recovery
times, and could lead to an evaluation error if transition times between states are slow. If transition times are significant
enough to cause an error, another evaluation stage could be added to counter such error, as explained in Section 8.5.8.2.
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fully functioning candidate allocation that is evaluated in any case. Thus the number of evaluations

required is not affected directly by the number of servers, only the number of distinct combinations

in the search space. For “Case 2”, where it is assumed that the attack (and its impact) can be stopped

between exploits of copies of identical servers, the number of attack outcomes to evaluate increases

with the number of servers. Table A.2 illustrates this difference between the two cases, showing that

Case 2 yields more distinct cases of effective allocations to evaluate.

A generalised version capturing the Case 1 and Case 2 defence assumptions and the situations in

between is the following: Assume a server cluster with m servers, and that attacks to the cluster can

succeed in groups of G ∈ [1,m] servers. Denoting K = ⌈m/G⌉, there can then be K + 1 distinct

attack outcomes from attack steps affecting that cluster. In Case 1 G = m and K = 1, while in Case 2,

G = 1 and K = m. This extends to a whole server allocation as follows: for an allocation vector with

n elements, mn representing the number of servers in the nth cluster and Kn the distinct outcomes

to evaluate for the cluster, the number of distinct attack outcomes to evaluate is
∏︁n

i=1(Ki + 1). With

Case 1, this is always 2n, and in Case 2 the worst case depends on the upper bound of solution space,

so
∏︁n

i=1(ui + 1), where ui is the upper bound given for the number of servers in cluster i.

For example, if the lower bound for servers in candidate allocations was given by l = [2, 2, 2, 2],

upper bound u = [5, 5, 5, 5] and Gi = mi∀i (Case 1), then at worst, performance would be evaluated∏︁n
i=1(ui − li + 1) +

∏︁n
i=1(Ki + 1) = 44 + 24 = 272 times (in fact some of the effective allocations

are the same as some candidate allocations, but this overlap is of little consequence for the overall

complexity). This case scales well, as the number of evaluations depends on the upper and lower

bound, not the number of servers. However, with Case 2 Ki = mi∀i, and at worst we would have

to evaluate all combinations between the upper bound u and [0, 0, 0, 0], as the effective allocations

in the attack outcomes include each number of servers between 0 and Ki for each cluster i. In that

case, we would estimate performance in the worst case
∏︁n

i=1(ui + 1) = 64 = 1296 times. With the

Case 2 assumption, increasing the number of servers in the clusters makes the number of performance

evaluations required explode quickly, e.g. with u = [20, 20, 20, 20] the number of evaluations would

be 160 000. Using the fluid solver used in our 2nd optimisation stage, this would take over 130 hours

to evaluate based on an average of around 3s per performance evaluation.
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As apparent from the previous paragraph, different values of Ki make a great difference to the com-

plexity of the algorithm. In the intermediate cases where the success of an attack on a cluster j

progresses at the level of subgroups Gj > 1, the number of evaluations required can still be reason-

able even for high numbers of servers. For example, if we assume that a cluster of 100 servers could

be defended in four equal compartments so when detected the defence could contain the attack from

affecting the remaining non-infected compartment, we would have Kj + 1 = 5 distinct outcomes

from attacks on the cluster, with 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100 functioning servers. In this case the complexity

of the algorithm would still be manageable, if the bounds given to the optimisation problem were also

reasonable. Let’s assume u = [105, 105, 105, 105], l = [100, 100, 100, 100] and Ki = 4∀i. Then the

estimation count in the worst case is
∏︁n

i=1(ui−li+1)+
∏︁n

i=1(Ki+1) = 64+54 = 1296+625 = 1921.

Although we have included Case 2 to illustrate the extreme where defence can contain each server

copy individually, we believe that in practice, defence is more likely to be of the type in Case 1, for

two reasons: 1. If an exploit has gone unnoticed by a detection system, it is likely that the same

exploit applied to another copy of an identical server is also not noticed by the detection system; 2.

Containing the effects of an attack at the level of individual copies (or sub-groups) of servers seems

unrealistic in a cluster of identical servers, as the exploits could continue until the attacker is purged,

while containing the attacker by blocking communication can yield the same performance impact.

Model granularity and scaling: When the number of servers is high, it may not make sense to con-

sider changes in numbers of individual servers, but groups of servers. Using a one-server granularity

is not necessary in such cases, and scaling could reduce the optimisation complexity. For example,

with Gi = 25, considering upper and lower bounds u = [125, 125, 125, 125], l = [100, 100, 100, 100]

without scaling would cause a high number of cases to consider (
∏︁n

i=1(ui − li + 1) = 456 976), but

only a few of them are relevant if server additions are considered in groups of Gi = 25. In such cases

we can scale the representation in the model, so that each unit in cluster i represents a group of servers

of size Gi. In the above example with Gi = 25, we have u = [5, 5, 5, 5], l = [4, 4, 4, 4] and Ki = 4 to

obtain
∏︁n

i=1(ui− li+1)+
∏︁n

i=1(Ki+1) = 24+54 = 641 performance evaluations in the worst case.

Note that the scaling is limited by the defence assumption that determines Gi, as we want to consider

all distinct attack outcomes appropriately. That is, if we have a given Gi, we must scale in proportion
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to it so that no attack outcomes are lost. So with Gi = 25, we can use a 1/25 or 1/5 scale, but no

others. For Case 1, where Gi = m, we can scale with any value S < m as long as m/S is an integer.

Observed evaluation times: In our evaluation runs with the QN fluid solution method, in the 2nd

stage of our optimisation, the average time to evaluate the performance of the system for a given row

of an Mattack matrix was 3.08s, while the average time to process a memo hit was 0.00055s. The

bounds approximation in the 1st stage of the optimisation, used to quickly evaluate a large search

space to find a closer region for the fluid solution, is considerably faster, having taken 0.0056s on

average to evaluate one row of an Mattack matrix. This was achieved on a standard desktop computer

with an Intel i7-6700 CPU with 4 cores (8 threads) at 3.4GHz clock speed, and 16GB of RAM.

A.2 Attacker capabilities

While diversity increases robustness to attacks that exploit a particular vulnerability, when adding

diversity to the system, additional vulnerabilities may be added, thus increasing the threat surface. In

our analysis we assume that both server types involved, the regular and the alternative one, have vul-

nerabilities, and the attacker has capabilities to exploit these vulnerabilities with certain probabilities.

We denote by P (R) the probability that the attacker has the capability to exploit a vulnerability in the

regular server type, and by P (A) the probability that the attacker is capable of exploiting a vulnerabil-

ity in the alternative type that is used for adding diversity. This means that, when considering diversity,

we are interested in four joint probabilities, P (R∩A), P (R∩A′), P (R′∩A), and P (R′∩A′), where

event R′ denotes the complement of event R, i.e. when the attacker does not have the exploit for

the vulnerability in the regular server type. These four cases determine the probabilities of scenario

variants, which represent the full attack to both server types, partial attacks to type R only and to type

A only, and no attack to either server type. For example, for attack Scenario 1 [A → P1, P1 → P2],

the diversified case leads to the scenario variants shown in Table A.3. Although shown in the table

for completeness, when setting the relative weights of the variants in our impact evaluation we do not

consider the case (R′ ∩ A′) where the attacker lacks the capability to compromise either server type.

Consequently, the weights relating to the three other cases are rescaled to sum to 1, as shown in the
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“Weight” column of the table.

Table A.3: Scenario variants for attack Scenario 1

Non-diversified case Diversified case
# Variant path Probability Weight # Variant path Probability Weight
1 [A,P1, P2] P (R) 1 1a [A,P1, P2, P1A, P2A] 0.5 · P (R ∩A) 0.5 ·P (R∩A)/ζ

1b [A,P1A, P2A, P1, P2] 0.5 · P (R ∩A) 0.5 ·P (R∩A)/ζ

2 [A,P1, P2] P (R ∩A′) P (R ∩A′)/ζ

3 [A,P1A, P2A] P (R′ ∩A) P (R′ ∩A)/ζ

2 [A] P (R′) 0 4 [A] P (R′ ∩A′) 0
Note: The scaling parameter ζ = P (R ∩A) + P (R ∩A′) + P (R′ ∩A)

To make comparisons to the case with no diversification, where only event R is relevant, we are most

interested in the probability P (R ∩ A) relative to the probability P (R). Here we test the impact of

assuming that the events R and A are not independent, which could arise if attackers are more likely

to be able to exploit a vulnerability if they already know how to exploit a similar vulnerability. We are

thus interested in how the conditional probability P (A|R) affects the benefits from diversification.

Table A.4: Sensitivity to conditional probability of exploits P (A|R)

β = 0.001, tr = 3
Optimum Exp. Cost difference %

P (A|R) allocation cost penalty alloc. diff. P (R ∩A)

pd = 0.3
1 [2, 2, 3, 1] 4910 -1926 389 -23.8 0.5

0.9 [2, 2, 3, 1] 4606 -2230 389 -28.6 0.45
0.8 [2, 2, 3, 1] 4352 -2484 389 -32.5 0.4
0.7 [2, 2, 3, 1] 4138 -2698 389 -35.8 0.35
0.6 [2, 2, 3, 1] 3954 -2882 389 -38.7 0.3
0.5 [2, 2, 3, 1] 3795 -3041 389 -41.1 0.25

Comparison point – Non-diversified optimum
N/A [2, 0, 3, 1] 6447 - - - N/A

Comparison point – reference allocation
N/A [2, 0, 2, 1] 6931 669 -185 +7.5 N/A
pd = 0.5

1 [2, 2, 3, 1] 2514 -1829 389 -36.4 0.5
0.9 [2, 2, 3, 1] 2406 -1937 389 -39.2 0.45
0.8 [2, 2, 3, 1] 2317 -2026 389 -41.4 0.4
0.7 [2, 2, 3, 1] 2241 -2102 389 -43.3 0.35
0.6 [2, 2, 3, 1] 2176 -2167 389 -45.0 0.3
0.5 [2, 2, 3, 1] 2119 -2224 389 -46.4 0.25

Comparison point – Non-diversified optimum
N/A [2, 0, 3, 1] 3954 - - - N/A

Comparison point – reference allocation
N/A [2, 0, 2, 1] 4175 406 -185 +5.6 N/A

Notes: cas/cs=1.05, P (R)=0.5, P (R ∩A′) = P (R′ ∩A)

(a) Case 1 defence

β = 0.001, tr = 3
Optimum Exp. Cost difference %

P (A|R) allocation cost penalty alloc. diff. P (R ∩A)

pd = 0.3
1 [5, 1, 3, 4] 3167 0 9 +0.3 0.5

0.9 [4, 2, 3, 4] 3140 -37 19 -0.6 0.45
0.8 [3, 2, 3, 4] 3078 87 -167 -2.5 0.4
0.7 [3, 2, 3, 4] 3023 32 -167 -4.3 0.35
0.6 [3, 2, 3, 4] 2977 -14 -167 -5.7 0.3
0.5 [2, 2, 3, 4] 2911 105 -352 -7.8 0.25

Comparison point – Non-diversified optimum
N/A [6, 0, 3, 4] 3158 - - - N/A

Comparison point – reference allocation
N/A [2, 0, 2, 1] 6931 5253 -1480 +119.5 N/A
pd = 0.5

1 [3, 1, 3, 2] 2030 0 9 +0.4 0.5
0.9 [2, 2, 3, 2] 2012 -28 19 -0.4 0.45
0.8 [2, 2, 3, 2] 1989 -51 19 -1.6 0.4
0.7 [2, 2, 3, 2] 1970 -70 19 -2.5 0.35
0.6 [2, 2, 3, 2] 1953 -87 19 -3.4 0.3
0.5 [2, 2, 3, 2] 1939 -101 19 -4.1 0.25

Comparison point – Non-diversified optimum
N/A [4, 0, 3, 2] 2021 - - - N/A

Comparison point – reference allocation
N/A [2, 0, 2, 1] 4175 2894 -740 +106.6 N/A

Notes: cas/cs=1.05, P (R)=0.5, P (R ∩A′) = P (R′ ∩A)

(b) Case 2 defence

Tables A.4a and A.4b show how the results from diversification are affected by different assumptions

with regard to the conditional probability P (A|R), in the case where detection applies to all attack

steps, including to replica privileges. The tables assume P (R) = 0.5. We also change the conditional
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probability P (A|R′) so that we maintain P (R ∩ A′) = P (R′ ∩ A), i.e. both the attacks with partial

capabilities are equally likely. This last assumption is made to simplify the amount of parameters to

change, while the focus is on P (A|R) and its impact on P (R ∩ A).

From Tables A.4a and A.4b we can see that for the case study system, while the cost impact found

is lower if the events R and A are dependent than in the independent case, the benefit from applying

diversity remains sizable even with high levels of dependence.

In the analysis included in Chapter 8, we assume that the probability that an attacker has a capability

to exploit a given vulnerability is independent from the probability of them having the capability to

exploit a different one. This is because vulnerabilities can be very specific to a particular compo-

nent, and often require specific conditions to be exploitable. Another reason for this assumption is

that we are not aware of a database that would provide information on the relations in exploitability

between vulnerabilities,2 which would be required to test to what extent the exploitability of different

vulnerabilities is independent or not.

A.3 Sensitivity to diversification cost cas

We ran tests with different levels of diversification costs. Tables A.5a and A.5b show the results of

the optimisation for different levels of the ratio cas/cs of per-unit costs for the alternative servers

used for redundancy with diversification, in addition to the regular ones. The two tables differ in

the SLA disruption-time limit β, i.e. how high a share of disruption is accepted before the SLA is

breached and customers are compensated. Table A.5a shows the looser SLA disruption-time limit of

β = 0.01 (disruption tolerated for up to 1% of the time in a month), and A.5b is with the tighter limit

β = 0.001 (0.1% of time). The tables are structured as follows. The cost ratio cas/cs is shown in the

first column, and the second column shows the optimal server allocations for each cost ratio. In the

server allocation tuples, the first two elements of the tuple relate to the number of application servers

2MITRE ATT&CK® [SAM+18] provides the closest approximation to such information which we know, as the joint
occurrence of specific attack techniques in known attacker groups’ arsenal could be analysed. However, this is based on
known high-profile attacker groups, and on their capabilities that they have been known to exhibit in previous attacks,
which mean the data would be unlikely to represent attacker groups more generally, or even the latest level of capabilities
of the known attacker groups.
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(in DG node SA), with regular application servers in the first and alternative application servers (for

diversity) in the second element, while the third and fourth elements are the numbers of database

servers (in node SDB) and databases (in DB), respectively. The third column of the table includes the

expected costs under our attack scenarios, the fourth and fifth columns show cost differences relative

to N.D. arising from penalty and allocation costs, respectively. Finally, the sixth column shows the

percentage difference in the expected cost relative to the optimum without diversification (N.D.).

The optimum without diversification is included below the results for the diversified optimisation,

specified by the label “N.D.” in the first column of the table. The non-diversified optimum does not

vary with the cost of the alternative servers, so one comparison point covers all cost-ratios shown.

Table A.5: Sensitivity to diversification cost levels

Cost ratio Optimum Exp. Cost difference %
(cas/cs) allocation cost penalty alloc. diff.

1 [1, 1, 2, 1] 925 0 0 0
1.05 [1, 1, 2, 1] 934 0 9 +1.0
1.1 [1, 1, 2, 1] 944 0 19 +2.1
1.2 [1, 1, 2, 1] 962 0 37 +4.0
1.5 [1, 1, 2, 1] 1018 0 93 +10.1
2.0 [1, 1, 2, 1] 1110 0 185 +20.0

N.D. [2, 0, 2, 1] 925 - - -
Notes: pd = 0.3, tr = 3, Case 1 defence, β = 0.01

(a) β = 0.01

Cost ratio Optimum Exp. Cost difference %
(cas/cs) allocation cost penalty alloc. diff.

1.0 [2, 2, 3, 1] 3776 -3041 370 -41.4
1.05 [2, 2, 3, 1] 3795 -3041 389 -41.1
1.1 [2, 2, 3, 1] 3813 -3041 407 -40.9
1.2 [2, 2, 3, 1] 3850 -3041 444 -40.3
1.5 [2, 2, 3, 1] 3961 -3041 555 -38.6
2.0 [2, 2, 3, 1] 4146 -3041 740 -35.7
5.0 [2, 2, 3, 1] 5256 -3041 1850 -18.5
9.0 [2, 1, 3, 1] 6592 -1520 1665 +2.2
10.0 [2, 1, 3, 1] 6777 -1520 1850 +5.1
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 6447 - - -

Notes: pd = 0.3, tr = 3, Case 1 defence, β = 0.001

(b) β = 0.001

In Table A.5a, there is no difference in the optimal allocation chosen in the diversified cases, only

the cost for the allocation. The non-diversified allocation has the same amount of servers, but as the

servers for the application service are all of the cheaper type, the diversified cases are more expensive.

There is no breach of the SLA conditions, so no penalty is applied.

In Table A.5b, we again see no differences to the optimal allocation choice due to diversification cost,

until the cost of the alternative server type reaches 9 times that of the regular type. Before this level,

the cost change is not enough to lead to a different optimal choice. However, the relative benefit of

diversification changes. The change in the cost could be enough to impact the choice of whether or

not to diversify the system, given the maintenance costs of the redundant servers need to be balanced

against the benefits during an attack.
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A.4 Sensitivity to attack scenario weights

In the baseline situation, we have set the weights of the three different attack scenarios (their relative

probabilities of occurrence) as equal, 1/3 each, as explained in Section 8.5.4. In Table A.6 we show

the impact of varying them, showing results for attack cost minimisation using the baseline parameter

values, varying the weights assigned to each of the three scenarios.

Table A.6: Sensitivity to attack scenario weights, attack cost minimisation

Scenario weights Alloc. Optimum Exp. Cost TUL Scenario weights Alloc. Optimum Exp. Cost TUL
pS1 pS2 pS3 type allocation cost diff. % (mths) pS1 pS2 pS3 type allocation cost diff. % (mths)
1/3 1/3 1/3 Div. [2, 2, 3, 1] 3795 -41.1 5.5 0.5 0 0.5 Div. [2, 2, 3, 1] 3383 -55.2 7.5

N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 6447 - 2.6 N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 7555 - 0.8
Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 6931 +7.5 - Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 7705 +2.0 -

0 0.25 0.75 Div. [2, 2, 3, 1] 3990 -15.7 2.4 0.5 0.25 0.25 Div. [2, 2, 3, 1] 3592 -51.4 7.2
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 4733 - 3.5 N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 7388 - 1.7
Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 5384 +13.8 - Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 7705 +4.3 -

0 0.5 0.5 Div. [2, 2, 3, 1] 4200 -8.0 2.1 0.5 0.5 0 Div. [2, 2, 3, 1] 3802 -47.3 6.8
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 4566 - 4.4 N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 7220 - 2.6
Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 5384 +17.9 - Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 7705 +6.7 -

0 0.75 0.25 Div. [2, 1, 3, 1] 4404 +0.1 2.6 0.75 0 0.25 Div. [2, 2, 3, 1] 3184 -64.1 9.9
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 4399 - 5.3 N.D. [2, 0, 2, 1] 8865 - N/A
Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 5384 +22.4 - Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 8865 0 -

0.25 0 0.75 Div. [2, 2, 3, 1] 3581 -42.5 5.2 0.75 0.25 0 Div. [2, 2, 3, 1] 3394 -61.1 9.5
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 6228 - 1.7 N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 8715 - 0.8
Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 6544 +5.1 - Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 8865 +1.7 -

0.25 0.25 0.5 Div. [2, 2, 3, 1] 3791 -37.4 4.8 1 0 0 Div. [2, 2, 2, 1] 2800 -72.1 18.6
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 6060 - 2.6 N.D. [2, 0, 2, 1] 10025 - -
Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 6544 +8.0 - Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 10025 0 -

0.25 0.5 0.25 Div. [2, 2, 3, 1] 4001 -32.1 4.4 0 1 0 Div. [1, 1, 3, 1] 4241 +0.2 5.9
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 5893 - 3.5 N.D. [2, 0, 2, 1] 4231 - 6.2
Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 6544 +11.0 - Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 5384 +27.2 -

0.25 0.75 0 Div. [2, 2, 3, 1] 4211 -26.5 4.1 0 0 1 Div. [2, 2, 3, 1] 3780 -22.9 2.8
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 5726 - 4.4 N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 4900 - 2.6
Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 6544 +14.3 - Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 5384 +9.9 -

Notes: cas/cs=1.05, P (A|R) = 0.5, β = 0.001, pd = 0.3, tr = 3, Case 1 defence

The main observation relating to the results in Table A.6 is that the optimal allocation is rather stable

in face of changes to the scenario weights. In 14/16 of the cases tested for the table, the optimal

allocation was found to be [2, 2, 3, 1] (using attack cost minimisation). In the remaining two cases,

where a high weight was given to Scenario 2 (pS2 = 1, and [pS2 = 0.75, pS3 = 0.25]), the optimum

was the non-diversified allocation [2, 0, 3, 1].
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A.5 TUL optimisation result tables

Tables A.7a and A.7b show results for TUL optimisation; the former assumes attack penalty multiplier

1x ($50 per customer), while the latter uses penalty multiplier 3x ($150 per customer).

Note that, due to the condition in the TUL maximisation problem (equation (8.4) in Section 8.5.8.1)

to consider only allocations with more servers than in the reference allocation, in cases where adding

redundancy is not beneficial the optimisation may fail to find a solution that is reasonable, i.e. the

chosen allocation has a higher cost than the reference. In such cases the reference allocation should

be chosen instead. This situation occurs in Tables A.7a and A.7b for the non-diversified cases with

pd = 0 and pd = 0.9, and for pd = 0.7 in Table A.7a.

Table A.7: Sensitivity to detection probability pd, TUL optimisation, Case 1 defence

Detection Alloc. Optimum Exp. Cost difference %
prob. (pd) type allocation cost penalty alloc. diff.
β = 0.001, tr = 3

0 Div. [2, 2, 2, 1] 11425 -2889 389 -18.0
N.D. [2, 0, 2, 1] 13925 - - -
Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 13925 0 0 0

0.1 Div. [2, 1, 2, 1] 9721 -1142 9 -10.4
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 10854 - - -
Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 11143 474 -185 +2.7

0.3 Div. [2, 1, 2, 1] 5630 -826 9 -12.7
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 6447 - - -
Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 6931 669 -185 +7.5

0.5 Div. [2, 1, 2, 1] 3263 -700 9 -17.5
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 3954 - - -
Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 4175 406 -185 +5.6

0.7 Div. [2, 1, 2, 1] 1995 -658 194 -18.9
N.D. [2, 0, 2, 1] 2459 - - -
Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 2459 0 0 0

0.9 Div. [2, 2, 2, 1] 1322 -434 389 -3.3
N.D. [2, 0, 2, 1] 1367 - - -
Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 1367 0 0 0

Notes: cas/cs=1.05, P (A|R) = 0.5, cc=$50

(a) 1x penalty multiplier ($50 per customer)

Detection Alloc. Optimum Exp. Cost difference %
prob. (pd) type allocation cost penalty alloc. diff.
β = 0.001, tr = 3

0 Div. [2, 2, 2, 1] 31647 -8667 389 -20.7
N.D. [2, 0, 2, 1] 39925 - - -
Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 39925 0 0 0

0.1 Div. [2, 2, 2, 1] 22270 -8276 204 -26.6
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 30342 - - -
Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 31579 1422 -185 +4.1

0.3 Div. [2, 2, 2, 1] 10362 -6963 204 -39.5
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 17121 - - -
Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 18943 2007 -185 +10.6

0.5 Div. [2, 1, 2, 1] 7552 -2098 9 -21.7
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 9641 - - -
Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 10675 1219 -185 +10.7

0.7 Div. [2, 1, 2, 1] 3746 -1607 9 -29.9
N.D. [2, 0, 3, 1] 5344 - - -
Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 5527 368 -185 +3.4

0.9 Div. [2, 2, 2, 1] 1337 -1286 204 -44.7
N.D. [2, 0, 2, 1] 1082 - - -
Ref [2, 0, 2, 1] 1082 0 0 0

Notes: cas/cs=1.05, P (A|R) = 0.5, cc=$150

(b) 3x penalty multiplier ($150 per customer)
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